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INTRODUCTION 

A feature of the contemporary epoch is the scientific and 

technical progress which encompassed virtually all spheres of the 

national economy. It was revealed most considerably in the field 

of rocket and space technology. In order to present a high level 

of the perfection of carrier rockets and space vehicles, it suffices 

to indica"« the achievements of recent years (delivery to the moon 

of the automatic researcher "Lunokhod-II", flights of manned space 

vehicles around the earth and moon, the prolonged flights of auto¬ 

matic stations to Venus and Mars, etc.). These achievements are 

largely predetermined by the creation of powerful reliably acting 

liquid-propellant rocket engines (ZhRD) [WPA] and engine installa¬ 

tions (DU) [AV]. At the same time, there arose new problems, 

first of all - the problem of the reliability of functioning of 

the ZhRD, conditioned by considerations of the provision for a 

reliability of missile-space complexes, the safety control of 

flights, and so on. 

It is indisputable that questions of reliability in one form 

or another always confronted creato.-s of engines of rockets. But 

if in the early development period of technology they were limited 

to qualitative informatior., then at present the quantitative 

evaluation of the i'eliability level is required. 

FTD-MT-24-836-7^ ix 



This necessity appears especially sharply in stages of the 

experimental development of the ZhRD, since the endeavor of che 

I program and volumes of different types of tests and the moment of 

completion of the development are determined by the achieved level 

of reliability, which must correspond to requirements for technical 

assignment for the development of ZhRD. 

j Despite the fact that the reliability theory was formed into 

an independent science very recently (in the last two decades', in 

its development two trends were clearly determined. 

The first - the statistical-probability trend, based on the 

statistical representation of mass phenomena or events, assumes the 

admission, systematization and processing of information according 

to test results. In this case the used methods of the probability 

theory and mathematical statistics do not directly consider the 

physical features of the investigated processes. 

j.ne second trend is based on the physical approach to the 

problem of reliability. It assumes the detection of failures, the 

investigation of reasons for their manifestation and elimination by 

means of the appropriate modifications. 

The first trend was developed basically by mathematicians and 

the second - by specialists engineers and designers - the direct 

creators of the ZhRD. Both trends, in supplementing one another, 

serve the same purposes; however, until recently they were the 

object of vigorous discussions [5, 11, 21, 37, 54, 76, 8l, 87, 103]. 

In order to explain the essence of that which is occurring, 

let us note that the statistical-probability methods of the evalua¬ 

tion of reliability, which are based on the use of only qualitative 

information (classified according to the criterion "success-failure") 

cannot satisfy the requirements given to the evaluation of the 

-of complex technical devices which are contemporary 
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ZhRD. (Methods based on the fiyincT ^ un tne iixing of the time of operation time 

for ZhRD are not used in the majority of the cases). 

This position is explained by the fact that despite the 

comparatively high Informativeness of the tests with which by means 

of telemeterings dozens and hundreds of dynamic characteristics are 

recorded, for calculating the reliability only one evaluation - 

success” or "failure" is utilized. Therefore, the confirmation 

o high levels of reliability requires a large volume of tests, 

t is possible to distinguish three basic reasons which make 

unacceptable the classical methods of the evaluation of the rellabll- 

i.y of the ZhRD based on the qualitative Information: 

1) the high level of reliability of the ZhRD; 

2) the complexity of the design, the high cost of manufacture 
and testing; 

3) the limitedness of periods of development and production. 

Ror these reasons, for reliability tests a small number of 

articles is Isolated, as a result of which it is impossible to 

determine all the failures, the "weak" places of the design and 
technology . 

The manifestation of design and engineering failures and their 

subsequent development in the stage of operation are for many reasons 

extremely undesirable. This is why the acceptance of substantiated 

solutions is especially Important in the final stages of development. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to accept the solution on the basis 

of tests of a limited quantity of articles. This means that the 

informativeness of the tests muse be high. 

With the probability methods of the evaluation of reliability 

based on qualitative information, the result of unit testing is 

considered as a simple event, the evaluation of the probability of 

FTD-MT-24-836-74 xi 



which is based on the assumption about the frequency stability of 

test results. This assumption conditions the indispensable fu1 

fillment cf requirements of the identity of tested copies of arcades 

and the constancy of conditions of the conducting of tests. However, 

these requirements contradict the research nature of the development 

of the ZhRD, since they eliminate the possibility of the use for 

evaluations of the reliability of a considerable part of the 

information. 

Consequently, the statistical-probability methods, based on 

qualitative information, cannot be (without gross deviations) matched 

with programs of the experimental development of the ZhRD, and 

requirements of the technical assignment with respect to reliability 

are not connected with the real possibilities of their confirmation. 

The methods considered eliminate the possibility of the determination 

of a specific type of failure; therefore, in the process of develop¬ 

ment it is not possible to study the features of the design. 

The result of test's in the process of design development is 

not the only one and is not always the main figure of merit of the 

engine tested. The greater in this stage the fallu-es will be 

revealed and the more effective the development will be carried out, 

the more reliable the engine in the process of the operation will 

prove to be. In examining the problem concerning the operation of 

engine, the researcher must not be limited to the fixing of results 

of the tests, but there must be taken into consideration the results 

of measurements of parameters which characterize the physical 

processes, systems and test conditions with which the defects and 

failures, the state of the material, and so on are recorded. 

Only this approach to the evaluation of the operation of the 

ZhRD in combination with the statistical methods, which consider the 

full volume of information, represents the convincing characteristic 

of its reliability. 

In recent years the reliability theory began to be developed 

on the Joint of two examined directions - physical and statistical. 

FID-MI-24-836-7^ xii 
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The task is to formulate the physical bases of the engineering 

analysis in mathematical form and obtain a quantitative evaluation 

of the test results. Posed in this case are questions concerning 

an increase in the infoimativeness of the tests, a decrease in the 

quantity of articles, the early development of "weak" places and 

failures, and the evaluation of reliability indices and their 

forecasting for prolonged periods of operation. In all t.re cases 

these evaluations must concur with the statistical evaluations 

obtained in the stage of operation according to the results of a 

large number of natural tests. 

To provide a reliability of the ZhRD the following is necessary. 

1. Check the operation of the engine with any possible com¬ 

binations of external and internal factors, which determine the 

conditions of its functioning. 

2. Determine the conformity of the operating characteristics 

and parameters of the engine to the assigned requirements. 

In the solution to this problem in all stages of development, 

an important place is assigned to the early detection and predic¬ 

tion of failures. Until recently this was done by methods of 

empirical search. However, the contemporary requirements given to 

the development of the ZhRD require the development of scientifically 

substantiated programs with the substantiation of the different 

plans of experimental works and volumes of tests. 

Theoretical bases for this have basically already been 

developed, i.e., this is the theory of experiment, mathematical 

modeling, theory of similitude and dimensionality, and so on. 

Unfortunately, a description of the application of these methods, 

with rare exception, is isolated in the literature according to 

different fields of knowledge. 
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Since the ZhRD is a complex of complex assemblies and systems 

which are distinguished by the nature and mechanism of the physical 

processes t ...ethodologically it would be erroneous to be restricted 

during che planning of its development to any one^of the methods. 

This purpose corresponds to the implementation of technical 

diagnostics into the practice of the investigation and search of 

emergency situations of the ZhRD. 
,4 

The test theory is closely connected with theories of mathemat¬ 

ical, physical and structural modeling. 

The complex use of basic positions of these theories and 

methods must be the basis of the theory of the experimental develop¬ 

ment of complex technical systems. In connection with the ZhRD this 

theory would correspond to the contemporary requirements for the 

provision of the assigned level of reliability. 
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE 
PROVISION FOR THE RELIABILITY OF THE ZhRD 

§ 1. TECHNICAL ASSIGNMENT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE ENGINE 

The technical assignment from the side of the customer is the 

initial basic document which determines the complex of operational 

requirements, design characteristics and operational indices by 

which must be satisfied by the engine developed. Set for^h in the 

technical assignment is information which determines the ultimate 

purpose of the engine, its use and operation, the enumerator, of 

the basic parameters, including the kind of fuel, some detgn 

features, and finally the period and cost of the developme t [62]. 

The basic parameters include the energy and mass parameters: 

the specific and gross thrust o^ the engine, the pressure in the 

combustion chamber and gas generator, fuel component ratios, flow 

rates per second, characteristi :s of the turbopump unit, ranges of 

control, total operating time, jyclograms of starting and shuting 

down, overall dimensions, mass, butt dimensiors, and so on. 

The conditions of applicat on are determined by the ultimate 

purpose (engine of a ballistic Missile, carrier of space /chicles, 

etc . /. 
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Understood by design features are certain assigned (or proposed 

by the customer) designed solutions, which consider the contemporary 

achievements of science or the development of this field of 

technology. Taking this into account, in a technical specification 

there can be indicated what engine must be (with an "open” or 

"closed" circuit), the type of suspension of the combustion chamber, 

the presence of a turbopump unit TNA [THA - turbopump assembly] or 

of a ]ressure feed system of the propellant components,the form of 

cooling of the combustion chamber; the methods of propellant 

ignition, the ranges of control of the basic parameters and certain 

other characteristics, for example, reusability, the interconnection 

with other systems of the complex, and so on. 

The performance properties of the ZhRD are determined by the 

following factors: 

- convenience of installation; 

- the possibility of periodic inspections of a technical 

state ; 

- conditions of storage and transportation; 

- temperature and humidity conditions in operation; 

- temperature and pressure of the operating components during 

storage, servicing and in the prelaunch period; 

- the maximum permissible difference in temperatures of the 

components ; 

- the maximum time of contact with the components or with their 

pairs ; 

- the service life for the varied conditions of operation; 

PTD-MT-24-83Ó-74 2 



the levels of vibrations, excess pressure and short-term 

increase in temperatures; 

- Impact loads; 

- axial and radial accelerations, etc. 

For the ZhRD of carrier rockets of space vehicles, the operating 

requirements should be related to levels of solar and cosmic 

radiation, the effect of conditions of weightlessness, the cyclic 

recurrence of the change in operating modos, active and passive 

phcses of t-he flight, the trajectory correction of the flight, and 

so on. 

In the final development stages and with deliveries of the fin¬ 

ished products, the technical specifications are one of the basic 

documents for the solution to the problem concerning the quality of ‘ 

fulfilment of the order and concerning the degree of its conformity 

to the established requirements. In this case the technical 

specifications are the basis of the developed technical anu opera¬ 

tional documentation. In a number of cases it can be supplemented 

by individual particular specifications for completion elements and 

systems, assemblies of automation, instruments, sensors, nnd so on. 

5 2. TECHNICAL DESIGN 

The technical design is developed on the basis of the technical 

specifications, preliminary design data in the form of the advance 

design, theoretical and experimental research of the SRI [HUM - 

Scientific Research Institute], the design bureaus, and a priori 

information about product-prototypes. 

The technical design must contain: 

- a list of specifications; 
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- substantiation of the accepted design and engineering and 

circuit solutions: 

- application with the hydraulic and thermogasdynamic calcula¬ 

tions of operating processes, stress analyses of main assemblies 

and units; 

- the selection of the optimum nozzle configuration; 

- working drawings; 

- the technological and operational and technical documentation, 

which includes a description of the design of the article, instruc¬ 

tions on tests and practical use. 

The basic figures of merit of the implemented technical design 

for the engine can be considered the following characteristics: 

- the level of operational reliability; 

- the value of specific thrust; 

- the specific mass of the engine (as the ratio of mass of the 

ZhRD, filled with propellant components, to thrust in a void); 

- the cost of development. 

All of them, to a sufficient degree, depend on one another. 

Thus, for instance, attempts to increíse the combustion efficiency 

of the propellant or combustion chamber pressure for the purpose of 

an increase in the specific thrust, to a certain degree, can lead 

to a reduction in the reliability. An attempt to insure reliability 

by an increase in strength of the assemblies makes the mass 

characteristics worse. In turn, the achieving of this goal by 

applying more ideal structural materials will lead to an increase 



in the cost. In no less degree the reliability and cost prove to be 

interrelated [53]. It is quite obvious that a continuation of the 

experimental development of the engine for the purpose of increas¬ 

ing the achieved level of reliability leads directly to an increase 

in its cost. On the other hand, a decrease in the cost because of 

the volume of test is connected with a lowering in the reliability 

level. 

With all this the Indicated requirements depend directly on 

the ultimate purpose of the engine. The requirements for the 

minimum cost, maximum specific thrust and low mass, to a certain 

degree, are general. The value of specific thrust and mass of the 

engine determine the maximum flying range (or payload). However, 

the very values of their derivatives in terms of distance depend 

on the specifications and especially the purpose of rocket stage. 

Thus, for instance, for an intercontinental ballistic missile the 

reduction by one percent of specific thrust or an increase of 

several percent of the mass of the engine of the first (lower) 

stage for the purpose of increasing the reliability will not lead 

to any essential decrease in the flying range. 

At the same time a change thus in engine performances cf the 

upper stages already plays a significant role. The higher the stage, 

the greater the value of partial derivatives. 

In each specific case the selection of the examined engine 

characteristics in the technical design must be substantiatej by 

tne solution of the particular problems in optimization. 

The optimization and normalization of the reliability oí 

engines of lower and upper stages mist consider features of the 

launching structure, operating characteristics of the article, 

including the safety of its use. Thus, for instance, the reliabil¬ 

ity of first stage according to these considerations can be ^.gher 

than the reliability of the upper .jtages. 
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S 3. CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMS AND ELEMENTS 
OF ENGINE INSTALLATIONS 

The programs and types of tests must maximally consider the 

physical and design features of the systems and elements. 

Understood by the system is the complex of interacting elements 

which are found in a functional interconnection and are considered 

as the simplest links in the structural scheme of the reliability 

of the article. Some systems can be mounted from the standard units 

(elements), which, in turn, can be independent or correlated with 

one another. For the newly developed mechanical systems, such 

possibilities, as a rule, are limited. However, the use in pneu- 

draulic systems of DU [fly - engine installation] of separate 

standard elements of the type of pressure relay, electropneumatic 

valves, etc. is not excluded. The specific feature of the considered 

rocket systems is virtually always cross-correlation between the 

elements, which creates definite difficulties in their autonomous 

development. 

Tests are considered to be autonomous if separate elements of 

the system are tested. But in a number of cases when the complex 

integrated system consists of less complex systems, then tests of 

the latter are also autonomous. Thus,, for instance, the engine 

Installation, which consists of several independent ZhRD, can be 

considered as an integrated system and the separate ZhRD - as its 

self-contained units. In this case tests of the ZhRD are autonomous 

in relation to the DU. The tests themselves of the DU in relation 

to the ZhRD will be complex. This does not exclude the possibility 

of conducting complex tests of the DU in the composition of other 

more complex systems as, for example, a rocket. 

From this point of view, by the simplest condition of the 

divisior of systems into elements one should examine the structural 

scheme of the reliability or design concept of the article. They 

are both interconnected. 



Both the systems and elements as a whole can be subdivided 

into systems and elements of single and repeated action. 

The technical devices of single action cannot be included in 

the operation twice, since the processes which occur in them are 

irreversible. The number of such devices can include the different 

pyrotechnic means, explosive diaphragms, sheared stop elements, 

explosive bolts, and so on. In connection with the DU, the elements 

of single action are certain assemblies of automation, means of the 

control of starting and stage separation, and so on. 

The basic assemblies (combustion chambers, turbopump units, 

gas generators and others, including such elements of automation 

as electropneumatic valves, regulators, throttles, etc.) are 

devices of repeated action. 

There are also the type of combined mechanisms which combine 

in themselves functions of single and repeated action. 

Although the tests of elements of single action are character¬ 

ized as destructive tests, nevertheless, many parts remain .-uitable 

for further use and can be used in reliability tests, tests up to 

failure, etc. 

An example of systems of single action can be the design of 

a fuel tank with a pressure feed system of the propellant components 

(Pig. 1.1). The internal volume of the tank is divided by an 

elastic diaphragm into two hermetically sealed cavities, the right 

one of which is filled with liquid component, and the left is 

filled with compressed gas. The >perating principle is the follow¬ 

ing. 

With the displacement of propellant component from the right 

cavity of the tank the diaphragm is deformed and consecutively 

occupies positions 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. As the final result it lies 

on the internal surface of the ri*ht hemisphere. 
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Thus in this system the elastic 

diaphragm is the element of single 

action. The hemispheres of the tank 

can be used several times, since within 

limits of a change in the operating 

pressure they retain their efficiency. 

However, in a number of cases they 

can be subjected to tests up to their 

breakdown. 

For this purpose after the full 

displacement of propellant component 

from the tank, in the gas cavity it 

is necessary to continue to increase 

the pressure. Upon reaching the tensile strength, the walls of 

the tank are destroyed. 

In designing the calculation of the diaphragm is conducted in 

such a way that In the process of its operation up to the moment 

of total displacement of liquid from the tank its elasticity would 

be retained because of strain and fluidity of the material. 

In the structural scheme of the reliability of the tank, the 

weakest link, in all probabl1,>y, will be the diaphragm. Tests 

for the reliability of the diaphragm will be examined below. 

5 *». GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TESTS AND 
PROGRAMS OF DEVELOPMENT 

In the reliability programs of complex technical systems (and 

ZhRD related to them), the tests are the most important part, 

which requires the maximum contribution of economic, material and 

physical expenditures. 

The tests should be considered as the natural continuation of 

design and research works, which are concluded with the creation of 

Figure 1.1. Tank with 
an elastic separator 
diaphragm: 
T - compressed gas; H - 
liquid propellant com¬ 
ponent; 0, 1, 2, 3, ^ - 
successive positions of 
the separator diaphragm 
with the emptying of the 
tank; 5» 6 - weld seams. 
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experimental models. At present the level of the accuracy of the 

design works and theoretical calculations from the viewpoint of the 

evaluation of the physical functioning of the ZhRD does not make 

it possible to eliminate testing from the general plan oí operations 

with respect to the provision for reliability. The efficiency of 

the ZhRD is estimated only on the basis of the test results. 

The first stage of the tests is the designer's development of 

experimental models, which has as its goal the refinement of the 

specifications and the selection of the regular version of the 

design. Then there follows the finishing of the regular version of 

the article and the evaluation of its operational and technical 

characteristics. The development of the complex technical systems 

is completed by government tests [57, 53]. 

The task of the planning of experimental works and development 

of test programs includes the maximally full development of potential 

possibilities of the design and the elimination of its "weak" places. 

In this case all efforts of the experimenters and designers must be 

directed toward the possibility of an early failure prediction of 

the developed articles. 

The tests are a unique base for the introduction of design 

modifications with respect to the revealed defects and malfunctions. 

In this case the earlier they are detected, then in a more favorable 

position the project will prove to be. The introduction of design 

modifications in the process of the operation is completely 

inadmissible according to the many obvious considerations. For 

this reason the earliest diagnostics of malfunctions and an evalua¬ 

tion jf reliacility before the completion of the designer's 

development of the ZhRD become a task of paramount importance. In 

light of this, the entire importance of the development and 

acceptance of rational programs wlich correspond to the given 

requirements becomes obvious. This task is considered by the 

specialists as being virtually the most important [62], and, 
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therefore, for its solution there must be enlisted the most 

qualified colleagues of the KB [HE - Design Office], SRI, experts 

and testers, and also design-developers of specific systems. 

The experimental program must contain the following basic 

informâtion : 

the purpose of the test, the object and place of the test 

work; 

- the type of bench equipment, the composition of the measuring 

and recording equipment; 

- factors (parameters) which determine the test conditions; 

- laws of the change and levels of the variation of factors; 

the type and site of installation of monitoring sensors on 

the article, and the methods of their attachment; 

- periods of the measurement of parameters in the process of 

testing; 

methods of the decoding of the recordings of parameters and 

the processing of experimental data; 

- methods of flaw detection of the material after a test, etc. 

In the process of the tests a large complex of technical and 

organizational problems concerning the provision for a high quality 

ox the development is solved. In a number of branches of industry 

the designer's development of technical systems is carried out not 

only with special experimental offices but, mainly, at commercial 

plants under the condition of their sufficient manning by technical 

and engineering personnel and the most active participation of the 

experimental and design offices [57]. 
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Sometimes the tests are begun even in the early planning stages 

when the designer by empiricism fills the absence of the theoretical 

data necessary for calculation or checks their reliability. 

Prom the viewpoint of the planning of development, the tests 

are subdivided into several stages [62]. The initial stages are 

characterized by laboratory and experimental studyings, and the 

final stages - by a demonstration of the reliability under the 

assigned operating conditions with the necessary confirmation of 

the conformity of the operational and technical characteristics 

of the article to the technical specifications for development. 

The Juridicial completion of the development should be considered 

as a confirmation of the assigned levels of reliability and outputs 

characteristic of the ZhRD according to results of all types of 

tests . 

Since the quantity of tests of the articles under actual 

conditions of operation is very limited as a result of their high 

cost, the launching failures and emergency results lead to an 

additional increase in the expenditures; therefore, it is necessary 

to attain a maximum effectiveness of the ground development. The 

matter is provided by the simulation of conditions of full-scale 

tests and an account of the effect of all operational factors which 

condition the certainty of the characteristics of reliability during 

the bench development of separate elements and systems. 

The solution to the problem is achieved by the development of 

experimental programs of ground tests, the basic goal of which is 

the appearance of all possible forms of malfunctions and failures 

and the elimination of them by means of the modification of iesign 

and perfection of the production processes. In the development of 

aircraft engines this consists of the basic goal of the modification 
tests [1]. 
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Less substantiated is the statement of problem which places 

as the purpose only a confirmation of the efficiency of the accepted 

version of the design, since it proceeds from the condition of the 

demonstration of reliability of the ZhRD and not from the viewpoint 

of the determination of its "weak” places. A striving for the 

achir/ement of success can be created by a tendentious subjective 

apurjach to the evaluation of the test results. In this case 

sometimes the serious malfunctions and failures can be explained by 

reasons not characteristic to this design. 

With ground development the tendency to the appearance of 

failures of elements and systems by means of the making rigid of 

the possible operating modes and test conditions, taking into 

account the repeated use of the materiel part, contributes to the 

creation of highly reliable engine installations, in a number of 

cases even in shorter periods with a less amount of expenditures. 

At present abroad ever greater attention is given to the design 

and developmen: of ZhRD of repeated use for those stages of rockets 

of space carriers and vehicles which are returned to earth. The 

guaranteed service life of such engines is no longer limited to 

single startings and several minutes of operation. Thus, for 

instance, the oxyhydrogen ZhRD of the Aerojet General firm with a 
7 

thrust equal to 230 tons (0.225*10 N) is designed for repeated use 

with the number of switchings on of not less than 500 and the total 

useful life under operating conditions on the order of 10 hours 

[921. In this case the possibility of repeated loadings of the 

stage with propellant components is provided. 

This imposes its features on the methods of development and 

the types of tests themselves. The number of such features includes 

the cyclic mode of operation of the engine under terrestrial 

conditions and conditions of weightlessness; positive and negative 

axial g-forces (connected with acceleration and braking of the 

s^ag.s upon the return to earth); the admissibility of impact loads 

which appear at the moment of landing; the cj'clic recurrence of a 
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change in the temperature conditions for some design elements in 

very wide limits (from high temperatures of operating conditions to 

temperatures of the initial components) and so on. 

No less important and complex in this case should be considered 

the provision for the assigned service time, including the operating 

time under operating conditions. If for the ZhRD of ballistic 

missiles these requirements do not cause any special difficulties, 

then for engines of repeated use they are already basic. Taking 

into account the noticeable effect of the start-up conditions and 

the periodicity of switchings on the total technical service life, 

the programs of service-life tests must also provide such conditions 

of the engine operations in which the quantity of startings and 

cyclic recurrence of the change in the modes would be maximum. 

The requirements for making the operating modes rigid are 

general for the bench and flight tests. However, if bench t^sts can 

be carried out under different maximum and boundary conditions and 

modes which exceed those which are assigned, then the flight tests, 

as a rule, are limited by maximum levels of the basic paramétra 

permissible in technical specifications and records. The ma/ing 

rigid of the engine operating modes during flight tests is more 

expediently achieved as a result of the combination of limit'ng 

values of different factors. 

In the process of the ground development by means of the 

realization of a different form of programs from the materiel part 

of the experimental models on each assembly, unit and ZhRD, as a 

whole the maximum of information about reliability must be extracted. 

In the rational program not o’e element of tne design which 

preserved the efficiency must be included in the number of articles 

not suitable for further use. 

In summation, the basic requirements for the optimum program of 

the carrying out of the firing tests of the engine in the fin*! 

stages of development can be formulated. 
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1. The conditions and operating modes, including bench 

equipment, must be maximally approximated to the actual conditions 

of operation. 

2. The test program must provide for modes which consider not 

only the nominal but also maximum levels of the variation of 

external and internal factors and also their most adverse 

combinations• 

3. In the process of the tests there must be conducted a 

variation in temperature of the propellant components and design, 

inlet pressures, some internal factors, programmed reversal of 

controlling elements and control drives of combustion chambers, 

including permissible deviations in the chemical and mass composi¬ 

tion of the propellant components. 

4. The measuring system must provide monitoring and recording 

of virtually all the basic parameters and levels of the significant 

factors with the necessary accuracy. 

5. The program must not allow the conducting of the next 

testing without a decoding and analysis of results of the foregoing 

experiments . 

6. The volume of the tests must be sufficient for the single¬ 

valued evaluation of results of tests and confirmation of the 

assigned level of reliability. 

7. program must provide for the maximum use of the 

materiel part. 

8. The planning of the tests, the program of operations and 

the processing of experimental data must be based on methods of 

mathematical statistics, factor analysis and the theory of 

rr liability. 
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9. Program must provide means of a further increase in the 

informativeness of the tests. 

The experimental and design tests are not any isolated stage 

of the creation of a technical system; they pass as a steady source 

of reliable information through all periods of development, 

production and operation. 

§ 5. REQUIREMENTS FOR BENCH EQUIPMENT 

The realization of a complex experimental program requires 

complex bench equipment and the presence of an ideal system of 

telemetering control, including metering equipment. The development 

of the starting and switching off of ZhRD of high-altitude stages 

requires the creation of such bench-test systems as high-altitude 

chambers with knock-out plugs, vacuum systems in the form cf 

ejectors, etc. For high-thrust engines these installations must 

possess large overall dimensions at sufficiently high power or 

productivity of the power systems. For these purposes, in tne USA 

(at the Arnold center), underground high-altitude chamber v.nose 

depth is 76.2 m and diameter is 30 m is built, and it ensures a 

rarefaction which corresponds to conditions at an altitude f 38 km 

[95]. The high-altitude chamber was used for the developmft of 

the J-2 engine (Rocketdyne) Intended for the second stage of the 

carrier rocket Saturn-5. At the same time the Boeing firm created 

a vibration table for the testing of the completely assembled 

rockets and stages [82], and at Edwards A.F.B. (USA) there Is a 

stand for firing tests of stages S-1C of the carrier rocket 

Saturn-5 [91] with the thrust of the DU equal to 3^00 tons 

(0.333^10 N) during a flight operating time of approximately 150 s. 

The purpose of the ground-based test can be formulated as a 

provision for the required levels of reliability of the ZhRD by 

the mos; economically available means, which is reached by tice 

partial replacement of full-scale flight tests by bench tes*.,. 
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Virtually this means that results of the bench tests can be reliable 

only with their full conformity to flight conditions. Por this 

static and dynamic similarity or the simulation of conditions of 

flight tests of articles on a stand must be observed. This problem 

determines the basic requirement given to bench equipment. 

By examining the dynamics of the ZhRD in the pre-operational 

period, with launching, start, in flight under operating conditions 

and wich switching off it is possible to arrive at the conclusion 

that each of these systems is characterized by a complex of determin¬ 

ed factors. Thus, for instance, the pre-operational period and 

starting of the engine are characterized by a temperature and 

humidity mode and ambient pressure, which are determined, basically, 

by atmospheric conditions or the microclimate of the firing 

structure. 

These factors have maximum and minimum levels assigned in 

technical specifications and records. Similarly the temperatures of 

the propellant components and design are established. In turn, 

the pressure at the engine inlet in the pre-operational period 

varies in accordance with the boost pressure of the tanks. The 

order of the passage of instructions and functioning of elements 

of automation occur depending on the cyclogram of the start. 

After the opening of main valves there occurs motion of the 

propellant components along the internal engine communications, 

caused by pressure differentials which are determined, mainly, by 

characteristics of the feed main lines (their length, cross section, 

local losses to hydraulic resistance, and vibrations) and the boost 

pressure of the tanks. After tie start of the engine axial overloads 

appear. The latter, in turn, render influence on an increase in 

the inlet pressures before pumps. 

The test stand for conducting firing tests of a ZhRD must have 

a -Hand with a thrurt-measuring device, a centralized system of the 
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feed of propellant components with fittings and meters of flow rates 

per second and a control panel with monitoring-measuring equipment 

and registering equipment. 

The basic requirements of the test-stand equipment can be the 

following: 

- the provision for the identity or for a dynamic similarity 

of the system's characteristics of feed of the engine with propellant 

components, including the conformity of the inertia, wave and 

hydraulic characteristics of the feed main lines; 

- the provision for the conformity of the laws of & change in 

the inlet pressures into the engine, pressures in the combustion 

chamber and gas generator, the time of the approach or entrance of 

the propellant components to the main units; 

- the provision for i. change over wide limits of the temperature 

of the propellant components and design, inlet pressures, control 

of flow rates per second and thrust; 

- for engines of the upper stages the achievement of the degree 

of the conformity of high-altitude conditions (rarefaction of the 

surrounding medium, the absence of a convective exchange between 

the structural parts and the medium, the effect of solar radiation); 

- the provision for the identity of the passage of instructions 

with time; { 

- the use of the design of nounting points of the engine and 

its units which corresponds to t.ie regular; 

- the convenience and possibility of conducting tests during 

as short periods as possible; 

- the efficiency of the tes;s; 
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the maximum automation and simplification of the test program 

the presence of systems of noise suppression, neutralization 
and industrial flows ; 

- the presence of measuring and recording equipment of one type 

The last requirement Is for the elimination of the possibility 

of the appearance of errors In the comparison and determination of 

the controllable parameters of the ZhRD because of the diversity 

of the equipment, the distinction In the characteristics of the 

sensors and procedures for their conversion. 

As a whole the test stands for the conducting of firing tests 

must provide the possibility of the development of ZhRD of different 

design, which are similar In thrust anl operate on similar propel¬ 

lant components. Test storage tanks of components must provide the 

test operation of ZhRD during several assigned service lives of 

operation without refueling. 

The fittings of test stands must allow emergency engine cutoff 

and the cessation of feed of propellant components with several 

autonomous panels duplicated with each other and located in different 

rooms connected by means of communication. At the same time it is 

necessary to have an automatic system of emergency cutoff which 

reacts to a sharp incoase in the temperature in the test bays to 

a pressure drop in the feed lines and so on. 

As a whole the test stand must satisfy all requirements of 

safety engineering and have means for fire extinguishing, sanitary 

service, decontamination equipment, and so on. 

The test stands used for the development of the ZhRD are 

universal,, while test stands for the monitoring of the testing of 

commodity articles are special. In this case they are tuned to 

definite dynamic characteristics of the specific engine. 
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The abundance of programs with experimental developing requires 

different technical equipment and the creation of special test stands 

Some of them can be utilized, let us say, only for flow tests of 

systems and various kinds of hydrotests; others - for the autonomous 

test of combustion chambers; the third - for autonomous test of ThRD 

In ground conditions; the fourth - for the same test but alreaa> 

under conditions of high vacuum or weightlessness; the fifth - for 

the testing of engine plants which consist of the clusters of self- 

contained units of ZhRD; and the sixth - for the testing of stages 

of rockets, and so on. 

As a result the same engine can simultaneously undergo tests 

on several test stands. Thus, for instance, the development of the 

engine F-l of the carrier rocket "Saturn-5" was conducted in practice 

simultaneously approximately on 10 test stands, 3 of which were 

utilized for the testing of the DU in the composition of the stages. 

Depending on the thrust vector angle to the horizon, the test 

stands can be vertical, inclined and horizontal. 

The degree of perfection of test stands is characterized cy 

the material equipment, thrust-weight ratio, protection from 

possible explosions of the engines and propellant components, tne 

composition of the monitoring-measuring equipment, and the timo of 

preparation and conducting of firing tests, including restarts. 

The higher the material equipment of the test stands, the more 

informative the results of the testings and the more effective the 

ground development. 

5 6. INFORMATIVENESS OF THE TESTS 

The information obtained in the process of the tests can le of 

two forms. 

1. Quantitative parametrical Information about the physical 

■haracteristics of the article and tne technical state oi its 
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elementa. The primary source of this Information consists of the 

measuring meters for the fixing of the established or rapidly 

changing processes. They include various kinds of sensors for the 

measurement of pressure, flow rates per second, temperature, number 

of revolutions (rotation frequency), levels of liquids, and all 

possible sensors of the inspection of the passage of different 

instructions. This information from the test stand or the side of 

the article is transferred to the ground memory devices using the 

wire or radio-channel system of telemeterings. With respect to 

total volume che parametrical information is the most considerable. 

It suffices to give an example [80] when during the flight test of 

the carrier rocket "Saturn-5" only from the first stage S-1C the 

telemetry data from 890 parameters are taken and transmitted to 

earth by means of 12 channels with interrogation frequency of 12 

to 12C Hz. This makes it possible to conduct virtually a continuous 

recording of all basic parameters of the DU, eliminating the 

rapidly changing processes and high-frequency oscillations. As 

required their recording can be conducted during static tests. 

This volume of information gives virtually a full representa¬ 

tion about the physical processes and technical state of the article 

during its functioning at any moment of time, including at the 

moment of the manifestation of a failure, including the prehistory 

and aftereffect. This is very important in the analysis of the 

reason for failure and the entire emergency situation. An exception, 

of course, is the cases when in the place of the manifestation of 

the failure the inspection measurement- was absent or its reliabil¬ 

ity was low. 

However, in the quantitative evaluation of reliability use of 

the indicated volume of information is difficult. 

2. Qualitative and quantitative characteristics in the form 

of the frequency of operation without breakdown, time of operating 

time between failures, and so on. 
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It 1» completely obvious that the parametrical and quantitative 

characteristics possess considerably greater accuracy than the 

qualitative. The latter are reliable only with a large number of 

tests. By knowing the accuracy of measurement Instruments, It Is 

possible to estimate sufficiently accurately the parameters 

literally according to unit testa. 

Thus, if the numerical value of the quantitative factor makes 

It possible to establish its level sufficiently accurately, then the 

qualitative factor is characterxzed only by the evaluation "yes-no", 

"success-failure", and so on. Nevertheless, for the majority of 

the systems and elements which do not have telemeterings, the 

qualitative information is basic form in the statistical evaluation 

of the reliability indices. Let us examine this question in some¬ 
what more detail. 

The reliability indices can be determined only from the test 

results. Some of them can be estimated according to results of the 

short-term service-life, inspection, standard, acceptance and other 

types of tests. But there are characteristics connected with the 

evaluation of guaranteed service lives and durability which require 

the conducting of prolonged expensive tests, for example, up ro 

breakdown. The actual level of the reliability of the articles, 

which considers the effect of all operational factors, can bo 

estimated according to results of the operation under actual 

conditions. This makes it possible to determine the composition 

of malfunctions and failures, guaranteed service life, structural 

unfinished products, deficiencies in the technology of manufacture 

and operation. All this requires prolonged periods of operation, 

tests and high material expenditur. s. In order to determine the* 

indicated characteristics in advance, even at the stage of the 

experimental development, the conducting of tests which simulate 

the conditions of a full-scale operation is necessary. 
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Of great significance also is the well-adjusted system of 

organization and account of the statistical data. Determined by 

it are forms of defects and failures and quantitative indices 

according to characteristics of reliability, and technical measures, 

plans of experimental operations and a test program with respect to 

the provision for reliability are developed. An important role in 

this is played by the very methods of the evaluation of reliability, 

since they define the composition and volume of information. Its 

task consists of the collection, classification, generalization and 

processing of statistical data. The information must enter in 

proportion to the manifestation of failures or through strictly 

defined tine intervals. The information must objectively and fully 

reflect all facts of the manifestation of the failure. 

The difficulty in the development of a system of the informa¬ 

tion about the reliability of articles entails the diversity of 

information about the nature, conditions, reason for the emergence 

of the failure, the mean time between failures for the given moment 

of tiie, and so on. The operation time for the different elements 

is determined by the nature of their functioning. For elements 

which operate in the service-life mode, the operation time is 

determined by the time of operation without breakdown. For the 

elements which function in the mode of the switching systems, it 

is characterized by a quantity of cycles up to failure. For 

articles which operate in modes of multiple switching-on, the 

accumulated operating time is determined by the number of cycles 

and operating time in the steady-state conditions. 

The characteristic of the operation time Is a very important 

criterion which determines the physical process of operation of 

the article with which the failure was revealed. An incorrect 

selection of this criterion, as a rule, leads to the acceptance of 

erroneous solutions. Value of operation time as the reliability 

of che articles is determined by design perfection of the articles, 

the technology of the manufacture and test conditions. This last 

factor, sometimes when evaluating reliability, is not given the 
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proper attention, which unavoidably leads to miscalculations and 

errors. Sometimes, In totaling the failures, they are not differ¬ 

entiated depending on test conditions. Por example. It Is possible 

to sum up the failures which were revealed In tests of articles, 

carried out. It would appear. In virtually Identical conditions, 

with the exception of the ambient temperature. Subsequently, after 

prolonged operation It was found that, namely, the temperature Is 

the decisive factor which determines the limits of operation of 
the system. 

Consequently, In the processing of statistical data the 

generalization of information about failures caused bv different 

conditions is inadmissible. This is possible only when by results 

of the tests themselves it is proved that the factors which deter¬ 

mined the distinction in the conditions do not lead to a change in 
the failure rate. 

1 )r the merlt ratlrig of the test results, usually used are 

'ent statistlcal methods based on the fixing of parameters of 

the ai icle, defect levels, and so on. 

There is a certain interest in this respect in the statistical 

method, which is based on the summation of failures in the process 

of the development of the article not allowing for design 

distinctions in its separate modifications. Noted on figure 1.2 

along the axis of the ordinates sjstematically according to the 

measure of the storage of experimental data is the failure level 

m0, and along the axis of the abscissas - the number of tests N. 

Obtained as a result is the discrete distribution function of 

failures depending on the volume cf the tests and degree of input 

into the article of design changes. As a whole this dependence 

reflects the effectiveness of the development and can be divided 

into several stages, each of which characterizes a change in the 

reliability of the article in proportion to its modification with 

a sufficient number of experiments, which confirm the effectiveness 

of the accepted measures. On figure 1.2 there are two such .stages - 
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I and II. :itage I correnpondn to 

segment (N.J.-0), and stage II - 

(NJJ.-N). Each of them has an 

intensity level of failures defined 

by the tangent of the corresponding 

slope angle («J or oijj)- 

Figure 1.2. Dependence of 
the failure level on the num¬ 
ber of tests in the process 
of the development. 

tg a,= moi 

N, 

"oh n0l 

At the moment which corresponds 

to the point of intersection of 

straight lines I and II, Introduced into the design or technology 

of the manufacture of the article were changes which, from the 

viewpoint of an engineering solution, can be estimated as being 

effective. A further analysis of these solutions makes it possible 

to insure an increase in the reliability. If oi^j ^ <*j, then this 

can be considered as a symptom of the ineffectiveness of the 

produced modifications or errors and miscalculations, as a result 

of which the designer and experimenter proved to be on the wrong 

track. 

This method of the processing of statistical data by itself is 

not new, but its use is practical both for the evaluation of the 

effectiveness of the modifications and systematization and general¬ 

ization of the experimental data. When evaluating the effectiveness 

of the modifications it proceeds from the qualitative Information 

and does not consider the quantitative and parametrical information; 

and therefore, this method is not operational. Its accuracy depends 

on a large volume of tests. When using quantitative information 

the problem of the evaluation of the effectiveness of modifications 

can be solved with a less quantity of expenditures and during a 

shorter period. One of the possible means in the solution to tne 

problem with the use of quantitative and parametrical information 

is the method of the construction of mathematical models of the 

investigated processes, which will be examined below. 
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Returning again now to Pig. 1.2, let us focus attention on 

the fact that the obtained experimental dependence actually 

symbolizes an "increase" in the reliability cf the engine in the 

process of its development. In this case we have in mind the 

clear interconnection which exists between the quality of the 

development and the quantity of the conducted tests. Thus, for 

instance, characteristic III is in a certain kind of theoretical 

dependence, which establishes the functional interconnection of the 

number of failures and quantity of tests of the specific model of 

the engine, not allowing for knowledge of the general form of the 

distribution law. 

By knowing both these indices, it is not difficult to construct 

the dependence of the probability of failure-proof operation P on 

the number of tests N, utilizing the relation 

P= 1 —5? 
N 

This dependence outwardly will not differ from characteristics 

of Fig. 1.2. 

Virtually during the entire period of the development tl"3 

reliability level is changed and is characterized by a gradu .1 

increase in the reliability index. Therefore, in a number of 

sources [53, 70] the broken line o'* discrete form is replaced by 

the exponential curve 

p = l _a,-uv-i, 

where a and b are coefficients which characterize the result? of 

the tests . 

The entire complexity of thest solutions lies in the fact that 

the coefficients a and b, as a rule, are unknown, and to determine 

them accurately by a limited quantity of tests is virtually 

impossible [70]. Moreover, the kncwn methods of the calculai on, 
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based on the regression analysis and the method of least , 

are assumed to be the stochastic Independence of the ob ^ ’ 

and Since m our case the observation, t T observations, 

dependent on each other, then the 7 

assumptions leads to additional errors A „»TV 
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the factors which determine ^ Varlatl°n 0f 
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accuracy of test measurements and their reliability, and also by 

an increase in the number of points to be checked. 

§ 7. PLANNING OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

The plan of experimental works is composed by taking into 

account the staging nature of the development, scales of the test 

production, productivity of the test bench equipment, assigned 

periods of development, cost of the tests and other material 

expenditures. The basic nucleus of tnis plan is the totality of 

experimental particular programs, and the output criterion of 

quality of the plan should be considered the achieved level of 

reliability of the developed engine. 

Taking into account the above named factors, the plan for 

experimental works as a final result is determined by the volume 

of all types of tests in accordance with the established stages of 

development. The development of the optimum plan is a rather complex 

problem, since many factors not only cannot always be estimated 

quantitatively but also determined qualitatively. The problem is 

aggravated still by the fact that the basic element of the plan, 

the program, differs by the great variety in quantity, types of 

tests, duration, and volume of works and on expenditures. 

From the viewpoint of an analysis of programs of the co .oluding 

finishing tests and reliability tests, it should be pointed out that 

this stage is the most laborious aid is considerably more expensive 

thin quality control with serial production. However, it is 

necessary, since the consequences of erroneous solutions, permissible 

when selecting a regular design, a-» a rule, prove to be very 

difficult. For this reason the ou put quality control cannot replace 

the previous stage of the finishing test, which thoroughly determines 

the quality of the design and accented technology of production. 
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Actually the plan for experimental works coordinates the 

staging nature of the development of the engine depending on the 

factors enumerated above and determines the periods of realization 

of the particular programs. As is known, the purpose of these 

programs in connection with the accepted version of the design 

is the determination of the tactical-technical characteristics of 

the article and the determination of "weak" places of design and 

also the technology of production. 

For each model -he majority of the tactical-technical 

characteristics is determined unambiguously in the process of the 

tests, and their spread for this engine model is more precisely 

formulated with the processing of the statistical data. 

The appearance of the "weak” places is connected with the 

random appearances of the failures. This indicates the qualitative 

or quantitative determination of the reliability of the design 

from teat results of the limited selection of articles within limits 

of the specific program. 

Let us assume that the program determines a certain set of 

conditions of the tests. It is required on the basis of experimental 

data to determine if the engine under given conditions is efficient. 

It is quite obvious that it is possible to answer this question 

unambiguously, having estimated the reliability quantitatively. 

But if the reliability levels are assigned high, then the volume of 

the tests must respectively be great. But since there is an 

abundance of programs and specific problems in parallel to the 

considered program, the total volume of the tests increases in 

proportion to their number. 

As a whole the realization of the dozens of programs on a 

specific engine amounts to hundreds and even thousands of bench tests. 

Ir proportion to this the expenditures grow, and we must strive for a 

decrease in this and, consequently, also an approach to a decrease 

in the volume of all works . 
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2. The collection and generalization of data on scales of 

production, characteristics of the available test equipment (test 

stands and laboratories), the degree of their conformity to the 

projected program of works, degree of modernization or the develop¬ 

ment of new forms of equipment, and so on. 

3. An evaluation and analysis of the economic indices of the 

cost of the tests, expenditures for modernization and development 

of new forms of bench equipment. 

Determination of goals and problems of experimental 

research in each particular program. 

5. The development and agreement of programs for all types of 

tests of elements and systems, including the autonomous development 

of the assemblies and estimated, finishing and qualification tests 

in connection with the existing bench equipment [62], 

6. Determination of the volume of tests for each of the 

programs and quantity of the expendable materiel part of the 

elements and systems, taking into account the optimization of all 

characteristics of the developed plan. 

The particular programs are developed on the basis of factor 

plans, taking into account the specific conditions. With this plan 

of experimental works, the "flexible" reaction to test results must 

be provided, which makes it possible in proper time to reduce or 

expand the volume and program. A decrease in the volume of tests can 

be caused by the premature achieving of the goal, and the expansion, 

for example, - by the introduction into the program of new factors,’ 
and so on. 

As a whole the plan for experimental works must serve the 

goals of the provision for the assigned level of reliability with 

the optimum means and during the assigned periods. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE LIQUID- 
PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE. STAGES AND TYPES 
OF TESTS 

§ 1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TESTS 

The reliability programs of ZhRD [WPA - liquid-propellant 

rocket engine] differ by great variety. The realizations of such 

programs should be considered as tests which, from the viewpoint 

of the object of their conducting, are divided into two basic forms: 

bench r.nd flight tests. However, from the viewpoint of volvne both 

these forms cannot be considered equivalent. 

Bench tests of ZhRD and their assemblies include the entire 

series of problems connected with ground development, the provision 

for reliability and output quality control of the commodity 

articles . 

Flight tests are, first of all, the complex testing of the 

efficiency of all rocket systems. Correspondingly, the cost of one 

complex flight test is many times higher than the cost of bench test 

of the separately taken autonomous system of the ZhRD. Therefore, 

the total amount of flight tests consists of altogether only a part 

or several percent of the total number of bench tests [83, 86]. 

Since the bench tests are the realization of a large en ;meratior 

of programs, they are divided inte several stages, conferring a 

definite ultimate purpose to each stage. 
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The content of each of the stages of the ground development 

will be examined in S 2, 3 and 4, 

The ZhRD must possess sufficiently high reliability, even when 

systems of redundancy are present, since its reliability determines 

the reliability of the rockets, carriers and space vehicles, and 

the life of the firing structures. 

In the course of bench tests, solved virtually completely are 

questions of the provision of a reliability of design and developed 

systems under conditions of flight and operation, which, as is 

known, are the totality of combinations of various kinds of factors, 

which cause design, technological and operating characteristics of 

the articles. Their large number and diversity create the need for 

developing a complex of programs for ground and bench development, 

which require the simulation of all actual conditions of operation, 

including flight. Therefore, the creation of unique equipment for 

the conducting of bench tests, a large quantity of measuring devices 

and recorders, systems for the servicing and storage of the propel¬ 

lant components, compressed gases, means of protection of service 

personnel and technology is necessary (see Chapter I). 

The degree of the development of the ZhRD and its operational 

reliability are determined, first of all, by the completeness of 

the simulation of the actual conditions of operation and rocket 

flight. This is connected with the need for careful development of 

the programs, prolonged preparation of the tests, their clear 

conducting, and trie processing and analysis of the obtained 

information. 

Bench tests usually begin from the autonomous development of 

the assemblies. In this case the efficiency of elements and systems 

is checked, and their performance characteristics, not allowing for 

the effect of the adjacent systems of the technical project are 

determined. After the completion of autonomous development there 

follow complex tests during which the efficiency and parameters of 
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the engine with the interaction of the assemblies and systems are 

checked. In this case the degree of the significance of correlation 

and interaction of assemblies of the ZhRD is estimated. If it is 

low or does not lead to a disturbance of the operational modes, the 

effectiveness of the autonomous development win be high. But if 

the correlation leads to a disturbance of the conditions of normal 

functioning of the assemblies , the effectiveness of the autonomous 

development is low. In a number of cases for very dynamic systems, 

it is equal to zero. This, in turn, requires the conducting of a 

large quantity of more complex and expensive comprehensive tests. 

Prom this viewpoint optimum will be the design solution which 

ensures the high efficiency of the autonomous tests with the 

development of the separate elements of the systems. 

The developed correlations between elements of the systems 

virtually cannot be achieved by simulation during autonomous tests. 

Taking into account the simulation of the effect of the 

environment and external factors, the programs of experimental 

works can differ in the diversity of the technical solutions,the 

duration of the tests, the levels of variation of the factor.;, the 

cyclic velocity of the replacement of systems, and so on. Sometimes 

a number of specific routines can be realized: reliability -„ests, 

a check of the effect on efficiency of a different kind of technolog¬ 

ical defects, and so on. 

The planning of the development requires the conducting of such 

types of the test which for the specific assignment, in being most 

informative, taking into account all the expenditures would te as 

optimum as possible. Taking this into account the test program 

must involve the analysis of different types of tests with the 

indication of their advantages and expected results, the evaluation 

of the optimum periods of the completion of the works and material 

expenditures. The existing programs most frequently consider the 

operating reserve and the experlmert of the enterprise and not its 

real possibilities. 
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Bench tests can be divided into following stages [62]: 

I - experimental, estimated tests; 

II - tests on the effect of the ambient medium, taking into 

account the effect of external and internal factors; 

III - qualification tests. 

§ 2. EXPERIMENTAL, ESTIMATED TESTS 

In these tests the efficiency of one or several designed 

versions of the design of the basic assemblies and the ZhRD as a 

whole is estimated. The possibilities of the functioning and 

dynamic Interaction are determined, and also a preliminary 

evaluation of the fundamental characteristics is conducted. In 

the very initial stage of the estimated tests it is checked to see 

how tnis designed scheme or design is realized under the assigned 

operating conditions. Subsequently, the possibilities placed into 

project are developed; there occurs improvement from the viewpoint 

of efficiency, reliability, cost, ease of control, increase in the 

warranty periods of operation and all the remaining properties and 

quality coefficients. This development is conducted in the- 

direction of the provision for the assigned operational indices. 

But usually the designer and customer are not limited to this and 

carry out tests under more rigorous conditions, and the maximum 

possibilities of the regular version of the article are determined 

[62]. The tests ar’e subdivided into: 

- hydraulic flow tests and strength tests; 

- scavenging by "cold" and "hot" gases; 

- short-term repeated and standard tests of elements and systems 

under laboratory conditions; 



- static, dynamic and vibration tests of separate assemblies, 

subassemblies and articles as a whole; 

- monitoring and standard tests of systems on full-scale test 

stands ; 

- corrosion, climatic and other forms of tests [62, 57]. 

Tests of this stage involve the autonomous development of 

virtually all designed subassemblies and assemblies. Sometimes 

the exception can be the completion elements and standardized 

articles when the assigned operating modes and test conditions do 

not exceed those which are permissible. They include the bearings, 

gaskets, sealing elements of any types, certain assemblies of 

automation, sensors, pressure relays, and so on. 

Teat programs of the basic assemblies are distinguished 

by a special diversity: the combustion chamber, turbine, fuel pumps 

and gas generator. The purpose of these tests is also directed at 

the selection of the optimum characteristics and early diagnostics 

of the failures. Thus, for instance, the autonomous tests of gas 

turbines are for selecting the design with maximum efficiency of the 

calculated carrying capacity of the nozzle cascade. For this 

aerogasdynamic tests of the flow part are carried out [102], and 

by these the optimum shape of the blades of the turbine rotor and 

guide vane of the stator is selected. 

Virtually all the structural elements of the assemblies must 

undergo autonomous strength tests. For closed volumes (casings of 

pumps and turbines) these tests are static and are accomplished by 

the method of hydraulic pressure tests . In a number of cases for 

the definite selections such tests are carried out to failure. 

Impellers of the pumps and turbine iisks undergo dynamic tests on 

special test stands with increased revolutions. In this case a 

definite selection of the articles is tested up to failure with 

the aid of centrifugal forces by th> method of a gradual increase 

in the number of revolutions of the rotor. 
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An important moment in the developing of programs of autonomous 

development should be considered the provision for simulation of 

loads and the achievement of their conformity to full-scale tests 

of the assemblies under operating conditions. In the process of 

strength tests the "weak" places of the structure are checked. 

According to their results the computed values of strength 

characteristics with the actual are compared, the spreads of the 

characteristics of strength are established, and solutions of the 

finishings of the design or a change in the technology of production 

are accepted. 

As a whole the tests are completed by the flaw detection of 

the materiel part and the analysis of the results . 

With the autonomous development of the turbines, just as for 

the fuel feed pumps, a very important role is played by the methods 

of physical modeling. For these purposes in a number of cases 

models of reduced dimensions, which are sometimes made with trans¬ 

parent walls are created. In these cases tests can be conducted 

in air (for turbines) or on model fluid (for pumps) with the 

addition of special chemical dyes. 

The autonomous development of virtually each new design are 

preceded by model tests. The purpose of these tests is for the 

selection of the optimum d;sign and refinement of the rated 

characteristics . 

The autonomous tests of the combustion chamher and gas 

generator are directed at the selection of the efficient design 

and as complete a study as possible on the stable combustion zone, 

ranges of the emergence of low and high frequencies, measurement 

of amplitudes of oscillations, determination of measures for their 

liquidation. In this case an evaluation of the region of stable 

combustion, depending on a change in the different factors such as 

the combustion chamber pressure, the fuel component ratio and others 

[I6]#is conducted. 
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No less Important is the evaluation of modes of cooling of the 

combustion chamber with different combinations of external and 

internal factors . In this case the most adverse combination for 

the chamber should be considered as the minimally permissible flow 

rate of the cooling component, pressure boosting and correlation co¬ 

efficient with the minimum pressure differential in the jacketed 

cavity . 

In the process of autonomous tests, more precisely formulated 

are the basic energy characteristics and their dependences on 

controlled parameters, external factors (inlet pressures and 

temperatures) and some internal factors determined by the spread 

of technological characteristics, for example, pressure differen¬ 

tials on the injection head. 

Together with the firing tests, the combustion chamber and its 

elements undergo hydrotests for the purpose of determining the 

pressure differentials on lines of the fuel and oxidizer, the 

evaluation of the uniformity of zones of atomization, the flow 

rates per second through separate fuel and oxidizer nozzles, angles 

and quality of the atomization, the distribution of the fuel 

component ratio over the cross section of the chamber, and so on. 

The autonomous finalizing of assemblies by their strength tests 

is completed. The purpose of the tests is to check for reserves of 

strength after a repeated static and dynamic load by the pressure 

cf liquid or gas. In this case the question concerning the pxessure 

leak test of cavities and connections, joint welds, and soldered 

Joints is simultaneously solved. 

With conducting of the autonomous development of the 

assemblies, a very important problem should be considered as the 

maximum approach of the experimenta, program to the actual conditions 

of testing in the composition of the article. Since in the autonomous 

development of the assemblies it is not always possible to achieve 
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this entirely, then the selection of the program must provide for 

the most critical conditions of its conducting for each specific 

assembly. Thus, for Instance, the automated treatment of the 

combustion chamber of the engine P-1 of the carrier rocket "Saturn-5" 

was conducted with the pr.ssure feed system of the propellant 
components. F 

of thInVCr— °f t,,e ldentlty 0f and characteristics 
the starting, which correspond to the regular ones, is complicated 

::r: : ye";::rth: no™ai conditions °n --—- ---- 
a e entirely unknown. In such cases it is expedient to derive 

extreme operating modes which would correspond on the one hand to 

very-rigid" gradients of the buildup of pressure and temperat^ 

e c amber and, on the other hand, to conditions of the provid- 

ing a protracted starting. In this case the design must satisfy 

not only the requirements with respect to the provision of strength, 

stabil!t * “tabiUty of the lnterchamber processes, combustion 
stability, and so on. 

Dynamic and vibration tests are conducted on special test 

stands. which make it possible to load the assemblies for a long 

time and change the type of load. Thus, for instance, fuel supply 

Unes casings of the fittings and pumps and cavities of injector 

th“"! 'hr be °heCked fCr the a0tl°n °f hydraull<= impacts, m 
- case the state of materiel part Is recorded, stress and value 

of pressure at "peak" loads are recorded. The loads themselves 

es ngle, cyclic, and alternating with damping or generatable 
frequency and amplitude. w s r generatable 

Vibration tests are conducted on vibration tables and have as 

a goal the determination of frequency and form of natural oscll- ' 

atlons by the method cf the establishing of resonance frequlies 

Pick the Plane °f Vlbratlon and "°™al to it vibration ' 
pickups are installed. 
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By steady changing of the oscillation frequency the first 

resonance frequency is located. By the same method all others 

can be determined. Since the natural vibration frequency depends 

on the structural esasticity, the analysis of the resonance 

frequencies and forms makes it possible to establish their physical 

nature. In accordance with tho test results, design finishings can 

be carried out. 

For determining the damping decrement of oscillations, the 

structure is introduced into the resonance of the appropriate tone, 

whereupon the oscillator is instantly turned off. In this case the 

period of attenuation of the oscillations must be minimum. 

The experimental and estimated tests are most frequently 

carried out under conditions of the environment. According to their 

results theoretical dependences and calculation data, which refer 

to the system as a whole, are refined. Depending on this, some 

parameters, the structural solutions of separate elements and 

subassemblies, while in a number of cases, the fundamental design 

of the ZhRD, can be corrected. The nature of the experimental rests 

is search. In the course of their conducting quantitative and 

qualitative characteristics for different designs and structural 

solutions are constantly compared. Test procedures, as a rulo, are 

based on an empirical, step-by-step search. The reasonably con¬ 

structed plan provides for the virtually parallel conducting of 

test for several versions of the same subassembly or assembly. On 

the basis of the analysis of the test results the version close to 

optimum is selected. A large role In this is played by the 

conclusions of leading specialists, who consider the experience of 

the enterprise, the SRI and ether o’ganizations. In this case it 

is incorrect to strive for a Jecrea'.e in the number of initial 

versions and a decrease in the volume of the tests. 

With the completion of the stage of the experimental and 

estimated works, Individual technical solutions with respect to 

the elements and system as a whole ,.re refined. Cyclograms of 
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starting and shut-off are selected, and the basic parameters, 

performance characteristics of the elements, the technology of 

their production, technical specifications and records, methods of 

reception and input inspection, and so on are determined. 

Measures of technical and organization plan are carried out. 

In the assigned stage, in accordance with formed practice, for 

example, in the USA, the customer, as a rule, does not participate 

in the tests. This is explained by the fact that produced in this 

stage is the selection of the optimum design solutions, but not the 

evaluation of tne technical state of the article and production 

processes with serial production. 

This position is preserved also when the program is financed 

completely by the customer. After the completion of the stage of 

experimental-design works the customer can participate in the 

analysis of the achieved results, since on their basis the solution 

of the regular version of the design is taken [62]. 

§ 3. TESTS ON THE EFFECT OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL 
AND INTERNAL FACTORS 

In this stage the design modification close to the regular is 
tested. 

Tests on the effect of the environment in the general plan for 

the experimental works are distinguished by a variety of programs 

and types and conditions of the tests. The purpose of the test is 

the following: 

1) determination or" the regular design of the ZhRD, its 

separate subassemblies and assemblies; 

?) confirmation of the efficiency of the regular design in 

accordance with the assigned technical specifications and records 

and determination of the functional connections between the input 
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and output characteristics of the ZhRD of both the system and its 

elements ; 

3) establishment of operating ranges of a change in the basic 

parameters for all subassemblies and assemblies; 

4) evaluation of the technological process of manufacture of 

engines with serial production. 

The Indicated enumeration covers the basic stages of the 

experimental works and in practice is found in full agreement with 

the general requirements for test programs on the effect of the 

environment and various kinds of factors [62]. In accordance with 

this, the test procedures in each specific case are determined by 

the technical assignment, are developed by a designer group and 

agree with the customer. The volume of the tests is determined by 

the departments of the designer or by the subdivision of reliability. 

Posed in a number of foreign sources [37, 62] is the question 

concerning the determination of the volume of tests as functions of 

the subdivision of reliability - the subdivision of the direkt 

subordination to the leader of the project. The volume of the tests 

must be found in accordance with the technical specification, for 

the development of the project and with the requirements for test 

programs for reliability. 

By their nature the tests of this development stage can be the 

most diverse - from the simplest corrosion tests, conducted in 

atmospheric conditions, to complex programs when the starting of 

the ZhRD under conditions of weightlessness or a rarefied medium is 

checked. 

In speaking about tests on the effect of external factors, we 

have in mind the evaluation of the efficiency of the ZhRD depending 

on the temperature of the propellant components and structural 

elements, inlet pressures on the fuel and oxidizer lines, barometric 

pressure, humidity, and so on. 



Tests on the effect of external in internal factors in their 

volume are the most extensive part of the reliability program. 

The inclusion into the experiment of those or other factors and 

their combinations is conditioned by the degree of test readiness 

of this stage of the evolved design. Depending on the ultimate 

purpose of the program of experimental works, the test conditions 

can be natural or those which are simulated. Tests under actual 

conditions are economically always more expedient than those with 

the simulation of the environmental conditions and environmental 

factors. The test programs, as a rule, provide for a check of the 

efficiency of the design of the article at low and high temperatures 

Being guided by economic considerations, it is easy to arrive at the 

conclusion that tests at low and high values of temperatures of the 

propellant and design are expediently carried out in the appropriate 

seasons and, as far as possible, in the appropriate geographical or 

climatic zones. 

In a number of cases the conducting of such tests In the arctic 

or subtropic latitudes from the viewpoint of economic expenditures, 

can prove to be more advantageous than tests under conditions of 

the simulation of the assigned temperature range on a test stand. 

This is related, first in all, to tests of large-dimension and scale 

articles. The decisive criterion in this case must be the economic 

cost estimate of the program- of experimental works. It is appropri 

ate to note that by carrying out testing under actual conditions it 

is not possible to insure the desired values of all factors, espe¬ 

cially when the discussion is about tho interactions of several 

factors simultaneously in one prog am. 

Thus the simulation of the effect of external factors with the 

finalizing of tt"e complex technical systems is an inevitable phenom¬ 

enon. The simulation of test conditions, as a rule, requires unique 

equipment: vibration tables, thermostats, cooling installations, 

altitude chambers, pulsators of pressures, receivers, quick-break 

switches, vibrators, and so on. It is natural that the cost of this 

equipment is determined not only by its purpose, but also by the 

productivityj useful volume and characteristics which are found in 
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direct dependence on the scale and mass of the developed articles 

and systems. 

During the finalizing of the engines a special place is also 

assigned to their tea's for strength and airtightness. Above it 

has already been noted that such tests are given to separate 

structural elements with autonomous finalizing. However, from the 

viewpoint of the system, autonomous tests can prove to be insuf¬ 

ficient, since in this case the points of connection of the elements. 

Joint welds, mounts, and so on will not be verified. 

Strength tests of closed volumes, as a rule, are carried out 

by the method of hydraulic pressure tests; however, for checking the 

strength of open cavities, external suspensions, mountings of 

assemblies, and means of installation, system tests, as a whole for 

the Influence of a different form of overloads are necessary. 

Depending on the specific nature of the program and design features, 

the articles can be subjected to tests for the influence of axial 

overloads and, in a number of cases, radial overloads. In this 

case the completely assembled engine as the test object in regular 

suspension is fastened to a centrifuge [93]. In accordance with 

program, the closed cavities can be found in a loaded or unloaded 

state; in other words, these tests can include strength tests. 

The most important places of the structure are equipped with 

telemetric sensors, which measure local stresses, vibrations and 

other parameters . This form of test of the ZhRD can be carried out 

on special installations (Fig. 2.1). These tests give valuable 

information about the strength and rigidity of fastening of the 

•nain lines, master instruments and sensors, nozzle, nozzle adapters, 

lutomation, and so on. Similar tests were carried out in the USA 

on the sustainer engine of the "Apollo" spacecraft (Rialto, 

California) [931. 
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Figure 2.1. Engine 
testing on a 
centrifuge . 

Fairly complicated in the simulation of 

test conditions is the provision for weight¬ 

lessness, determined also by external and 

internal factors. The inclusion of these fac¬ 

tors into the program of the experimental 

finalizing of the second stage is necessary 

for the engines of space vehicles and 

apparatuses and also for engines of the upper 

stages of the rockets, which enter into the 

operation under conditions of weightlessness 

or axial overloads close to zero. It suffices 

to say that the starting of the ZhRD under 

normal conditions is distinguished by the 

dynamicity and complexity of the elapsing processes. The conditions 

of weightlessness all the more have a noticeable effect on it, 

which cannot be disregarded. 

Tha absence of the forces of gravity changes the physical state 

of the quiescent or moving fluid. Under these conditions the drops 

seemingly tear off from the bulk of the liquid component, and they 

can chaotically be moved along the gas cavity of the tank and become 

mixed with gases of the p?,essurized system. Those, in turn, freely 

penetrate into the liquid phase, forming gas occlusions and a gas- 

liquid emulsion. The emulsions are characterized, in the first 

place, by the instability of the processes and, therefore, cannot 

Insure the stable start-up conditions Tn this case this mode is 

determined not only by the design features and characteristics of 

the ZhRD, but also by the parameters and characteristics of the 

feed lines, including the tanks. 

Consequently, the experimental programs of the finalizing of 

the starting oí' the engine under bench-test conditions must provide 

for not only the simulation of conditions of weightlessness (first of 

all, the _ntire absence of axial overloads), hut also the simulation 

of full-scale feed system. Taking into account the compU’xIty of 



this question, in a number of cases it proves to be expedient to 

carry out such tests of the ZhRD in the composition of the DU 

[AY - engine installation]. 

Simultaneously, let us note that the basic requirement for the 

provision for a smooth start of the ZhRD under these conditions is 

the entering into the fuel-feed main lines of "pure" components, 

i.e., in liquid phases without gas pockets. This requirement is 

ensured by means of a number of design solutions. One of them can 

be called the separation of liquid components from the gas in tanks 

with elastic diaphragms (see Fig. 1.1). In conformable to this 

requirement in bench-test finalizing, the checking of its fulfill¬ 

ment must be ensured. 

The actual recreation of the physical pattern of the similarity 

of the behavior of propellant components in the presence of weight¬ 

lessness under terrestrial conditions is a very complex task. 

Therefore, it is possible to solve by simulating the flight of the 

DU on the given phase of the trajectory. For this it is possible 

to use the so-called "towers of weightlessness", which outwardly 

represent hollow, vertically located altitude-test structures. 

Inside this tower there are guides which ensure the free or 

forced movement of the platform (similar to the compartment of an 

elevator of a high-rise apartment). On the platform the DU i* 

installed so that the thrust vector from the engine would be 

directed vertically upward. The DU prepared for testing is 

installed on the upper tier of the tower, and then at the necessary 

moment together with platform it can accomplish a "free" drop 

downward along the guides under the action of gravity. Later, at 

a certain time, on instructions fron the control panel the engine 

is turned on. The thrust appearing in this case ceases the "free" 

drop in the platform. 
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Under the action of the increasing thrust of the engine, its 

motion downward seemingly is impeded and finally is ceased entirely. 

The latter is possible if the thrust level of the engine exceeds 

the mass of the platform with the DU. At the moment of stopping 

the platform, automatically with the aid of special clamps, is 

fixed with respect to the guides, and the engine is turned off. 

As follows from the description, the starti.ig of the engine in 

practice completely occurs under conditions of weightlessness, 

i.e., "free" drop of the DU. 

The "towers of weightlessness" are expensive and unique 

structures. Therefore, in a number of cases they are substituted 

by manned installations. For example, a container with the DU can 

be ejected from an aircraft, and after the starting and shut-down 

of the engine it descends to earth with the aid of parachute systems. 

In both cases both the platform with the DU and the container 

are provided with systems of remote control in the form of autonomous 

recording mechanisms and radio-channel transmitters. Besides the 

parameters of DU, also axial overloads during the entire period 

of the tests, beginning from the moment of the "free" drop up to 

the engine cutoff, are recorded. 

The cycle of tests on effect of external and internal factors 

is concluded with tests of the engine and its assemblies for 

reliability and longevity (see Chapter IV). 

The various kinds of longevity tests which require the 

simulation of environmental factors for a long time, which consider¬ 

ably exceeds the operating cycle of the enterprise, are the most 

laborious. Here appear the interruptions In the conducting of the 

experiment, which can Influence, to a greater or lesser degree, 

the- final result. 



Let us assume that the program provides the tests of the ZhRD 

for the full service life. It is natural that for engines with 

high guaranteed service life with respect to operating time, the 

fuel reserve in bench-test capacities can prove to be insufficient, 

ihe periodic refueling of tanks is connected with the time curtail¬ 

ment of the tests. And this can lead to the following. 

First, the curtailment of the tests will cause the sudden 

cooling of the structural elements and assemblies subjects to the 

fuel action (combustion chamber, nozzle, gas generator, turbine) 

as a result of the evaporation of fuel residues in the working 

cavities. A restart, on the contrary, will cause their intensive 

heating. It is quite obvious that the sudden cooling. Just as the 

subsequent intensive heating of the complex welded or soldered 

structures, which consist of parts of different thicknesses and 

made of different metals, leads as a final result to the concentra¬ 

tion of internal stresses, the deformation of the elements, the 

appearance and development of microscopic cracks and defects, i.e., 

to a change in the quality of the structure as a whole. 

In the second place, with the restart, which is very dynamic 

with respect to the conditions and short in time, sudden failures 

as a result of the scattering of loads and decrease in mechanical 

characteristics because of the effect of impact loads are possible. 

The studies carried out by a number of authors [54] indicate that 

with the starting of the majority of the ZhRD the intensity of the 

appearance of failures considerably increases in comparison with 

the steady-state condition. This is especially manifested in the 

stages of the designer finalizing of the ZhRD. 

Thus in service-life tests of the engines, conducted in several 

stages, with one of the restarts let us assume that a failure 

occurred. But this failure, for tht same reason, could appear 

somewhat later under operating conditions. Then it can be explained 
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by completely different reasons, which will lead to the appearance 

of additional hypotheses subject to checking. 

Thirdly, the aggressive propellant components can corrosively 

affect the heated structural elements In the process of the curtail¬ 

ment f the tests. This affects the overall state of the engine 

perfrmanees and, in summation, the results of the entire program. 

This example confirms that the disturbance of the objective 

conditions of the execution of the program (time curtailment of the 

tests) affects the final result: the same type of failure can be 

related to the transitional or steady-state condition or Is 

explained by an entire complex of reasons. 

The effectiveness of the tests from the viewpoint of quality 

and authenticity of the determination of the output characteristics, 

first of all, depends on the "purity” of the conducting of the 

experiment. The time curtailment of the tests does not always 

noticeably show up in the output characteristics, for example, in 

tests for leakage, shaking, and so on. 

No less important a question in the development of the test 

program on the effect of various kinds of factors is the selection 

of values of maximum levels. 

Let us assume that a program with limiting values of the 

factors accepted in accordance with the technical assignment is 

imolemented. In he qualitative analysis of the test results it 

is not always posslbxe to distinguish the effect of the external 

factors of the prot.Me deviations of separate parameters. 

Therefore, the limits cf the investigated factors must somewhat 

exceed the given ones. This excess can be not less than 10-15* of 

the nominal level [62]. The need for this "reserve" according to 

the basic parameters which determine the test conditions becomes 

noticeable the nearer the assigned levels are to the boundary 

operating conditions of the ZhRD. 
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The expansion of ranges of a change in parameters of the engine 

with finalizing is produced, mainly, for the purpose of an increase 

in the informativeness of the tests. This can be shown in the 

following example. 

Let us assume that operating "square" - p xk - of a change in 

the combustion chamber pressure p^ and the fuel component ratio k 

is investigated (Fig. 2.2). The points designated by asterisks 

indicate the tests carried out within the assigned limits of a 

change in the adjusting parameters p and k. Simultaneously we are 

interested in tests with the maximum levels of these parameters, 

which correspond to the points noted by circles. However, errors 

of adjustment, amplified by the effect of the uncontrollable random 

factors, does not always make it possible to achieve the intended 

goal. Instead of the expected results, others can be ob-ained. 

Moreover, measuring errors create an additional scattering. As a 

result of this, there is practically always the probability of 

obtaining realizations which do not correspond entirely to the 

planned programme. Let us assume that in Fig. 2.2 they are 

designated by circles. In summation, according to these data, 

taking into account the foregoing realizations, we must Judge the 

efficiency of the engine at limiting values of parameters p and k, 
H 

which is undesirable. Therefore, in order to have reliable nata, 

tests of the foregoing program must be repeated, but this, in turn, 

cannot be recognized as being rational. 

As a result in order to exclude the 

random ercors and the need for the conduct¬ 

ing of repeated tests, especially when not 

one-two fictors but several vary, the 

researche *s proceed along the path «f the 

expansion of ranges of the changes in 

parameter., expanding them beyond the 

assigned limits (triangles in Fig. ’.2). 

Such rang-s of variation of factors ran he 

reached b: means of the correspondIrz 

ating "square" of 
a change in param¬ 
eters p and k. 

H 
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adjusting of parameters of DU with a certain "guaranteed" reserve 
for the maximum permissible, boundary and other conditions, and 

also as a result of the expansion of ranges of the variation of 

Input factors (pressures, temperatures, etc.).

T'-st work on nonrated, extreme modes and their combinations 
considerably expands the volume of Information even with the same 
volume experiments. Consequently, not only the Informativeness 
of the testt but also the authenticity of the produced evaluations 
are Increased.

S H. QUALIFICATION TESTS

Qualification tests are distinguished from those which have 

preceded by the staging nature of their conducting and not by the 
content of the programs. In accordance with the practice formed 
in the USA, such tests are characterized as being final [62]. In 
fact these are tests of a specific sample of the regular articles 
manufactured in accordance with technical specifications and records 
and accepted for the participation In flight tests. The program of 
qualification tests corresponds to tests of stage II, taking into 
account all the changes Introduced into the project In the course of 
experimental and desig.a works and the stage of tests on the effect 
of various kinds of factors.

The design of the ZhRD at the beginning of the qualification 
tests can undergo substantial changes. Therefore, the statistics 
of tests of a regular design, as a rule, is small and cannot satisfy 
the requirements g' 'er'. to the confirmation of reliability. It is 
natural that ther:- appears the need for the repetition of a certain 
part of the test pr..'r:nns of r.he foregoing stage, which in turn, 
must lead to the lengtheiiing of the total periods of finalizing of 
the ZhRD. This le sr ;enir.g cf the periods is easily anticipated, 
and therefore it is expedient to previously include it in the plan 
of the experiir.en^-al works. Thus, for instance, in the USA during



the development of rockets and space objects, for the implementation 

of programs of qualification tests 5-6 months are needed and in a 

number of cases more [62]. 

The final program of the qualification tests, including the 

ground finalizing, should be considered as the bench tests of the 

ZhRD in the composition of engine plants and stages of the rocket. 

Thus, for instance, in the USA all newly developed ZhRD pass firing 

tests in the composition of the DU with the technological tanks 

completely reproducing full-scale, including automation and fuel- 

feed main lines and then the tests in the composition of full-scale 

rocket stages [83, 86]. In a quantitative respect the volume of 

these tests is quite great. It suffices to give these examples: 

- DU of the first stage of the carrier "Saturn-5" (of the firm 

Boeing), which consists of five autonomous P-1 ZhRD, underwent not 

less than 25 firing tests; 

- DU of the second stage "Saturn-5" (of the firm North 

American), which consists of five J-2 ZhRD, - about 60 tests [83, 

86]. 

The same can be said also about other projects. The quantity 

of firing tests of DU with industrial tanks corresponds appror.imately 

to the order named. 

Such experiments make it possible to obtain very valuable 

information about the efficiency of the ZhRD in the composition of 

the engine plants and also in a complex with other airborne systems 

and to reveal and estimate the interaction of the engines and 

systems with relatively low material expenditures comparison 

with the flight tests. 

The solution to the beginning of the flight tests of the 

rocket must be accepted after the full completion of the program 

of qualification tests. 
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§ 5. FLIGHT TESTS 

In the course oí experimental-designer works, tests on the 

effect of the complex of factors and qualification tests, the 

e^^c^ency systems of the DU under the influence of the 

a.nbie.a medium and different combinations of external and internal 

factors is checked. However, a sufficiently complete simulation 

of flight conditions during bench tests is impossible to achieve. 

For full-scale objects under terrestrial conditions, it is 

difficult to insure the simulation of vibration, weightlessness, 

axial overloads, high vacuum, and so on. A no less complex and 

often unresolved problem is the provision for c mbinations of the 

complex of dynamic factors. All this raises the question of the 

need for the conducting of flight tests under operating conditions. 

At the same time the Might tests should be considered as their 

own kind of final complex tests of the totality of the developed 

ground and airborne systems. According to their results the degree 

of .ne conformity of the bench and flight tests is more precisely 

formulated, as a result of which some programs of bench tests can 

be corrected in an appropriate manner. In this stage one can 

speak about the correction of programs of acceptance tests, standard 

tests, and so on. 

However, the flight tests have shortcomings. The basic of them 

is the high cost, and also their somewhat less informativeness due 

to the limited quantity of measuring means and telemetering channels, 

and the limited possibility of the regulation of the physical 

processes in comparison with laboratory and bench tests. 

Flight tests of the ZhRD can be carried out together with the 

article of this developed project or in the composition of the 

serial similar articles of earlier developments, which would 

completely or partially satisfy the requirements for the technical 

assignment. Such tests, in all probauility, are Justified in their 
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conducting in stages of the designer finalizing for the purpose of 

decreasing the total material expenditures. This practice has 

found wide use, for example, in the USA in the development of missile 

complexes and space objects [86]. 

Despite an attempt to simulate test conditions of engines of 

upper stages under terrestrial conditions, the bench tests do not 

make it possible to completely reproduce the dynamics of the start¬ 

ing of the ZhRD. Therefore, in a number of cases in the USA the 

engines of upper stages undergo the initial stage of the flight 

tests on less expensive carriers. For the purpose of the illustra¬ 

tion of this position, it is possible to give examples when the 

engine J-2, before its setting on the carrier rocket Saturn-5, 

passed the first flight tests in the composition of carrier's second 

stage Saturn-1; the engine RL-10, before its setting on the carrier's 

second stage Saturn-1 passed the first flight tests in the 

composition of the carrier Atlas-Centaur; engines of the stage Agena, 

before setting on the Atlas, underwent flight tests in carrier's 

composition Thor. 

Consequently, the less expensive or manufactured guaranteed 

service life of the carrier and strategic missiles can be used as 

unique "flight-test stands." The purpose of such tests is fcr a 

check of the efficiency of the ZhRD in practice with the f'ull 

simulation of conditions of a full-scale objective use. Test data 

make it possible to obtain reliable information about the 1 light 

characteristics of the ZhRD, to conpare them with test-stana 

characteristics and finally to finish the latter for the purpose of 

the achievement of as complete a conformity of the basic parameters 

during bench and flight tests as possible. All this can be consid¬ 

ered as the measure directed toward a reduction in the total 

material expenditures. 

The question concerning "flight test-stands" deserves special 

attention. With their aid even in ;he early stages of development 
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testing of the starting of'the engine under conditions of weight

lessness or at low values of the axial overloads in the rarefied 
iBedium, etc. can be accomplished. Virtually such tests make sense 

in all cases when simulation on the test stand of the actual 
conditions of tests Is economically more expensive, requires special 
equipment, modernization of the test stand, the creation of new 
struc^u"es, and so on. Even with equal expenditures, tests of a 

certain selection of engines under these flight conditions can prove 
to be advisable, since from the viewpoint of the reliability results 
of the simulation on the test stand of conditions of the occurrence 
of complex physical processes will virtually always be less precise 

than during full-scale tests.

At the same time tests on "flight-test stands" cannot completely 

replace the usual bench tests, at least from the viewpoint of the 
organization of a check with serial production. Therefore, any 
fl_Sht tests should be combined with bench tests, attaining in this 
case their complete congruence. We keep in mind that the dynamic 

characteristics from the basic parameters under bench and flight 
conditions must be identical, which is easily checked by the usual 
coincidence of single-type oscillograuns .

With the emergence to flight tests of rockets in the first 

stage the replacement of the upper stages by mock-ups equivalent 
to full-scale stages in geometric, mass and aerodynamic respects 
can be assumed. This fact considers the fact that when going to 
flight tests the probability of obtaining failure from the first 
stage is sufficient];' great. Consequently, the probability with 
the emergency flight of the first stage to lose the materiel part of 
the upper stages witnout any useful information about their quality 
is great. In the case of the ioentlcal technical equipment of the 
lower and upper stages when proceeding to flight tests, a great 
risk is possible. Therefore, for example, in the USA flight tests 
of first '-tager. are cari'ied out, as a rule, with mock-ups of the 

fo-lowing stages, a.nd only after the confirmation of a certain



acceptable level of reliability are they converted to tento of t lie 

upper stages in regular performance. 

The flight test programs of articles cun considerably differ 

from each other by flight mission. In this case in connection with 

the ZhRD from one testing to the next, programs of the provision of 

thrust momentum because of the variation in operating time and mode 

of the control of the basic parameters are changed. The remaining 

factors are determined by the environment and the tuning precision 

of separate systems and elements, and therefore they can respectively 

be changed in a random manner. If the quantity of programs is 

limited, then the processing of results can be conducted by methods 

of the "passive" experiment. However, for the purpose of the 

coverage of extreme test conditions, it is expedient to expand the 

limits of the variation of some factors up to the assigned levels 

and thereby approximate the flight tests to conditions of the 

conducting of the "active" experiment. The latter fact prove to be 

very important from the viewpoint of increasing the quality of the 

finishing. 

Furthermore, an important stage which precedes the flight tests 

must be the forecasting of test results by means of methods of 

mathematical modeling [80], the analysis of ti.e previous information, 

the diagnostics of failures, and the analysis of possible emergency 

situations . 

No less Important should be cot.sidered the subsequent modeling 

of physical processes by means of the obtained results for forecast¬ 

ing conditions of normal functioning of the DU with all possible 

combinations of the factors not enccmpassing this program. 

The flight tests are one of the stages of the proving-ground 

lests [53], in process of which the Interaction of all elements of 

the missile complex is checked. Proving-ground tests involve 

transporting and climatic testings, and tests with extreme temoera- 

ture and humidity modes after prolonged storage, and so on. 
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As a rule, the articles whi:h underwent the entire complex of 

ground-based proving-grounds tests undergo flight tests. The 
Information obtr.lned In this case Is used In the testing of the 
conformity of tactical-technical characteristics of the complex 

and Its systems for requirements of the technical assignment.

S 6 TYPES OP TEST WITH SERIAL PRODUCTION.
QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABILITY

Serial production of the ZhRD Is a complex process in which 

together with the industrial-technological factors the moral- 

psychological and other factors act. Technical and economical 
progress and Industrial efficiency are the basic figures of merit 

of the commodity production. Taking this into account, it Is 
indisputable that the quality and reliability of the articles depend 

not only on the degree of their design perfection, perfection of 
bench-test finalizing, but In no less measure on the quality and 
stability of the industrial processes of manufacture, the Implementa

tion of the foremost methods of production and control, and process, 

step-by-step, preventive and acceptance inspection.

Each stage of serial production Is characterized by the 

conducting of the appropriate tests on the basis of physical and 
statistical methods of the selective and continuous forms of 

Inspection.

Statistical studies [17j showed that with bench and flight 

tests of the ZhRD In i whole number of cases failures are 
explained by techrol>.c,ical factors. They comprise approximately 

3031 of the total nun.'er of failures. Moreover, the named figure 
In a certain kind should Le considered as being conditional, since 

In the analysis of reai;ons for the emergency state It Is not 

always possible to divide clearly the failures Into design, 
proQ<:tion and operational. This Is especially related to cases 
when reasons aue not unambiguously established or are explained as 

the consequence of several hypotheses .
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If the failure is explained only by production reasons and 
occurred within limits of the allowances established by technical 

specifications and records, it can be explained only by its 
inadequacy. Such failures are considered to be caused by technolog

ical factors of the first kind. Unlike them there are technological 
factors of the second kind, caused by departures from the production 

processes, and In a number of cases they are explained by Its 
rough disturbances. Technological factors of the second kind depend 

on random causes. The process of their appearance is chaotic.

Technological factors of the first kind are virtually Inseparable 

from the design. Therefore, the problems connected with them of 
the provision for high levels of reliability depend on the degree of 
perfection of the designer finishing of the article and technical 
specifications and records and on the degree of the adjusting 
nature of the production. If the technological factor of the first 
kind are inherent in design and documentation, then factors of the 
second kind characterize only the specific production. It Is 

natural that under these conditions the specific measures 
which do not allow or lower the probability of the 
appearance of defective products and thereby ensure the high level 

of quality can be determined. As a whole this can be reached 
tj the absence of rejects among the commodity articles, on the one 
hand, and because of the stability of the basic parameters on the 

o-,'ier. The latter is most frequently explained by tec.hnologic al 

factors of the first kind.

Applied in industry Is a whole number of physical and 
Statistical methods of quality control of the manufacture of parts 
and inspection of the airtightness cf cavities and connections [50!1. 
■’he physical methods Include ferromagnetic, luminescent, colored 
defectoscopy, radioscopy by X-rays and gamma-rays, ultrasonic and 
finally visual Inspection of the pares by special optical and 
lighting meters. The Indicated methods make it possible to ch-'ck 
the quality of manufacture of the pa^ts without tholr failure und 
contribute to the development of the concealed deft cts connect"1

1
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with the breakdown of the surfaces and internal continuity of the 

metals. Each method has its features which determine the field of 

its use. Thus, for instance, the ferromagnetic method can be 

applied only for quality control of parts manufactured from 

ferromagnetic alloys. Most universal in this respect can be the 

method of the X-ray check, with the aid of which the weld quality, 

shells, continuity of the cast housings, and so on are checked. 

The inspection of airtightness of closed volumes can be 

accomplished by methods of the insertion of vessels, which are 

located under pressure, into a bath with water, the saponification 

of the Joints, gas leak detectors, and so on. 

In the process of serial production the physical methods of non¬ 

breaking forms of inspection make it possible to obtain the basic 

volume of information about the quality of commodity articles. 

These methods are used on not only on separate elements but also 

systems. Thus, for instance, in the USA careful radiographic 

inspection, ultrasonic radiographic inspection, ultrasonic inspection 

and tests with the use of other physical methods of the pressure 

leak test of cavities, welds, completeness of the housings of 

assemblies are given to completely assembled engines [62]. 

Despite their entire effectiveness, the methods of physical 

checking are all the same Indirect. They do not exclude and cannot 

replace the standard tests on checking for the efficiency and 

evaluation of the stability of the basic parameters. As experience 

shows, the most efficient was and remains complete inspection,and 

remaining forms of effectiveness only in a different measure can 

approach it. As follows from a statistical analysis, for the 

small-scale manufacture, which exists in rocket and space technology, 

tne methods of sampling inspection are always efficient. In the 

case of a small number of batches, the statistically substantiated 

plans and volumes of sampling are absent. For this reason in a 

number of American projects the reliability of commodity supplies 
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of the ZhRD is checked by the methods of current control [80]. 

Thus, for instance, acceptance tests of the engine F-l of the 

Rocketdyne firm are constructed on the basis of repeated firing 

tests as varieties of current control of all the commodity articles. 

The newly manufactured engines pass full-scale service-life 

tests (l60 s) in accordance with the flight program and then firing 

tests according to a specific routine with several switchings with 

the total duration from 100 to 300 s. The final stage of the 

acceptance tests consists of bench tests of clusters of the ZhRD 

in DU in the composition of stage (5 self-contained units) with a 

duration of 100-150 3. After this type of standard tests the DU 

goes to the commodity assembly without the subsequent bulkhead. 

This form of continuous acceptance inspection imposes 

responsibilities on the design and undoubtedly must be taken into 

account even at stages of design and finishing of the ZhRD. In 

turn, this led to a review of points of view on the ZhRD both on 

the system of one-time use, and sometimes and on the rocket stage. 

If earlier the ZhRD was examined only as a system of single action 

and one-time use, then at present in the light of new ideas and 

requirements it becomes a system of multiple switching-on. Tne ZhRD 

in its operational capabilities is considerably similar to aircraft 

turbojet engines. 

Contemporary ZhRD allow high technical and guaranteed service 

life, repeated startings and stops without supplementary installation 

works [80]. Therefore, the question arises concerning the failure 

of the automation of single action. It goes without saying that 

tne aforesaid does not have a commen nature and is not related to 

ail ZhRD as a whole tut must in ea'h specific case correspond to 

the purpose of the engine. But tocay this is already Indisputable 

for ZhRD of carrier rockets of space vehicles. 

Together with the continuous forms of qualitv control of the 

articles characteristic to small-scale production, statistical 



samplings of Inspection have found extensive application at present 

In a nUmber °f =3363 Plans “ith variable sample sizes are used [62] 

According to this plan the sample size from first batch can be 1:1 

i.e. all 100* of the articles are tested. For the subsequent 

batch the plan 1:A Is utilized, l.e., 25* of the articles are 

tested, and then 1:10 and so on. 

The sample size changes depending on results of the tests and 

statistical data, which confirm the quality of the commodity 

production. If it deteriorates, the plan must provide for an 

immediate rigid!flcatlon of Inspection and transfer to an Increased 

sample size of the articles for standa. .eats. Such selective 

puans must "flexibly react" to the failures of articles during 

delivery tests and In the process of their operation. 

Statistical methods are constructed on the basis of single and 

repeated selection. At present statistical methods of quality 

control and the reliability of the commodity production are 

basically standardized [63, 68] and are extensively used In large- 

scale and mass production. These methods of Inspection are 

constructed on the basis of standard tests, which In connection 

with the ZhRD, correspond In duration and operating mode to the 
flight program. 

Standard tests are given not only to the systems but also 

their elements. At the same time with serial production 

possible special and technological tests for the purpose 

-h. stability oí p-nduction in terms of programs of wide 

ical studies are carried out. 

all the 

of checking 

technolog- 
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CHAPTER III

THE PLANNING OF FINAL DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS 
OF TEST RESULTS

5 1. FEATURES OF THE PLANNING OP TESTS 
OP COMPLEX TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

The planning is preceded by Information analysis, and the 

experiment Is carried out for the purpose of checking one of the 

rosslble hypotheses. However, in the early stages of the s^^rch 

works It Is not always possible to foresee the final result. If 
the planning of the tests Is conducted In the stage of design, it 
must consider the presence of a priori Information In the form of 

3ystems - analogs. The planning of tests must be based cr. liable 

information. If the Information Is barely reliable or 1: a' :ent,

Che tests cannot be planned. It Is difficult to plan the f. -st 

experiment. It Is desirable to plan the second, and it is a eady 

completely necessary to plan the third.

In the conducting of the first test series used more f.-.quently 

is the test search, owing to which It Is as If the designer feels 

the threshold of the efficiency of the system. For the complex 

technical systems are carried out the autonomous tests of 
asce.Tihlles and subassemblies, and only after their compl^tlcr are 

the autonomous tests of the system as a whole begun. The iuto- 
nomeus testing makes It possible to establish the Interconnt.tlon 

unu functioning of elements of this subassembly. In this Cc'e It
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in no way considers the cross correlation, which under conditions 

of the functioning of complex dynamic systems can be considerable. 

Cases are known when the great effect of the correlations between 

elements of separate systems nullified results of autonomous 
final development. In similar cases the final development virtually 

entailed the conducting of the expensive complex tests. Econo

mically this cannot be recognized as bel.ig advisable. In view of 

this for a complex system, the design, which to a certain degree 

excludes the Interaction of elements of the system on each other, 

should be called rational.

It Is expedient to carry out the planning of the experiments 

In all stages, but Its effectiveness Is especially obvious for 
the complex technical systems when there Is a complex of signifi

cant factors. During the planning the subsequent stage must 
consider results of the preceding stage, and therefore the timely 

processing of primary data Is Important.

The experiment gives Information which confirms the calculation 

and corrects errors In the design. From the test results Judge

ment Is made about the correctness cf the solutions taken. The 

experiment confirms one hypothesis, rejects another or bears a 

new one. However, the Intuitive approach to the development of 

experimental programs can lead to errors. Prom practice examples 

are known when from the first unsuccessful testing an acceptable 

version of the design was rejected and accepted, and as was sub

sequently found, is Inadequate.

The experimental final development of the ZhRD ~ llquld-

propellant rocket engine] and the planning of tests connected 

with it have us their purpose the search for optimum structural 
solutions which satisfy the requirements of the technical asslgn- 

The seaicn is coiiouoted in the direction of shortening In 

the total periods of final development, the p-cvislon for quality 

a.na reliability, and the minimization of economic expenditures.
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Each engine must satisfy the requirements which determine Its design, 

engineering and operating characteristics. For this reason the 
final development Is connected with the functional test of articles 

with different combinations of external and Internal factors.

The external factors Include temperatures of the propellant 

components and structural elements. Inlet pressures, dynamic 
momenta changed in accordance with the test program, and so on.

The Internal factors are the parameters conditioned by design 

a.nd engineering characteristics, features of production, tuning 

precision, and so on. It Is possible to change them by means of 

an Input of special design measures or engineering assembllec.

The final stage of development should be considered as the 
transition to the serial production with which the reliability 

of the commodity supplies is provided by the perfection of the 
design final development, the degree of perfection of the production 

processes and Industrial equipment, and the current Intermediate 

and output Inspection.

Thus, the scientific solution to the problem must be cor,ducted 

In directions of the provision for the relidbillty of artlcl' s In 

-he process of final development, on the one hand, and the Inspec- 

':ion of commodity supplies, on the other hand. This, first of 

all, is the selection of the efficient design of engine which 

satisfy the assigned requirements with respect to the provision 

for the operational Indices and reliability. The latter must be 

reached by the optimum planning of final development for the 
curpose of a comprehensive efflcieicy of all elements with the 

different combinations of the external and Internal factors. In 
this case the Important questions are the shortening of the quantity 

of the tests, total periods of final development and economic 
expenditures under the condition o** fulfilling the requiremen ts 

lor the technical asslgnement. Besides the technical probie: ^



connected with the design and final development, there appears a 

number of difficulties connected with the large volume of experi¬ 

mental works in which the completeness of the coverage of a large 

quantity of factors which affect the efficiency of the engine is 

considered. 

In the process of the final development when the problem of 

the providing of design-engineering reliability is solved, the 

design engine performances can change. In this stage significant 

factors can be the different technical parameters which must 

be varied by the developer when selecting an efficient design. 

The ZhRD refer to a number of those complex systems which do not 

always allow a successive change absolutely in all factors. They 

rre dynamic and in a number of cases are correlated with each other, 

at. a result of which the varying of one factor can affect the 

levels of others. This Is the basic difficulty in the use of 

factor plans for the final development of similar technicax systems. 

As a whole tests of the ZhHD consist oi a factor experiment 

which can be simple or complex. Therefore, the simplest classifica¬ 

tion which would divide tests into stationary, single-factor and 

^factor necessary. Understood by che factor experiment is 

that type of tests with which all levels of one factor are found 

in combinations with levels of the variation of others. The 

stationary includes tests which are carried cut under conditions 

of normal operation at fixed levels of loads. Test data can be 

utilized directly when evaluating the reliability. They are the 

most widely accepted type of tests with serial production. 

The single-factor test., include those by which, arbitrarily 

or in accordance with a planned program, the determined factors 

are changed; however this condition is observed: within the limits 

of one program or group of tests one factor is varied. As an 

example is inspection tests with the adjustment of tr.e engines for 

different combustion-chamber pressure. In this case, unlike 
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other characteristics, the pressure is considered as the varied 

-actor. The purpose of the tests is for an evaluation of the 

effect of this factor on the efficiency of the system. The 

variation can be accomplished both within limits of the assigned 

oundaries for normal operation and beyond them. The latter case 

13 an exaInPle Of the so-called "accelerated" tests. 

. POr the «"'P1« systems which total the effect of several 

actors, single-factor experiments are insufficient, since they 

-JO not always correspond to conditions of normal operation, fls 

in example it is possible to give the description of the operation 

. controllable ZhRD in the interaction of the propellant feed 

sys ems the change in thrust and the fuel component ratio. Three 

the factors are named here. In reality there are considerably 

™re they Include oscillations of inlet pressures as a result 

° . * lnstai!lllty ^ the performance of the pressurization systems 

a decrease in the hydrostatic liquid columns in the tanks, an 

nanease in .... axial overloads and temperatures of propellant 

components when systems of "hot" supercharging are present, and 

to on. m these conditions the solution of problem is possible 

only oy means of the Implementation of the multifactor experiment 

-n which part of the factors or majority of them are changed 

■-muv.aneously. These tests are called multi factor. The methods 

- o r setting and planning are urgent problems of the present. 

The advantages of multifactor experiments over the slngie- 

: actor can be formulated in the following way. 

1. The multifactor experiments have consideraba greater 

-nformatlveness and, consequently, higher efficiency with which 

th. same the purpose is reached with less expenditures. 

2. In multifactor experiments the evaluation of the efect 

of each varied factor is conducted b, the generalization of all 
resu 11s and not bv oart nr fhom 4 

P them, ao in the analysis of data obtained 

in single-factor experiments. 
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3. They make It possible to Judge the effect and Interactions 

of linear effects on the final results.

k. Unlike the single-factor experiments, the multifactor 

most fully correspond to the real physical processes.

Since there are errors In the adjustment of the engines to 

the basic parameters and to various kinds of errors, with a 

sufficient degree of accuracy It Is possible to confirm that for 

complex systems the stationary and single-factor experiments 
virtually do not exist. In multifactor experiments when Is varied 

a certedn quantity of factors at previously known levels, sometimes 

Important Is the fulfillment of the condition of randomization, 

which Increases the accuracy of the calculations because of the 

elimination of the effect of a number of random causes. Under 

t.hls condition, as a rule, the random test procedure must be 

provided. The randomization makes It possible to obtain more 

uniform and reliable results. The condition of randomization can 
significantly affect the final conclusion, which Is easily shown 

In the following example.

Let us assume that the problem Is posed to compare the actual 

data on flow-tests of two versions of the design of combustion 

chambers under bench-test conditions. For this several copies of 
the articles for eac>- version of the design Is distinguished. In 

the process of hydraulic tests, for reasons Independent of the 

experimenter, a certain drift of the flow rate per second of the 

fluid tested occurred. If the flow tests were conducted In 

succession (first articles of one design ai.U then - another), then 

It cculd be found that some articles were f2 nw-test ed wlti; i i>u

fiuw rate -^lla other-.i - with increased. Correspondingly, Inaccurate 

measurements wlU be ^b.aluea. ana Incorrect conclusions are made.

But If with the flow tests chambers of both versions were alternated 
randcmingly, the measuring errors will bo averaged and the average 
va.uts of .-esulua be nearer to the true vui»,es.



Thus, even the incomplete randomization of the tests makes 

it possible in some way to avert an increase in errors. With 

the observance of the objective condition of randomization, the 

order in the test work can be established in accordance with the 

1 of random numbers or by means of coin-tossing ("heads"- 

"taiIs"). 

The informativeness of tests of the ZhRD is great, and the 

field of its use in the objective estimate of the obtained results 

must be sufficiently large. More frequently this evaluation is 

qualitative, since there are definite difficulties in the selection 

of the criteria (parameters) which characterize the output quality 

of the process. In the stage of the design final development 

the informative evaluation of the results is, first of all, an 

explanation of the possible reasons for failures. 

For the designer and an experimenter the complex problems 

are the .earch for the optimum solutions, schemes, characteristics 

and conditions of the operation. An important role in this is 

,.layed by the empirical, step-by-step search. But it by itself 

is not economically favorable, and that is why it is necessary 

to use the mathematical statistics, which makes it possible to 

solve the same problems but with less means. 

It is known that any physical phenomenon can be described 

by means of tne analytical expressions which reflect entirely the 

physical essence of the processes, and this is not always required. 

Sometimes it suffices to connect the "input" of the system with 

its "output". Similar solutions are known in mathematical statis- 

■ J.CS and ever more frequently are being used in practice. The 

problem which does not examine the intermediate physical processes 

but only the "input" and "output" of the systems are 

symbolically called the "black box." For a complex technical 

system it can be represented in the form of the diagram on Fig. 3.1, 

where x^ x2, x3, ...., xn are the input parameters or factors 
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which include the variables ("input" of the system); y is the 

output parameter ("output" of the system). 

Figure 3.1. Diagram of che "black 
box" for the deterministic processes. 

In the general meaning of the word, "input" can be the 

deterministic, random, dynamic, and Independent variable from 

the viewpoint of the interaction of the factors finally correlated. 

The term output" can be, in turn, one or there can be several 

of them. In the solution to the problems the most universal can 

prove to be the methods of cybernetic diagnostics based on the 

identification of the dynamic processes. In a theoretical plan 

some objectives are achieved [H?, 59, 85, 89], but from the view¬ 

point of practice their use causes definite difficulties, about 

which we will speak later. 

The finishing works for virtually any technical system 

represents a series of consecutive experiments conducted for the 

purpose of the provision of fundamental characteristics, depending 

on the complex of external and internal factors. Taking this 

Into account, the entire final development must be constructed 

on the basis of the optimum planning of the experimental works. 

These goals correspond to the full factor plans with which the 

number of the tests covers the effect of all factors and their 

interactions. If we accept the quantity of factors equal to n, 

and the levels of variation to d, then the number of tests N in 

the full factor experiment will be equal to dn. Already from 

this dependence it is evident that the applicability of such 

plans is very limicoi, since for their realization a large volume 

of experimental works is required. Even with two levels of varia¬ 

tion and the quant'ty of factors more than five, the volume of 

tests is: 

with n=6, N=5*4; 

with n=8, N=256 and so on. 
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Hence we have the conclusion: depending on the complexity

and cost of the experiment, the full factor plan can be appli»td 

with the quantity of independent variables n^5. With a large 

number of factors there arises the question concerning the siiorten- 

ing of the tests. For this purpose the fractional plans, ste -p 

ascension over the surface of response, and so on will be deter

mined. A definite Interest is represented by /^-optimum plans, 

orthogonal planning, and so on. At present there Is a large 

quantity of literature on the theoretical problems of the design 
of experiments [2, 4?, 67, 68, 72].

The purpose of the planning of the experiments Is the deter

mination of the composition of the significant factors, their 

possible combinations and the effect on the output quality of the 

rvestlgated process. The methods of planning are varied and for 

different physical problems cannot be standard. The common 

l.ndlspensable property of all the plans is the construction . f 

a mathematical model on the basis of the processing of experi- 

c^antal data. The experiment itself is the physical realizati. n 

cf the planned program from the viewpoint of the provision fc’^ 

input factors. The output quality of the process Is determir 

L’ properties of system Itself to react to the "Input".

In conclusion It should be noted that the planning of the 

■Experiments and mathematical modeling do not eliminate emplrl al 

s earch but supplement It.

§ 2. THE USE OF FACTOR PLANS FOR TESTS 
OF COMPLEX TECHNICAL SYS"’EMS

The basic goal of the tests Is the obtaining of the nece-sary 

information. However, the same result is reached by differen'. 

means. The required volume of Information can be obtained with 

considerably less quantity of tests than follows from the condition 

of the adopted full factor experiment. The effect Is reached



a) by the rational selection of the number and Interval of the 

variation of factors; b) by a decrease in the quantity of in

distinguishable combined effects; c) by the elimination of the 

repetition of results in the conducting of the experiments; d) 

by the determination of extreme test conditions; and e) by the 

forecasting of the results.

The optimum nature of the factor plans consists in the 

extraction from the experiment of the maximum of information about 

the investigated processes, on the one hand, and the minimization 

of the number of tests on the other hand. In this setting the 

solution to the problem can be the fractional factor plans, l.e., 

the fractional replicas. Their meaning consists in the replacement 

of the interactions of the linear effects of the new fictitious 

variable with the ordinal number (n+1). In a physical sense the 

fragmentation of the full factor plan Into units occurs. Thus, 

for instance, if there is a plan for type 2*^*, then it can be divided 

into the even number of r units from which in the initial stage 

one is realized. Correspondingly, the quantity of realizable 

tests is decreased and in this case will beA'=—2". The fractional
r

factor experiment is the mathematical Instrument utilized during 

the planning of the tests.

Let us examine some of its properties. Let us suppose an 

experiment of the type 2 with different variations in factors

'*‘1 * ^2 * ■*'3 * 
determined:

and X., is examined. 
*4

The matrix of the test is

- by the line of linear terms

jr,, jf,, X4,

where x« is the fictitious variable equal to unity;

- by the double Interacticr.r

(x,Xj), (Xj.Vj), (xjX,), (X^Xj), (XjX,), (XjX,),
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- by the triple interactions 

- and by the interaction (x^X2X^x^). 

4 
In accordance with expressior N=2 the quantity of tests 

for a full factor plan will be equal to 16. For a decrease in 

the volume of works, let us divide the full plan into two units 

or half-replicas. Then each of them is described by the appropriate 

line : 

- unit No. 1 

je,; x;, X,; xt\ (x.XjXj); (x.XjXj; (x.XjX,); (x.XjX,); 

- unit No. 2 

X„, (X,X,), (X,Xj), (X,X4), (X iXj), (X,Xt), (x,x4); (XjX^XjX,). 

As a whole both units from the viewpoint of the total ef'ect 

are equivalent to the full factor plan. The simplest prinoioe 

in the determination of the half-replicas is the recording in 

the form of lines where factor xQ and all the even interactic »s 

refer to one unit, and all others - to the second unit. Ente '.ng 

Into the first unit are factors with the determining contrast 

(+1) and into the second, (-1). 

It is completely obvious that the division of the full factor 

plan into units is not limited by h ilf-replicas. The fragmenta¬ 

tion tan be continued by the division into a fourth of a replica 

and further. In the limit plans which in the quantity of the 

tests are equal to the number of va’led factors plus one (N=n- i) 

can be created. The feature of fractional factor plans lies In 

the fact that the units taken can br* augmented up to the full plan 

by the realization of the remaining replicas. In the course of 

the tests fractional plans can easi .y be reconstructed from r licas 
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of larger multiplicity into smaller and vice versa. This property 

makes it possible in an operational way to change the plans even 

in the course of the tests themselves. 

The plans can be reconstructed, expanded or at the proper tim< 

te discontinued. 

A decrease in the experiments with the fractional factor plans 

is achieved because of the introduction into the matrix of tests 

Oi combined estimates. In this case the effects of the interaction 

are replaced by new factors, participate in the real process and 

are estimated on a level with the others. Under the effect of 

the factor let us agree to understand the reaction of the response 

of the system to a change in the level of the "input" variation. 

The presence of the matrix of the t ests makes it possible in time 

to examine the effects of each of the linear terms on output 

quality. Thus, for instance, for the factor plan of type 

(Table J.l) the sums on each of the columns which determine the 

effects of the linear terms and their interactions can be obtained. 

These are: 

- for the linear factors 

X> + 'ro + -- + -f X, - -(- .v.Avr,; 
~ r x4 — X, -f a', -> x.x, - X, — x,xJ } -VjX, f- x x:xt; 

X» = -r-*o - X, — r, - x.x, + x, -f x.x, -f XjX, f x,x x,; 

for the interactions 

X,X> 'r“ "'t' ~ •r> + + rj ^ - xrr, -f x,x3x; 

X X, -.,, - x.+x, . ,, 4 ,,,, .. j. , , ,,. 

''S't-XorX, X, X-X, — Jt -- x.x, r r ¡ x r r- 
Y Y y i , ' J * * i 

’ Ï * f V Xj - ^ -f ^ - a A, f- X X.X . « í 3 i 

Similarly the e^íeets of linear factors and their InteractI 

for any plan for type 2n can be estimated. The consequence of 

ons 
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estimates of effects is the variance analysis of the test results, 

rfhich shows which of the factors and Interactions have a derisive 

effect on the investigated process. 

Table 3.1 

X, *1 •*1*1 *j*i Variant 
of 
tests 

r 
I A. k ?« /\* P- ?« *?« Pk* T« 

1 
2 
3 
4 

X 
4- 
+ 
-f 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

1 
i 
f +

 

-f 

f 

"4* 

4* 
-f 

A'. 
-V, 
Ai 

A', ALA’, 

hi 
hi 
h, 
h. 

An analysis of the total effects showed that the division 

into units of the full factor plan has no meaning with a small 

quantity of linear terms, since the total effects in the interpre¬ 

tation of results of the tests become indistinguishable, i.e., 

combined. For the purpose of the investigation of indistinguishable 
-3 

effects, we again will turn to the plan 2 (see Table 3-1)- 

Let us assume that parameters p , k, ¢) - pressure In " ,e 
H K 

chamber, fuel component ratio and the coefficient which char 

acterizes the combustion efficiency of the fuel, are investi, ated. 

Let us divide the full factor plan into two units, from whic1' we 

•eallze the replica 

In this case the matrix of the tests will take such a form 

at which the interaction (x^x^x^) is considered as a new indepen¬ 

dent variable. 

Let us estimate further the total effects which corresp nd 

to the variants of the tests: 

- for the linear factors 
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I/>J - X, - AT, - X, + X.AVV,. 1*|-X,~ X, - X, -r A*. X,X,: 
|?.l = - X, - X, f X, + X,X,X,; 

- for the interactions 

(/>„*] =-X,-X, + X,± XtX,X¿ [P' ?,1 =» - A', f- Xt - X, }- 
+ XlXlXt: 

(A?.l-= - Xt -Xt + X.X.X,. {ptk^X^X^X^ X,X'Xt. 

The conducted analysis of linear effects and their inter¬ 

actions showed that the effects [k] and [p $ ]; [k$ ] and [p ] 

and also [¢^] and CpHk] are indistinguishable. The effects are 

considered to be indistinguishable if their moduli are equal, 

i.e., their estimates do not depend on the sign. 

It is completely obvious that this type of planning for this 

quantity of factors will be barely effective, since of the eight 

effects three are repeated. 

The examined means of the analysis and determination of the 

indistinguishable effects is bulky. Moreover, the degree of its 

complexity Increases in proportion to the increase in the number 

oí factors. But the estimate itself of the indistinguishable 

effects is important prior to the test conducting for the purpose 

of the elimination from the program of barely effective experiments 

From this estimate che selection of any plan must begin. 

When selecting the multiplicity of the replica of the frac¬ 

tional plan, an important moment is the establishment of the 

generating relationships and determining contrasts without which 

the most important interacting effects for the considered number 

of factors cannot De estimrted. In such a case when the half- 

re.Oi.ica of type 2 is examined, the determining contrast is 

equal to the product of the linear effects 

•f ~ JfiJfjJCji..., Xñ. 
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Obtained respectively can be the equivalent effects

x^J = x\x^t. . x^

or X2^*X2X2» . ...,

and similarly

jf, = x^Xff... ,Xfi\ Xj x^XfX^,,., ,Xg etc •

Together with the linear effects their Interactions are 

similarly determined

x^x^f • • %Xi^ A|Xj •— • • tX/ft xx^ - — x^x^t • •.»JCn etc •

In the case of the higher multiplicity of the fractional 

replica, it Is necessary to solve which linear effects should be 

er,aated with the Interacting effects. As was already mentioned, 

these are a tribute to the method of D. Flnnl [68, 69], which 

makes It possible to reduce the volume of tests In comparison 

with the full factor plan. It Is desirable to solve the probi»m 

cc-nc^rnlng the equating of the effect on the basis of an anal;.?ls 

of experimental data and the physical essence cf the inve^:.ig -ed 

process or by using the available a priori Information.

I
liii

The quantity of generating relationships Is equal to the 

.T-.ltIp 11 city ol' the fractional replica. Thus, for Instance, 

if we accept the fractional plan 2*^“^, then the quantity of 
generating relationships Is taken ecual to k. That which cones- 
pohds to this quantity will be the number of determl; ing contrasts. 

Tne latter Is always easy to find l.n each specific case by means 
ol the multiplication of the left ard right sides )f the generating 

relationships by the appropriate 11 ear effect. Let us assumt
7_o

that Ir. a certain plar. of the type ^ ■* one of the generating

relationships x^=x^X2X^jX^ Is accepted, then the determining 

contrast for this relationship can be found by the following 

mesons of

JflA", (X,X,JC,A’,) or |C Aj.
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Similarly the problem for other generating relationships and 

th ir determining contrasts is solved. In summation, after 

obtaining k values for the contrasts, it is necessary to estimate 

all the indistinguishable effects of the first and second orders 

by using the rule discussed above. The interacting effects of 

'he third and higher orders can be disregarded. 

On the basis of that given, it is easy to examine the half¬ 

replicas, which consider effect of 3» 5 and more factors. In 

this case it becomes obvious that with an Increase in the number 

of factors the portion of indistinguishable effects and their 

paired interactions decreases. From this viewpoint it is possible 

to arrive at the conclusion very important for practice that the 

advantages of the fractional plans become evident only with a 

large number of factors when n>_5. 

The meaning and value of the conducted analysis consist in 

the fact that for a realization there must be accepted the unit 

in which the quantity of indistinguishable linear factors and thei 

paired Interactions is equal to zero. This approach somewhat 

disturbs the principle of randomization but increases the effec¬ 

tiveness of the tests themselves, which in this case is more 

Important. More accurately, after accepting the unit for realiza¬ 

tion, we Introduce an estimate of its quality, since by itself the 

selection of the plan still means nothing. 

The estimate of quality is the determination of the resolu¬ 

tion of the replica. In a fractional factor experiment it is not 

possible to distinguish the regression coefficients between the 

linear terms and some of their interactions. The higher the 

divisibility of the replica, the greater the indistlnguishability 

of the effects and vice versa. The full factor plans do not have 

the indistinguishable effects. The number of indistinguishable 

effects is the resolution of the fractional replica. 
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Further for the specific fractional plan the problem cv'ii- 

cerr.lng the estimate of the regression coef fIclents, taking into 

account the accepted generating relationships, is solved, since 

it precisely, as a final result, Interests the experimente'’. 

For the purpose of the definition of dependences for the rtv'-ession 

coeflicients of indistinguishable combined effects, let us examine 
, ii 

an example for the half-replica of plan 2 with the determining 

contrast 

J =- XXJSr 

The indistinguishable effects for the paired interactions are 

x.x, xtxt: xrxt xtx,: xtxt x,*,. 

For the indicated interactions the selective estimates of regression 

coefficients will be respectively equal. 

For the purpose of practical use it is possible to prot;se 

a simpler method of the selection of the fractional factor ..an, 

which is, as a rule, optimum. The method entails the folloving. 

For a fractional factor the quantity of tests must sat: .fy 

the condition 

N = 2"~* > n-f !• 

Let us assume that in the exjeriment four linear factois 

vH*!) participate, and then with i =1 the quantity of the tests 

\'*8. Thus, in the presence of forr factors it is expedient to 

utilize a half-replica of the plai 2^-^. 

If the quantity of factors if equal to eight (n=8), then 
0 li 

the recommended fractional plan is 1/16 - a replica of type . 

and so on. 
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The following stage after the selection and analysis of the 

fractional factor plan Is the compilation of a matrix Initial data 

X and test programs. Let us show the virtually convenient method 

of programming In an example. 

Let us assume that In the plan of type for a realization 

there Is accepted the half-replica - Xq, x^, x^, x^. Then 

the quantity of tests will be equal to four. However, a program 

Is unknown to us. The principle of Its construction can be pro¬ 

posed as the following. 

Assigned to the matrix of the Initial data Is the column, 

"variant of the tests", according to Table 3.2. 

Table 3-2 

.<4 
X 

Variant 
of 
tests 

x0 *1 xi *1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

T* 

1 
+
 
+
 

1 

-l- 

+ 
+ 

+ 

A0 

*,Aa 

Por the column i0 the conditional level with the sign (+) Is 

accepted. The first line of real factors is written at levels char¬ 

acterized by a sign. Further for the "variants of the tests" 

and "effects" the "+" sign is placed at the point of Intersection 

of the line and column which have identical notations (x -x ). 

Uj-Xj) and (X3-X3). In all the remaining cases the test program 
Is characterized by the sien On «-hie *-»0 r* y wit sign, on this the first stage of 
planning is concluded, and further experiments follow. 

Subsequently, tie reusable plan Is corrected by taking Into 

account the test results. For a more effective use of the experi¬ 

mental data, expedient is the construction of mathematical models 

>-f the investigated processes whose optimization will make it 

subsequent 1,30^e the0retlCalli the of processing and 
quently only more precisely formulate the obtained results 
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by carrying out inspection tests. 

§ 3. STUDY OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
OF COMPLEX PHYSICAL PROCESSES 

In the Initial stages of the development of complex tecnuical 

systems, as a rule, the reasons for the failures are unknown, 

and it is not possible to forecast them. The search for optimum 

conditions is conducted empirically by the generalization of the 

experiment of the final development of the analog systems, not 

excluding the intuitions of the developer. As is known, this leads 

to a large volume of the experimental works whose decrease is 

possible on the basis of the use of statistical methods of the 

modeling of the physical processes. In accordance with this there 

can be examined the method based on the description of the surface 

of the response of the "output" of the system to the "input" 

*n a cer,tain vector space. Each of the x^ vectors is characterized 

y properties of this factor and the surface of the response as 

a whole by properties of the vector of the output quality Y. In 

genera^ the function of the response for a certain number n of 

the factors taken into consideration can be written 

y ■/(•*!• •'■jt • • • i jf»)— 

For complex physical models the analytical form of the function 

is previously unknown. Unknown also are the equations which 

describe the full dynamics of the investigated processes as a 

result of their extreme complexitj . In a number of cases serarate 

particular dependences for intermediate processes can be known, 

.or example, the effect of the total flow rates per second and fuel 

component ratios for combustion chamber pressure of the ZhRE 

and so on. The investigation is conducted virtually with the 

r’ull (or partial) Ignorance of the Internal mechanism of the 

phenomena. This makes it possible for us to be limited to the 

series expansion: 



where and b11 are the regression coefficients which 

determine the degree of the factor and their interactions on 

the output characteristic y. 

The functional dependence y»f(x) represents the system of 

normal equations which sometimes can be augmented by dependences 

which describe the intermediate processes or functional connec¬ 

tions of the separate parameters with the "output" of the system. 

In this case the initial model of the "black box" will be supple¬ 

mented by new characteristic features which make it qualitatively 

more ideal, since the accuracy is increased. The determination 

of regression coefficients is the basic difficulty in the con¬ 

struction of the model. By the processing of experimental data 

there can be reproduced the physical essence of the model, on 

the basis of which the prevailing factors and their interaction 

are revealed, the optimum solutions are found, and a program of 

further studies is planned. As a rule, mathematical models of 

complex technical systems characterize the determined operating 

modes. 

For the purpose of testing the reliability of the model, 

there are carried out inspection tests in which the theoretical 

and calculation data on the estimate of the expected output quality 

are compared with the experimental. If the expected effect is 

not achieved, the enumeration of the factors taken into considera¬ 

tion is analyzed, and successive approximations are made. There 

can be several such approximations. Nevertheless, this does not 

lead to substantial increase in the volume of the tests. The 

total effect, as a rule, is significant and becomes more noticeable, 

the more complex the process itself is. The method of regression 

is applied for the solution of different problems, but, unfortunately, 

it is not possible to consider them as ideal. There is a number 

of limitations of the mathematical and physical plan which narrow 

the field of its use. The basic of them can be formulated in the 

following form. 



1. Input factors and observed data must be independent of 

one another. 

2. Results of the measurements must follow the law of the 

normal density of distribution. 

3. Dispersions of the estimates must be constant and the 

selective estimates - uniform. 

4. Measuring errors of the input factors are low in comparison 

with errors in the determination of the output quality. 

0 

The measuring system, sensors and feed channels must provide 

the reliability of the information about the investigated processes 

without distorting the physical essence. For the absolute majority 

of the systems, the first three of conditions, as a rule, are 

fulfilled. The last condition does not always make it possible 

to apply statistical methods of modeling for the study, for 

example, of the rapidly changing processes and their parameters. 

The frequently obtained results in many respects depend on raetrology. 

In this case the degree of their accuracy and reliability is 

determined not only by errors of measurement but sometimes by the 

place of location of the feed channels and the accuracy of their 

manufacture. The importance of this fact can be shown in an 

example. 

Let us assume that the static pressure is measured along the 

contour of the nozzle exit of a ZhRD. The actual value of this 

parameter on a specific engine, besides the parameters of the 

working medium, depends on the crcss-sectional area of the nozzle. 

The measured value of pressure, besides the others, will be 

determined by the perpendicularity of the axis of the channel to 

the tangent of the nozzle contour at the assigned point. This 

limitation is correct for the majority of the models and in each 

specific case must be considered from the viewpoint of an estimate 

of the accuracy of the obtained results. 
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In speaking about the statistical methods of the planning of 

experiments, it should be noted that at present it is not possible 

to recommend the optimum plans characteristic to the specific 

model to the experimenter. In different areas of technology they 

can be different, and the advantages of some over others are not 

obvious. The general ones for all programs are: 

1) determination of the number of factors and levels of 
variation; 

2) the selection of intervals of variation; 

3) the selection of the optimum plan for the conducting of 
experiments; 

the composition of the matrix of tests and its realization; 

5) the processing of experimental data and the determination 

of the mathematical model. 

In the simplest oases the regression coefficients can be 

determined by the least-squares method and In more complex cases - 

with the aid of a digital computer. 

Let us examine as an example the plan which corresponds to 

the problem of determining the maximum value of specific thrust 

of an engine in the variation simultaneously of two factors - 

combustion chamber pressure P|( and the fuel component ratio k. 

With the calculated optimum values of their parameters. It Is 

possible conditionally to consider them as being Independent. 

The variation Is conducted at two levels on the "square" of 
PH*k (Fig. 3.2). 

This test program is characterized as a plan for type 22 

the ful1 i'aotor «périment the quantity of the tests will 
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Figure 3.2. Geometric representa¬ 
tion of the plan for the experi¬ 
ment (p xk). 

K 
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be equal to four (N-U). The order of the recording of variants 

of the tests is shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3-3 

M 
X 

r 
*0 A * A* 

1 
2 
3 
4 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

1 
1 
+
 +
 

4. 

+ 

Vi 

Vi 

V* 

Vi 

For the given experiment the mathematical model will take 

the form 

y = + b,p, + M + +1, 

where e is the error of the experiment. 

With the appearance of the third independent variable, for 

example, factor $h, which characterizes the combustion efficiency 

of the fuel, the matrix X is correspondingly supplemented by 

new terms : 

?» Puf* k?*, Pukfr 

In summation, we will turn to the full factor experiment of 

type 2 . With the introduction of the third factor the quantity 

of tests will Increase two times and correspondingly will be N*8. 

The full factor experiment can geometrically be represented by the 

vercexes of a tube. 
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An experiment of such type satisfies the conditions of the 

matrix of planning (Table 3.4). 

Table 3.4 

« 

X 
Variant 
of 
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Y 
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* % 

*\ 
P* ;■ 1 *i*i 
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X, 
*3 
X\Xt 
XiX, 
AfjAj 
XiXjXi 

Pt 
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is 
Pi 
PS 

Pt 

P7 

Pt 

The mathematical model for the given 
the form 

experiment will take 

y + *,*, + + a,*, -f -f 
+ *»*.*, + + b, XiXxXl -f t. 

With the introduction of the fourth factor the quantity of 

testa will Increase to 16, and the geometric model can be 

represented by vertexes of an octahedral prism. 

Prom that stated above it follows that the full factor 

experiment does not eliminate the need for the setting of a 

large number of tests. However, there are methods of their 

reduction. The latter will be examined below. 

The defining movent in the setting of the factor experi¬ 

ment as we already verified, is the determination of the quantity 

of independent variables. Nevertheless, in early stages o' the 

inal development the quantity of factors taken into considera¬ 

tion can be Incomplete. With the input of new independent 
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variables the regression coefficients in the linear equations are 

changed (with the exception of the orthogonal planning). There¬ 

fore, in the processing of results of tests (especially the first 

series), the directivity and significance of the separate factors 

should be accepted tentatively, avoiding premature conclusions. 

After the conducting of a test series of the experiments when the 

calculation data concur with the actual, the composition of the 

varied factors can be considered full, and an analysis of their 

effect is reliable. 

A test of the solution of the Individual problems connected 

with the final development of the complex technical systems showed 

the practical value of statistical methods of the modeling of 

processes. However, reliable solutions are not always possible, 

especially when the function of the response in the investigated 

region has a discontinlity. The possibilities of regressive 

analysis are limited b/ the conditions of its applicability. 

More universal, despite the apparent complexity, are the 

methods of Identification based on a correlation analysis. The 

function of response in this case is the equation of dynamics 

y(0 = v f *.(*-o)/?,(»)¿8, 
i»i o 

(3.2) 

where is the pulse transient function of the argument 6, wnich 

is the interval of variation of the time factor t. 

This model takes the form shown in Fig. 3.1, where all 

factors of the ’’output" and "input" are the dynamic functions, 

which consider not only the final results or the value of the 

factors but also their prehistory on this time Interval. 

The methods of the description of this mathematical model in 

principle are known [59], and we ir dicate only some of them for 
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the purpose of the systematization of the material. If the 

Minputs" are not correlate, the function of response can be 

written in the form of the system of integral equations: 

-0)^(6)40: 

K. 

(3.3) 

and here Kx^ is the correlation function of the i-th "input", 

and Kx1y ~ the correlation function between to the 1th "input" 

and "output", respectively. 

In mathematical statistics in the particular case in the 

presence of limitations, this solution is known as the problem 

of Weiner and Pelegren [Translator’s Note. Spelling not verified]. 

When the constant values of input factors are present, the func¬ 

tion of response will take the form 

y (0-=2 ^/^(/-6)^(0)46. (3.4) 

The study of complex technical systems is the frequently 

encountered case for which the input factors are test conditions 

or design characteristics which are virtually stable within 

limits of one experiment. A determination of the mathematical 

model of the process from t.xperimental data, in fact, is reduced 

to a correlation analysis. 

In the processing of statistical data it is sometimes con¬ 

venient to speak about the discrete values of the input and out¬ 

put factors, depending on the quantity of the tests: 

*,(/V); -MA).x( (A)— X, (A). 
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In this case, if the discussion is about the parameters, 

then each of the factors is the linear characteristic following 

the law of the normal density of distribution. Similarly expressed 

is the realization of the characteristic of "output" - y(N). If 

in the course of Investigation there appears the need for char¬ 

acterizing the process by several output factors with the same 

input , the calculation is repeated several times in proportion 

to the number of "inputs." The solution can prove to be bulky 

but does not cause any fundamental difficulties. The problem 

is solved on a computer or on a special computer - synthesizer, 

used for the solution of integral equations. With a certain 

approximation the mathematical model of this orocesn, as the 

surface of response, can be described by an integral equation of 

the form 

y('V) = V UOV-A)/?. (*)</A, 
, /—I ó 

where A is the interval of the variation of the quantity of 

tests. 

If the input factors are independent, the correlation func¬ 

tions of the connection of the "output" and "input" are defined 

as 

W = J Kx (,V - A) /?, (A) d A; 

^„('V) =JKXt(N - A)/?,(A)</A; 

(A) ^„('V -A)/?:(A)dA. 

With the presence of experimental data the initial expression 

for the search of the correlation function will take the form 

Kx{m) ^ — j )x\m 
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With calculations of the correlation function the considered 

Quantity of N tests is subdivided into k small groups A: 

/V > («i -f Í) > m > O, I =3 Aj», 

where u-0, 1, 2, 3 ... 

3y replacing the integral by the sum sign, under these 

assumptions made, we will obtain 

K* (n) ~ 
* +1 

The calculation of the cross-correlation function can be 

conducted similarly with a sufficient degree of accuracy 

X. 

In the general case when ¿he input factors are mutually 

correlated, the equations for determining correlation and pulse 

transient functions ca i be represented with the aid of spectral 

densities S(w), which are defined as the Fourier transform from 

the correlation function K(N): 

( j w) Sx (u>) +... + X„ (j «) Sx Xt (o)): 

V — i0) ■ r (o») r ... + X'(jo))5, (<o), 

where A',(Jo,)«V (- l)sw Sx (*)d,h 
d & 

and dki " ls thc corresponding minor o^ the determinant d: 

S< (“))• • • • sxmx, (“) 

5 (^)...5, (o>) 
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As a whole the presented mathematical apparatus makes it 

possible to utilize the experimental data in the form of input 

and output characteristics for the construction of models of 

complex physical processes, including models of forecasting. 

Just as in the case of the regressive model, function y(N) must 

be adequate. 

A mathematical model of the form (3*1) can characterize, 

strictly speaking, only a steady-state process, for example, 

the engine operation under operating conditions. In the dynamic 

processes besides the model (3-2) there is not excluded the use of 

a polynomial of form (3.1), for which each matrix X and vector Y 

strictly corresponds to a definite argument of time t. In this 

sense matrices of the Initial data and the vecton are represented 

In the form of a set of separate consecutive discrete values of 

i actors X and characteristic y. If we conditionally accept the 

quantity of the measured parameters x(t) equal to the number 

of factors, then the matrix of the tests can be presented in the 
form of Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 

Mo 

1 
2 
3 

4 

M' 

Time 
jr, jr2 Jr, 

•*!! *12 ... 

•*21 *22 * 23 ...x2ii 

•*31 -*32 ..-*3« 

•*4] *« *«.•*.*4. 

j -"Vi "Vs • W» 

(/1 

i/2 
I/3 
(/4 

'J \ 
y* 

Characteristic for this form 0 

in the process of the processing of 

several measurements of the instant 

1 recording is the fact that 

tests, from each experiment 

meous value of this factor 
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x(t), equal to the number of discrete points t, are taken. Pre¬ 

viously one should say that this form of matrix X is not optimum. 

It is completely obvious that the quantity of intervals of the 

measurement of the instantaneous values of factors x and char¬ 

acteristic y must be as large as possible. 

The more dynamic the investigated process, and the higher the 

gradients of the change ir its characteristics, the more accurate 

the initial data for determining the mathematical model must be 

determined. The assignment of the initial data for a dynamic 

model in the form of discrete values of factors is a very complex 

problem. But its solution is essential, since for the majority 

of the mechanical systems the functional dependence of a change 

in the instantaneous values of factors x^t;; x2(t); ...x (t), 

as a rule, are unknown. However, the form of the telemetering 

recording of these factors can be known. For this let us examine 

3»3« From an analysis of the telemetering recordings it 

follows that the accuracy of the modeling in this case will be 

affected by the number of experiments and the quantity of intervals 

At of the time of measurement of the instantaneous values of 

pa1, imeters x(t), At^jat^-tj with i>J. For this, if we speak 

about the accuracy of the modeling of steady-state processes, the 

volume of the tests,was established in accordance with the reso¬ 

lution of the fractional replica. This condition remains valid 

also in this case when dynamic process is investigated. But, 

unfortunately not only does this condition determine the accuracy 

of our model. One should consider the selection of the interval 

of measurement At^ as being no less important. Its effect can 

be shown in the following example. 

In Fig. 3.3 in the construction of the dynamic model six 

intervals of the measurement of parameters x1(t) and x2(t) are 

taken. In this case the moments of recording of the parameters 

x1 and x2 do not coincide with their extreme levels. Neverthe¬ 

less, the model characteristic on the first curve (dashed line) 
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Figure 3.3. Recording of 
dynamic characteristics of 
parameters and X2 and 

their models: 1 - oscillo¬ 
graphic recording of the 
process; 2 - model curve. 

characterizes to a certain degree the investigated process. On 

the second curve the model characteristic virtually completely 

does not correspond to the real process. For the providing of 

their fullest conformity to the physical process, obviously, the 

time intervals At^ and and At^g must be additionally divided 

»nto smaller sections. To do this, in the processing of the 

primary information, obtained in the form of telemetering data, 

all the significant factors should be tied to one time scale. 

Then it is arbitrary to assign the time intervals of the measure¬ 

ments which most fully considered the physical features of the 

behavior of the considered parameters. Moreover, from the view¬ 

point of the selection of the quantity of intervals of the measure¬ 

ment, there are limitations only of the storage capacity of the 

computer and the time of its operation. 

Further, at each established moment of time t^ with respect 

to all parameters from the telemet ‘ring curves the measurements 

which correspond to the specific experiment are taken and placed 

into a table of the type of Table ;.6. 

Thus, the quantity of tables (orresponds to the volume of 

the experiments. Their data are generalized and placed into 

matrices of initial data (Table 3.'). 
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Table 3.6 

Tía* Results of experlaant 

h 
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Table 3-7 

Mo. 

At,) 
r(h) 

*i *2 *» . 

1 
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3 
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.V 

xll XU xl* -.*1« 
JTj| JTjj Jf2j.‘ 

XJ| x3» x3».^ 

*.Y, X.V, X/f ..* V« 

yiUi) 
/'aih) 

y 3(h) 

VrÁH) 

The calculation of coefficients of the model of the process 

is conducted for each point in time t^, i.e., the quantity of 

calculations in proportion to the number of time intervals. 

Further, by totaling the results of the conducted calculations, 

it is possible to obtain the mathematical model of the dynamic 

process y(t). 

Examined until recently were the deterministic and random 

processes, which consider only quantitative information. In 

this case we completely do not touch upon qualitative informa¬ 

tion. In the study of mathematical models this condition was 

constantly observed: independently of the levels of variation 

and the number of introduced factors there was observed strictly 

an additive effect, by which the equality of the left and right 

sides of the linear equations at the point values of all variables 

was necessary. At the same time there is a vast circle of problems 

which require the account not only of the quantitative but also 
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qualitative information classified according to the "yes-no" 

or "success-failure" criterion. This condition is frequently 

encountered in the solution of problems of che theory of games 

and an analysis of models of reliability. With the input of 

qualitative data the additivity of the equations of regression 

is disturbed, which makes the trial-and-error methods of constant 

coefficients unacceptable. Since the qualitative factors randomly 

can vary from zero to unity, it is not possible to achieve the 

equality of the left and right sides of the linear equations in 

all cases. 

Nevertheless, there are mathematical methods which make it 

possible to make the final effects of such models similar to the 

additive because of a change in the scale of the measurement of 

the portion of the qualitative factor with the aid of any trans¬ 

form. In this case it is important that the converted value 

would change between very wide limits, for example, from Infinity 

to zero, with a change in the very portion of the qualitative 

factor from zero to unity. For similar purposes in mathematical 

statistics the transforms into logits and probits are usually 

used. Used in some works of D. Finn! and F. Yeyts [26] the trans¬ 

forms into logits are used with the aid of the expression 

where P is the probability, and A characterizes the interval of 

its measurement. 

The form of this expression for a logit is not limited to 

the example given above. It can depend on the condition of the 

prob?.'-m to be solved. - Thus, for instance in the analysis of 

models of reliability, the transform into logits can be conveniently 

conducted by means of the equality 

y = — ln(F A). 
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In this case understood by P Is the frequency In the form of the 

probability of trouble-free operation estimated from a group of 

tes^s (P^/^, where is the number of successful tests). 

The instantaneous value in this case is equal to the latió 

Ni/N* If Tor z we a quantity of groups in this program, 

then there must be provided the equality = 

It is appropriate to note that the logit of D. Finn! makes 

sense when approximately identical intervals or portions of the 

sampling A1 are present. If they are changed in the whole interval 

from zero to unity, then the expression for the logit does not 

determine the frequency. Therefore, in the analysis of models of 

reliability more acceptable is the expression 

y, — — ln (P A,) or y, = — In . 

At the values of the probability P-l, the equation of the 

logit y»-ln PA completely corresponds to the expression y«ln P/A, 

which corresponds to the logit of D. Finn!. 

In the compilation of the matrix of initial data, the 

processing of test results somewhat differs from the usual methods. 

For this purpose all the tests are divided into groups with averaged 

(or approximately identical) values of the parameters. For each 

group the output quality is estimated by the experimental fre¬ 

quency approximated by the expression for the transform into the 

logits. 

In the classification of the test results on each group 

(matrix row), the testing during which the material part remained 

undamaged is considered to be successful. Simultaneously, if 

i here appears the need for considering a certain change In the 

design, it is possible to characterize by the input of new factor 

as an objective quantitative characteristic. For example, dis¬ 

tinctions in the design of the injector assemblies of the com¬ 

bustion chambers can be expressed by a change in the combustion 
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efficiency of fuel and the dimensions of the chamber by the 

value of the reduced length, and so on. 

Let us examine now the question concerning the evaluation 

of the accuracy of modeling. It is natural that the accumulated 

error depends on errors in the method itself, the composition 

of the factors, and the volume and quality of information. When 

using the indicated models, the dispersion of the error in the 

description of the surface of the response can be estimated by 

a correlation matrix or the linearization method of the obtained 
function 

where is the dispersion of estimates of the independent 

variables x. 

When using methods of correlation functions the accuracy 

depends, first of all, on such factors as the interval of integra¬ 

tion from the quantity of tests N, the step of integration and 

the number of ordinates of the correlation function to be deter¬ 

mined in interval considered 0<m<m 
-max’ 

From the viewpoint of mathematical statistics, examined in 

this chapter are the stationary random processes for which known 

is the distribution law of the parameters and its characteristic 

in the form of the mathematical expectation and dispersion, which 

in the process of the testing are unstable. This can be uniquely 

confirmed by examining the input factors for which the distribu¬ 

tion law during normal conditions is normal. The same can be said 

also about the output quality y. But since the random process 

or the characteristic change is stationary, it can be sufficiently 

accurately approximated by the limar combination of harmonic 

oscillations with the random amplitude and phase 
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y(N)~A sin (•, N -f <?,). 

The analytical Investigation of this function, given in work [59], 

makes it possible to dra*-* tne conclusion that for the calculation 

of the correlation function with an error of not more than 2% 

it is necessary to have the relationships m <0.1N and y <0.1A. 
max— max— 

\ • 1 

Thus the accuracy of the calculation of the correlation 

function K(N) is determined by the volume of statistical data 

(or by the interval of observation and the magnitude of the 

instantaneous value of argument m, which changes in the limit from 

from 0 to mmax and from the scale factor A). 

The procedure for the determination of correlation functions 

on universal digital computers and the accuracy of their estimates 

are examined in specialized literature on computer technology 

in application to statistical studies [59], 

In the analysis of mathematical models it is necessary to 

keep in mind that the connection between the "output" and "input" 

can be functional if the defined values of levels of the signi¬ 

ficant factors X correspond to any defined value y. This connec¬ 

tion can be stochastic when at defined values of input factors 

the "output" randomly with defined probabilities can take dif¬ 

ferent values. Thus the probability model of reliability is 

the special case of the stochastic model. 

The use of probability models in the study of physical 

processes is based on the general principles of their reduction 

to the definite type of irnchematical dependences. In a number 

of C£.ses these models cannot absolutely accurately reflect the 

real processes. For this reason their formalizatlor: Is connected 

with some simplifications. At the same time it should be noted 

that the precise reflection of the physical phenomena is not 

always required. Nevertheless, any formalization does not elim¬ 

inate the evaluation of the accuracy which is reached by the input 
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of the accumulated error of modeling e. Practice shows that the 

advantages from the formalization of the processes In the planning 

of the tests, the forecasting of results and in general the 

modeling considerably exceed those negative consequences which 

can be observed as a result of an inaccuracy in the methods 

themselves. 

With the physical investigations and in the analysis of 

qualitative indices, it is necessary to consider that not all 

factors introduced into the experiment are significant. There¬ 

fore, their effectiveness can be the different directivity. 

Secondary factors should be eliminated, and their effect should 

be considered by means of the averaging of results when evaluating 

the error of modeling. 

The special case of the stochastic form of the bond is the 

correlation between the ’’output" and "input." The random values 

X and y are correlated if the mathematical expectation y0 depends 

on the mathematical expectation of the levels of the significant 

factors Xq. 

The most important moment of the construction of the mathe¬ 

matical model undoubtedly is the selection of the form of the 

bond between the "output" ,ind "input." These bonds can be 

different. Besides those which were examined above, others 

can be proposed: 

a) the linear model 

y = + M, + Ml +... + (3.5) 

which is the special case of the polynomial (3.1); 

b) the power model 

(3.6) 
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c) the exponential model 

(3.7) 

The selection of model is dictated by features of the physical 

process. Nevertheless, the selection of the form of the bond 

can be automated on the basis of the sorting of different analytic 

functions with the aid of a digital computer. This selection 

Involves the calculation of parameters of correlation at different 

variants of the mathematical interpretation of the process, the 

analytical comparison of the results and the selection of the 

best version. As an objective criterion of the selection of the 

optimum form of tht connection there can be used the coefficient 

of multiple correlation under the condition of the adequacy and 

satisfactory physical interpretation of the very model of the 

process. Accepted as the optimum is the model for which the 

coefficient of multiple correlation has a maximum value. 

For this it is necessary to develop the algorithm of sorting 

which would make it possible in the shortest period to find the 

optimum form of the bond. The calculating program must provide 

for the reproduction of the model and modeling of processes with 

all the known forms of the bond of "input" with "output." 

In the process of the final development of the complex 

technical systems it is not always possible to recreate virtually 

the pattern of clear planning of the experiments. There appears 

the mass of particular problems and programs which force us to 

retreat from the initially developed plans, subject them to 

correction, introduce new ideas, and so on. Besides this by virtue 

of different reasons, the experiments carried out at the "non- 

fystematic" levels of variation appear. It is admissible that in 

this case there can be not the maximum but intermediate values 

of some parameters. 

Thus in the process of the final development of technical 

systems there appears a complex of statistical data characteristic 
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both for active and passive experiments. Then there arises the 

question in which measure the obtained experimental data can be 

used in the development or refinement of the mathematical models 

of the physical processes. 

Investigations show that in the construction of the models 

there is no distinction in the initial experimental programs of 

, special importance. It is important to insure the condition of 

the account of the effect of all the significant factors from the 

viewpoint of the completeness of their coverage and the identity 

of the operating conditions. We have in mind that he totality 

of the statistical data which characterize the stea y-state 

conditions of operation can be augmented by resulti. of the passive 

experiment carried out also in steady-state conditions. It is 

inadmissible to generalize the test results which refer to tran¬ 

sient conditions with data for steady-state conditions and vice 

versa. In the accomplishing of these conditions virtually any 

experimental data in an arbitrary order can be included in the 

matrix of the tests X and the column vector Y for aftertreatment. 

With this the more the initial data is utilized for these purposes, 

the larger area they cover, and the less the step of the variation 

of factors, the more precise the model. 

§ 4. RANKING OF THE SIGNIFICANT FACTORS 
AND THE SELECTION OF THEIR NUMBER. 
ADEQUACY OF THE MODEL 

An increase in the number of factors leads to the complication 

of the model and solution of the problem of planning of experi¬ 

ments as a whole. Therefore, the inclusion of supplementary 

factors requires their analysis fron the viewpoint of the evaiua- 

. tlon of significance, which in turn is determined by the physical 

structure of the investigated process. In the determination of 

the initial data for any plan in the form of quantity and rank 

of the significant factors, it is possible to accept the objective 

solution that lu does not exclude ai account and subjective 

opinion of the researchers. 
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Utilized in the first case are methods of mathematical 

statistics which consider the composition of the Initial data, and 

in the second case - the subjective evaluations of separate 

specialists who introduce supplementary information and therefore 

deserve attention. Both methods are constructed independently 

of one another, but they should not mutually exclude each other. 
I I 

Let us examine the method of the ranking of factors by 

means of interrogation. This means that before the planning of 

the experiments each of the specialists must express an opinion 

about the degree of the significance of the considered factors 

or about their effect on the output quality of the process. It 

is natural that this opinion must be based not on intuition and 

the assumptions of the interrogated person but on his personal 

experiment and on a priori information known to him. It can 

appear that this type of interrogation introduces nothing 

into the calculation except subjective estimates. However, the 

generalization of somewhat even subjective evaluations of special¬ 

ists of this field of knowledge at times is much nearer to truth 

than the procedure deprived of the physical essence. In this 

case it is expedient to utilize the rank method of the formaliza¬ 

tion in the selection of the factors. Its essence can be shown 

in an example. 

Let us assume that the engineer who planned the experiment 

prepared the initial data and program in the form of a matrix 

of tests. In this case the factors were arranged in the order 

of their assumed significance, which is determined by the degree 

of the effect of each of the factors on the investigated process. 

In summation, the line of the Initial data which characterize 

"input” is obtained: 

*11 *!• tj, Xt, Xj, X«, Xy. 

However, for objectivity there was produced an interrogation 

with which four specialists independently of each other represented 
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their data. The results of interrogation are given in Table 3.8. 

Table 3.8 

SpACUUst Jf| *» •*« Jf* *1 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
3 
2 
l 

3 
1 
1 
4 

2 
2 
4 
3 

3 
3 
3 
0 

4 
4 
3 
3 

6 
7 
6 
7 

7 
3 
7 
2 

The data presented can be subjected to an analysis of variance. 

An evaluation of the uniformity or discrepancy in the opinions 

of the specialists can be conducted with the aid of the P-criterion. 

If the obtained value of the criterion does not enter in 

the zone of the P-distribution, then this means that the opinions 

of specialists about ranks are contradictory. 

The degree of the coordination of results of the interrogation 

can also be checked by means of the coefficient of concordation 

[2] [Translator's Note. Term not verified] computed from the 

formula 
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where S is the sum of the standard deviations of the sum of 

ranks from the average value; m - the quantity of interrogated 

specialists. 

In mathematical statistics there are many methods of the 

determination of significance criteria, but they do not always 

satisfy the experimenters, since some of them do not have a 

clear connection with the physical interpretation of the problem. 

In this respect one should consider the methods of analysis of 

variance more acceptable. 
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If the conclusion about the mismatch in the opinions of the 

ppecialists is obtained, then it is possible to continue the 

Investigation about the ranks. For this purpose let us construct 

a diagram which itrictly gives an answer to the question posed. 

For this purpose it is possible to utilize the usual scale-number 

system in which given as the ”first” place is the quantity of 

points equal to the number of factors n. Given as the ’'second" 

place is the quantity of points equal to (n-1) and so on. In the 

construction of the diagram, plotted along the axis of the ordinates 

is the sum of the obtained points divided by the number of spe¬ 

cialists. Then on the axis of abscissas we obtain strictly the 

order of the significance of the factors. In our case (Table 3.8) 

this is 

^li ^1* ^4« Xl* 

i 

A diagram of the ranking is shown in Fig. 3-^. 

t.2i 
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i.Ti 
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IS 

Figure 3.1»* Diagram of 
the ranking of signifi¬ 
cant factors. 
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Sometimes the specialists who participate in the interrogation 

supplement the presented enumeration of factors or eliminate some 

of them. In this case the problem is solved similarly. In this 

case the processing and analysis of the interrogation can be 

conducted by taking into account the condition of randomization 

or without it. It is appropriate to note that the randomization 

of the order of the representation of results lowers the error 

and unconditionally gives a more precise result. 

After these comparatively simple operations there can be 

accepted the solution to the composition of the significant factors, f 
7: 
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whlçh is an Important condition for the substantiation of ihn 

test piai 

With the machine method’ of the processing of the tests for 

the ranking of the factors, the particular set relationships 

which characterize the correlation between each input factor and 

the output quality can be utilized. This type of automated ranking 

of factors x according to the degree of the "purified" closeness 

of the connection with the characteristic y can be conducted in 

the following way. 

1. The matrix for the set correlation ratios n 

an<^ f°rm Table 3*9 is determined. 
* J 

Xjy 

Table 3.9 

*1 Jfl <1 • • • *11 y 

Jfl 

Jfj 

*1 

• • • 

y 

i 

W, 

w. 

V. 

V. 

Vjfi 

1 

• • • 

V* 

V, 

\>xt 

1 » 

’’v*' 

%jr. 

lx * * 

1 

V, 

Vijr 

w 

tjrjr 

V 
1 

2. On the basis of this matrix the analytical expressio's 

for y1 and y are found: 

y/ = ¿0 + + • •. + *r 
y—-f... +£***+.,.+***«. 

where xj are factors on which y^ depend; l<J<k. 

3. The particular correlation rati are det ined from 

the formula 
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The ranking of the factors is carried out according to 

the degree of distribution of the correlation ratio In the 

Interval from zero to unity: 

0 < ■») <i 

A shortcoming of this method should be considered Its com— 

pl®xlty and sensitivity to the volume of Information. 

Both the described methods are constructed virtually in¬ 

dependently of one another. However, only the method of expert 

evaluations, which is based on knowledge of physics of the proc¬ 

esses, the experience of experts and a priori information, can 

objectively introduce concrete factors Into the plans. The 

method of statistical evaluations, in turn, makes it possible to 

exclude the trivial from them. Consequently, both methods not 

only do not exclude but mutually supplement each other. In 

practice both methods establish at which composition of factors 

the model more precisely corresponds to the experimental data. 

Therefore, when selecting the composition and rank of the 

significant factors, it is expedient to use both methods with the 

only difference being that the method of interrogation is applied 

when selecting the composition and rank of the significant factors 

and the method of correlation ratios - for their subsequent 

ranking by machine methods in the examination of results of the 

tests. 

At the same time the testing of the significance of coef¬ 

ficients of the rode: is necessary. In certain cases it has a 

direct relation to the evaluation of the significance of the 

factors themselves and their linear effects. This is observed 

when in the testing of the significance of coefficients of the 
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model some of them proved to be insignificant. The reason for 

this could prove to be the trivial effect from the factor which 

by mistake was Included in the experiment. As a final result, 

if the established model is reliable, the insignificant factors 

must have coefficients close to zero. 

Products of coefficients of the model by independent variables 

and their interactions do not always make it possible to establish 

the quantitative effect and directivity of each of the factors 

on the investigated process. In a certain sense the exact solution 

of this problem gives orthogonal planning. In such case the 

regression coefficients are calculated from the formulas 

*J> and 
The orthogonal plans provide the independence of the coef¬ 

ficients and their estimates, which is very important for practice. 

This is especially desirable with the input of the new revealed 

factors or with elimination from the experiment of trivial ones. 

The condition of orthogonality takes the form 

2 JCj.v "*i,v ~ ® with i j\ 
t 
N 
^ = 0 with i —j. 

With the accomplishing of the indicated conditions, dis¬ 

persions of the estimates are minimum and equal to each other. 

Determination of the significance of coefficients of th^ 

model makes sense before the test vork, since the screening of 

at least one of them leads to a coisiderable simplification in 

the experimental program. When se /eral test series are carried 

out, proving useful can be the method according to which the 

assumed significance of the factors prior to experiment is Judged, 

and the value and directivity of t ie effect after the procès Ing 
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of the primary data are checked. If there is no agreement even 

in the directivity of the effect, then this factor from a further 

program is excluded as not corresponding to the physical essence 

of the investigated process. A new mathematical model is con¬ 

structed on the basis of this premise. The tests are continued. 

If it seems that the convergence of experimental and theoretical 

data were not. reflected by the solution to the screening of the 

factors, the solution taken remains in force. But if this led 

to undesirable consequences, then the factor excluded from the « 

program is again included in the experiment. Operations on the 

checking of the significance of the factors as the final result 

can be automated. 

The methods of testing of the significance of regression 

coefficients are well-known [2], and the conducting of them does 

not represent special complexity. 

io evaluate the adequacy of the model, we usually use the 

variance ratio in the form of Fischer’s criterion 

where 

F 

Sto-ÿ,)' 
.ï i-*_. ~i i»i 

” N-\ ’ ' 

In this case understood by characteristic yQ is the mathe¬ 

matical expectation, and by y^ - the computed values of the 

variable y. 

An evaluation of the adequacy of the model is necessary 

for the testing of the conformity of test results of the obtained 

mathematical model. If model is adequate, further study of the 

surface of the response and the optimization of its parameters 

can be carried out. The reasons for the inadequacy of the model 
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can consist also in the unsuccessful selection of intervals of 

the variation of factors in the direction of their decrease. 

The model can be inadequate if at the zero value of the parameter 

of optimization the extreme field immediately proved to be 

reached. 

Thus in the case of the inadequacy of the model, it is 

required to repeat the experiments with the changed intervals 

of variation. For complex technical systems this is undesirable. 

At present the only output which prevents a similar error is, 

in our opinion, the fictitious realization of the developed plan 

by a computer with the aid of test results of analog systems. 

Such a "guarantee" of the adequacy of the model, strictly speaking, 

is conditional, but virtually this measure will always be Justifi¬ 

ed. 

Physically the convergence of estimates of the adequacy of 

the developed and analog models can be explained by the fact 

that the development of new systems, as a rule, is conducted in 

the direction of the modernization arid perfection of "previous" 

plans. Because of this the intervals of the variation of basic 

physical parameters, which determine the process itself, can be 

very close, although their basic levels are different. 

§ 5. PASSIVE AND ACTIVE EXPERIMENT IN THE 
FINAL DEVELOPMENT CF SYSTEMS AND ELEMENTS 

In a number of cases when the experimental final development 

of some system is conducted by methods of empirical search, the 

division of reliability can be found in the position of the 

"passive" observer who processes t re test results but who does 

not interfere actively with the experiment, in particular, in 

the sorting of the test programs. Thus it occurs, for example, 

when selecting the nominal values jf some design and technological 

characteristics of the units and wpen evaluating the extreme 

values of the basic parameters, an i their allowances and scatters. 
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An example of a passive experiment can be called the hydraulic 

flow tests of combustion chambers for the purpose of determining 

the pressure differentials along the cooling channel, injector 

assembly, and so on. 

A passive experiment is carried out in the absence of 

sufficiently precise data on the functional connections between 

the system's elements when the experimenter actually "gropingly" 

finds one of the possible ways of providing the efficiency of 

the designed version of the system. In this case it is impossible 

to estimate which one of the ways of providing the assigned 

operational indices is optimum. Por a solution to this problem, 

by the methods of empirical search, it is necessary to carry out 

a large volume of experimental works. It is possible to reduce 

their quantity if the functional connections of the dynamic 

characteristics of the system or the mathematical model of the 

investigated process are known. In this case the experimenter 

can utilize methods of mathematical statistics and computer 

technology, including mathematical programming. However, in 

the passive experiment it is not possible to foresee results 

beforehand. 

With the realization of tie active experiment there are 

possibilities for the control of it. In this case it is checked 

how accurately test results confirm the theoretical data obtained 

by the optimization of the mathematical model of the real physical 

process. This is strictly the basic difference in the methods 

of the conducting of passive and active experiments. 

However, their fundamental evaluation requires a critical 

approach to the statistical methods of the planning of experiments 

in general. Before processing the experimental data, the physical 

process virtually is not considered. The same plan of the 

full factor experiment, for example, with four independent 

variables x1, x?, and x^ and two levels of variation (plan 
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of type) can be used in an equal measure both for the ZhRD 

[WPß - liquid-propellant rocket engine] and an electronics device. 

A certain physical feature of the process can be considered 

only when selecting the generating relationships of the fractional 

factor plan. However, this selection in a larger measure is a 

subjective process rather than an objective one, and therefore 

even here errors are not eliminated. The same can be said also 

about the majority of other statistical methods of the planning 

of the experiments. 

If a priori Information is absent or not considered, it is 

not possible to create the reliable plans which reflect the 

physical essence of the processes. It is possible to speak about 

the objectivity of the methods only in the presence cf experi¬ 

mental data with the aid of which the mathematical mooel of 

the process is preliminarily described. Objective plans can be 

constructed only on the basis of its analysis. In summation it 

is possible to raise the question coreerning the development of 

the method of the planning of tests for the purpose of studying 

the complex physical processes, which considers in the initial 

stage a priori and then a posteriori information. The essence 

of the method consists in the fact that in the development of 

concrete plan there is applied information not only about the 

composition and ranks of the factors (results of expert estimates), 

but mainly the a. priori model of the process 

y a =/, '?). 

Values of y are established i.ccording to '-■^t results of 

the prototype engine. 

A distinctive feature and advantage of this method are the 

use in the development of a new plan of the mathematical model 

of the previous plan. This introduces into the mathematical 

structure of the plan physical features of the investigated 
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process with respect to the concrete system and sir.plements the 

volume of the utilized information, which, in the initial stages 

of the experimental works, can be borrowed from analog systems. 

The planning of the active experiment symbolizes the transfer 

from a priori information to a posteriori information under the 

condition of the modeling and subsequent optimization of the 

physical processes. 

0 

In accordance with this the step-by-step method of planning, 

based on the study of mathematical models of processes, is 

proposed. In the first stage of the planning the model is accepted 

as being a priori and can be assigned in the form of appropriate 

coefficients (partial derivatives of characteristics of system) 

for a certain composition of the significant factors, which 

determine the efficiency of the existing analog model. The 

planning can be conducted by the method of steep ascending of 

the response along the surface. Sufficiently fully this method 

is presented in works [2, 47]. The advantages of this method 

are the small volume of experiments for the realization of the 

optimum plans and also its continuity in the development of 

test programs of complex technical systems from the viewpoint 

of convenience in the interval variation of the independent 

variables. 

The quantity of tests of the first stage is accepted on the 

basis of the condition 

-f* I» 

where n& is the quantity of factors of the a priori model. 

On the basis of a mathematical analysis of the models, it 

-an be concluded that the sufficiently precise description of 

a number of the physical processes can be based on the volume 

of information which corresponds to the dependence 
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N>6il 

In this stage the real interval and step of variation should 

be assign in relative values, which quantitatively correspond 

to levels of the variation of factors of the a priori model. 

The second a posteriori stage of planning is preceded by 

the reaization of the plan of the first stage, the processing 

of test results and the refinement of the a posteriori model 

in the form of the regression coefficients and the composition 

of the factors. In this case it is necessary to remember that 

the volume of a priori information in the first stage considerably 

exceeded the a poste-iori, as a result of which it is as though 

the "absorption" of information of the test results of the first 

stage can occur. If it seems that the results of two forms of 

information are incompatible with each other or the composition 

of the factors essentially differs, then the a priori data 

are excluded in general as reliable. 

In the implementation of plans for each stage, the test 

procedure is established by taking into account the limitations 

on randomization. The tests are conducted in a sequence deter¬ 

mined by means of a table of random numbers or by means of coin 

tossing (heads-tails). 

In principle the proposed • iep-by-step planning of the final 

development of the complex technical systems can be conducted 

also on the basis of fractional factor plans, D-optimum planning 

and other statistical methods. 

A similar type of plan for a certain number of factors n 

can be schematically represented Ir the form of Table 3.10. It 

is completely obvious that the development of this plan cannot 

be limited to two stages, but further planning does not cause 

any fundamental difficulties, since It Is conducted by the usual 
methods. 
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Table 3.10 
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S 6. METHODS OF THE SOLUTION OF MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS OF COMPLEX PROCESSES 

Stages of the planning of tests are completed ty the realiza¬ 

tion of the developed programs, as a result of which experimental 

material for the construction of math*- leal models of the 

investigated processes is accumulate The initial data for the 

calculation are conveniently represented in the form of matrices 

of initial data X and vectors Y: 

where each line characterizes the experiment or group of tests 

conducted virtually in stable conditions. 

As the final result all forms of the models (3.1), (3.5), 

(3*6) and (3*7) can be reduced to linear form by the corresponding 

transformation of the initial Information: 

1) the linear model 

Y = ^ + "I" "H • • • + bi,xa -j-1; 

2) the nonlinear model 

y = M- + • •. + + b„x] + bttx¡+ b^xl +*„*,*,+... +. 

3) the exponential model 

Iny = lna# + a,ln>, + a,lnx, f... + a,Injc, +1; 

*0 the exponential model 

Iny —Ina.j + jcJna, +jc,lna, + ... + x.lna, -ft. 

The solution for each form of models can be obtained when 

the number of terms of the linear model R satisfies in the last 
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resort at least the condition of the providing of the square 

matrix X, l.e.. 

For linear, power and exponential models R-n. The most 

complex from the viewpoint of realization Is the solution for 

a nonlinear model, since In this case the greatest quantity of 

tests with just one composition of the factors Is required. ' 

This is explained by the presence of not only linear terms but 

of their interactions and exponential indices. Moreover, the 

higher the power of the polynomial which describes the process, 

the greater the volume of realizations N. However, investigations 

show that with modeling of the complex physical processes the 

use of a polynomial of the second power is sufficient [^7]. 

But if the discussion is about the local zone of the surface 

of the respense or about the investigation of its extremum, as 

a rule, it is possible to be restricted to a plane. The quantity 

of terms for the polynomial of the square is shown in Table 3.11. 

Table 3.11 

H *0 hi Jit 
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36 

45 

hi 

66 

Here b1 is the quantity of linear 

terms; bu - the quantity of quadratic 

terms; b^ - the quantity of members 

of ii.teractions; b^ - the quantity of 

fictitious variables; n - the quantity 
of factors. J 



From practice it follows that the quantity of tests necessary 

for the solution of the nonlinear model satisfies the condition 

(5-4-6) a. 

In all the remaining cases examined above the following 

condition is correct: 

.V>(n+1). 

Hence a certain lower limit for the volume of tests necessary 

for the description of the mathematical model of the investigated 

process can be established. 

The processing of the test results is conducted, as a rule, 

by the method of least squares. With the number of factors 

greater than 4-5, the calculation of the coefficients should be 

conducted in a computer. In matrix recording the solution can 

be presented in the following order. 

1. The matrix of the initial data is transformed - X». 

2. The multiplication of matrices is conducted - XX*. 

3. Matrix 2 is inverted - (XX*) 1. 

4. The transformed matrix X* is multiplied by vector Y - X*Y 

5. Matrices 3 and 4 are multiplied - (XX*) (X*Y). 

The final expression represents the column vector of coef¬ 

ficients of linear equations. 

The statistical analysis of dependences 4 and 5 showed that 

in the solution to problems on the digital computer some dif¬ 

ficulties can be encountered; for example, with matrix inversion 



I 

the determinant can prove to be close to zero, or with the multi- 

plication of the matrices the large numbers which cannot be 

written in the cell of the computer are obtained. Therefore, 

in the development of calculating program it is expedient to 

provide also the machine method of the selection of the scale 

of initial information. 

In summation, the algorithm of the calculating program can 

be represented in the following way. 

1. Determination of the composition of significant factors, 

the introduction of the Initial data and ranking of independent 
variables. 

2. Solution of the models: linear, nonlinear, power and 

exponential. Determination of the coefficients of linear 

equations. 

3. Selection of the scale of initial information and the 

checking of its equipment to one general set (exclusion of 

experimental data which fell outside ±2a). 

4. Checking of the significance of the regression coef¬ 

ficients and adequacy of the models. 

For further investigations that form of the model which 

in the best measure satisfies the F-criterion of the significance 

or has a minimum error of the linear approximation is accepted. 

5 7. PREDICTION OF TEST RESULTS 

Prediction is an element of dynamic programming. It is 

utilized to evaluate the possible technical state of systems 

with the most responsible tests, for example, the day before 

the putting of a space vehicle into orbit or with bench tests of 
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the stages, and so on. The basic means for the prediction of 

test results at present should be considered the methods based 

on the description of mathematical models of complex physical 

processes by the generalization and processing of experimental 

data. The mathematical form of the model in this case takes the 

form 

* 

where coefficients b^ are considered as the partial derivatives 

of the Individual characteristics of the DU [ßY - engine installa¬ 

tion]. 

If the model with the known degree of accuracy (1-e) corres¬ 

ponds to the investigated process, then on the eve of next 

responsible testing initial data of the program of planned experi¬ 

mental works can be introduced into it. In accordance with the 

assigned accuracy an answer - prediction can be obtained. This 

makes it possible for the designer and experimenter to program 

the model on a computer and as required to carry out ’'experiments” 

on the computer before their full-scale realization and thus 

foresee the expected result. Depending on the computing program, 

the prediction can be conducted according to the output dynamic 

characteristics of the system or by the evaluation of the pro¬ 

bability of the providing of its good working order. The methods 

examined above of the construction of mathematical models of 

processes by the processing of a priori Information serve virtually 

in an equal measure both the problems of planning and prediction 

of the test results. 

One of the real examples of i rediction can be the model 

"Mark-7A" [80] utilized for the prediction of results of planned 

flight tests of the DU of the firrt stage of the carrier rocket 

"Saturn-5*" A description of this model was carried out according 

to results of bench and flight tefts of the DU in the composition 
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Of stage. S-1C, acceptance tests of P-1 engines In the composition 

If th01“!^ T the technologlcal sta«e and »o on. The diagram 
of the model "Mark-7A" provides for an account of the effect of 

input factors and their maximum deviations on the real physical 

process. As a whole the computing program Includes the model 

o the DU, model of a change In the flight mass of the rocket 

froTJnvPr0T10n t0 tr'e COn8u”ptl°" °f *»e propellant components 
ar. 3 an model of external measurements. Results of the ■ 

calculation as the final result are utilized for determining the 

maximum deviation, of parameters of the flight trajectory during 

finite phase. In proportion to the entrance of a posteriori 

data, the coefficients of the effect of characteristics of the 

of the be m0re PreCl3ely formulated. Furthermore, with the aid 
of the program of the model »Mark-7A», for different flight 

situations about 250 parameters of the DU can be calculated. 

The computing program considers the effect and Instability 

e thrust, specific thrust, fuel component ratios, boost 

pressure, mass of the filled tanks, temperature and specific 

mass of the propellant components, and so on. Many of the Indicated 
parameters are established hv < a. inaicateci 

estaoiisf e<3 by taking into account the specific 

date of the planned testing and the real adjusting and weight 

arac eristics. Por this purpose the telemetering with check- 

technical acceptance tests of the DU are entirely used. 

From the viewpoint of the technological possibilities, the 

ame computing programs and mathematical models can be utilized 

oth for a prediction of results of the tests, the modeling of 

the functioning of the DU, and for the subsequent analysis of 

results of the realized experiment. 

modpiIn a biock diagram of the universal mathematical 

As can°b ^1°16 presented in F18- 3.5 can be examined. 
As can be seen from the diagram, the model has two »Inputs» 

(for parameters of the DU and the weight characteristics of the 
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(a) ‘.»•»i it (b) ho) CU 

Figure 3.5. Block diagram of the 
computing program on the baois of the 
mathematical model of the article. 
Key: (a) "Input" of DU; (b) "Input" of 
SU [translator's Note. Acronym unknown]; 
(c) Output of DU; (d) Model of DU; (e) 
Model of SU; (f) "Output" of SU; (g) 
Model of mass change; (h) Model of flight 
trajectory; (i) "Output" of article. 

stage. The model is not limited to the functional "output" of 

the DU but makes it possible to determine the degree of the 

effect of the input parameters of the DU, weight characteristics 

and flight program of the article on extra-trajectory deviations. 

As required the problem can be limited only to a determination 

of the output characteristics of the DU. This model contains 

elements virtually characteristic for any rocket system. How¬ 

ever, in each concrete case the computing program must possess 

elements and properties characteristic only to this plan. The 

presented method of prediction is of practical importance, since 

it makes it possible to combine the mathematical model of the 

"prediction" with methods of factor analysis. This considerably 

expands the methodological statement of problems in prediction 

examined in some works of A. G. Ivakhnenko [25]. 

The solution to problems of prediction and also in the 

final development of complex technical systems is Important. 

The specific nature of these problems lies in the fact that the 

model of the process is being constantly Improved from one 

experimental program to another. And this means that the careful 

modeling of intermediate versions of the pian and their investiga¬ 

tion makes it possible to "experiment" with the aid of computing 

programs on a computer and not by the conducting of full-scale 

tests. Before rejecting any structural solution in favor of 
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another, they both must be investigated by means of modeling. 

In final development the planning and realisation of the experi¬ 

ments must be carried out in the quantities necessary for the 

description of the mathematical model of the physical process 

and for the conducting of monitoring tests, desirably, 

extreme combinations of the significant factors. In all the 

remaining cases one should investigate the process and determine 

characteristics of the system by means of predicting and mathe¬ 

matical modeling. Only such plans make it possible to reduce 

optimally the quantity of tests. 

As follows from an analysis of the method of steep ascension 

on the surface of the response and other statistical methods 

of the planning of tests, the volume of experimental works 

necessary for a description of mathematical models of the processes 

is completely realistic. Usually it does not exceed several 

dozens of tests, but in a number of cases when the number of 

factors is 7 or 8 the solution to the probier can be reduced to 

15-20 tests. In the initial stages of the development of complex 

technical systems, the prediction can be reduced to the construc¬ 

tion of an approximate model. This, in turn, also lowers the 

requirements for the volume of full-scale tests. 

§ 8. FACTOR PLANS WITH THE QUANTITY OF 
LEVELS OF VARIATION MORE THAN TWO 

In the existing literature on mathematical statistics, the 

plans of type 2ri are sufficiently fully examined. However, 

there is a wide range of problems connected with the tests and 

final development of the complex technical systems for which 

the quantity of levels of variation d can be more than two. 

Such plans have the conventional designation d11, where d can be 

any integer. In our specific case d>2. 

Flans for type 3n are of the greatest practical interest. 

These plans are not any exclusion in the test theory, since 
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they comprise an integral part of programs of the final develop¬ 

ment for the majority of the technical systems. 

The practical conditionality of the considered plans Is 

explained by the complexity of the systems themselves, the 

assigned range of variation and physical features of the investiga¬ 

ted processes. Thus, for instance, for controllable ZhRD there 

are, as a rule, three basic operating modes - nominal, boosted 

and throttled. It is natural that these systems for real articles 

are actually the assigned levels of the variation of the basic 

parameters. Some of them differ by a special range. In their 

number, in connection with the ZhRD, one should name the tem¬ 

peratures of structural elements and propellant components. For 

them the range of variation can comprise of dozens and even 

hundreds of degrees. This leads to the fact that in the investiga¬ 

tion of the entire range of a change in the factors, sometimes 

the physical process itself is changed. The latter is easily 

shown in an example. 

At the low values of temperatures of the propellant and 

structural elements, the starting of the engine, as a rule, 

occurs under conditions of the normal flow of liquid along the 

main-line channels and through the injectors of the combustion 

chamber and gas generator. At high temperatures the picture 

sometimes sharply changes. It is natural that the characteristics 

of the course of the processes of starting in both cases differ 

from one another. The maximum levels of the variation of factors 

are characterized by this phenomenon. Within the considered 

temperature range one should expect the course of the intermediate 

processes. 

Consequently, if for the complex technical system, which 

has a broad range of the variation of factors, we are restricted 

only to the two maximum levels, thîn their replacement can be 
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accompanied by a change in the physical processes. In that case 

the latter cannot always be modeled. If this is possible, then 

it is only by means of the input of new factors which characterize 

the replacements of the physical constants. It is more expedient 

to introduce supplementary levels of the variation. 

Thus, the use of factor plans of type dn in the study of 

complex physical processes is a practical need. 

In a certain measure plans of type 3n have already been 

investigated [72]. The method of their dividing into units 

is developed. Plans 4n are investigated very little, especially 

from the viewpoint of practical use. 

It should be noted that the methods taken in mathematical 

statistics of the substantiation of the factor plans of type dn 

with the number of levels of variation more than two encounter 

considerable difficulties in implementation, especially when we 

are speaking about tests of complex technical systems, including 

the ZhRD. Experience shows that the dividing of plans of type 

3n into units with the number of factors n>5 also requires an 

excessive volume of experimental works, and the supplementary 

division of the plans into units sharply lowers the reliability 

of the obtained results. 

A comparif on according to the number of experiments of plans 

of type 3n and their fractional replicas with plans of type 2n 

is presented in Table 3.12. 

Twr . i i..nil. 
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Prcm the table It Is evident that in cc.nparison with plans 

of type 2n for the total factor experiment 3n, the quantity of 

tests is one order more. The matrix of the tests for plan 3n 

is shown in Table 3.13. In this case the three levels of the 

variation, the upper, lower and nominal, are designated, res¬ 

pectively, by (+), (-) and (0). 

Table 3.13 

Ar=3ï 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 leji? isjio^ 21 22 23J24J20 26 27 

*1 
x3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 + 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 + 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 + 

— 

The given matrix causes the full combination of test condi¬ 

tions of this plan. Despite a comparatively small number of 

varied factors, it reflects its entire complexity from the view¬ 

point of realization. Therefore, the experimenters and engineers 

are forced to search for means more acceptable for practice in 

the solution to similar problems. 

Although there is a distinction in the levels of variation 

of the factors, plans of type 3n in prirclple can be compared 

with plans of type 2n. For this purpose the following three 

diagrams are used: a, b and c (Fig. 3.6). 

1+) (4.1 

t) 

Figure 3.6. Diagrams oí the plans for 

factor experiments of the type 3n. 

Diagram a represents a factor experiment of type 3n. 

Diagram b symbolizes the same factor experiment 3n, but 
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in this case an attempt is made to encompass three levels 

of variation with the aid of plana of type A We call the 

latter that which was combined with the designation (2n+2n) 

unlike plan 2x2 , which is the double realization of the plan 
of type 2. y 

At the same time diagram c of the 

type (2n+2n+2n) can be examined. 
combined plan of the 

in thf»a1frlCeS r°f teStS °f plans of diagrams b and c are represented 
the form of tables. Table 3.1k characterizes the plan 2n 

With levels Of variations (+) and (-); Table 3.15 - the matrix 

of the same plan with levels (0) and <-)¡ Table 3.16 - the 

matrix of the plan with levels (+) and (0). 

Table 3.14 

J* 
*0 *1 Jf* *1 

• 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 - 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ +
 
+
 

1 
+
 
+
 

1 
1 

1 
1 

Table 3.15 

M 
xu *1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Table 3.16 

* *1 ! *2 
• 1 

** 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Ò 

6 

7 

. 8 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
0 
+ 

+ 
0 
0 

+ 
0 

■+ 
+ 

0 
+ 
j- 

0 
0 
0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 
0 

+ 
0 
0 

By comparing the combined plans of types (2n+2n) (2n+2n^n^ 

With plan 3 (see Table 3.12) and also plans 3/ 

with plan 33, It is possible to note the followl„g feature. 

According to the quantity of the tests, the combined plans are 

considerably more economical than plans 3n, but they do not 

consider the combination of all maximum levels for the assl 

^r^actors (experiments ho. 6, 3. 12. 



Let us examine how it is necessary to consider these com¬ 

binations of the levels of variation. Obviously, this depends 

on the condition of the problem. For this purpose it is expedient 

to examine the new variable - the conditional probability of the 

simultaneous observation of combinations of al? maximum levels 

of variation. 

In analyzing the diverse variants of the solution to the 

particular problem, it is easy to note the following. If the 

distributions of levels of factors are équiprobable, then the 

program of tests must consider all the maximum combinations 

provided by plan 3n. But by Itself this case is a rare phenomenon 

More frequent maximum levels follow the normal distribution law. 

Then the combinations of all maximum levels for n factors are 

unlikely events, which gives to us the basis for recommending 

the combined plans (2n+2n) (2n+2n+2n) instead of the plans with 

the quantity of levels of variation of more than two. 

It is appropriate also to note that the solution to the 

practical problems which covers n factors does not stipulate 

the variation of all variables with an identical quantity of 

levels. Thus, for instance, if it is required to estimate the 

starting of the engine in a sufficiently wide temperature range, 

for example, at four levels of variation, then there is completely 

no need for assigning the four levels for the other significant 

factors: inlet pressure, time of the arrival into the operation 

of automation elements and others. Moreover, the division of 

the full range of the variation of these factors into four levels 

(three zones) can lead to the fact that the regression coefficients 

in linear equations will prove to te insignificant, and the model 
is inadequate. 

Thus, there appears a new problem - the construction of 

the combined plans with a variable number of levels of variation. 

If nx factors has three levels, and n2 - a total of two, then 
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the full factor experiment of this plan „111 be characterised by 
the number of tests N«3ni.2n2 wher* n +n Y 

3 ¿ , where n^n^n. The quantity of 
the tests for plans of type lnl.pn2 „Qn 4 . , 

yp J 2 can be Judged from Table 3 l? 
Table 3.17 

with The^r0ken Une alon* the dl«8°naa intercects the plans 
With an identical number of factors (n]L+n2»7). 

a Planeo0" ^12 ““ 3‘17 U »»at 
3 With this th considerably more economical than plan 

with three T ^ ^ U ^ ’ the less tha factor With three levels of variation. 

3n and" lnethemlt V° °f ^ ^P—h plans 
and, on the contrary, with n^O they approach plans 2n. 

In the presence Of all three factors the plan of type 

of 2?’ The matrl" V ^ °haraCterlzed 12 experiments Instead 
it „L I M3 PUn 13 glVan ln Tabla 3.18 (compare 

with the matrix of the plan of type 33 In Table 3.13). 

The determining contrast of this plan win be 
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Table 3.18 

//-31 /23 1 2 3 4 5 6 
• 

7 8 y |Q U 12 

. 

X*. 
Xi 

• 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

0 

+ 

0 + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

■f 
+ 

•f 

+ 

+ 

1 P 
The division of the plan 3 *2 into units leads to the fact 

that even for a half-replica the inner effects are indistin¬ 

guishable. Therefore, planning of this type as a whole is 

unsatisfactory. Consequently, the plan 3lx22 requires the 

realization of all experiments (N-12). Similarly, it is possible 

to examine plans (3lx23), (3lx24) and so on. 

From the viewpoint of the practical use of plans of type 

3nlx2n2, in a number of cases the combined plans can prove to 

be advisable also. Diagrams of their realization are shown in 

Fig. 3.7. 

Hi_^ n U"*4' Figure 3.7. Diagrams of the 
_____ 1—> combined plans for factor 

experiments. 

However, one should recognize that the combined plans possess 

a deficiency as a result of which the maximum onmhlnuUonr» ni' 

the levels of variation of all the significant factorn ar-n 

eliminated. In a number of cases ^his is Inadmissible, for 

example, in the implementation of ,est programs, according to 

which the operation of the ZhRD at extreme values of the external 

and internal factors is checked. 

The realization of the plans of type 3nix2n2 can occur 

also by another way, which is most promising. In this case each 

«I 
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group of factors n1 and n2, being Independent of each other, is 

determined by the program which requires for its realization a 

conditional quantity experiments ^ and N2< Correspondingly, 

Nl“3 and N2«2 2> Än(j quantity of tests N-N^N2. 

By analogy with plans of type 2n and 3n, fractional plans 

with the multiplicity of replicas k1 and k2 can be proposed: 

For the purpose of their illustration, let us examine a 

certain plan of the type 31^3-1 (with one half-repllea), which 

considers the effect of four significant factors: x , x , x , 

and Xjj, one (x2) of which is varied on three levels (n,-!) and 

three (Xl, x3> x^) on two (n2-3). In this case from the condi¬ 

tional plan of 2^ 1 the following unit is realized: 

*1. Xi, X«, X|X»X,. 

In summation, by utilizing Ideas of the construction of 

matrices of the Initial data given ln S 3 of this chapter , we 

can pass to the compilation of the test program of the combined 
plan of the type 

As follows from the given relation, the total volume of tests 

for the realization of this plan consists of the selection N-12. 

In this case the conditional quantity of the experiments for 

factors with three and two levels of variation will correspondingly 

Ari=3 and 

Th* test Procedure Is established by taking Into account 

the limitation on randomization In accordance with the table 
of random numbers. 



Similarly, problems for a large quantity of factors can be 

solved. In this case the program correspondingly becomes com¬ 

plicated, but the initial premises remain as before. 

If the quantity of factors with three levels of variation 

increases more than three, it is recommended to introduce addi¬ 

tionally in Table 3.19 the column "variants of tests of the 

subplan 3n." This formalization will make It possible to simplify 

somewhat the method of the construction of the test program for 

this combined plan. With the number of factors n1>2 the test 

program can be based on fractional replicas of a subplan of the 

type 3nl. However, in the solution of practical problems it is 

recommended to limit even the most complex plans according to 

the number of factors with three and more levels of variation. 

Otherwise the realization of this plan is impeded not only due 

to an excessive increase in the volume of the tests, but also 

from the viewpoint of the evaluation of its effectiveness. 

The effectiveness of the proposed plans, as 

above, lies in the fact that the solution of the 

it was shov n 

same problem 
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Is achieved with a less quantity of expenditures In comparison 

with plana of type 3n. 

All the fac:.o*’ plans in a certain sense should be con¬ 

sidered as being discrete, since they consider the strictly fixed 

levels of the variations in which the transfer from one level 

to another is accomplished in stages. 

In the controllable systems this condition Is unacceptable. 

The experimenter Is virtually Interested In the entire operating 

range of a change In the factor from the upper to the lower limit. 

By utilizing factor plans of type dn for the study of the 

jnysical processes, we apply beforehand the hypothesis according 

to which If the system Is efficient at the maximum levels of 

variation a and b, then It Is efficient within the range ab. 

having composed the model of the considered process, we can conduct 

mathematical modeling. The results are checked by means of 

monitoring tests, which are carried out at Intermediate values 

of the ranges of variation of a series of basic factors. 

The quantity of monitoring tests must be selected in accor¬ 

dance with the solution of the specific problem and che analysis 

of the findings. In a number of cases In the study of the physical 

processes, the volume of the monitoring tests can be 15-20* of 

the total number of experiments accepted for determining the 

mathematical model. Virtually this means that If the model which 

considers the effect of.'seven significant factors Is Investigated 

and described by the polynomial of the second power, then In 

accordance with that which was given ln S 6 the quantity of 

tests N>K2, Then the volume of monitoring tests Is equal to 

approximately eight. The total amount of the tests N >42+8=50. 

^ This solution Is sufficient for the Investigation of the 

full range of the change In the factors which determine the 
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efficiency of the considered systems. Moreover, it does not 

require the division of the assigned range of the variation of 

the factors into an infinite number of levels. As a rule, it 

can be limited to three and, in very rare cases, four levels. 

5 9. GENERAL METHODS OF THE VARIANCE ANALYSIS 
USED IN THE PROCESSING OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

In the process of the processing of results of the observa¬ 

tions, which belong to one or different general sets, several 

selective average sets, which are characterized by great scatter, 

can be obtained. The question concerning which selective 

average sets correspond to the actual deviation is solved by 

means of the variance analysis. The mathematical model utilized 

in this case is accepted as being linear. 

Let us examine two cases of the variance analysis: single¬ 

factor and two-factor. 

Single-factor variance analysis. Under conditions of the 

conducting of a single-factor experiment one factor with fixed 

levels is varied. The mathematical model of process, taking 

into account the possible errors, in this case is described by 

an equation of the form 

y«— 

where y^ is the point value of the output quality under the 

Jth condition and with the ith test; Xq - true average; x^ - 

instantaneous value of the factor; - possible error of the 

experiment. 

Limits of a change in values are i*l, 2, 3, ...n and J-l, 

2, 3, ...m. 

The reliability of this model is provided within limits of 

the fulfillment of conditions of the applicability of regressive 

analysis. 
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At present the mathematical apparatus for the conducting 

of a variance analysis is developed quite fully. As one of 

the convenient procedures the schemes examined in work [72] 

can be recommended. For the testing of the conformity of test 

results to the taken hypothesis the F-distribution with (m-1) 

and (rv-*) degrees of freedom is used. In such a case when the 

value of the F-criterion is lower than values of F,, x , , . 

the considered hypothesis is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. 

Values of the criterion Fn v , , , . characterize 
V û / 5 \ m-1 / j \ n-m ) 

by themselves the boundary of the critical zone of the 

F-distribution with (m-1) (n-m) degrees of freedom. 

Actually accepted beyond the critical zone is the confidence 

limit of the F-distribution with the confidence coefficient a. 

This distribution does not exclude other methods of checks. 

The initial data for the conducting of the variance analysis 

of results of a single-phase experiment are conveniently presented 

in the form of Table 3.20. 

Table 3.20 

Test oondltlons1. 

I 2 m 

• 

Jf'i 

*1. 

*n 

*21 

• 
e 

•*«) 
xm2 

xm* 

0 

Sub L)i 
• 

om 
m 

ß- V D¡ 
î“I 

Number of 
observations 

"i n2 "m 

The variance analysis itself for the randomized single¬ 

factor plan is conveniently carried out in accordance with the 

diagram presented in Table 3.21. 
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Table 3.21 

C 
O 

CO o ► 
ü 

_ _ Number of 
g «J degree« of 
3 t, freedom 

iîsrn 
conditions 

si — 1 

Error 
of the 
experi¬ 
ment 

Sum 

7-1 

= N-r- m 

m 
2 /ij—i * 
i-i 
«A7-I 

Sum of standard 
deviations 

Mean 
square P-crlterlon 

*>? 
/«1 TV 

»w -/ 

*.-22^ 
,5»l /-*1 

m "/ 

22»«- 
i'^-i >-i 

—- o* 
TV 

m — 1 (m — I) 5, 

-Íí_ 
AT—« 

One should understand the unbiased estimates of dispersions 

as the sum of the standard deviations and their relation to the 

number of the degrees of freedom as the mean squares. In this 

case the difference In the sum of standard deviations (S -S ) 

la equal to the unbiased estimate of the variance of error " 

permissible in the experiment: 

s.=s,-s. 

If the planning of the single-factor experiment Is unit 

P anning, the mathematical model is somewhat modified. There 

eTir t!!YUPPle",entary varlable* “hl<:h considers the Interuni, 
effect. Under the condition of the realization of the full 

randomization of the tests within the units, the variance analysl 

men ! t0 ^ °f tba two-factor expert 
ment, not allowing for the effect of the Interaction of the 

nalvsTis rableS' The fUndarental eqUaUon °f tha Glance 
which «Pyelon for the sum of standard deviations, 

which in connection with the two-,actor experiment will take 
the form 
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~ 'S» + + St, 

where S is the sum of the standard deviations between the units. 

The variance analysis for the randomized block plans for 

single-factor experiments is conveniently carried out in accordance 

with Table 3.22. 

Table 3.22 

Saura« 
of 

. ««nation 

Nuabar of 
dacrma of 
fraadoa 

Sub of standard 
dOTlatlona 

Itoan 
•quart B-orltarlon 

Batman 
unit« « — 1 i’ 

* St* » 
5, S| (m — 1) 

/i — I 

Batman 
taat 
nonSltloM 

« — 1 s „V-3 — s* S,(/i-I) 

m — 1 s. 

Error 
of tha 
•aparl- 
mnt 

• * 
* 

*-ÍÍ>b- 
i-i ;-i 

á * 

- 
V—1 

A' = mn 

—o—factor variance analysis. In the two-factor experiment 

two factors at some fixed levels are varied. The mathematical 

model of the process, taking into account the possible errors, 

is described by the equation of the form 

y>j ■*« + ^íxi 4* bfXf -j- btx,xt -f- t/j, 

where the product of the independent variables and the appropriate 

regression coefficients characterize the effects from the effect 

o, boch factors and their interaction. The reliability of this 

model is provided within limits of the applicability of the 

regressive analysis. 
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However, together with the effects of Interaction, the suns 

from squares of independent variables are not considered as 

trivial terms. The diagram of the variance two-factor analysis 

for the independent variables A and B is shown in Table 3.23. 

In this case the quantity of levels of factor a is equal to p 

and of factor b is equal to d (i-1, 2, 3, ..., d; j-l, 2, 3, 
•••. Pi m-1, 2, 3, ..., n). 

The single-factor and two-factor variance analyses are based 

on the method of testing of the hypotheses and can be used for 

the qualitative estimate of characteristics of the systems from 

the viewpoint of their conformity to the assigned requirements. 

Similarly the investigation for the three-factor and more 

experiment can be suggested. However, as a rule, this is of no 

practical importance. In an analysis of the effect on the system 

of a considerable number of factors, it is expedient to estimate 

quantitatively uhelr effect on the output characteristics of the 

system. The procedure is given above. The Investigation Is 

conducted by the construction of the mathematical model of the 
process . 

Li°™ application OP A VARIANCE ANALYSIS 
FOR THE SOLUTION TO PARTICULAR PROBLEMS 

Let us assume that of the four versions of corrective engin« 

Of the space vehicle, it is necessary to select the one with the 

optimum characteristic which determines the aeronautical englnee. 

ing qualities. This characteristic can be tie thermal stability 

of the uncooled nozzle exit, which determines the stability of 

the specific Impulse or the momentum Itself. A similar problem 

car. be solved under bench conditions, but in this case there 

appears the need for the modeling of a number of the external 

factors such as the high degree of tie rarefaction of the ambient 

medium, thermal radiation, and so on. 
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With known initial data the planned tests can be characterize 

as the factor experiment in which from one test to the next is 

changed, and the specific impulse and engine type Dj are 

fixed, where i and j-1, 2. 3... Each engine passes * tests 

in summation, we have a factor experiment of the type of 4x4 (h-lc). 

By solving the blem concerning the arrangement of the correc¬ 

tive engines on _ full-scale object, it is possible to examine 

two variants: 

1) on each t.-ace vehicle engines of one type are installed; 

2) on one vehicle along different channels of the trajec¬ 

tory correction of the flight engines of different types are 

installed. 

It is quite obvious that when using the first variant the 

features of the specific flight program of each spaceship, 

the psychological features of the behavior of the cosmonauts, 

a possible random maneuver, maximum disturbances, etc. wIj.1 not 

be taken into account. The plan for this variant can be presented 

in the form of Table 3-2^. 

Table 3.21* 

Number of 
vehicle 

Distribution of 
types of engines 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

l 
It 

III 
IV 

1 
II 

III 
IV 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

This plan is ineffective, since it does not make it possible 

to determine the net affect of the varied fact.,,. <•»•- .. 

, , T „ +. V4 e> c-v-var, r i 'l tMî ¡‘, t * f'.'j t >/3 II ,’r f I l>‘> l'< ■ quality. In this Case one n 

'ritf pime second varlaf.t of toe tr^ang^ment of '.nr' 

engines (composed by taking into account the condition of 



NuBber of 
vehicle 1 2 3 4

Dletplbution of III I IV I
types of enclnas 11 IV II IV

IV II III 1
111 11 1 III

raniomlzatlon) can be presented In the form of Table 3*25* In 

this case the following condition was satisfied: one engine type

on one article Is encountered only once.

Since in the second case the plan is completely randomized, 

the errors determined by the design features of the carriers and 

vehicles and by a distinction In the flight program are averaged.

*

The mathematical model of this plan Is expressed by the 

dependence

Yi,=Xo+bDj+tii.

However, the already brief analysis detects errors of this 

method of planning. Specifically, Just as with the mixed plan 

(variant 1), the randomized plan (variant 2) does not consider 

the features of the flight of all vehicles. Thus, for instance, 

from Table 3.25 It is ovldent that an engine of type III will 

not consider the features of tests of article No. 2, of type 

I - article No. 1, and of type II - features of article No. M.

Tests of articles lie. 1, 2 and 4 have a common shortcoming,

which entails the fact that the engine types HI, II and I are

tested twice in each case, while engines I, III and II were 

not installed on these articles and were not tested at all. And

only with flight tests of article Nc. 3 are engines of all types

tested From a 1 points cf view this test Is most informative.

♦- .est plan, wnlch was similar to that of article No. 3, is 

a unit plan, and the order of the arrangement, of engines of all



types on the articles Is completely randomized. This type Is 

called the completely randomized unit planning. This type of 

mathematical model is expressed by the relation for two factors 

of che experiment 

y ■» x0+6¡Dj + 6jDj+ 

where is the factor which determines the design features of 

the articles and the distinction in their flight programs; - 

the factor which evaluates the effect of the characteristics 

of the engine types; b1, bj - the corresponding regression 

coefficients; - total error of the tests. 

In spite of the fact that we called the given experiment 

two-factor, in fact it is single-factor: altogether only one 

factor - the engine type, is varied. 

For this reason the interaction of factors and Dj is 

not examined. 

Let us allow that tests were carried out in accordance with 

the proposed plan, and results which in coded form were reduced 

in Table 3.26 were obtained. 

Table 3*26 
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For variants of the engine types the sum of the squares 

of results of the planning is defined as 

5,=^--^ = 22-16 = 6. . 

and for variants of tests of the engines 

S.-'| W-fe-tó 
j=í * N 

The total sum of the squares will be 

*'«--^ = 86-16 = 7a 

The sum of the squares for an estimate of the error 

experiment will be defined as the difference 

S, = 5, — S, — St 70 — 6 — = 59,.5. 

In conclusion let us find the mean squares: 

.Ç —__®_L O- C _ i c. 

’".-i -rr-^^-Tn-Trr“1-5' 
S —r — 59»5 _ c g 

(n _!)(*;_ 1) (4-1)(4-1) ^0, 

Let us reduce the results of the calculation in Table 3.27 

Table 3.27 

P«etor to b’» varied 
Number of 
degree» 0f 
freedom 

Sum 
of the 
squaree 

Ntan 
•quar« 

Nunber of vahlola 

Engine type 

Error of variance 

3 

3 

9 

6.0 

4.5 

59.5 

2,0 

> .5 

6.6 

Smb 15 70 
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On the basis of the adopted variance analysis, the possible 

hypotheses, for example, about the equality of the average char¬ 

acteristics of all engine types, can be checked. 

Por this purpose we use the criterion of P-dlstribution 

with a risk level of 5%: 

f,-»“m==0'303 <3>8& 

Under the condition of the accomplishing of this inequality, 

we can confirm that the average values of characteristics of 

the indicated engine types are approximately Identical, and that 

is why we cannot show a preference for any of them. 

As a result of the adopted variance analysis the following 

conclusion can be made: the average characteristics of the 

output quality for all engine types are approximately identical. 

If together with the unit randomized planning the analysis 

of the usual randomized plan was conducted, then the same con¬ 

clusion would be obtained. However, in the case of unit planning 

of the errors in the evaluation of the variance would prove to 

be somewhat less. This again indicates the higher effectiveness 

of the unit randomized planning in comparison with the others. 

For the purpose of studying the effect and interaction of 

the factors on the final effect, let us examine this example. 

Let us assume that we want to estimate the effect of the 

combustion-chamber pressure pK anc the fuel compsnent ratio k 

on the specific thrust of the engine Pr Accepting the condition 

that the considered ZhRD operates at an optimum (or close to 

this) value of k, we will consider that both parameters are 

virtually independent. For the purpose of the elimination of 

the effect of other factors, the tests are carried out under 

other stable conditions. 

m 
i 



The faÀ,'or experiment was realized for the levels of varia¬ 

tion 1 and 2yith the quantity of tests N-22 (Fig. 3.8). From 

the figure on\ can see that with the variation of parameter k 

within limits \f levels 1-2 and constant pressure pK, the specific 

thrust increases,; at a constant value of k and an increase in 

parameter p , th\ effect is repeated. The graphs show that the 

degree of this e vect is determined by the slope angle of the 

line segmer.t towaAl the horizontal axis. The slope angle of the 

straight line to ayireat degree depends on the levels of variation 

(1-2) (see Fig. 3.8\l. It is quite obvious that in the specific 

case we cannot say w\\t the degree of this effect is, since on 

the graph a change iny^ is determined by the scale factor. An 

analysis of the depenc\nces also indicates the presence of the 

interaction between thi\ factors. Thus, for instance, in Fig. 3.8b 

and c the lines which c.Vrespond to different pressures of pK 

and to coefficients k, s\rictly speaking, are not parallel, 

which can be explained or\y by presence of the interaction of 

the factors to be varied. 

2 
276 

• 

275 

/ 

26Q 

2 

a) 

2flf ¿Si 

Figure 3.8. Dependence^ between the parameters 
Ph, k and pi; \ 

It is definitely impossible! to estimate the greater or 

lesser degree of the effect of parameters pH or k due to the 

aforementioned reasons. When this must be done, a statistical 

check of the significance of the interaction Is given. But it 

can be carried out when the quantity of observations with each 

combination is more than one. 
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To evaluate the Interaction of the factors, let us sonewhat 

expand the experiment. For this purpose let us introduce the 
» 

supplementary level of the variation of parameter p^ - its nominal 

value, besides the two maximum levels (boosting and throttling). 

More accurately a factor experiment of the type 2><3 with fixed 

levels of the variation of parameters p and k is planned. In 

the development of the program it is decided to check each combina¬ 

tion twice. In summation, the total quantity of the tests will 

be 2N. Each of the experiments is given an ordinal number. All 

the tests are carried out under the condition of the observance 

of the objective method of randomization. 

The mathematical model appears in a following manner: 

y “ f>ox0+bipH+bjk+bijPük + t(j. 

In this case the regression coefficients b1, b^ and error c,j 

correspond to levels of the variation of the factors: p -i*l, 

2, 3; k-j-l, 2. 

In the presence of three levels of variation for parameter 

PH and two for parameter k, this program has 3experimental 

conditions, or there exists 6-1*5 degrees of freedom between 

the variants of the tests and (2-l)6*6 degrees of freedom within 

the variants. The total number of the degrees of freedom for 

12 tests will be 12-1*11. 

In accordance with the consiiered plan, results of the tests 

which in coded form are placed in Table 3.28 are obtained. Data 

for the variance analysis are represented in Table 3.29. 

By utilizing the test results, we will obtain the sums of 

squares which correspond to the effect of the factor p . Further 
H 

let us estimate the effect of the main effect for parameter p 

in terms of the sum of the squares : 

+ 6’ +t 

1^3 

6 



Table 3.28 

ft 
_&_ a 

i max nom rain 

max 

min 

S®/ 
i 

6 
4 

3 
1 

14 

6 
2 

0 
-2 

6 

8 
1 

-4 
—5 

0 

27 

-7 

Table 3.29 

Variant 
of taata 

P« max 
*max 

Pu max 
"min 

Pi: nom 
*max 

P< m>m 
*mln 

P* min 
*max 

Pt min Di 

Lavala of 
faatora 

Sim 

S va of 
aquaraa 

0 
4 

10 

52 

3 
1 

4 

10 

0 
2 

8 

40 

0 
-2 

-2 

. 4 

8 
* 1 

9 

65 

—4 
-5 

-9 

41 

19 
1 

1 
20-VD, 
T 

212-V V,* 
ftp'" 

The sum of squares of the main effect k will be 

5, 
27» + (-7y 

6 

20» 

12 
S3 96,7. 

The sum of the squares of the Interaction of parameters 

PHxk is defined as the difference In the sums of squares between 

the variants of the tests and the sum: 

(5/.. + ¾ =102,1. 

The obtained data make It possible to complete the variance 

analysis conducted for the purpose of studying the effect of 

factors p and k on the investigated process. 

\esults of the calculation are given in Table 3.30. 



Table 3«30 

Souro* of 
variation 

Nuatbar of 
dagraaa of 
fraadOM 

Sum of 
aquaraa 

Naan 
aquara 

/« 
* 

PsX* 
Errors of varíanos 

2 

1 
2 

6 

5.4 

96.7 

37,6 

39,0 

2,7 

96,,7 

18,9 

6.5 

Sum 
'* 

1 «78.7 

In conclusion, by utilizing the F-criterion, let us check 

the hypothesis on the effect of parameter p on specific thrust. 

The essence of the hypothesis: parameter p affects P,. For 
p «7 H J. 

the confidence coefficient 0.95 F2 Since the criterion 

F2 g is considerably less than critical value of ^.76, the 

advanced hypothesis is competent within the assigned limits of 

a change in parameter p . 

Let us examine the second hypothesis about the effect of 

parameter k on P^. Then 

96,7 
M 6.5 

> 5,99. 

The hypothesis is rejected as being inconsistent. 

Similarly the hypothesis about the effect of the interaction 

of p *k on the output parameter P, can be examined. 
K J 

The examples examined bear a somewhat illustrative nature. 

Specifically, we solved the problem in which the degree of the 

significance of factors p and k was estimated by means of the 
K 

variance analysis. This analysis can be applied for the solution 

of particular problems by a select’.on of those or other design 

variants of the developed systems and elements when, as a result 

of the effect of the complex of fav;tors, the selection of th' 

optimum variant is difficult. Howtver, as a whole the posaiL. ilitlcH 

of a variance analysis are consideiably more extensive. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RELIABILITY TESTS 

§ 1. GENERAL POSITIONS, PURPOSE 
AND DESIGNATION 

In the course of development works a considerable volume 

of the statistical data is accumulated, and it can be used for 

the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of reliability. 

However, a careful analysis of them shows that for the majority 

of the systems and assemblies these data cannot be fully accepted. 

The reason is that they are related to different forms of tests 

and programs and different design modifications of the same type 

of subassembly, assembly or element. But mainly, in practice, 

all the tests conducted in stages of the design final development 

of the ZhRD [WPA - liquid-propellant rocket engine] are character¬ 

ized by a great variety of programs which by no means always 

corresponds to the actual conditions of operation. Almost each 

subsequent test does not repeat that which precedes and differs 

from one another by a number of design modifications. Sometimes 

they can be considered as tests of diverse variants of engines 

with similar values of the basic parameters. 

Consequently, from the viewpoint of mathematical statistics, 

the results of these tests cannot be considered those which belong 

to one general aggregate, since they are related to different 

test objects. Therefore, in the final stage of development, from 

tue full volume of statistical data only part of it can be used 
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to evaluate the reliability. The value of the remaining part 

of the experimental data consists in the formation of correct 

paths of the empirical search for the regular variant of the 

cesign, the determination of limits of efficiency, reserves of 

strength, stability of the processes, and so on. 

In the future one should expect the appearance of optimum 

methods of the evaluation of reliability, which make it possible 

to consider the entire volume of information independently of 

the test programs and levels of the variation of quantitative 

and qualitative factors. 

At present the problem is to expand in an optimum way the 

volume of information and respectively statistical data accepted 

for evaluating the reliability of the regular variant of design. 

Largely this problem can be solved by special tests of limited 

selections of the articles and their elements, which are called 

reliability tests. Their optimum nature is based on the property 

of the ergodicity of the systems anò elements, owing to whi^h on 

a limited number of articles a large quantity of tests is carried 

out, and in this way the minimum of the material and economic 

expenditures is reached. In principle the qualitative inicrmation, 

classified according to the criterion "success-failure", is 

supplemented oy quantitative information (by the time between 

failures, the distribution of statistical characteristics, their 

mathematical expectation, and the dispersion of estimates). The 

advisability of reliability tests lies in the fact that with their 

conducting by means of telemetering data there is considered 

virtually the entire course of the change in the fundamental 

characteristics of the articles in the process of functioning 

and not the single fact of the or set of failure, as when e/aluating 

the reliability of systems by discrete methods. This means of 

the solution to the problem provides the reduction in the required 

quantity of articles because of the expansion of the volume of 

information [21, 87]. 
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In the analysis of results of reliability tests, the failures 

caused by the rough disturbance of industrial processes of produc¬ 

tion cannot be considered. 

Depending on the purpose, the reliability tests differ by a 

great variety of programs. Programs are widely known for the 

purpose of checking for reserves of strength, evaluation of a 

guaranteed service life, quantity of cycles up to failure, service 

lives and storage, determination of the "weakest" link, the 

possible type of failure, and so on. 

Reliability tests of experimental models, in a certain 

measure, make it possible to determine their "weak" places, but 

as a whole they cannot characterize the real levels of reliability 

of the regular articles. This is explained, in the first place, 

by the possible design modifications, which unavoidably must 

be introduced into the articles with their improvement in the 

process of the tests, and in the second place, by the distinction 

in the experimental production from the serial. Therefore, 

reliability tests must also be given to the regular articles 

manufactured under conditions of serial production for regular 

technology. Because of this the reliability tests, from the 

viewpoint of the evaluation of the reliability of the indices, 

can be most informative in final stages of development. 

Most advisable prove to be the test plans for finishing 

constructed on the basis of reliability tests. For this purpose 

the qualification tests of articles (III stage of development) 

can be planned according to standard programs with the only 

difference being that the time of their conducting is not limited 

to the guaranteed service life. The tests are continued up to 

the detection of primary fail ure or for the period and quantity 

of inclusions many times exceeding normal conditions [83» 86]. 

In a number of cases this is not an exception also for the article 

of single action. Thus, for instance, the engine F-l (of the 

firm Rocketdyne), after the completion of the autonomous final 



development of the assemblies and units, was tested according 

to the programs which combine the elements of qualification 

tests and reliability tests. 

Up to the moment of the completion of tests for the testing 

of the conformity of the engine to technical specifications, 

there were carried out on the order of 800 firing tests with a 

total duration of approximately 82,000 seconds [83, 86]. More 

accurately, in the execution of this program each engine was 

tested on the average of about 35 times (one switching on is 

assigned). In this case the average operation time for each 

•nodel of the engine was 35,700 s (flight operating time ^160 s). 

Test programs for articles of single and repeated action 

are different. Specifically, the latter most frequently undergo 

cyclic and resource tests [37> 62, 104]. 

The cyclic tests are determined by operating conditions of 

the system or element during transient conditions. Consequently, 

with the test data failures characteristic to these systems can 

be revealed. In this case the mean statistical probability of 

the manifestation of failures for a broad class of articles is 

rather large. Specifically, for ZhRD the portion of failures 

which were revealed under conditions of starting and shut-off 

r‘akes up a considerable part of the total number of emergencv 

results [37]. 

The service-life tests are determined by operating conditions 

of the system or element on the steady-state modes of operation. 

In the majority of cases wear and gradual failures are character¬ 

istic of this type of tests. 

As a rule, reliability tests )f one selection of the articles 

are carried out in the fixed conditions, which correspond to the 

actual conditions of the operation or to the extreme combinations 
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of significant factors revealed in the process of the final 

development or operation of the system. 

§ 2. ORGANIZATION OF TESTS AND THE PROCEDURE 
FOR THEIR CONDUCTING 

The feature of programs for the reliability test is the wide 

use of the material part which passed other types of tests 

(standard, checking, etc.). In this case the accumulated operating 

time is considered during the processing of the statistical data. 

In the process of the tests a constant monitoring of the technical 

state of the articles is conducted. In this case accepted as 

failures are destructions of material part or the yields of the 

check parameters as tolerances. The latter can be accompanied 

by a smooth change in the characteristics for the gradual failures 

or intermittent - for random failures (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). 

Figure 4.1 distinctly shows the moments of the beginning of 

deviations of the check parameter from a certain working level 

(Tj) and its handling tolerance (t2). From the viewpoint of the 

efficiency of the system, the exposure time of failure should 

be considered the moment t0, but from the viewpoint of the tech¬ 

nical state in a number of objective programs accepted as the 

exposure time of failure is the point in time since a change 

in the characteristic of the parameter, its break, indicates 

the emergence of a malfunction, and a further period is the 

development of failure. 

Time mark (0.01 s) 

Figure 4.1. Oscillogram 
of the recording of the 
check parameter in the 
period of the manifesta¬ 
tion of gradual failure. 
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Time mark (0.01 a) 

° c* oscillogram of the 
recording of the check parameter 
In the period of the manifesta¬ 
tion of random failure. 

The moment of the onset 

of a random failure (see 

Pig. 4.2) is characterized 

by the abrupt change in the 

nature of the behavior of the 

parameter and by the inter¬ 

mittent tolerance limit. The 

time of the onset of the sudden 

Jump is calculated, as a rule, 

in millionths of a second. 

Above the discussion was about parameters for which during 

the entire process of the tests constant checking Is accomplished. 

Unfortunately, not all the articles can be organized. 

Let us allow reliability tests are conducted on the electro¬ 

pneumatic valve, for which the power stroke of the relief valve 

IS the check parameter. In the process of repeatlng-alternatlng 

switch-ons (cyclic tests). It Is sufficiently complicated to 

measure valve stroke. Por realization of this purpose It would 

be necessary to finish all articles of the selection and Introduce 

design changes, and this Is undesirable. Under normal conditions 

for the measurement of the valve stroke It Is necessary to sop the 

-ests, which also Is undesirable, since operating conditions are 

disturbed, test periods are lengthened, the accuracy of results 

the Investigation Is reduced and so on. Sometimes It Is 

necessary to do this. In such casts It is necessary to take 

measures In order that the error ol the experiment would be 

minimum and periods of the realization of the program be not 

lengthened very much. 

Let us assume that the following condition Is accepted: 

check measurements are accomplished every 1000 cycles. Then It 

can seem that In the Interval between 8000 and 9000 cycles a 

failure occurred. For the actual mmber of cycles at which tue 
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failure occurred, it is possible to accept the average value of 

operation time (85OO cycles) or with the responsible program - 

8000. But both are undoubtedly inaccurate. 

In a number of programs in order to decrease the possible 

errors, a variable test plan is proposed. To do this first one 

tests the article and determines the tentatively expected limits 

in which the failure can occur. Let us assume that it occurred 

at &000 cycles. Then, taking into account the running-in period 

and the possible scatter, an inspection of the course of the 

relief valve is conducted according to the following plan: 0, 100, 

500, 3000, 6000, 7000, 7500 and further every 500 cycles. For 

the purpose of shortening the periods of the program, tests of an 

entire sampling (or half) are conducted in parallel on one test 

stand. 

The test procedures are approximately thus. Prior to the 

beginning of the tests all articles of the established sampling 

pass through the receiving inspection in accordance with technical 

specifications for commodity supplies. In order of exception 

some, especially responsible articles, can undergo additional 

testings over the established program: for example, testing for 

vibration stability along three mutually perpendicular axes, the 

determination of resonance frequencies, allowances for functioning 

at resonance frequencies, and so on. 

As an example let us examine the test procedures of elements 

of automation, In particular, the pressure x-elay, as a function 

of which enters t^e delivery of the electrical instruction after 

the achievement of a certain pressure level In the working cavity. 

Reliability tests are conducted by cycles up to failure. In this 

case as a result of simulation of the actual conditions of opera¬ 

tion for the period of time of each cycle, tne following are 

determined: a) the effect of the action of resonance frequencies; 

b) cyclic strength by pi’essure, which varies from zero to the 

upper limit and then down to zero; c) the stability of the contact 

pair with the maximum current load. 



Through each 500 cycles the articles undergo vibration teste 

at the assigned levels of vibration overloads and frequencies 

for the period of time provided by the program at the maximum 

pressure in the working cavity. Periodically after each cycle 

of tests the points of the functioning of the contact pair at the 

maximum temperature of the medium are recorded. 

The registration of cases of closing and opening with the 

direct and return stroke of the rod can be conducted with the 

aid of the loop oscillograph. The test results are processed 

and represented in the form of tables and curves. At the same 

time there is given a brief analysis of the experimental data 

by which there is established the frequency range of the vibration 

overloads with which the articles are vibration-proof, the error 

in the functioning of the articles at resonance frequencies, and 

so on. Accepted as a failure is the destruction of material 

part or the output of the check parameter (in the case examined 

above - the pressure of functioning of the contact pair) as ♦•he 

established limits. 

According to the experimental data it is possible to define 

the limits of the field of the scattering of failures as the 

ratio of the maximum value of operation time x to the min mum 
max 

xmin’ For a num,:)er ^ mechanical systems it can prove to be 

sufficiently large xnax/xrnin:=3-8, especially when the discussion 

is about extreme values of the field of scattering determinei 

for the general totality of articles [57]. The indicated scattering 

is determined, mainly, not by features of the physical processes 

but to greater degree by the stability of properties of the 

materials, the technology of manufacture, and so on. For tMs 

reason for the broad class of art!-les the indicated limit is 

basically retained. The presence of a large scattering of fa4lures 

cannot help reflect the test proce' ures, especially during article 

testing of repeated action with a arge guarantee period of 

operation. In this case the tests up to the failure of an entire 



sampling can be conducted not always due to short periods of 

the realization of the program according to economic considerations. 

In connection with this a number of test programs for reliability 

have a limitation which is characterized by this condition; the 

tests are carried out up to an accrued operating time of not 

more x . Virtually this means that according to relation to the 

actual limits of the scattering of failures the assigned magnitude 

of opc. iting time x can be distributed in the following way: 
<* 

1 • *^mlo ^ 

2. AniUl<Am.I<x.; 

3. Xa A",,,1,, <C Amll. 

In the first case, with testing up to accrued operating 

time x , a certain defect level (in the extreme case, at least 

one) is obtained. The remaining articles maintained their 

efficiency. In mathematical statistics of this type the result 

is conventionally designated as tests of the truncated sample. 

Under specific conditions the test results can characterize the 

scattering of the failures. 

In the second case the entire sampling of the articles under¬ 

went tests up to failure, and the program proved to be completely 

fulfilled. According to clear reasons the performance evaluation 

of scattering in this case is more precise than in the first. 

The third case is characterized by the fact that the failures 

are not detected. From the viewpoint of the expressed goal, the 

test data should be considered less resultant, since the character¬ 

istics of scattering and the very typi; of failure are unknown. 

In a number of cases after the verification test of the articles 

of this sampling for conformity to the technical specifications 

of testing, it is expedient to continue. When the purpose is 

to confirm a certain level of reliability P(x, u) with the 

confidence level o, the level xr can be determined In the follow- 

it.g way . 
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For reliable tests the lower boundary of the probability of 

trouble-free operation can be described by means of the exponential 

distribution [76]: 

P.t»,.)=.e»p[ ''"A—> ]. 

where the mathematical expectation Xq corresponds to the accumu¬ 

lated operating time of the articles of selection N, then 

x0=Nxa. 

After transformation we will obtain 

x _ X ln(l —«) 

* MnP.pr, »)* 

In this case one should accept for the instantaneous value 

of parameter x the assigned operating time or guaranteed service 

life. Usually it makes sense to assign level x in relative 
a 

values of (x /x); then x»l. 
cl 

Taking this into account. 

In (1 — ■) 

Xa N In P» 

The graphic dependence of parameters x and N on character- 
¢1 

istic P(l, a) is shown in Fig. 4.3. 
H 

Figure 4.3. Dependence 
cf parameter x for reli- 
fble tests. a 
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The level which is established for parameter x for different 

systems and elements, as follows from Fig. H.3, can^e the different. 

Virtually this depends not only on the assigned level of reliability 

and sample size, but also on the complexity of the article, degree 

of automation and cost of the tests, the presence of bench equip¬ 

ment, methods of check, and so on. In the USA during the test 

of full-scale ZhRD the average accrued operating time of the engine 

exceeds the assigned flight operating time by dozens and hundreds 

of times. The same order also refers to the quantity of switch- 

ons - cycles. Thus, for instance, for the engine F-l on one of 

the stages of the qualification tests the average accrued operating 

time was about 220 guaranteed service lives (35,700 s, '' s) 

[83, 86]. 

After the completion of test programs for reliability, the 

experimental data are processed and all articles are made 

defective. The destroyed parts undergo metallographic analysis. 

The reasons for failures are thoroughly analyzed for the purpose 

of conducting further modifications of the design for an increase 

in the achieved level of reliability. 

ihe procedure for the processing of experimental data will 

be examined below. 

§ 3. ACCELERATED TESTS 

Depending on the program in a number of cases the reliability 

tests can be considered as being accelerated. This is explained 

by the fact that for some articles the assigned guaranteed operating 

time is sufficiently high. Thus, for instance, for the corrective 

systems of space vehicles and vehicles intended for flights to 

Mars, the guaranteed operating time under conditions of normal 

operation must consist of years. Naturally, there arises the 

question as to how to conduct the complete service-life tests of 

similar systems, even if the testing for flight operating time 
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causes almost Insurmountable difficulties. A reasonable solution 

o this question Is the use of procedures of accelerated tests 

C51, 104] In which there occurs a stiffening of the operating 

conditions of the article, owing to which a shortening In the 

total periods of realization of the programs Is achieved. 

Let us assume that a certain system operates in the assigned 

cyclic system (Pig. 4.4). Correspondingly the full operating 

cycle is characterized by the time of activation t., the operation 

on the cruising mode t2 and shut-down t In a number of cases 

It Is convenient to speak about the sum of the times (t.n,) as 

about the operating time on transient conditions. It Is quite 

obvious that the gradients of a change In the operating conditions 

with starting and shut-down depend on the cyclogram of control 

and physics of the process and to a great degree cannot be 

changed. Unlike them, operating time on the cruising mode 

virtually can vary from zero to the full time between failures 

If we accept t2-0, then In this extreme case the oscillogram of 

the operating process will take the form of b or c (see Pig. 4.4). 

figure 4.4. Cyclic modes of operation. 
Key: (a) 1 cycle; (b) 2 cycles. 

Both oscillograms differ by the fact that in the case cf b 

between separate swltch-ons there Is the Interval of "rest" t 

In the case of c It Is absent. Already from this viewpoint 

mode c is considerably more strained than mode b and all the 

more than mode a. The tests conducted from oscillogram c ar» 

“r ln relatl0n t0 the of normal 
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Both oscillograms b and c are characterized by the output 

of the check parameter on the assigned mode and then by its 

sharp decrease (shut-down). Oscillogram c reflects the so-called 

"machine-gun" operating mode. However, such types of tests are 

possible only for systems and elements of repeated action, and 

furthermore their circle is limited. If this kind of program 

can be used in accelerated tests, for example, of elements of 

automation of the EPK [SDH - electroneumatic valve] type, then 

they ¿an not always be realized for thermal systems and elements 

which require a certain delay in t& in the steady-state mode for 

the purpose of the stabilization of thermal and dynamic processes. 

Thus, for instance, for full-scale ZhRD, according to the Aerojet- 

General Corporation [5Ü], this time consists of not less than 10 s. 

Taking the aforesaid into account, the curve of the distribution 

of failure rate A(t) somewhat "delays" in relation to the dynamic 

characteristic of the increase in the check parameter. In summation, 

for this class of systems the program of accelerated tests, which 

ac characterized by oscillogram d can be used. 

In order to characterize quantitatively the distinction in 

programs of the type b, c and d, let us introduce characteristic 

Cr - the cyclic velocity of the replacement of the modes [104] 

as the number of cycles (switch-ons) per unit time: 

C,» X 
t 

where x is the number of cycles which was produced by the system 

for time t. Under certain conditions for a defined class of 

systems of repeated action, the cyclic tests can be examined as 

being accelerated ir. relation to the service life. 

Tue shortening of the total test periods up to the onset 

of failures is achieved by means of a "weight crease" in the 

operating modes. The degree of this "weight increase" is 

characterized by the coefficient n - the ratio of the failure 

rates of two types of tests: 
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The stability of the coefficient n, as will be shown below, 

can be provided for by the exponential distribution of failures 

when characteristics X.j and X2 are constant. In all the remaining 

cases the insuring of the stability of coefficients n is very 

difficult. This is explained by the fact that for any mechanical 

system in a certain range of a change in the parameters it is 

characteristic to retain the form of the distribution of the law 

of failures, which in this range the physical picture of the 

process is not changed. Consequently, after accepting the condi¬ 

tion of the constancy of the distribution law of failures, it is 

easy to be convinced of the following. 

Let us assume that the system investigated by us is subordi¬ 

nated to the Weibull distribution with a failure rate 

X (x) = — 
x0 

where x0 is the mathematical expectation; 8 - constant coefficient, 

distribution index. 

Figure 4.5 shows the functional dependence of characteristic 

X(x) on the number of cycles x and index 8. If with regular- 

tests the failure rate is close to the index of distribution 

8*4, then because of a change in the mode and test conditions 

the failure rate will be changed and will be close U. the index 8*2. 

Figur? 4.5. Failure- rate for tne 
Weibull distribution (Xq*5). 

jjet us examine the nature of a 

chang ; In the operating mode of In¬ 

teres ; to us. It Is easy to es abMsh o i 2 



that the coefficient of "weight increase" is an unstable value 

and is changed in the process of the tests in accordance with 

the dependence shown in Fig. 4.6. 

Figure 4.6. Dependence of the 
coefficient of "weight increase 
of mode n on the number of 
cycles X and on the distribu¬ 
tion index ß. 

Hence there follows the 

important conclusion that the 

coefficient of "weight increase" 

n can be accepted as the charac¬ 

teristic of accelerated tests 

only under the condition of 

the exponential distribution 

of failures. In the majority 

of the other cases it gives 

ambiguous solutions, and an 

attempt to estimate the failure 

rate for the new type of test by means of this coefficient can 

lead to serious errors. This is explained by the fact that the 

ratio of faijure rates is a certain functional dependence which 

cannot be expressed by the constant coefficient, since It is 

a certain function with new independent variables. The latter 

characterize parameters of the types of accelerated tests used. 

Cnc of the main disadvantages of the method of accelerated 

tests Is the need for experimental research as the means for 

the evaluation of the reliability of results. Virtually always 

for all systems it is required to carry out together accelerated 

tests with full-scalt tests. But this can also be Justified If, 

for example, it is necessary by accelerated tests to confirm the 

reliability of commodity articles with very long guaranteed 

operating time. 

Then on the stage of development work both types of tests 

are conducted, the experimental dependences between them are 

established, and subsequently only accelerated tests are conducted, 

and a’ conversion to the actual conditions of their conducting 

is made. 
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The appropriate experimental studies are being carried out 

by us and abroad. Thus, for instance, according to results of 

works of the firm of Arinc Research [Translator’s Note. Name 

Arinc is not verified] (USA) [104], obtained by the processing 

of statistical data on tests of rocket systems, failure rate 

during the accelerated tests increases according to the relation 

£-=i + c,/„ 

where and Xg are failure rates with the accelerated cyclic 

and regular service-life tests, respectively; fc - the coefficient 

which determines the time of the conducting of service-life 

tests equivalent to one cycle of the operation. 

According to data of the firm Arinc Research, for the vast 

class of the rocket systems of one-time use, the coefficient 

a constant value fc®8 [104], In this case the distribution 

law of failures was not exponential but normal. In the case of 

the normal distribution, the coefficient of the "weight increase" 

empirically proved to be equal to a certain function with the 

variable parameter Cr: 

T)=*l+Cr/e. 

In all probability, for othei’ distributions and other types 

of tests there can exist another form of this function with the 

new independent variables which characterize the parameters of 

this type of tests. If there are experimental values of character¬ 

istics Xj^ and X2 for one form of tests and different systems of 

one class, then it ■'s not difficult to determine the form of the 

function which characterizes the coefficient "weight increase" 

by means of the methods of mathematical statistics, in particular, 

the method of least squares. 
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Thus we examined briefly one of the types of the accelerated 

tests, which Is characterized by the acceleration of the rate 

of the test work, l.e., by the cyclic velocity of the replacemont 

of the modes.

At the same time the types of accelerated tests In which 
the "weight increase" of the operating mode Is accomplished by 

an incr''':tse In levels of the basic parameters can be represented. 

The difficulties of these tests consist not of the determination 
of the failure type but the setting of the value of the correlation 
of the obtained data with the expected characteristics In the 
actual conditions of operation, since an Increase in the level 

of the parameter which causes the failure can he accompanied by 

a partial or total variation In the physical processes. In such 

cases the revealed failures can be in no way characteristic for 
the articles during their tests under actual conditions.

An example to this Is the excessive boosting of the 

combustion chamber of the ZhRD according to pressure and temper

ature. The latter, as Is known, can lead to the appearance 

of vapor In channels of coolant passage, the decomposition of 

the propellant components, to Its coking, l.e., to the phenomena 

which are not characteristic for the standard conditions of 
operation of the ZhRD. In this case the difricultiss of the 

conducting of accelerated tests consist also In the limited 
possibilities of the systems themselves. Thus, for Instance, 
the boosting of the Gornbustlon chamber can more frequently be 

llrrdted not to the ma nifestation of Its failures, but to the 
posslollltles of other units: gas generator, TNA [ThA - turbopump

assembly] and pumps which control the elements and especially 
their hydrodynamic characteristics. Even when there Is the time 
and m-arr. It proves o be s if^lclently difficult to establish 

the degree of correlar.lon of the modes. Test v'ork with the 

excessive boosting of the basic parameters (up to levels at which 
there doec not occur a change In the physical processes) Is
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useful for determining the efficiency of the basic assemblies 

of the ZhRD under boundary test conditions. Virtually it is 

expedient to combine the tests with a certain guaranteed boosting 

of the basic parameters with cyclic and service-life programs. 

The problem of accelerated tests of mechanical systems and 

their elements as independent field is rather complex and little 

investigated. Probably its solution must bo based both on the 

experiment and mathematical statistics. Useful in this respect 

can pro^e to be the work experience in electronic elements [51]. 

For the planning of accelerated tests, an account of the 

effect of separate factors, and also methods of the construction 

of mathematical models in a practical plan the materials of 

Chapter III can be used. 

§ 4. FEATURES OF RELIABILT l‘Y TESTS 
OF ELEMENTS OF SINGLE ACxiON 

In the period of functioning the elements of single action 

are characterized by the irreversibility of the physical processes. 

For this reason with their reliability tests the cyclic or other 

types of tests, which are characterized by such levels of 

parameters as cyclic recurrence or the replacement of the modes 

cannot be used. The reliability tests must entirely correspond 

the physical phenomena which take place under conditions of 

normal operation. An analysis of these conditions shows that 

. n the absolute majority of the ca: es the physical p'ocesses 

wnich determine the efficiency of the elements of single action 

are accompanied by a change in the strength characteristics. 

Consequently, they can be referred to the type of elements for 

wnich operational mode is defined ty the ratio of such parameters 

as "load" and the "strength". Both parameters follow the law 

of normal distribution with densities f^x) and f2(x), mathematical 

exceptations and xJJ respectively, and the rms deviations 
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and In connection with the probability of the failure-free 

operation, it is possible to establish dependence P(x) in terms 

of the Laplace function Fq: 

PM = ^.( 

wnere (xQ-x)/o is the quantile of 

Figure 4.7. Dependence of the 
relationships of densities of 
the distribution of "load" and 
"strength": - parameters 

of "strength"; m2, a2 - param¬ 

eters of "load". 

The total rms deviation u will be 

normal distribution 

From a practical point of 

view the condition when math¬ 

ematical expectations x¿ and 

Xq are sufficiently great in 

comparison with the appropriate 

rms deviations and o2 is 

valid. On Fig. Í.7 the area 

q characterizes the unreliability 

of the system and is quantita¬ 

tively equal to (1-P). In this 

case the total deviation of 

the mathematical expectation 

for this distribution will be 

x0 x*= (x0 x) \Xç x) jc0 x0. 

equal to 

<i^y~c\+oi. 

Then the probability of trouble-free operation of the system, 

determined by the relationship "load" and "strength", is equal to 
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This dependence properly determines the test program for 

the reliability of elements of single action, according to which 

according to tests of a certain sampling of one-type articles 

mathematical expectations x¿ and xjj, and also their dispersions 

and o2 are estimated. For the determination of the evaluations 

of strength, in all probability it will be required to carry 

out tests up to destruction. 

For the purpose of the illustration of this method, let 

us examine two examples. 

Example 1. It is proposed with the aid of special tests 
to estimate the design and engineering reli¬ 
ability of a spherical tank with an oper¬ 
ating pressure p2: 

(¿I —â/>)</>! <(;*, +A/>). 

where Ap Is the deviation from operating 
pressure. 

Correspondingly, the rms scatter of "load" 
can be defined as a0«Ap/t , where t is the 

quantile for normal distribution with the 
assigned confidence probability a. 

To evaluate the strength, there are usually 
carried out hydraulic tests up to destruction 
of a certain sampling of one form of the 
articles which passed all forms of the current 
and output check provided by technical 
specifications and records. In the process 
of the tests the maximum pressures at which 
there occurs a los? in strength are recorded. 
According to the given results parameters 
Xq and are estimated. Further from formula 

(4.2) the mean statistical value of probability 
F is determined. 

Example 2. It is proposed to •onduct reliability tests of 
the tank (see Fig. 1.1). Reliability tests of 
the outer covering of the tank, if necessary, 
can be carried out in the same way as was 
stated in Example . Reliability tests of the 
elastic diaphragm ran be organized in the 
following way . 
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A certain sampling of single-type article* 
undergoes tests. Tests on all the articles 
are carried out in turn in two stages. In 
the course of the first stage from the fuel 
cavity by the maximum operating pressure, 
the full displacement of the fluid before 
the fitting of the elastic diaphragm on the 
internal surface of the hemisphere of the 
tank is conducted. Then the pressure is 
discarded, and the testing ceases. After 
the testing of the first stage the entire 
sampling of the tanks is headed for the shop 
where the supporting hemispheres are sheared 
by a cutter on the perimeter of the weld 
Joint 6. 

In the course of tests of the second state 
there are carried out hydraulic tests of the 
fuel cavity of the tank up to the destruction 
of the diaphragm devoid of solid support. 
With the tests there occurs a further bulge 
and the thinning of the diaphragm, which 
concludes with its explosion. The final 
volume of the fuel cavity is determined by 
the linear deformation of the diaphragm and 
can be accepted for an estimate of the reserve 
of its strength, which, as is known, deter¬ 
mines the reliability of this element. 

A feature of the test programs for reliability for some 

articles can be the time constraint of functioning. It entails 

the fact that the operating element of the system must not only 

function normally but also operate not later than a certain 

preset time. In the process of the tests in this case not only 

the load and strength but also the triggering time of the 

working element are measured. This parameter is also character¬ 

ized by the mathematical expectation and rms scatter. If we 

utilize the previously established dependences for the estimate 

of the reliability of this tvne of element, then a solution 

can be found with tne aid of the two-dimensional normal distri¬ 

bution [8], 

Reliability tests of elements and systems of single action, 

Just as systems and elements of repeated action, have the 

following aspects. Initially stated is the pvirpose of determining 
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the assigned characteristics of reliability and then the type 

of failure or weakest link. With this the analysis of the test 

results is not concluded, but examined are promising programs, 

for example, the possibility of the perfection of the design 

from the viewpoint of an increase in the achieved level of 

reliability and economic advisability of the continuation of the 

works, and so on. The rationally composed programs should, 

as a minimum, proceed from the condition of the optimization 

of attainable levels of reliability, periods of final development 

and economic expenditures. 

The primary task of reliability tests is an estimate of 

the maximum possibilities of the article, its design solutions 

with the most adverse combinations of external and internal 

factors under the actual conditions of operation, and also the 

evaluation of the reserves, which guarantee the efficiency of the 

article under these conditions. It is expedient to deàignate the 

latter sometimes as being more rigid than is provided for by 

the regular program. 

S 5. RELIABILITY TE3TS UNDER UNSTABLE 
CONDITIONS. PLANNING OF RELIABILITY TESTS 

Until now, speaking about test conditions, we considered 

them as being strictly fixed. In this case for systems and 

elements of single action the folio/ing control parameters were 

recorded: load and strength, and for systems and elements of 

the repeated action, as a rule, the accrued operating time in 

the form of the time of the operati m without breakdown or 

quantity of cycHs. Tn a number of experimental programs the 

conditions of test work are accepte ', to be sufficiently rigid, 

and they correspond to the maximum unlikely combinations of 

external and internal factors. Thi: approach to the estimate 

of reliability can sometimes cause r-ubscantlated objections. 

There arises the question, what she. Id be the levels of the 

parameters which determine the test conditions for the optimum 
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programs? This leads to the thought that it is desirable to have 

several test programs for reliability which would consider not 

only the maximum combinations of the significant factors, but 

also their nominal values. Moreover, for the combinations of 

maximum levels, there are maximum and minimum values. Their 

account by itself already requires the realization of at least 

two programs. All this as a final result will substantially 

reflect the general periods of the final development of the systems 

and material expenditures. Let us see if it is not possible 

to develop one general program which would consider in an optimum 

way the variation of the significant factors at several levels. 

In the planning of such tests their program approaches 

conditions of the realization of the factor plan. The possible 

distinction lies in the fact that at the beginning of the 

reliability tests there is a sufficiently large volume of statistical 

data on the final adjustment, and there is the possibility of 

sufficiently fully determining the composition and rank of the 

significant factors. At the same time the mathematical model 

of the process is known, or it is possible to determine it. For 

the output quality of the process in this case the investigated 

nature of reliability (control parameter, the time of accrued 

operating time up to failure, number of cycles, "load’, "strength") 

is acquired. 

The indicated characteristic is the argument of the function 

of the distribution of failures by which the tested system or 

element follows. We assume that the distribution of failures 

corresponds to the law of Weibull, then by taking into account 

the knowledge of the real model of accrued operating time the 

expression for the probability of trouble-free operation can be 

presented as 

P (*,) = e*P 
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In this case the mathematical expectation y is the scale 

characteristic for the parameters of distribution yQ and ß. 

Tne question can be similarly solved for other forms of distribu¬ 

tions distinct from the Weibull law. In a number of cases the 

form of the law can be previously introduced into the calculating 

program. The analytical interconnectior: of the results of 

reliability tests with parameters of the distribution law of 

failures can oe established by means of the plausibility function 

[76]. 

For an illustration of this method let us examine the plan 

for the reliability tests in which the variation s?x of quantita¬ 

tive factors is considered: x^ x2, x3> x^, x5, Xg. The test 

procedure is established by taking into account limitations on 

randomization. The tests are carried out in the sequence 

determined with the aid of the table of random numbers. 

The basis of the proposed plan is the method of steep 

ascending over the surface of the response with which accepted 

as the initial form of the model of the physical process is the 

polynomial of the first degree 

y baxQ -f- 2 b¡x¡. 
4-1 

Hence from this condition thf re is initially v. rried out 

N>(n+1) experiments in the program presented in the plan for the 

reliability test (Table ¿1.1). 

In our case there are 8 experiments. The variation of factors 

is conducted at two levels: upper and lower. By the processing 

of the results by the method of least squares the regression 

coefficients of the mathematical i. odel are determined. 
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Then is carried out the following stage of planning for the 

purpose of motion along the surface of the response in the 

direction of the gradient of linear approximation. For the 

purpose of the testing of the reliability of the model a number 

of monitoring tests is accomplished. Their results are compared 

with the calculated results. With considerable disagreement the 

regression coefficients are more precisely formulated by the 

successive approximation, and the new direction of the gradient 

for motion along the surface of the response is selected. 

Sample size, as a rule, is limited to not more than twenty 

articles. 

In the analysis of the test results from the viewpoint of 

the evaluation of accuracy, the testing of the convergence of 

experimental and theoretical data is important. In this case 

the basic error when evaluating the reliability is determined 

by the sample size presented for the tests. The method of steep 

ascending along the surface of the response is usually formulated 

as the problem of the determination of extreme conditions. In 

our case this solution is used for the search and description 

of a certain local zone of the model by means of linear approxima¬ 

tion. Knowledge of the model and composition of the signifl ..ant 

factors makes it possible to establish the degree of the effect 

each of them on the reliability of the tested article. 

§ 6. METHODS OF THE WEIGHTED TESTS 

With the final development oí complex technical systems 

with a very large number of elements, when in brief periods It 

is necessary to insure the high requirements with respect to 

reliability and lifetime, the methods of accelerated tests 

become virtually uniquely possible. In this case one can speak 

about the shortening of the time of the tests because of an 

increase in the failure rate. 



A pecullat variety of accelerated tests consists of weighted 

tests which differ by the increased level of the load of the 
operational characteristics. In connection with the ZhRD such 
parameters can be combustIon-chamber pressure and the fuel- 

component ratio. Correspondingly, the increased level of the 
load for the ZhRD means boosting according to the conditions and 
thrust up to the boundary conditions. The latter determine those 
maximum levels of the basic parameters higher than which the engine 

is inefficient. The nature of the loading can be sufficiently 
diverse and changed in accordance with the test program according 

to different laws. The program of the weighted tests can be 
characterized by the emergence of the engine into the nominal 

mode with the subsequent boosting up to boundary conditions or 

emergence into the forced system, passing by the nominal values 

of the parameters. In the first case the emergence into the 
assigned system is reached by an adjustment of the engine to 
the rated conditions, and its further boosting occurs as a 

result of the start of the control system.

In the second case the final mode is provided only by the 
adjustment of the engine at the extreme values of the parameters, 
which are then maintained constant during the entire time of the 

tests.

This program, in providing the tests for boundary conditions, 

can be realized in such a case when they are previously known.

Besides this some forms of the possible programs of the 
weighted tests can be represented by curves each of which 
determines the exponential, linear and stepp-d laws cf loading, 

respectively. It should be noted that the maximum level of 

boosting must not be determined by the boundary conditions: it can

be below, but, as a rule, exceeds the upp r lifilt of control 
assigned in technlca? assignment for development.
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A change in parameter x in accordance with the program can 

provide for the simultaneous variation and other factors. However, 

their number must not be large, since this complicates the 

analysis of the test results. As a rule, within the limits of 

one program of the weighted tests, the number of variable factors 

does not exceed two. Let us allow that there is a certain 

system whose efficiency is determined by limits of the control 

of the two variables Xj and x^. Each of them has three assigned 

levels of variation - minimum (min), nominal (nom) and maximum 

(max). By transferring them to the curve (Fig. ^.8), it is 

possible to obtain a working square with the vertexes a^, b^, 

a^, b^. The point A determines the nominal mode. In all 

probability, depending on the design features the emergence of 

the system into this system can be characterized by the curve 

aA or a'A. It is easy to explain this phenomenon in a particular 

case. 

Let us assume that the 

factor Xj characterizes the 

combustion chamber pressure and 

factor Xjj - the fuel component 

ratio, then curve aA is the 

characteristic of activation of 

the engine with the advance of 

the fuel in the combustion 

chamber, and curve a'A - with 

the advance of the oxidizer. 

In the first case the limits 

of a change in parameter xTT from zero to xTT (0<xTT<xTT ). 
II Umax ' II Umax ’ 

and in the second - parameter xi;[ changes in the range of infinity 

to xTT , (®>xTT>xT, . ). 
Ilmin II limin' 

Figure 4.8. Operating modes of 
the dynamic system under bound¬ 
ary conditions . 

After the system emerges into nominal mode in accordance 

with the test program, further boosting of the parameters occurs. 
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As is known, it occurs in the direction of the characteristic 

Aa^ But in a number of cases the boundary conditions can prove 

to be nearer with motion in the direction Aa^. In this case 

the vertexes of square ax and a' denote the assigned maximum 

combinations of factors x, *x and y .v , 
Xlmax xIImax and xImax xIImin* respectively 

Further from each vertex of square the boosting before the 

boundary conditions can be conducted in three directions. On 

?i&' ^-8 they are respectively designated by numbers 1, 2, 3 and 

In parametrical form this can be characterized in a following 
manner: 

mode 1 is determined by the combination of factors x -x 

mode 2 - by the combination xT .(x„ )- 1 n IImaX 
Inlxnmax’ 

mode 3 - by the combination x, *(xTT ) 
. ,, w Imax VAII n^max’ 

mode 1' - by the combination x, *x.rT 
In [Imin’ 

mode 2' - by the combination x, *(x.rT ) 
I n II n'min’ 

mode 3’ - by the combination xT (xTT ) 
Imax' II n'min’ 

where subscript "n" denotes the maximum permissible level of 

variation for the parameter xu to the side of boosting (x ) 

and to the side of throttling (xM n)mln; for Xj - only to the ^ 

side of boosting Xj n. Modes 2 and 2’ are respectively character¬ 

ized by a simultaneous change in both parameters up to the 

boundary conditions. Unlike them, modes 1, 3 and 1*, 3’ are 

characterized by the fixed level of one of the factors using 

the variable second parameter. 

In summation, beyond the limits of the working square there 

can be obtained another external square, which characterizes the 

maximum levels of the factors with which the final development 

of engine or the limits of its efficiency arc conducted. 
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The square in Pig. 4.8 considered is conditionally noted 

by a dashed line. However, in practice the external "square”, 

determined by boundary conditions, does not have so correct a 

geometric shape. The parametrical field of the efficiency 

can take different contours. As an example let us point out in 

Fig. 4.9 where the zones of unstable operation are shaded. 

It is quite obvious that the value of the field of the 

efficiency allows the designer to make a confident selection of 

the operational parameters and characteristics of the engine 

which ensure the high level of the quality of final development. 

The practical realization of the e\perimental program 

depends on a wide range of the control of the basic parameters 

and the possibility of providing repeated switch-ons of the 

engine. In all the remaining cases when it is not possible to 

test the engine repeatedly, it is necessary to test a large 

quantity of regular articles, which increases the total periods 

of final development and material expenditures. 

The zones of the incapac¬ 

ity for work of the engine 

noted in Pig. 4.9 are charac¬ 

terized by the increased 

intensity of the failures. 

One should understand thi;' so 

that the probability of failure- 

free operation on the boundary 

of this zone is low but always 

equal to zero. Most frequently 

it is determined by the failure 

type the probabilities of the appearance of which in tills case 

arc designated by q and qr. 
A ^ 

Figure 4.9. Qualitative pattern 
of the distribution of boundaries 
of the efficiency of the ZhRD. 
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With distance into the depth of the zone, the failure 

protacility increases. In sunjaatian, it is rirtuAlly poss’Mr 

to define the boundaries equal to the failure probability: 

< <h and Ç;'< q”. 

As a whole this representation of the zone of incapacity 

for work reminds one of the geodetic image of intersected 

terrain and can be described mathematically as the surface of 

response. Similar boundaries of equal probability exist in the 

field between the working "square" and the designated zone. But 

only in this case is the failure probability lower than that 

permissible and as a whole satisfies the assigned requirements 

with respect to reliability. However, the region of the efficiency, 

as a rule, is determined by the limited quantity of the tests; 

therefore, in axl cases it is expedient in its determination to 

Introduce confidence limits and not to be satisfied by random 

results. 

With the experimental final development the empirical 

search for the boundaries of the efficiency is very complex in a 

technical respect and causes the mass of the difficulties, which, 

first of all, entail the individual adjustment of the engine to 

the basic parameters under the boundary conditions, which some¬ 

times it requires special assembly, the selection of assemblies 

with maximum characteristics, and so on. Therefore, the use here 

of mathematical methods, which make it possible to formalize the 

process in the form of the surface of the response, deserves 

the most serious attention. By means of them, according to the 

small number of tests, it is possible to determine the mathematical 

model of the investigated process and the limits of equal failure 

probability and finally carry out the forecasting of the expected 

results. 
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CHAPTER V 

APPLIED METHODS OF RELIABILITY THEORY IN 
SYSTEMS OF ONE-TIME USE 

§ 1. BASIC CRITERIA AND STATISTICAL MODELS OF 
RELIABILITY 

The brief presentation of the applied methods of the reliabil¬ 

ity theory in systems of one-time use requires the refinement of 

some positions for the statement of the problem and determination 

of the basic indices. This is necessary for using the fundamental 

theorems and laws in the planning of tests, the processing of results 

and the evaluation of the technical state of the articles in 

different stages of development. 

Let us agree to understand by systems and elements of one-time 

use as the unrestorable systems and their elements in the form of 

units, assemblies and articles of a different form of technical 

equipment, including rocket and space technology. Unlike them, the 

systems of repeated use are restor&ble since they allow the repair 

and replacement of malfunctioned subassemblies, units, and so on. 

Thus, for instance, the electropneimatic valve (E?K) [3DH] is a 

typical element of repeated action. At the same time it can be 

applied in systems of one-time use of the rocket type. The nature 

of the operation of the EPK is retained independently of the object 

of the use, but the principle of its operation for each of th'se 

systems is completely different. 1f at thermo-electric power station 

the EKP is the restorable element of the system, then on rock ts 
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it is impossible to carry this out in the process of the use (this 

is admisjible with storage in arsenals, on training articles). The 

same refers also to elements of single action of the type of burst 

diaphragms. Incidentally it should be noted that their use on 

systems of repeated use is very limited. 

The reliability as a complex characteristic determines the 

property of the article to remain operable under the assigned 

conditions. In this case the quantitative measure of reliability 

should be understood as the probability of failure-free operation 

throughout the period of functioning under the assigned operating 

conditions with any possible combinations of external and internal 

factors. 

The estimate of reliability is characterized, first of all, by 

the determination of the probability of the onset of the event of 

interest to us. 

Checking of reliability is the checking of the accomplishing 

of requirements with respect to reliability on the part of the 

customer on the basis of confirmed methods of quantitative indices. 

The provision for reliability is the realization of the plan 

on the basis of plans for the conducting of experimental works, 

procedures for final development, various kinds of programs and 

other documents, which facilitate the execution during the estab¬ 

lished periods of the technical assignment for the system as a whole. 

Let us assume that with tests of a large number of articles 

under some fixed conditions the failures were revealed. In the 

reliability theory this phenomenon is characterized as the flow of 

failures. The latter are subordinated to definite laws which 

depend on the design and technological features of the article, the 

physical properties of the processes, and also the operating modes 

or test conditions. These laws, expressed by mathematical symbols, 

are conventionally designated as models of failures. In the 
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For the hypergeometrlc distribution the binomial is a special 

case. 

Taking into account that a large quantity of investigations 

[21, 76] is devoted to this question, we will be limited to that 

which was given above. The possibility of the practical use to 

evaluate the reliability of the qualitative models will be examined 

in the following paragraph. A common shortcoming in these distribu¬ 

tions is the following. They do not consider the physical features 

of the investigated processes, the time and forms of the accrued 

operating time, reasons for failures, but only very fact of their 

manifestation. Therefore, in the examination of results of the 

tests much valuable information about the behavior of the physical 

parameters is lost. Coirespondingly, for the confirmation of 

acceptable levels of reliability the extremely large volume of 

statistical data is always required. 

However, with the aid of qualitative models the specific 

problems, whose solution by other methods is not always possible, 

can be solved. For example, if articles of mass or large-scale 

production must undergo the destructive forms of checking, then to 

evaluate the quality of commodity production qualitative models 

can be used. 

Such methods have an extensive application [63, 88]. If the 

production is small-scale or even unit, then to evaluate the 

quality and reliability of these articles it is necessary to search 

for already other, possibly, physical methods. 

§ 2. ANALYSIS OF THE RELIABILITY OF ESTIMATES 
IN' THE QUANTITATIVE EXAMINATION OF RELIABILITY 

The determination of quantitative indices is the result of 

the processing of the accumulated -nformation. The calculation is 

precedei by the collection, system tization and classificati n of 
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reliability theory and mathematical statistics, they are known as 

the distribution laws.

The quantitative reliability indices can be obtalne'd only on 

the basis of the knowledge of dstributiori laws of failures. The 
latter are established by the pr'ocesslng of statistical data. If 
one speaks about the quantitative reliability indices of elements 
and systems and not about for wiilch conditions they are suitable, 

then these conditions are Implied. If the test conditions are not 
determined, the quantitative reliability indices have no practical 
meaning. They are valid only for that for.m of information and those 
conditions under which they are obtained. An exception should be 
considered the "accelerated” or "weighted" types of tests, about 

which we were speaking a' ove.

The forecasting of rellaDllity on the basis of statistical 
estimates can be conducted in the direction of their refinement as 
a result of a change in the volume of information but not its form 
or test conditions. More accurately, if according to tests of a 

certain sampling or totality of the articles the estimate of 
rellabili'^y P is ot then with a definite i-ellability it is
possible to confirm tnaC on the average it will be preserved for 
future tests of the regular articles carried out under tne same 
conditions. But if the conditions were changed, or they are not 
stable, then it is not necessary to speak about correctness of the 

prediction.

^Nevertheless, there is a vast class of system' and elements 

whose efficiency is provided within the sufficiently wide limits of 
a change in the environmental factors, l.e., the oscillation in the 
known boundaries of the test conditions will not attract a consid

erable change in the reliability indices. In rd.e specific case 
this conclusion lequlreo experimental confIrmaticn. If this is so, 

tnen the appropi-iate concluoion is made about tne insensitivity of 
the articles to a change in test conditions, and their reliability
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can be estimated according to the entire totality of statistical 

data. 

» 

* -., 

As the basic criterion used for estimating the reliability of 

the mechanical systems of one-time use, one should consider „he 

probability of failure-free operation 

Jt 

I * 

.t 
where f(x) is the density of distribution of parameter x or the 

failure rate. 

Unlike the two named criteria P(x) and f(x), the failure rate 

>(x) has a very limited use for the stationary flows of failures 

in which 

A(x) »const. 

The failure rate is the characteristic of reliability and 

quantitatively is equal to the ratio of distribution density f(x) 

to the probability of failure-free operation P(x): 

X(x) m 
PW 

In any case the probability of failure-free operation -an be 

defined as the function of the failure rate: 

P (x) -= exp (5.1) 

From equation (5.1) it is ea;y to obtain the expression for 

the special case when X(x)=const: 

P (x) = ex i (— X x). 
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Correspondingly, for the distribution density 

/(jc) = X • exp(—Xjc). 

This special case is the exponential law for the stationary flows 

of failures. 

If the flow is characterized by condition X(x)^const and has 

a density of distribution of the form 

then it follows the normal distribution, in this case Xq and c are 

distribution parameters (x0 - mathematical expectation; a - rms 

deviation). The random variable x changes wltnin limits of 

— CO < X < + OO- 

The probability of failure-free operation will be equal to 

PW=Fo(Afi). 

where Fo is the Laplace function. 

If value x characterizes the time of normal functioning or 

another parameter of accrued operating time, then, naturally, the 

lower limit of its change is li „ed to zero: 

0 < x < + cn> 

Taking this into account the law itself is somewhat modified, 

which in this cáse one should consider truncated by magnitude of 

the coefficient 
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Then the expression for P(x) will take the form 

P(*) = 

Hf) 

The accuracy of such estimates, as will be shown below, to a 

great degree depends on the volume of the tests. In such a case, 

when they are small, the Student distribution can be use''’ [76]. 

The parameters of this distribution agree well with the normal with 

the quantity of tests being more than thirty (R>30). The character¬ 

istics (Xq-x/o) and (x-j/o) are the quantiles of normal distribution. 

For tnen there are Tables [76] which make it possible to estimate 

operational by the probability of failure-free operation. 

Thus we examined very briefly two forms of distributions - 

exoonential and truncated normal. Their empirical investigaixor. 

prompted an additional two very important properties: the exponen¬ 

tial law describes only the sudden and the truncated normal tne 

gradual failures. 

However, in practice in the majority of the cases witl: tests 

of elements and systems of one sampling, both types of failures 

together are encountered, but the parts of their manifestât.Ion are 

different. Then the solution is accepted as the following. The 

test results are strictly demarcate! and classified according to 

types of failures, and are estimated separately the characteristics 

of reliability in relation to the sadden ?(x) and gradual P(x 

failures. The total probability of the failure-free operatic., is 

equal to the product: 
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PW = PW..P(x)„e, 

and portions of their manifestation c1 and e, in total arc equal to 

unity. But if the distributions of failures and portions of their 

manifestation and are known, then to evaluate the probability 

of the failure-free operation the superpositions of two laws can be 

used, and in this case the condition 

+£**=■ 1. 
is observed. In our case 

P(*) = c, cxp(-Xjr) + c, 

However, for the practice of the final development of elements of the 

complex technical systems, portions of the distribution of failures 

are previously unknown. Therefore the use of this form of the 

superposition of laws not always is represented possible. 

Prom the viewpoint of the empirical investigation of the 

distribution of failures, for a number of the mechanical systems 

the law of Weibull deserves serious attention [37]: 

The feature of this distribution lies in the fact that it is the 

generalizing feature for such distributions as the exponential 

(with S*1.C) Rayleigh (with ß*»2.0) and the truncated normal 

(approximately). 

Figure 5.1 gives the family of curves of the probability 

distribution of the operation without breakdown for the Weibull law 

at different values of the ß index. From the curves it is evident 
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Figure 5.1. Probability 
distribution of operation 
without breakdown for the 
Weibull law. 

that with an increase in the parameter ß, and namely when ß*1.5, 

the sign of the curvature is changed. 

At values 6=3.25 and above the Weibull distribution has a 

sufficiently good convergence with the truncated normal distribution 

law. The degree of this convergence increases in proportion to an 

Increase in 6. Quantitatively an increase in index 6 for th*3 

truncated normal distribution denotes a decrease in the coefficient 

of variation. 

If one takes into account that the exponential law describes 

sufficiently well the sudden, and the truncated normal the gradual 

failures, then it becomes obvious that the distribution index 

characterises a change in the failure type. As the investigations 

show, the Weibull distribution at 'alues of ßSl.O describes the 

sudden and at 6-3.25 only the gradual failures. If this is so, 

.hen with a change in the index 6 in the interval of 1.0 to 3.25 

the Weibull distribution can descr.be the different combinations 

of each failure, i.e., sudden and gradual. The portion of some 

and others depends on the value of the index 3: the nearer to 

unity, the higher the portion of random failures, and, on the con¬ 

trary, with an increase in it the portion of sudden failures ^s 

decreased, and that of gradual fai-ures is increased. The portion 

of gradual failures predominates at values of 6>1.5. This me ms 
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t îât the Weibull distribution in a number of cases can replace the 

superpositions of two laws - the truncated normal and exponential. 

Therefore, the need for the division of failures in the processing 

of experimental data into sudden and gradual is eliminated, and, 

consequently, the possibility of the errors connected with the 

acceptance of the subjective solutions in the classification of 

the failures is eliminated. 

The considered distribution laws describe the different flows 

of failures for the fixed test conditions. They are valid for 

determining the physical processing. But, strictly speaking, for 

mechanical systems and their elements the operating modes are 

changed in time. For the majority of the mechanical systems and 

their elements there are modes of switch-on, which are steady-state, 

or sustainer modes in accordance with the predetermined program of 

tests and finally modes of switch-off. For any system it is 

possible to determine the transient and fixed operating modes, 

b.r, in a number of cases, in accordance with these modes, the 

physical processes themselves are changed. As an example it suffices 

to Indicate the operation of the combustion chamber of the ZhRD 

[WPA - liquid-propellant rocket engine] or at least such a simple 

element of the pneudraulic system as the EPK. 

The latter in the mode "Normally closed" accomplishes functions 

of the closing element. In the "Switch-on" mode it passes a definite 

gas consumption. In both cases the physical processes are different 

and different structural elements of the EPK, in this case as 

systems operate. 

For a combustion chamber the processes of starting and 

operation under sustained conditions in no way correspond to one 

-nother In relation to the carburetion, fuel combustion, and 

dynamic and thermal loads. In virtue of this, the failures 

characteristic to these modes must be different. Therefore, they 

cannot be described by any one of the distributions examined above, 
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eliminating the superpositions of several laws. As a whole this 

Is confirmed by the analysis and processing of statistical data. 

The theoretical distribution for flows of failures, obtained by 

the processing of a large number of tests, in similar cases has a 

bend. 

On Pig. 5.2 the latter corresponds to the moment of time a. 

As can be -een from the figure, line 1' corresponds to the exponen¬ 

tial law (X*const) and curve 2* - to the period of manifestation of 

* ne abrasion failures described by the truncated normal law 

^A/const). Curves 1 and 2, in Judging from the nature of their 

change, in all probability, correspond to the two Weibull distribu¬ 

ions, when 3^1.0 32>1.0, or to the Weibull distribution when 3<1.0 

and the truncated normal law. The given dependences can be respec¬ 

tively described mathematically by the superposition of two laws or 

more precisely by the product of the conditional probabilities: 

for 1'-2' 

P (0 = |exp (- X /,)] Fo ) ; 

for 1-2 

P (0 == exp 

wnere t^ has limits of a change in parameter t from zero to the 

moment of time a t2 is ch .nged within limits of the 

moment of time a to infinity (o</a<oo); 0,; ß? and ^ _ 

parameters of the Weibull distribution anu the mathematical 

expectations corresponding to periocs t1 and t^. 
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Figure 5.2. Super 
positions of two 
distribution laws 
for the failure 
rate. 

Both distributions are superpositions 

of the two laws. If one considers that 

the exponential and truncated normal 

distributions, with the appropriate values 

of the parameters, are sufficiently accurate¬ 

ly described by the Weibull distribution, 

then the superposition of the first 

distribution is virtually a special case 

of the second. The latter for a certain 

quantity of modes can be presented in a 

more general form: 

Pfo <x) —expi 

In summation, we obtained a new distribution for any quantity 

of superposition*' of the Weibull law. It can be applied for the 

study of the flew of failures of elements of complex systems which 

operate in several consecutive modes. 

For this distribution the probability density is equal to 

and the failure rate 

Thus the examined distribution is a multip&rametrlc law 

capable of describing on the plane of the combination virtually any 

flows of failures which characterize the different operating modes 
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of elements of complex systems. In this case to estimate the lower 

boundary of the total probability of failure-free operation in 

accordance with the central limit theorem, there can be used the 

expression of the form 

P (X/ ^ x)mlx — P (X/ < X) lt f 

where op,,,«,, is the total rms deviation of the estimate of composite 

probability determined by the formula 

2 cov 

7-):¾] are, respectively, the rms deviations where a and cov 

and the covariance of the instantaneous values of the distribution 

parameters and ßt, which characterize the separate operating 

modes and flows to failures characteristic to them. 

Further let us examine one of possible examples for the 

purpose of the practical use of the examined law. 

Let us assume that the system operates on three modes. The 

first system is continued from zero to 0.2 (0<jr,<0.2), the second 

"rom 0.2 to 2.0 (0.2<a-2s£2,0) and the 'bird from 2.0 to x (2.0^0). 

he interconnection of the mathemat cal expectation x0 with mean 

statistical value of x^ is determined in accordance with the 

expression 

Jccp=^Jc, • r 
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The characteristic x„ is taken as a scale factor, and in our case 
cp 

for all modes xcp=5.0. 

As follows from equation (5.2), parameters xQ and ß i^ve 

connected with each other. Even the insignificant change in 

parameter ß substantially affects the value of the mathematical 

expectation. Thus, for instance, if we accept that ß=2, then with 

xcp=5 the mathematical expectation x0*31.8, with ß=3 the mathemati¬ 

cal expectations is almost an order higher (x0=176), and with 

ß=»^, Xq-951*. This indicates that for the Weibuli distribution 

parameter ß is determining not only quantitatively but also 

qualitatively. Actually the value of parameter ß indicates the 

form of the flow of failures. 

Together with the examined models, in the theory of reliabil¬ 

ity and mathematical statistics other forms of distributions can 

be applied, but the field of their use is considerably narrower. 

The indicated distributions consider quantitative information in 

the form of operation time x. 

Nevertheless, there are statistical models which make it 

possible to consider the qualitative information. The most wide¬ 

spread in practice are the hypergeometric distribution, binomial 

law and Poisson’s law [21, 76]. 

Let us assume that there is a certain totality of articles N 

from which there are no flaws M. We want to estimate the quality 

of this totality from tests of the sampling R. Then the probability 

that with tests R of m articles there will be no flaws is determined 

in accordance with the hypergeometric distribution by the formula 

p ^_(JV-/?)l(Ar-Af)!/?lml_ 
*•* (At — m)l(R — m)l((X— M — /1 + m)l.VIml * 
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statistical data. The reliability of the obtained reliability 

Indices is determined by the accuracy of these data. 

The method of determination of the quantitative indices depends 

:'n the form of information, and the accuracy of the estimate 

-sically depends on the volume of statistical data. The estimate 

of the accuracy can be conducted by different methods, in particular, 

bv means of confidence limits or rms deviations. 

In specialized literature most frequently examined are 

questions of provision and checking of the reliability of elements 

f radio-electronics and electrotechnical equipment. This is 

explained by their mass nature and specific nature of design. The 

mass production of the elements makes it possible to accumula"- and 

process the vast information, on the basis of which the failure 

vpes, the laws of their distribution, characteristics of reliabil¬ 

ity, etc. are established quite accurately. The specific feature of 

vhe design includes the fact that the electronic systems, in their 

.ajority, consist of standard elements, the characteristics and 

conditions of the tests of which are previously known. According 

to the A-character!sties of these elements, for the assigned test 

conditions it is possible to estimate the reliability of the equip¬ 

ment even at such early stages of development as design. 

The applicability of these met lods in their majorit.' is based 

on the use of the exponential distr'bution law for which the 

lallure rate does not depend on the time of operation time (A=const). 

In all the remaining cases when the distribution of failures of 

*.ne elements differs from the expon ntial (A*;onsU, the use of the 

^-characteristics leads to serious errors. 

■ihe reliability of the system :* s determined largely by its 

parameters and test conditions. For any equipment they are stipula¬ 

ted in design, technological and operational technical documentations 
For electronic equipment the A-chara^eristics are obtained for the 

fixed conditions under which the systems operate. This is why their 

for estlrTiatlng the reliability of such systems is subst ist 1 ated 
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For nonelectric systems, in particular, mechanical, the 

specific nature of the design and production is different. The 

system consists, basically, not of standard elements, but of 

assemblies and subassemblies specially designed for this system. 

In a number of cases there are no analogs and prototypes. When 

thev uo exist, their operational characteristics can differ many 

times from those assigned in value, and the design and flow scheme 

differs by the degree of perfection. 

Let us examine the example: the ZhRD Is designed on the 

cryogenic oxidizer-oxygen of up to 1C00 t in thrust (0.9Ö*107 N) 

and the combustion chamber pressure of 300 kgf/cm2. It is required 

to estimate its reliability in the planning stage. The statement 

of the problem is substantiated, especially when several design 

concepts are designed and it is required to select most ideal 

according to considerations of reliability. However, in all 

probability it is impossible to expect soon the appearance of 

reliable methods for this estimate. Nevertheless, in published 

literature the X—characteristics of mechanical rocket systems and 

elements are sometimes given [16]. We will speak about them some¬ 

what later, and now let us examine the possibility of applying 

X-characteristics for the solution to our problem. 

Without going into technicalities, and only applying known 

mathematical procedures, it is possible to obtain X-characteristics 

for ZhRD elements according to the test results of analog systems. 

In connection with the solution to our problem, a number of known 

types of ZhRD which operate on liquid oxygen is related to them. 

The analysis and systematization of the static’' ico l data do 

not make it possible to find the engine-analogs close to the design¬ 

ed version according to the parameters and the design and 

technological solution. If we adhere to th* str ictural solutions 

of engine F-l, then the design of an engine with 1000 t of thrust 

(1.02*10" N) and pressure p =300 kgf/cnT in all probability 

cannot be realized at present. The reason for this, first of all, 

is the complexity of providing high-frequency stability of the 
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cotr.bustlon chamber, to say nothing of the faor that with suoli 
parameters It Is Inexpedient to develop the engine according to the 
scheme "llquld+llquld" due to the high losses of specific thrust 
nn the TNA [THA - turbopump unit]. The creation at present c; an 
.n.Ine 1000 t in thrust pressure p «3CC kgf/cm^ will require the 
d'veli.pment of the appropriate fields cf technology.

Therefore, the ZhRD consldereo In our example must largely 
differ from Its prototypes, first of all. In design relation ClOl, 
1C2].

The analog systems also are distinguished one from another 
r: t only In power engineering, design and technological ch.arnjter- 
•:tlC3, but also In the kind of fuel. This places In doubt an 
attempt to generalize the test results of the ZhRD of the different 
period of developments and different ultimate purpose.

An attempt at the calculation of the design reliability of the
7.-,uC aacardlng tn X-characteristlct. 1. is ao ‘•.he fact that U r 
attained quantitative indices for the different design versions of 
ahe engines of 68C to 1000 t In thrust (0.67*10^-0.98*10^ N) In 
P”actlce do not differ from each other (a thi-uat of 68o tons 
cc'*responds to tne engine-analog F-1). This paradox is expla-^ned 

the fact that tiie X-ciiaracterls* ics do not consider the design 
and technological features of the t romislng schemes. But slt.ee 
Information about their efficiency In the early stages of the 
.laa is absent, then quantitative! the reliability cannot be 
determined. Therefore, the calculations of reliability based on 
i-ciiaracterlst Ic."? of previous dev^* -pments be rellablt .

Tnat stated above Is not foun*. In contradiction with the known 
works with respect to reliability. A? an exa: pie It Is possible 
to give the following affirmation (37j: usually only wltn
electronic and electromechanical eculpment Is It possible to 
gather sufficient Information and obtain f-om it -.he substan ited 
analytical dependences .... Rqulpn^r.t elements o^ the nor.el- tronlc
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type for the most part are developed specially i ur the apeoll'lc 
system with Its functional scheme and technical specifications. 
Specifically, these are turbines, combustion chambers, gas genera

tors and other elements of the ZhRD .... In these and similar 

examples the information about failures of elements is usually 
very xlmited and is related only to this specific system. 
Ccr.stsaently, it cannot be applied to other systems of this type."

This is entirely related to the X-charac-eristics of mechanical 
systems. If such characteristics are given, then they are suitable 
for the calculation of the reliability of only those systems 
according to test results of which are obtained when the distribu

tion law of failures is exponential, l.e., X = ';cr.st.

If the discussion is about the reliability cf the reliability 
indices, based on the qualitative forms of information, then it 
largely depends not only on volume and quality cf the initial data, 
but also on the objectivity of the experts who generate the 
statistical estimates. The fact is that the reliability of 
reliability indices in this case is based on methods of the 
classification of results of tests which, as a rule, are reduced 
to the simplest division of tests into examined and unexamined 
with the subsequent division of exaunlned tes's into successful and 
failure. However, as practice shows, the approach to the evaluation 
of test results for different groups of specialists in a number of 
cases can be different. This is most easily shown in following 
exaimples.

Let us assume that it is required to estimate, the probability 
of the faultless operation of an automatic machine tool, which makes 
retainer screws of one standard dimension. To do this, a suf

ficiently large sar:pie of the articles (nj.e : vt.-'u!; 1' taken, 
and by means of continuous checking their quaMty is checked. If 
ti e normal production process is examined, then all the articles 
are considered to be examined. The articles which do not satisfy
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the technical specifications are classified as "failures." In this 
case the uniqueness of the solution is provided by the method of 

checking.

Another matter is when the test results of complex systei..?

*'e analyzed. For example, on the test stand N engines are tested, 
■le visual Inspection and subsequent flaw detection showed that in 
a number of cases there was observf-d the erosion of walls of rhe 
combustion chamber or small burnouts of the nozzle ("streaks").
The noted defects did not lead to a change in the specifIcatio.ns of 
the article. If this happened in flight, the final goal would be 
''>;lfllled, and the defects remained unnoticed. How does one classify 

’^■ese cases: as defects or failures? The opinions here can .e

r.tradlctory: some of the researc.ier. confir::. that tnese ar^
icfects which did not lead to any noticeable consequences; others 
consider that these are failures, since they are connected with the 
disturbance of the completeness of iTiaterlal pai’t.

n a nupiC'^r cf easeo by ne n.'; r. t c No.inioal sped f lo tlors 
r.o records such defects will be rei’enea to failures, altaou.-.n 

‘hese solutions are to a greater degree, more Juridicial tnan 
technical.

'^here are many similar example ■ and ty no means always are 
cney connected with the distrubance cf the coir.pletenes.s of th. 
material part. But it is clear tha for complex systems the 
i'verdty of the defects ana failures is such that virtually they 
cannot be specified entirely by the corresponding procedures.
Tr.is can lead to tne acceptu.uce of ubjectlv? (.u t ven volltloi al 
solutions.

•a: the same tine less Impcrtar is tne ou- stlon conct rning 
the evaluation of the Impressive.nes of the Initial unformatlon 
for the eliml.natlon cf failures aft-r tne manufactured modifica

tions. If they are .successful, the; the previously recorded



failures from the (.-»neral totality of examir.ea t r:ts can he 

excluded, for example, wren the form and ccuse of the failure are 

unambiguously established and the physical methods of checking 

confirm the effectiveness of the adopted deslr-; modlflcatlo: . But 
In a number of caaes the reason for the fallui-e can be explained 

by a vliole number of hypotheses, according-, each of which the 

corresponding modifications are carried out. As a whole for check

ing their effectiveness, a large volume of tests will be required.

If the checking of the efotlveness -1 che r;od^flcations Is 
conducted only by the processing of the qualitative Information, 

the volume of check tests Is Increased. Therefore, In practice 

widely a study of the physical processes for- ih- p> rr. so of an 

explanation of the physical causes for failur-e ls ccnducted. In 

this case the quantity of check tests Is sharply decreased.

In summation, it can be concluded that the use fcr the 

r'^ilablllty evaluation quailLitive forn.s of 1*.formation requires, 
first of all, the entire sutst: ntla’-ed approach to the 

methods of generailzation and classification of results of the 

tests and the knowledge of the physical causes of failures 

according to which the modifications are produced. The indispensable 

section of any procedure • must ne the clear : ..es of tii.' clasoiflca- 

tioii of test result'- for the evaluation ot tr.eir impressiveness: 
examined and unexarair.ed successful and failure.

With the sur.jratlon of the Initial stat;leal data or the 
generalization of qua>'.titau'reMatllity ’ • Uces for different 

test programs, it la ne-'-^ssary to focus serloar attention on the 

conditions under which they are obtained. As a rule, it Is impos

sible to acr.ie\- the ull Identity <r repPe^ice Lbl i 1 ty of the 

conditions of full-s'ai.e tests in -he prore- * iev^l'pment.

Moreo'^'r, the n'r-cc't rnd progi-ams of the terts thomsf ives are 

dlfiorent. Therefore, li practice frequently used Is the procedure 
for the supplement of statistical data, which assumes the usual 
sunr.atiori of a -:eri’a1n quantity of successful ♦•‘-‘str v^ th the regular



If the first were carried out In knowingly more severe conditions. 

The successful tests of the articles In the weighted system are 

considered as examined and are equated to the regular, and failures 

from further examination are eliminated. 

The processing of statistical data In the process of experimen¬ 

tal final development should be conducted virtually continuously 

in proportion to their admission. 

The reliability indices cannot be more precise than the infor¬ 

mation on the basis of which they are obtained [37]. Consequently, 

they cannot communicate or predetermine more greatly than the test 

results themselves. 

The primary information is most reliable, although it contains 

measuring errors; the results of its processing are supplemented 

by errors in the systematic plan, and the conclusions made include 

even elements of a subjective approach to the evaluation of the 

..ctained data. 

§ 3. DETERMINATION OP RELIABILITY 
BASIS OF QUALITATIVE INFORMATION. 
THE PROCESSING OF STATISTICAL DATA 

INDICES ON THE 
METHODS OF 

Let us examine some methods based on Information processing 

Classified according to qualitative characteristic "yes-no" or 

"success-failure." The methods do not consider the physical 

features of the failures and the mture and periods of their 

manifestation. 

For this form of Information -he distribution function Id 

iiscrete. Therefore, methods of the evaluation of reliabili y 

based on this type of information, subsequently will also be called 

discrete. Serving as the initial nformation for the calculation 

is a quantity of conducted observa ions (or tests) and a number of 

successes (or failures). Discrete methods virtually in equa 
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measure can be used to evaluate the reliability of the simplest 

elements and most complex systems.

Subsequently, let us pass to the examination of the mathemati

cal methods cf the evaluation of reliability, considering that the 

number of successful tests and quantity of failures are known 

r.iii - y to us. The difference between the total number of the 

tests and the quantity of successful results is equal to the 

number of failures.

Prom the probability theory it is known that the ratio of a 

certain quantity of successful tests m to the total number of 
tests N, carried out under specific conditions, can be characteri

zed by a certain probability of failure-free operation P. For a 

small number of tests this ratio will be tlie random variable which 

can be changed within very wide limits:

0<P<1.

In this case the characteristic **“77 is the point evaluation of

reliability in the form of the mean statistical probability of 

failure-free operation. Ir the probability theory this ratio 

(m/N) is more frequently called the frequency or frequency of the 

event.

With respect to the true value of probability of failure-free 

operation P, the characteristic P will be the -inbiased estimate of 

reliability.

The characcerlsnlc F is equal to the mathematical expectation 

cf probability with a large number of tests. With the limited 

vcli’me of productlcr the difference should be cen-i’er.'s as the 

error iP—P) of the probability evaluation of failure-free operation 

with the assigned confidence coefficient o:

« - Bep 1(P - «) < P < (P + *)K



From this expression it follows that when evaluating the 

reliability the true value of probability is located in the certain 

confidence interval for which (P—e) characterizes the lower and 

(P + e) the upper limits. 

The distributions of statistical probabilities can be 

Jifferent. But in practice more frequently than others the binomial 

anl normal distribution laws are used. According to binomial 

distribution the upper and lower confidence limits of the probabil¬ 

ity of failure-free operation are determined respectively from 

equations [13]: 

(5.2) 

The common sense of the interval estimation entails the fact 

“hat with the limited number of tests the unknown value of 

probability P is located within the certain interval whose 

boundaries are the lower and upper confidence limits of the 

probability of failure-free operation Ph.» and P»cpx, respective . y . 

On Fig. 5.3 for the frequencies "Pi and P* the confidence 

Intervals are shown in the form of shaded areas whose limits 

asymptotically approach the values P and P2 with an infinitely 

arge number of tests N. The quantitative value of levels of 

'nits Pi,«* and Ph,pt>as can be seen from equations (5.2), depends 

-ut only on the frequency P and the volume of the tests N, but also 

n the confidence coefficient a. 

Figure 5.3. Confidence 
intervals of probabil¬ 
ities of failure-free 
operation P and F 
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If with the same numoer of tests the confidence coefficient 

a for any reason descends, the confidence interval correspondingly 

becomes narrow and vice versa. With reliable tests, independently 

of the N number, the upper limit of the confidence interval is 

always equal to unity. 

In practice to estimate the reliability, it sometimes proven 

to be sufficient to use only one lower limit of the confidence 

interval. In this case the estimate with the aid of the upper limit 

is omitted. 

This means that we are satisfied with the estimate during which 

the unknown value of probability P is not lower than the lower 

confidence limit P hum* 

Thus, the concept of unilateral estimate Is Introduced by 

means of the lower confidence limit with the appropriate unilateral 

confidence coefficient a-^. 

The interconnection of the bilateral a and unilateral 

confidence coefficients is established by the relation [13] 

a=2ai—1. 

Figure 5.^ gives graphic dependences for the binomial 

distribution which establish the interconnection of the unilateral 

lower confidence limit of the probability of failure-free operation 

with the number of tests N and quantity of failures mQ when 

0^=0.90 and 0.95. These dependences are very convenient for 

practical use. Calculations show that at values of P.V and(l—P)/V, 

larger than four, for statistical estimates ot tue probability of 

failure-free operation the normal distribution can ue used with a 

sufficient degree of accuracy [13]- In this case the confidence 

limits of probability P are determined on the basis of expression 

[133: 
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(5.3) 
P=- 

where ta is the coefficient which characterizes the scattering of 

the parameters of the normal distribution at the assigned confidenc 

coefficient. 

P_01 ti f ñ ¡ fíL /1( fíC 11 /la ntt aa ...» .a. 

it io X so iosoío M'w m www» 

Figure 5.1*. Dependence of the unilateral lower 
confidence limit of the probability of failure- 
free operation (binomial distribution) Plllli(i on 
the number of tests N and quantity of failures 
mQ with a1*0.90 (dashed line) and <^=0.95 (solid 

The solution to equations (5.3) with a plus sign give:; an 

estimate for the upper limit and with a sinus sign - for the lower 

la.mit. Similar solutions can be obtained also by means of the 

hypergeometric distribution and Poisson’s law. 

Let as examine now some features of discrete estimates which 

are encountered in practice. For this we will again turn to 

Fig. 5.3. 

If in the process of the tests frequency P remains stable, the 

estimates of probability P vary monttonically in accordance with 
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the confidence limits within the limits of one shaded zone. Put 

if in the process of the tests the frequency P is unstable, the 

probability estimates vary not monotonically but discretely, since 

the estimates of probability of this zone convert into the ether. 

Thus, "or instance, after finishing the first series of tests 1^, 

we will obtain the statistical probability of survival f\ by 

which the reliability estimate P is located in the interval of 1-1 

(see Pig. 5.3). Then the tests continued and wit. their total 

number N2 the quantity of failures was increased. As a whole this 

led to a deterioration in the test results, in connection with 

which the frequency F1 was lowered \.o the level P¿(P1<P2). 

Correspondingly on the same level a the estimate of reliability P 

was moved into interval 2-2. 

Quantitatively let us show this in an example. When 1^=10 

and P.-l.O (m0*0) the lower limit of the probability of failure- 

free operation with a^O.90 composed Pnnw^O.eo. The obtained 

estimate makes it possible to confirm that with this outcome of 

tests the determined level of reliability with 0.=0.90 is not below 

80$. But let us assure that after this an additional two tests 

were conducted, and the failures were obtained, i.e., m.=2, N2=12 

and P=0.83. These results cc-^espond to the level P.l,.». = 6r,$ when 

0^=0.50. Thus our prediction about the fact that the reliability 

of the tested articles is not below Z0% was not confirmed, since 
P"h*=62$. Strictly speaking, the prediction will be accurate under 

the supplementary condition that the frequency F in the process of 

the tests is not changed. As follows from the experimeno of the 

conduct of the experimental works, with any number of tests there 

cannot be such guarantee for the future. 

Consequently, with the small number of rests such predictions 

of reliability are barely reliable, but with an Increase in the 

number of tests the experimental frequency becomes ever stabler. 

For articles with a high degree of reliability at values of 
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jV**100 the frequency P, as a rule, varies within limits of several 

percentages. This means that by these methods the relatively 

reliable estimates of reliability can be obtained only with a very 

large number of tests. Thus, for instance, if it is necessary to 

confirm the level of reliability of 0.99 with ot»0.95, not less than 

298 reliable tests will be required (see Fig. 5.^). In the 

presence of one failure the quantity of the tests is increased by 

more than ^50 and so on. 

For the confirmation of the level of reliability 0.995 when 

ot*0.95 the quantity of reliable tests is already equal to 598. 

The given examples show how unreal the use of discrete methods 

are for estimating the operation of the highly reliable, expensive 

articles manufactured in small batches. This immediately raises 

the question concerning the urgency of the development of quantita¬ 

tive methods of determination by which the physical features of 

processes, the entire course of a change in the fundamental 

characteristics of the article, and not the single fact of the onset 

of failures. 

§ ¿4. DETERMINATION OF RELIABILITY INDICES ON 
THE BASIS'OF QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION. METHODS 
OF THE PROCESSING OF STATISTICAL DATA 

The quantitative information about the reliability of the 

systems and their elements is the result of planned tests in all 

stages of design final development and the test result in the 

process of production and operation. Used as initial data, as a 

rule, are the different forms of accrued operating times up to 

failure for the time of operation without breakdown during tests 

for service life, the quantity of cycles, and so on. 

After a careful analysis and ;he classification of statistical 

data, the totality of the articles tested according to the same 

program can be separated. It is more rational if such tests are 

planned in the process of the final development. 
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A certain totality of articles characterized by the accrued 

operating time, measured by characteristic x is examined. 

Then all the possible results can be subdivided into three 

groups . 

All the tested articles of certain sampling R have an 

accrued operating time up to failure which corresponds to a series 

of experimental values x2, x3, ..., Xl , ..., .Vr. This 

sampling, in accordance with the obtained results, is considered 

complete. 

2. With tests according to one program, part of the sampling 

r is brought to failure. The remaining part (R-r) has an accrued 

operating time not less than x&, but failures did not begin. 

Unlike the complete one, this accrued operating time is considered 

truncated. According to the program for reliable tests, the 

accrued operating time x& must exceed the accrued operating time 

of the articles r by failure. For the procedure of the processing 

of test results, this condition in principle is not necessary. 

However, a rational program must be constructed in the following 

way. Tests of the entire sampling R are planned up to the accrued 

operating time xa, and failures of separate articles can begin 

earlier (x^x,,). In the sum cf such articles there must be r. After 

the achievement of accrued operating time x further tests are 
3. 

ceased. 

However, in a number of cases the tests can be continued. 

Then this is equivaJer.t to an increase in accrued operating time 

x& up to a certain value of xA. 

3. With the article test of sampling R according to the 

predetermined program up to the accrued opereta,* t Jme 

ear. With this outcome, by decision 

the tests can be continued up to 
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accrued operating time xA. In a number of cases, if this value is 

not specified by special conditions, it can be accepted arbitrarily, 

for example, equal to x*>(1.5-2.0)xa. it is natural that the contin¬ 

uation of the program can lead to other results, identical complete 

or truncated samples. 

However, with tests of highly reliable articles with a long 

technical service life, the outcome can remain as before, i.e., the 

failures cannot begin. In this case, despite the general, as it 

were, favorable result, the failures or "wea places in the design 

will remain those which were not revealed. Consequently, such tests 

will not bear fully the proper information necessary in the stage 

of design final development. 

Practice showed that one should consider as rational the 

outcome which makes it possible to establish the forms of possible 

failures and reasons for their appearance which then should be 

removed in the process of modifications. The information about 

failures is a guarantee of the provision of h.gh levels of 

reliability. 

After the realization of the programs and classification of 

the test results, their pocessing is conducted. In evaluating the 

quantitative reliability indices one of the primary problems is 

the determination of the laws governing the distribution of failures 

by a checking of the conformity of the experimental and theoretical 

data. 

In such a case when the volume of information is sufficiently 

great (on the order of hundreds and more observations), the actual 

distribution law of failures on the basis of statistic studies «an 

be determined [13]. In this case the method of the Construction 

of histograms is most acceptable. 



In the processing of unique and expensive articles, the tests, 

as a rule, are conducted up to the total loss of the efficiency of 

the assemblies and units. If the tests according to one of the 

experimental programs are concluded with the breakdown of separate 

elements of the system, the latter undergo dismantling and flaw 

detection, and the assemblies and units, which maintained the 

efficiency, enter again into the next assembly for the preparation 

of the following program. Then the tests are continued until they 

are finished by failure or flaw detection. 

Thus the quantities of the tests and articles in the sampling 

do not always correspond to each other. Therefore, one should 

speak about the test as about the fact of the realization of the 

program and about the article - as about thp object undergoing an 

experimental check. Consequently, the volume of the tests 

cannot correspond to th« quantity of articles in the sampling. 

Therefore, when we speak about the establishment of the form of 

distribution, we must proceed from the information obtained from 

tests of a large number of articles. 

In the study of random processes the more accurate their laws 

are exhibited, the greater the volume of information. In this 

case the procedure for the processing of experimental data must 

eliminate the secondary phenomena barely inherent to the Investigated 

process which are characteristic for one limited aggregate of the 

articles. For this purpose in mathematical statistics the methods 

of equalization or smoothing of the statistical distribution by 

means of analytical dependences are widely applied. 

Thus with a large number of experiments the statistical data, 

for the purpose of generalization, can be subjected to the 

appropriate ranking, which arranges them in statistical aeries. 

Fcr this the entire range of measurement of the random variable x 

Is divided into 10-20 digits (the more uniform and more reliable 

the experimental data, the greater the number of digits). The 



values of digits can be Identical or different, and this Is explained 

by the features of the statistical series in each specific case. 

If the range of a change in the random variable x is presented 

graphically in the form of a linear axis, then the appropriate 

number of digits will fill the entire range equal to value (Jfmai— 

Correspondingly, each digit (x<+i—x() will be characterized by a 

definite quantity of observations of the random variable x. 

This makes it possible to establish for each digit its 

experimental frequency 

If now the values of the statistical series are transferred 

to a curve of form P(x), then a histogram will be obtained. In 

this case the value of the frequency P|<i+i)-/) determines the rank 

of the digit. As an example Fig. 5.5 shows the probability 

distribution of an operation without breakdown for a certain 

selection of the articles depending on the time of the tests. As 

is evident, the values of the digits are not equal to each other. 

For quite clear reasons the first and last digits (0-1) and (9-10) 

should not be divided into smaller ones , since a change in frequency 

P} in each of the ranges occurs very slowly. The midpoints of the 

digits are connected by a smooth curve, which in this case is the 

statistical distribution function. The more the volume of 

experimental data, the more accurate its form, and with this the 

portion is decreased and lost is the weight of the phenomena not 

inherent to the established law, i.e., the phenomena which were 

randomly revealed in this totality of statistical information. 

If sample volume is limited, one can speak not about the 

establishment of the form of the di itribution function, but about 

the checking of the conformity of the test results to one of the 

taken theoretical distributions. For example, if the quantity of 

the articles tested is equal to 10-.5, then used as the criteria of 

agreement are the criteria of Pearson x* and Kolmogorov [76]. 



Figure 5.5. Probability distribu¬ 
tion of operation without break- 
down for a certain sampling cf 
articles depending on time 
(histogram of tests). 

An important stage is the determination of distribution 

parameters according to experimental data. Very convenient in this 

respect is the graph-analytic method in which the function oí the 

taken theoretical distribution oy logarithmic operation is 

converted into a straight line. This method should be considered 

as approximate. Thus, for instance, for the Weibull distribution 

the function of probability of failure-free operation can be thus 

converted : 

z(x) = In {- In (P(a)]) ~ -In*. + Pin * ( 5. 'O 

In this case the frequency ? is a function of parameter x. 

Let us examine equation (S.**). It is easy to note that this is 

the equation of a straight line which intercepts from the *(*) axis 

the segment equal to-lnx0. For the purpose of the determination 

of parameters xp f.na ß from experimental data, the graphic 

dependence z(x) = /0n.t,) (Fig. 5.6) is constructed. Similar depend¬ 

ences can also be obtained for other distributions. For example, 

for the exponential law function z(x) takes the form of a straight 

line passing through the beginning of the coordinates: 

* (x)-= In P(jc) = 
x0 

or 
z(x) Xx. 
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In this case the X-eharacteristlc is equal 

to the tangent of the angle between the 

approximating straight line and x axis: 

y _ 
x 

However, not in all cases can the experi¬ 

mental distribution be sufficiently well 

described by any of the laws in the form 

of a straight line. 

On Fig. 5.7 approximated by the exponential law in the form of 
a -traight line 1 is only a group of experimental points, and the 
others conditionally lie on line 2. This is possible to explain 

oy the fact that the distribution shown, in all probability, Is the 

superposition of two exponential laws with failure rates of and 

But this does not eliminate the possibility of the use for 

checking the agreement of the experimental and theoretical data of 

distributions of other forms. 

The examined graph-analytic method 

of the determination of parameters of 

distributions is approximate and does not 

provide for an estimate of their accuracy. 

In principle the degree of the agree¬ 

ment of the experimental data with the 

approximating straight lino can he neter- 

mined by means of I'eurMon’ii t1 arid 

Kolmogoro -'s criteria [70]. 

More precise estimates of the parameters can be obtained by 

means of the function of plausibility L(x). This function 

characterizes the probability of the distribution of experimental 

lata and in a number of sources is tccepted as the sum of the 

densities and sometimes as the sum cf their logarithms. The partial 

Figure 5.7. Distribu¬ 
tion in the form of 
the superposition of 
two exponentia? laws. 

ZlX\ 

Figure 5.6. The 
determination of param¬ 
eters Xq and ß. 
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derivative of the function of plaualblllty, equated to zero, 

determines the maximum of the plaualblllty: 

-íüUa 
dx 

nrrxrrjr“*" ~ --- - ••• - 
used r°Perty °f the fUn0WOn °f ^^^mty is Widely 
sed in mathematical statistics. Therefore, for the convenience In 

of plaualblllty în th ^ the fUnct)“ 

of distribution.ln " 8 3Um °f ^ *»e densities 

Let us now examine a concrete example, if there are experlmen 

i: r;:/6:;::;''tho sampiing the -- 
Hv) = v 10/(^). 

1-1 

(case8?) V'Trl ^ ^ fallUre are alternated with reliable tests 
2). then the function of plausibility assumes the form 

L * ,U| + w - 0 In p (jr,). 

the 

the 

As one would expect, a 

distribution. Thus, for 

function of plausibility 

further solution depends on the form of 

instance, for the Weibull distribution 

can be represented 

for the complete sampling 

¿(*)“=/?(Inp- -Inx.Htf-ijVinjc,- 
/ST 

for the truncated sampling 
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Hx) = r(ln? — InJC,) f (ß 1) V in *•-L V _ /o ^ 

Further, depending on the test results, let us conduct the 

partial differentiation of the corresponding form of the function 

L(x) for the purpose of the determination of the values of param¬ 

eters Xq and ß: 

and-^0. 

Incidentally, let us note that it is convenient to produce the 

differentiation of function L(x) for the Weibull distribution not 

from parameter x^ but from its reciprocal value (1/Xq). 

As a result we will obtain the dependences which make it 

possible to determine the mean statistical estimates of the 

parameters of distribution: 

for trie complete sampling 

R 
I £ R 

jrf Inx, —2 
i-i 

(5.5) 
for the truncated sampling ~ xf I ‘ ’ AT’ 

These dependences, despite tl eir complexity, are easily solved 

by trial and error or by the graph-analytic method. 

The statistical estimates fox the trunent * 'l normal nn>l 

laws of one- or biparametric distributions can be similarly 

obtained. Since at first we were issigned the fc^rm of the distri¬ 

bution, then an indispensable cons quenee of such estimates ,ust be 



the checking of the agreement of theoretical and experimental data. 

The methods of checkings by means of the Pearson X* and Kolmogorov 

compatibility tests are well-known [71, 76]. 

if by means of one of the distributions the acceptable 

convergence with the experimental data is reached, then the esti¬ 

mate o' *"ie confidence limits of the probability of failure-free 

operation can be conducted. The probability in this case can be 

used to estimate quantitative reliability Indices. In practice, 

together with interval estimates, used as measures of accuracy is 

the standard deviation of probability o». 

For the complete selection of the tests, let us show one of 

the methods of the estimates for the probability of survival in 

an example of the Weibull distribution as one of a total in the 

reliability theory. This distribution is biparametric; therefore, 

for determining the rms deviation of probability op it is required 

to find not only the parameters of x^ and ß, but also the covari¬ 

ance cov|(—); pj and the rms deviation of the parameters (1/Xq) and 

ß, o(1/Xq) and oß respectively. 

For this purpose let us compose the dependences for the 

extreme values of function L(x), i.e., conditions for the maximum 

of plausibility : 

0 and = 
®p 

dL(x) 

d 

In accordance with expressions (5.5) let us produce the 

statistical estimases of parameters xQ and B and find the second 

derivatives : 
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Further let us form the matrices : 

If condition B—[A-1] is correct, then 

B 
del A 

«4 (- 

{j+ kix‘Wx') 
where the determinant A is equal to 

^A=(f+i I J'"' x)Rxl~ (I, ^10 x) 

Hence we obtain the dependences: 

cov 

1 
del A 

R*l 
del A 

.3=- 
delA ft 2 
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Further with the enlistment of the method of linearization of 

function P(x), which depends on several variables, it is possible 

to determine the rms deviation of the probability op: 

For articles with a reliability level of not below 0.95, with 

a sufficient degree of accuracy it is possible to use the following 

dependence for determining the lower limit of probability: 

P (*)..« = P(*)-<.ar 

In this case we used an expression for the normal distribution 

law. In principle a similar estimate of the lower limit of 

probability is approximate, since the Weibull distribution is 

replaced by the normal distribution. However, calculations show 

that this assumption is correct for articles with high reliability 

for which in this case a quantitative estimate of the reliability 

with the confirmation of the assigned levels is conducted. With 

the considered levels the index of distribution ß, as a rule, is 

sufficiently great (ß>3.25), and therefore both laws (the truncated 

normal and Weibull), as was shown above, agree sufficiently well 

with each other. 

The presented mathematical apparatus can seem to be sufficient¬ 

ly bulky for rough calculations. Approximate estimates for the 

high levels of reliability, when virtually only gradual failures 

occur, can be conducted by means of dependences for the normal 

truncated distribution. 
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If the reliability level supposedly is unknown to us oi’ random 

failures occur, quite good estimates can be obtained virtually 

always with the aid of the Weibull distribution. In this case 

it is expedient to program the calculated dependences for the ETsVM 

[3UBM - digital computer]. 

With reliable tests (case 3) the total operating time of the 

articles is characterized as 

In this case the failures did not begin, and therefore, not 

only their form, but also the nature of distribution was unknown. 

Only the accrued operating time and sample volume are virtually 

known. Therefore, in practice in similar cases in the determination 

of the quantitative reliability indices, the exponential law which 

does not give high estimates is usually used. 

Then the point value of the probability of failure-free 

operation can be determined on the basis of expression 

When evaluating the lower limit the mean statistical vaiue of 

the accrued operating time must be decreased by the appropriate 

coefficient. It depends only on confidence probability and 's 

quantitatively equal to In (1-a). 

Under this condition the lower limit of the probability of 

failure-free operation for the samoling with reliable tests is 

determined from the equation 

* In (1 — ■) 
(5.7) 
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With complete or truncated samples, when the flow of failures 

follows the exponential law, the mean statistical value of the 

accrued operating time is equal to the ratio of the total period 

of tests to the quantity of the revealed random failure'' ~ 

Then the point value of probability P(x) is equal to 

(5.8) 

Expression (5.8), es one would expect, characterizes the special 

case of the Weibull distribution at the value of the parameter 

Correspondingly, the estimate for the lower limit of 

probability P(x) is defined as 

where coefficient r, is the function of the number of failures m 
0 

and confidence probability a. The quantitative values of coefficient 

r2 are in Table [76]. 

The examined methods of the determination of the quantitative 

reliability Indices provide for the use of the initial information 

on results of finishing tests and reliability tests of elements and 

systems of repeated action. In the specific cases accepted as the 

parameters of accrued operating time can be the time of operation 

without breakdown, the quantity of cycles up to failure and other 

parameters which determine the flows of sudden and gradual failures 

under fixed test conditions. The indispensable conditions of such 

estimates are: the statistical independence of the sampling with 
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which the articles for the tests were not selected in a special 

way, and the strict fixation of the conditions of their conducting. 

The obtained reliability indices must be valid for conditions under 

which the initial information is obtained. 

§ 5. PROCESSING OF TEST RESULTS FOR ARTICLES 
OF SINGLE AND REPEATED ACTION IN THE CASE OF 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

Test results of articles of single and repeated action can 

follow normal distribution. In the first case this is connected 

with parameter distribution according to the "load-strength" 

scheme, and in the second - in the presence only of gradual fail¬ 

ures. In connection with the latter this means that the article 

in a design respect is developed, the sudden failures are absent, 

and the limit of the efficiency is determined by the wear, losses 

of strength as a result of fatigue effects and similar reasons. 

The failures of elements and systems of single action are character¬ 

ized by the absence of their function at a given moment of time. 

As one would expect, methods of the processing of test results 

for both types of articles differ somewhat; therefore, let us 

examine them in turn. 

i. Processing of test results of elements and systems of 

single action. The quantitative reliability indices for articles 

of s.’ngle action can be determined in the presence of the appro¬ 

priate information on the basis of a comparison of parameters which 

characterize the "load" on the stop element and its "strength." 

In this case for the mean statistical estimates of the probability 

of failure-free operation, in aiccrdance with the normal distribu¬ 

tion, the dependence (^.2) can be used. In this case the parameters 

*0**0 and o^, are the mean statistical estimates of mathematical 

expectations and rms deviations of the parameters of distribution. 

The values of interval estimations of probability P in each 

specific case depend on the volume of information and confidence 

level a with which the calculation is conducted. 
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The initial data are determined from tests of samplings R of 

similar articles under fixed conditions close to full-scale. 

With the test data the selections which determine the "load” 

(R^) and "strength" (R ) can be equal (R=R =R ) or R *R . In 

summation, after the completion of the program according to each 

of the controllable parameters which characterize the "load" and 

strength", a statistical series of test results can be comprised 

P»: /V A.: • • • P*r • • • Pu¿ 

Pm!' Pm!' Pm!' ' • • Pmp • • • f mft • (5.9) 

The pressure (or force) of loading and loss of strength can 

be attributed to the number of controllable parameters . The point 

values of the parameters of distribution for the "load" and 

"strength", respectively, are determined from the equations: 

~ Ru 2 P*t' °B =3 I 2 ^P* ~ P*jV‘ 
" y-l f»« —• 

Further we find the point value of the quantile of the normal 

distribution 

and its lower boundary, respectively, 

Up =Up —/« 
»H* • IT 

To evaluate the accuracy of the determination of the quantile 

by means of the rms deviation ov , we use the function of 

linearization. 
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Taking this into account, we obtain 

(5.10; 

In this case and « , are the rms deviations of the estimates 
» a 

of dispersions and «*. 

By solving equation (5.10), we obtain 

(5.11) 

Now there are all initial data for determining the lower limit of 

the probability of failure-free operation: 

PaHM Fo (Dp — /, . 

As can be seen from equation (5.11), the magnitude of 

deviation oo is greatly affected by the sample volumes R and R . 
n h 

The less they are, the more the error in the estimate of the 

accuracy of the probability of failure-free operation. 

Questions of the effect of the sample volume R on quantitative 

reliability indices will be examined below. 

2• Processing of test results of elements and systems of 

repeated action. In an analysis of test results of elements and 

systems of repeated action, the failures of which follow a normal 

distribution, one can speak only about the complete and truncated 



sambes. Reliable tests are not examined, since according to these 

test results the parameters of normal distribution, in particular, 

the rms time scatter of the onset of failures, cannot be established, 

For the complete sampling when the parameter of the mean time 

between failures for all articles R is known, the parameters of 

normal distribution xQ and o can be determined by the equations 

* 

2 
i-i 

Further, according to the known formula (4.1), let us estimate 

the point value of the probability of failure-free operation. 

In this case we use the truncated normal distribution. 

Correspopdingly, the point value of the quantile will be equal to 

ÍL —jr 

and its lower limit 

U«** = 0-/. 

where av is the rms deviation. 

Then for determining the dispersion (¾ , we will use the function 

of linearization. Taking this into account, we will obtain the 

expression 

, I â\3 f , , f àu \* . 

By solving it, it is possible to find the dependence 
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Thus all the Initial data for estimating the lower limit of 

probability of failure-free operation are obtained: 

P (*)..« 
ro(0-'.«u) 

F0 *u) 
(5.12) 

In equation (5.12) the coefficient of truncation is calculated 

from the lower limit of the quantile at the value of x 

equal to zero (x-0). In the case of the truncated sample the 

distribution parameters can be determined on the basis of the 

function of plausibility: 

íw“Í'"(t /(JV^) + (/?'r),n[l“Fo(iäTi:-)]- (5-13) 

The solution for the given case is given in work [76]; 

therefore, let us indicate only the working formulas for the 

system of equations according to which the calculation for the 

purpose of the determination of parameters xQ and o is conducted: 

(5.1*0 

where 
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Subsequently, to estimate the probability cf failure-free 

operation, relations (5.12) and (5.1*0 can be used. 

Prom an analysis of equations (5.13) and (5.1**), it follows 

thst '■■e accuracy of the estimates of parameters Xq and o to a 

great degree depends on the relationship R/r, i.e., on the degree 

of truncation of the complete selection. 

In each specific case, besides parameters r and R, the accuracy 

depends also on values x0, x& and a. Nevertheless, in the solution 

of a series of practical problems it is established that the 

acceptable accuracy of the estimates can be obtained with the 

quantity of articles r>0.5 R. 

As a result of the processing of statistical data from tests, 

of articles which belong to one general population, a quantitative 

estimate of reliability is obtained. If the sampling of R is 

limited, then the corresponding indices make it possible to Judge, 

basically, about the degree of the design perfección of the articles 

and only to a small degree about the quality of their production. 

To estimate the quality of the production processes, the informa¬ 

tion on tests of a large quantity of articles is required. 

After the completion of a definite experimental program the 

considered estimate of reliability, as a rule, is not final, 

especially when this program was preceded by a large volume of the 

design, finishing and other types of the tests. Then the computed 

values of the obtained indices must be more precisely formulated. 

This is reached by the simple summation of the statistical series 

(5.9), if the test conditions are identical, or by the genealization 

of very estimates cf probability P(x) obtained for the different 

general populations of the articles. The methods of generalization 

of such estimates are sufficiently different; therefore, in each 

specific case it is required to connect them with the physical 

sense of the problem. 
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The basic approach to the generalization of the statistical 

estimates, which belong to different samplings or several test 

series, is presented in works [55, 76]. The initial processing of 

the statistical data is conducted for the purpose of checking the 

belonging to one general totality. Only under this condition can 

the test results and estimates themselves be generalized. However, 

the purely mathematical approach to the checking of the belonging 

to one totality of different test programs does not always give the 

proper results and sometimes can contradict the physical sense of 

the problem. In this case only the degree of the distinction in 

parameters xQ and o for different programs is indeed considered. 

If the parameters of the accrued operating time x0 and o are 

close, this still does not mean that test conditions are identical. 

There can be a completely different composition of the external 

factors, and then the results similar in significance for two 

programs can be obtained bscause of the redistribution of the 

degree of effect of the factors. Finally, similar results can be 

obtained randomly as a result of a small sampling R for one of the 

programs. 

Consequently, in order to avoid serious errors in similar 

problems, it is necessary always to consider the physical side of 

the problem. This is its kind of checking of the statistical 

model and its results for adequacy. 

§ 6. DETERMINATION OF THE MINIMAL VOLUME OF THE 
SAMPLING OF ARTICLES IN RELIABILITY TESTS 

By examining the different methods of the processing of tests, 

we ascertained that the sample volume depends on the form of 

information, the required or estimated level of reliability, the 

form of distribution, and the degree of truncation of the sampling 

and confidence coefficient. One should understand by the form of 

information not only its qualitativo, but also quantitative 
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composition: for example, the degree of commensurability of the 

mathematical expectation of accrued operating time xQ with the rms 

deviation o and the fixed value of accrued operating time x. It is 

also important whether or not tests up to failure or the volume of 

the tests are carried out. This significantly affects not only the 

Accuracy of the determination of the distribution parameters, but 

alte which form of the law one should apply in the processing of 

the experimental data. 

The form of the distribution for this type of articles can 

prove to be known, but if in the tests there were no failures and 

the parameters of distribution are unknown, then there is accepted 

the exponential law, which gives knowlingly low estimates in 

comparison, for example, with the normal at values of x less than 

Used as measures of accuracy of the estimates of quantitative 

reliability Indices (for such distributions as normal, exponential, 

Weibull, etc.) can be the magnitude of deviation of the probability 

For the normal and Weibull distribution, this concretely means that 

« = /.V 

i.e., at the assigned level of confidence the accuracy of the 

estimates of probability P(x) is determined by its rms deviation oPor 

by the rms deviation of the quantile ou for the normal distribution. 

If we are speaking about elements and systems of single action, then 

oy means of equation (5*9) it is possible to calculate and construct 

the graphic dependence (Fig. 5.8), which makes it possible to 

establish the‘sample volume R with the specific relationships of 

parameters on and for which the deviation is minimal. The 

calculations are carried out when the sample volumes for the elements 
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which characterize the "load" and 

"strength" are equal (/?,-/?,.!. If the 

volumes are not equal, then even a con¬ 

siderable increase in one of them (when 

the second is small) will not lead to a 

considerable increase in the accuracy of 

the estimates P(x). If one sampling 

approaches infinity (R^00), then the accu¬ 

racy of the estimates of the quantile and 

probability (P(x) will be determined by 

the volume of the second selection. And if it is small, then the 

error will be considerable. The aforesaid is correct when values 

o and R are approximately of the same order. Taking this into 
n M 

account, in practice one usually strives that the samplings Rr and 

Rh be as equal as possible. 

In speaking about the elements of single action, it is necessary 

to keep in mind, first of all, the elements of the automation, 

which we consider as highly reliable articles with sufficiently 

high quantitative values of quantiles (UÍ3.0). The calculations 

conducted taking into account this observation showed that the 

magnitude of deviation of probability e, other conditions being 

equal, is noticeably affected by the sample volume at values of 

R<15-20. In all probability, this value should be accepted for the 

minimum sample size. In each specific case the sample volume can 

be more precisely formulated, but this will not lead to a substantial 

change. 

It must be especially noted that at the low levels of 

reliability (U<3.0) the optimum of the curves on Pig. 5.8 becomes 

implicit. However, this does not mean that in this case one should 

increase the sample volume for the purpose of the "confirmation" of 

the high levels of reliability. On the contrary, efforts must be 

directed at the design finishing of the articles. 

Figure 5.8. Error in 
determination of 
probability for the 
model "load-strength" 
oh.°.5 o; c.h-0.95. 
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In proportion to the increase in reliability level, the optimum 

of the curves in Pig. 5.8 becomes ever more obvious and they 

approach the coordinate axes. If the "load" exceeds the "strength” 

many times, then a sufficiently high level of reliability can be 

achieved even with tests 01 literally unit articles (on the order 

of three). However, in this case it is recommended to increase 

the sample volume at least up to ten (Rmln-10), since at very small 

R the technological presence of the made batches is lost. This can 

lead to the fact that under adverse conditions the unit success of 

production for a prolonged period can be ascribed to the quality of 

the articles of this design. * 

'..he aforesaid is largely correct for articles of repeated 

action. Only in this case should one take into consideration the 

appropriate relationships of parameters of distribution xQ and a, 

on the one hand, and the programmed accrued operating time x, on 

the other. 

The established minimum sample volume Rmln*15-20 is obtained 

by means of an analysis of parameters of normal distribution, which 

in equal measure is used for the processing of the test results of 

elements and systems both of single and repeated action. The 

calculations showed that the thus established volume Rmln virtually 

in equal measure can be related to tests of each type of articles. 

In speaking about the accuracy of the estimates obtained from 

tests of elements and systems of repeated action, we are forced 

again to examine three outcomes: 1) tests of complete sampling; 

2) tests of truncated sampling; 3) reliable tests. 

Independently of the results, the processing of the first two 

outcomes can be conducted in accordance with the normal law and the 

Weibull distribution. 
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Let us examine the results of the test of complete sampling R 

in this case in connection with the Weibull distribution, since for 

the normal distribution law they are known to us. For this we will 

turn to equation (5*6), from which it follows that the value of the 

rms deviation of probability or is determined, basically, by the 

programmed value of accrued operating time x and the parameters of 

distribution xQ and ß. It is known that the effect of parameter ß 

is the determining one for this form of distribution; nevertheless, 

the actual deviation of the probability e in each concrete case 

depends on the totality of the characteristics x, x0 and The 

latter two, in turn, are functions of the sample volume R. Taking 

this into account the calculations of the magnitude of deviation e 

were performed for the defined values of probability P(x), which 

characterized the effect of values x, xQ and B in the complex on e. 

Obtained as a result are data (Fig. 5.9) which make it possible 

to estimate the error in determination of the probability of failure- 

free operation for the Weibull distribution, depending on the 

sample volume R. From Fig. 5.9 it follows that for the most 

probable levels of reliability the minimum sample volume consists 

on the average of 15-20 articles. With an increase in the parameters 

of distribution xQ and B, which lead to an increase in the 

reliability, the sample volume decreases. However, it must not be 

less than approximately ten (Rmln*10)> taking into account the 

technological presence of batches with serial production. 

t 

Figure 5-9. Computed values of errors 
in the determination of probability for 
the Weibull distribution ( x *5.0; 
O-0.95). op 
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In the case of truncated sampling, the minimum sample volume 

is noticeably affected also by the characteristics R/r and x&. 
With an increase in x the parameter of distribution ß falls, and 

this means a lowering in the reliability level and, therefore, an 

increase in the minimum sample volume. Unsatisfactory accuracy 

of the estimates can be obtained if the coefficient of truncation 

of the sampling (R/r) is relatively great. Comparatively 

acceptable results can be obtained at values of R/r<2.0. 

In the case of reliable tests the minimum sample volume can 

be obtained on the basis of expression (5.7). More accurately 

^mln ~ 
x In (1 — ») 

‘»PWm« 
(5.15) 

In this case for the minimum sample volume the dependence is 

linear, since in each concrete case the right side of equation 

(5.15) will be constant. In this case the value Rmln is inversely 

proportional to the parameter of the accrued operating time xa: 

the more it is, the less the sample volume. 

For highly reliable articles in the limit it can also be 

reduced to a very small number, but this does not mean that in 

practice the sample volume should be taken less than approximately 

10 in virtue of that given above(Rmin*10 is recommended). Equation 

(5.15) symbolizes the condition of ergodicity, according to which 

an increase in the accrued operating time is several times 

equivalent to a decrease in as many times of the sample volume: 

for example, the tests of 1000 articles during one minute are 

equivalent to tests of 10 articles during 100 minutes. In the case 

of the exponential distribution of failures, such tests make it 

possible to estimate the design characteristics of the article, 

but this does not mean that in this case it is possible to estimate 

the component of reliability, which characterizes the quality of 

productif . 
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§ 7. STRUCTURAL SCHEMES OF THE RELIABILITY OF 
COMPLEX TECHNICAL SYSTEMS. ESTIMATE OF THE 
RELIABILITY OF SYSTEMS ACCORDING TO THEIR 
ELEMENTS 

The block diagram of reliability reflects the connection 

between the system's elements in the process of its operation and 

conditions the degree of the effect of these elements on the 

efficiency of system as a whole. The structural scheme is 

determined by the design scheme of the article and is constructed 

according to the principle of the connection of elements-links into 

structural circuits. The latter establish the order of the 

arrangement and the order of functioning of elements in the system. 

The structural circuits can consist of series, parallel and 

series-parallel connections of the elements. Schematically these 

forms of connections are shown on Fig. 5.10. Let us examine some 

features of each of them. 

The simplest analysis of the series form of connection of the 

elements shows that the breakdown of any link of the structural 

circuit is equivalent to the failure of the entire system. In this 

case the reliability of the system is determined by its "weakest" 

link independently of the reliability level of tne remaining 

elements. For this reason the series connection is used only for 

the highly reliable systems when it is not possible to use the 

redundancy [standby or back-up] of the "weakest" link according to 

design or other considerations. Correspondingly, the reliability 

of the elements must be not less than one order higher than the 

requirements of the system as a whole. 

The connection in parallel of he elements is designed so that 

failure of one of the link.- of the series circuit would not lead to 

failure of the system. An example of the series-parallel or 

combined connection scheme of the elements can be called a series 

form of connection with the redundancy of the "weakest" link. 
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In connection wit' mechanical systems, the series connection 

of the elements is most widely accepted. Such systems £ re used on 

the basis of the producing of highly reliable elements. 

The parallel connection schemes of elements in the design of 

mechanical systems are encountered considerably more rarely than 

are the series. Nevertheless, separate schemes of the connection 

in parallel or the redundancy of self-contained units of the ZhRD 

in the DU [Ay - engine installation] of the rocket stage are known. 

Combined schemes are found much more frequently, for example, in 

pneudraulic systems with twofold or even triple redundancy of the 

instruction sensors, most responsible EPK and so on. 

If for scheme I (see Fig. 5.10) conditional probabilities of 

the failure-free operation of elements (or elements themselves) 

are independent variables, then the total probability of the normal 

functioning of the system, which consists of 1 elements, is 

determined by the product 

p. = n p, 
¡ml 

-£Z3-i 
% 

Figure 5•10. 
I - series; II 
IV - combined. 

Structural schemes of the connection of the elements: 
- parallel; III - parallel with additional couplings; 
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Correspondingly, the probability of survival of the system 

by scheme II, which consists of d identical parallel circuits, each 

of which has k elements, is determined on the basis of the depen¬ 

dence 

(5.16) 

If in this system the redundancy is accomplished by dissimilar 

circuits, the dependence (5«l6) should be written thus: 

l.i the extreme case this scheme provides normal functioning 

if only one circuit is maintained. The quantity of malfunctioned 

elements in the remaining circuits of the system is not important. 

For the majority of the mechanical systems the normal function- 

ing of the scheme with redundancy is possible when the element of 

the malfunctioned circuit or the entire circuit will subsequently 

be opened. In a whole number of cases this condition is necessary, 

since the elements of the malfunctioned circuit can affect the 

system; for example, they can cause explosion, fire, leakage of the 

propellant components or gases, and secondary failures, or they 

can lead to a reduction in the parameters of the system, and so on. 

In the implementation of schene II failure of the system is 

possible if only one element in each standby circuit will fail. 

The simultaneous failure of elements in each circuit is unlikely, 

and the successive breakdown of all standby ciicw.ots is possible, 

for example, due to the overload of the "weakest’* link of each 

circuit. It is natural that the onset of this event is highly 

improbable for the system finished in a structural respect. 

An example of the use of schem; II, taking into account some 

features, it is possible to consider the scheme of the engine 
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installation of the first stage of the carrier rocket "Saturn-1" 

[16], The DU of this stage consists of eight autonomous ZhRD of 

the N-l type at the time when for the execution of the flight 

program only six are sufficient. Thus, two ZhRD are found in hot 

reserve. The term "hot" or "loaded" (unlike "cold" or "unloaded") 

is applied to those forms of standby circuits which are included in 

the operation simultaneously with the basic circuits but are not 

connected to the basic when there is a breakdown. 

Since the quantity of standby ZhRD of the examined DU does not 

correspond to the number of basic (two standby on six basic), then 

this standby in a certain type is "sliding." But this term can 

completely correspond to this scheme if any of the spare units 

could replace any of the malfunctioned basic ZhRD. The scheme of 

redundancy of the DU of the stage of "Saturn-1" is somewhat differ¬ 

ent: with the appearance of an emergency situation of one of eight 

ZhRD by the system of the emergency protection system (SAZ) [CA3] 

two instructions - for shutting off the emergency unit and the 

ZhRD diametrically opposite to it even if it functions normally. 

This measure is completely Justified from the viewpoint of stabili¬ 

zation of the rocket flight and provision for the coaxiality of 

thrust of the DU. 

Let us examine the scheme of redundancy from the viewpoint of 

the probabilistic estimate of the events which ensure the successful 

execution of the flight program. If we take the probability of 

failure-free operation of the autonomous ZhRD to oe equal to PQ, 

then the event is characterized by the fact that in flight all 

eight engines of che DU worked out the positioned time normally. 

Conditionally let us write this in the form of a series of the 

particular outcomes: 

Event No. 1: ^ ^ 2 * ^3* ^5* ^'6* * ^3* 

In this case the probability of failure-free operation of the 

IU prior to tne beginning of the tests is equal to the value 
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can occur events P/iy*P0* But together with event No. 1 there 

connected with the breakdown of any of eight ZhRD, and let us agree 

to note these by a line on top, for example: 

Event No. 2: 

? event is characterized by engine failure with the ordinal 

number 1. the following event - by engine failure with the ordinal 

number ? and so on. This can be written as the enumeration of 

events v th the failure of one ZhRD: 

Event No. 3: 

Event No. 4: 

Event No. 5: 

Event No. 6: 

Event No. 7: 

Event No. 8: 

Event No. 9: 

For the last eight named events, which are characterized 

by the failure of one ZhRD, the probability of the failure-free 

operation of DU will be defined ir accordance with the binomial 

distribution as 

or 

¢0 - PJ'-'PJ, 

-8(1 - Pu) P¡. 
(5.17) 
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On the right side of this equation the coefficient, equal to eight, 

denotes the quantity of events with the considered outcome, a power 

of the term (1-Pq) is equal to the number of failures permissible 

in this case, and Pq is the probability of failure-free operation 

of the remaining engines. The subsequent arrangement of favorable 

everts is the simultaneous manifestation of failures of two 

diametrically opposite engines. In this case they are characterized 

in the following way: 

Event No. 10: Ã^, A2, A^, A^, Ag, A^, Ag. 

Event No. 11: A^, A^, A^, Ay, Ag. 

Event No. 12: Ag. 

Event No. 13: S 8’ 

For the last four events the probability of failure-free 

operation will be defined as 

P^^O-PJ’PJ. ( 5. l8) 

The coefficient 4 on the right side of this equation does not 

determine the total number of combinations according to the binomial 

distribution, since we examine only the successes which make it 

possible to fulfill the flight mission. Therefore, when evaluating 

the probability of the onset of each of the events of interest to 

us, in the formula for the binomial distribution instead of the 

number of combinations it is necessary to take the numbers of 

variants for this outcome. Prior to the first event wuen all 

engines are reliable, the quantity of variants C.»l. For the 

second event the failure of only one of the eight engines is 

possibxfc, the quantity of variants C2*8, and for the third favorable 

event when failures of the two diametrically opposite engines are 

allowed Cg«^. 
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In summation, for any quantity of favorable events permissible 

by the design scheme, the probability of failure-free operation of 

the DU with redundancy is equal to 

Püy=Í C/O-PJ'P?-', 

where i is the qurntity of failures permissible for each event A; 

d - the quantity of self-contained units in the DU. 

In our concrete example 

P*y = PS + 80-P.)P; + 40 - PJ’PS. (5.19) 

However, the reliability of this equation is based on the assumption 

that the reliability of the system of switching devices and monitor¬ 

ing of the emergency state of the units is equal to unity. In 

practice this is by no means so - the monitoring of the onset of 

emergency situations of the ZhRD is one of the most complex 

problems. And since the reasons for the failures can be different, 

-t lo necessary to place on each self-contained unit a large number 

f checking elements. With an increase in their number, obviously, 

the reliability of the very system of emergency protection decreases, 

ror this purpose let us introduce the characteristic of the proba¬ 

bility of failure-free operation of the system of emergency 

protection PCA3. The latter in a complex with the DU in the general 

structural scheme of reliability of the system are in series 

connection. Therefore, expression (5.19) will take the form 

(5.20) 

and, correspondingly, in the examined example 

P ray = PCA3 [K + 8(1 - Pa PJ + 40 - PJ: r*\, 
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Quantitatively this means that if for conditions of the considered 

problem we accept the reliability of the autonomous engine as 

V0-99» an<* ^or system emergency protection* Pc\3*0.995, 
then the probability of the failure-free operation of the redundant 

system Pjy-0.99. 

At the same tine probability of failure-free operation of the 

non-standby DU, which consists of eight ZhRD, is equal to P ly, =0.92, 

and of six ZhRD -Pay-0.9^. Hence it follows that the presence of 

the system of redundancy (two engines out of eight) increases the 

reliability of the DU from 0.9^ to 0.99. The aforesaid will be 

valid under the condition when the transfer from eight ZhRD to six 

and, connected with it, the boosting of each self-contained unit 

in thrust, does not lead to a reduction in the reliability of the 

DU (P0-const). 

As a whole, in speaking about the redundancy of such systems 

as the ZhRD, it is necessary to keep in mind that the basic require 

ment for using even the most ideal design schemes is the presence 

of the reliable emergency protection system (SAZ) [CA3]. As it 

already follows from expression (5.20), the low reliability of the 

SAZ elements can sharply lower the total effect of redundancy. 

Moreover, as a result of the delivery of false instructions about 

the beginning of the emergency situation, the normally functioning 

engines can be turned off. In summation, this can lead not to an 

increase in the reliability of the DU as a result of the redundancy 

but to its decrease. 

If now we again turn to the example examined above, then by 

calculation it is easy to establish that with PcA3 =0.945 the 

emergency protection system reduces the effect of redundancy to 

zero. More precisely, in this case the reliability of the DU, 

which consists of six standby units, is equal to the reliability 

of a DU with eight ZhRD with two standby. If the reliability of 

the SAZ is below the level of 0.9^5 (with P0=0.99), then the effect 
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from redundancy becomes negative. This is easy to trace on Fig. 

5.11, where the effect of the reliability of the SAZ on the 

reliability of tne DU is shown as a whole for the concrete scheme 

of redundancy. Represented on the axis of the ordinates is a 

complex characteristic in the form of the ratio of reliability 

indices of the DU with redundancy (two standby ZhRD out of 

eight) without it. 

protection system Pr.q on 
the reliability of 
the engine installation. 

From an analysis of the curves it follows that the presence 

of a highly reliable PAZ makes it possible to attain a positive 

effect from the redundancy (P J> ((ltl) / pay =|,0) even at the relatively 

low level of reliability of the aitonomous ZhRD. 

In the case of a reduction it the reliability level of the 

SAZ, a positive effect from reduncancy is reached only because of 

an increase in the reliability of the engines. 

As a whole the reliability or the standby DU cannot be higher 

than the reliability of the SAZ. 

We will now turn again to Fig. 5.10. In speaking about the 

redundancy with respect to scheme El, we examined the full 

redundancy of the circuits in the Dlock diagram. In our exar.ple 

this circuit was the autonomous system of the ZhRD. 



A theoretical shortcoming in scheme II is the fact that the 

separate circuit elements, being in series connection, are not 

backed up by elements of other circuits. More ideal in this sense 

will be scheme III. It allows breakdown of the separate elements 
% 

of different circuits, which does not reduce the system to failures. 

If in scheme II breakdown of elements 1 and 2 means complete failure, 

then in scheme III the efficiency of the system is provided for. 

In this case the full probability of failure-free operation of the 

system will be determined according to the equation 

p,„=nu-(i-p,n (5.21) 

For a quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

scheme of redundancy, let us examine the following example. Let 

us assume that the system consists of two doubled equally reliable 

elements connected by schemes II and III (see Fig. 5.10). 

If the reliability of the elements is characterized by index 

P-0.90, for the system which consists of four elements, Pjj-0.96 

and PII3.-0.98. 

Thus the introduction into the block diagram of reliability of 

the given system of only one additional coupling A (scheme III) 

decreases the failure probability by virtually two times. 

In connection with the DU, which consists of a series of self- 

contained units, this denotes the connection between them of "inputs" 

and "outputs" of a series of basic assemblies of standby ZhRD. More 

precisely, with the implementation of scheme III it is necessary to 

connect the pump pressure lines along the line of the fuel and 

oxidizer, respectively, the gas generator, and so on. 

Hvwever, the appearance of such connections introduces the 

portion of the cross correlation between the self-contained units 

of the ZhRD and the need for switching-off devices virtually on 
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all the standby circuit elements. This immediately places in doubt 

the advisability of the practical realization for the sustalner DU 

of the redundancy scheme III, which is very theoretically ideal.
For the separate assemblies of the pneudraulic scheme the implementa

tion of scheme TII in all probability does not cause any special 

difficulties and in a number of cases can prove to be advisable.

Let us now examine some featui'es of the series-parallel 

connection schemes of elements (scheme IV, see Fig. 5.10).
Virtually these are the most frequently encountered systems with 

redundancy. In designing or developing this system, the designer, 

first of all, solves the problem concerning the redundancy of 
unreliable, small-scale elements. The redundancy of bulky, large- 

size elements and units is conducted, as a rule, only in exceptional 

cases. Most frequently the provision of the required levels of 

reliability of the systems Is achieved by means of finishing up to 

the required levels of the reliability of the elements themselves 

(or units) whose redundancy is made difficult by the design or 

;.ther considerations .

The mathematical description of the structural series-parallel 

schemes of reliability is accomplished by means of the multlplica- 

ticn of the probabilities which cnaracterlze the individual 
.- ectlons of the circuit with the series and parallel connection of 

the elements. In summation, in connection with scheme IV (see Pig. 

5.10) we can write

p.
/

■lore complex cases of the connectici of elements nto series- 

parallel or- coi.uined schemes can be encountered, but the principle 

of the solution to the problem remains as cefere.

Thus, we examined the schemes vith the "hot” redundancy of the 

elements. In the design and final development of these schom'S, 

as a rule, the preference over schenes witlj "cold'' redundancy is
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given up. The latter is explained by the fact that the "cold” 

redundancy differs by the complexity of the structural solution, 

requires the supplementary connecting devices and increases the 

passive weight of the article. 

But, on the other hand, prior to the moment of the inclusion 

into the operation of the element of "cold” redundancy its operating 

service life is retained. This is the main advantage of the cold 

redundancy over the "hot." In all probability the ZhRD cannot be 

referred to such systems, since the main course of failures of 

elements of the ZhRD appears in the starting qnd transient condi¬ 

tions, but while operating in flight within limits of the time of 

the flight program it is small [51*]. At the same time the ZhRD, 

in remaining sensitive to the starting, depending on the pressure 

of tank pressurization, the ambient temperature, field of gravita¬ 

tion, axial g-forces and so on can prove to be not equally reliable 

in the scheme with "cold" redundancy for various conditions of 

starting with all diversity of the characteristics and combinations 

of the external and Intrinsic factors. The final development of the 

engine, equally reliable for so broad a range of variation of envi¬ 

ronmental factors and test conditions, is a sufficiently complex 

task. 

The intermediate between the "cold" and "hot" redundancy is 

the "alleviated" standby. Before there is a breakdown in the basic 

element, the standby element is in the "on" position but; operates 

in a reduced "alleviated" mode. 

It goes without saying that under conditions of this loading 

there is a certain probability of the onset of failure of the 

standby element, but we keep in mind that it is low. An example of 

the practical us? of *:he "alleviated" standby in rocket engineering 

is the DU, which consists of D autonomous ZhRD, the d of which is 

in "hot" reserve. Correspondingly, or the rocket the stated problem 

can be solved by means of (D-d) engines. If all the engines 
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operate, the gross thrust of the DU can exceed that calculated. 

In order that this does not happen, their throttling is conducted. 

As a result all units of the DU operate in the state of "alleviated" 

standby with respect to each other. 

With the breakdown of one or several engines (not exceeding d 

standby units) the emergency units are disconnected, but the basic 

ones are boosted up to the programmed value of thrust. But this 

understanding of the "alleviated" standby in application to the 

ZhRD undoubtedly to a certain degree is conditional, since the 

range of stable throttling of the ZhRD in thrust is relatively 

small. In summation, it is not difficult to note that the examined 

example of redundancy of the ZhRD in the DU combines in itself the 

elements of the "alleviated" and "sliding" standby, although as a 

whole this standby is "hot." 

In conclusion let us note that the use of the redundancy of 

elements for mechanical systems for the purpose of the provision 

of high levels of reliability must closely be connected with the 

reliable estimate of the reliability of composite elements. Only 

under this condition Is it possible to speak about advantages and 

shortcomings in those or other block diagrams. If in the process 

of final development the reliability of one of the elements (includ¬ 

ing the SAZ) is net provided for, then this can radically change 

the system’s characteristics and even the design itself: for 

example, it Is necessary to use redundancy where it was not provided 

for earlier. On the contrary, upon reaching the higher levels of 

reliability it Is possible to forego the redundancy of the "weakest" 

link, and so on. 

Because of this the structural scheme of reliability proves 

to be closely related to the reliability programs of the system's 

elements, and, therefore, in the concluding development stages of 

these elements it must constantly oe more precisely formulated. 
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On the basis of the equation of the structural scheme of 

reliability, the point estimate of the probability of failure-free 

operation of the entire system can be obtained. The accuracy of 

this probability can be estimated by the linearization of function 

Pay • 

Further, by converting to the determination of the lower boundary 

of the probability of failure-free operation of the system, we will 

use the known expression 

The obtained estimate is that final criterion from which the 

degree of perfection of the experimental works is Judged. With the 

high qualification and great experience of the designers, technol¬ 

ogists and testers, the experimental final development concludes, 

as a rule, with the complete correcting of failures in all the 

systems 

As a result of this statistic on tests of the elements, units 

and systems of the DU of regular design, it proves to be that 

represented by reliable tests. For the given case the determination 

of quantitative reliability indices of the system from tests of its 

elements is reduced to the known solution of R. A. Mirny and A. D. 

Solovyev [28], 

The system is represented in the form of a certain quantity of 

consecutive statically independent elements, which have the levels 

of reliabiliity 
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Then the reliability of the system is defined as the product 

Pi-P,PaP¡ (5.22) 

If we now agree that the quantity of tests for the first type 

elements is N1, for the second - N2, for the third - N^, etc., then 

the probability of the fact that during the tests there will occur 

not one failure will be respectively equal to 

(5.23) 

The obtained estimate must correspond to the confidence level 

(1-a) with which the calculation is conducted. 

Now let us assume that for a certain ith type of elements 

the quantity of tests proved to be minimum 

N&N,; Ni>Ni\ Ni>N(;...Nk>N,. 

Then, by using expression (5.23) for the condition of equality, it 

is possible to obtain 

By accepting our condition (N^min), it is easy to establish that 

all the values of powers of the second, third, etc. terms of 

equation (5.2*0, except are negative. And this means that the 

minimum values of probabilities . .«Pk*l.O, since in the 

limit they cannot be more than unity. Then, taking into account 

expression (5.22), we obtain 
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or 

Actually this means that In the case of reliable tests, the 

reliability of the system, which consists of a certain number of 

elenents, is determined by the minimum reliability index of one of 

thá elements for which the quantity of the tests is less than the 

others. 



CHAPTER VI 

:quations 
iSSEMBLIE! 
„ OF DYNAMICS OF BASIC 

ASSEMBLIES OF LIQUID-PROPELLANT 
ROCKET ENGINES 

§ 1. DYNAMIC PROCESSES IN LIQUID- 
PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 

The contemporary ZhRD [WPA - liquid-propellant rocket engine] 

Installation is an involved complex of interdependent assemblies 

and systems which ensure the obtaining of the assigned basic param, 

eters on the flight vehicle. 

The ZhRD operate in steady-state and unsteady (transient) 

modes. 

Belonging to the steady—state should be modes of the main, 

preliminary and final stages. In these cases the parameters of 

the engine remain virtually constant in time. Deviations of the 

parameters from the potential values are insignificant and can be 

disregarded. 

In the mode of the main stage 'nominal mode of the operation) 

ohe engine operates at the most pro onged time and at total power. 

In connection with It the basic design parameters of the engine 

are selected. 

At present the theory of the oi crating conditions which occur 

In the assemblies of the engine installation in the steady-stcte 
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mode has been developed sufficiently fully and makes it possible 

to design characteristics of the ZhRD and adjust it to the assigned 

mode. 

In transient modes the engine installations operate upon 

starting, the switching of stages, with disconnection, with auto¬ 

matic control, and so on. In emergency situations, i.e., with the 

appearance of a malfunction, in engine there also appears the 

transient process which leads to a considerable change in the 

operating mode of the engine installation. 

The dependences which connect the parameters of the engine 

installation with operation in transient modes are called dynamic 

characteristics. 

The dynamic processes which occur in the engine installation 

are complex and are characterized by a large quantity of inter- 

acting connections and factors and by the rapid occurrence of the 

processes: for example, such a complex process as the starting 

of the engine de—, not exceed 2-3 s. In connection with this, the 

dynamic processes which occur in engine plants have still been 

insufficient , ; although recently there has appeared literature 

which has touched upon problems of dynamics [16, 40, üij, 74], 

In the process of the producing the ZhRD a whole number of 

problems connected with the dynamics of the engine is encountered. 

For the engine itself these are the stability of the engine to¬ 

gether with the internal engine control system, an explanation of 

the reasons for the emergency outcomes of the tests, the organiza¬ 

tion of starting of the engine, transient processes with a change 

in the engine operating mode. 

Interest in the Investigations in the field of dynamics of 

the ZhRD was increased substantially upon transition iron engines 

of the "open" design to engines with the afterburning of producer 

gas ("closed" design). 



A considerable decrease in the time constant of the ZhRD with 

the afterburning of the producer gas led to the fact that the 

engine itself as a dynamic control object was changed, and the 

interconnection of the operating processes in all the assemblies 

was reinforced. The final development of engines of "closed" 

designs caused a whole number of important difficulties with the 

organization of reliable starting and the stabilization of the 

control system of the engine. The high static, and mainly dynamic 

loads, on the casings, impellers, turbine, shaft and other parts 

of the TNA [THA - turbopump assembly] led to the most diverse 

breakages of these parts. 

For a theoretical study of the dynamic characteristics, the 

engine installation is examined in the form of a mathematical model 

represented by the system of differential equations which describe 

the operating processes in separate assemblies of the engine 

installation. 

The unknown time functions are the basic parameters of the 

engine installation. The number of equations must be equal to the 

number of unknown parameters of the ZhRD, i.e., the system of 

equations must be closed. 

Each type of transient conditions (starting, cutoff, transient 

processes during emergency situations) has its own specific fea¬ 

tures and must find reflection in a mathematical model either cy 

means of the addition of a number o° equations or their modifica¬ 

tion in the general model of the engine installation. Furthermore, 

iepending on the concretely assigned problem, the form of the 

equations of the assemblies of engine installation can be different, 

thus in the study of conditions of rtart-up, cutoff and emergency 

situations when the parameters considerably differ from values 

'•'hich correspond to the steady-state conditions, it is necessary 

to use nonlinear differential equations. In the solution to 

problems on the control of the ZhRD. when small deviations in 
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parameters of the engine installation are observed, nonlinear 

equations of assemblies can be used in linearised form. 

S 2. EQUATION OF DYNAMICS OF 
THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

We will consider the chamber as a gas tank. The processes in 

the combustion chamber of the ZhRD (Fig. 6.1) can be affected by 

a change in the per-second mass flow rates of the oxidizer (GQ) 

and fuel (Gr) and in the chamber of the ZhRD with the afterburning 

of the producer gas (Fig. 6.2), furthermore, even by the flow 

rate of the producer gas - G . These parameters are input signals 

of the chamber. The output signal of the chamber as a gas volume 

is the pressure in the chamber. 

Figure 6.1. Diagram of a ZhRD with 
ejection of the producer gas: 1 - 
gas pressure reservoir; 2, 8, 16 - 
electropneumatic valves; 3 - air oper¬ 
ated valves; 4 - oxidizer tank; 5 - 
turbine; 6 - oxidizer and fuel pumps; 
7 - main oxidizer valve; 9 - low- 
pressure accumulator; 10 - Jet; 11 - 
combustion chamber; 12 - main fuel 
valve; 13 - pyrostarter; 14 - liquid- 
gas generator; 15 - valve; 17 - fuel 
tank; 18 - diaphragm; 19 - gas pres¬ 
sure reducer. 

In the study cf the dynamics of the operation of the combus¬ 

tion chamber the following processes are examined: 

1) the transformation of liquid components into gas combustion 

products ; 

2) the storage of gases in the combustion-chamber volume; 
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3) outflow of gas from the combustion chanter. 

2 i 

Figure 6.2. Diagram of a ZhRD 
with the afterburning of producer 
gas: 1, 2 - gas generators for 
tank pressurization; 3 - oxidizer 
tank; 4 - pyrostarter; 5, 8, 15 - 
throttle disks; 6 - oxidizer 
pump; 7 and 12 - valves; 9> 10 ” 
main valves of oxidizer and fuel; 
11 - combustion chamber; 13 - 
turbine; 14 - fuel pump; 16 - 
regulator; 17 - gas generator; 
18 - fuel tanx; 19 - diaphragms. 

The physical and chemical nature of intrachamber processes is 

very complex, and it is difficult to describe them accurately by 

methods of mathematical analysis. Therefore, In deriving the 

equation of the combustion chamber let us make the following 

assumptions [40, 16], 

1. According to the lapse of time of the conversion of t , 

the fuel which entered into the combustion chamber completely and 

instantly converted into combustion gases, i.e., the real curve of 

the burnout is replaced by a stepped curve (Fig. 6.3.). 

2. At each moment of time t the gas pres¬ 

sure ph is equal for all points of the volume 

of the chamber up to the nozzle encry, and the 

mass of the gas in this volume changes as one 

whole, i.e., the acoustic effects and hydraulic 

friction of the gas volume can be disregarded. 

Furthermore, it is also accepted that the effi¬ 

ciency of the gases F. T is identical for all 

points of the chamber volume indepeniently of the specific nature 

of local conditions of the combustici process. 

Figure 6.3* 
Curve of 
burnout. 
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3. The combustion products are considered as an ideal ¿as, 

i.e., for them the equation of Clapeyron-Mende^.-yev is correct. 

When making these assumptions the dynamics of the gas flow in 

the combustion chamber is described by the equation of mass balance. 

At the given instant t the mass rate of formation of the gas in the 

combustion chamber must be equal to the mass exhaust gas velocity 

from the chamber and the rate of storage of the gas mass in the 

comoustion chamber itself. 

On the basis of the law of conservation of the substance, it 

is possible to confirm that a change in the weight content of the 

gases in the volume dQ during an infinitesimal time dt is equal to 

the difference in weights of the supplied fuel G dt and the gas 
m 

which escaped from the tank Gdt: 

dQ~Gtlldt—Gdt. (6.1) 

In connection with the presence of conversion time t , in 
np 

the process of the conversion of fuel into the combustion gases, 

the total amount of fuel which burned down during the time interval 

from 0 to t is 

/- t 

J. G„jdt ^ 1 [G,-Gc)dt. (6.2) 

The upper limit of the integral, which is on tne right siae 

of equation (6.2), is equal to (t-t^), since the particles of 

fuel which entered after a moment of time (t-x ), by the moment 

of time t still d> not take part in the combustion process, hence, 

aifferentiating with respect to t, we obtain 

Gm = [G, (/ - :np) + G, (/ - 
et y (6.3) 

According to the first assumption t “const, i.e., at /dt»0. 
np np 
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Then, substituting expression (6.3) into the equation of mass 
balance, we obtain 

t„r) -! G,(t -4t1p) - 0. (6 . JJ) 

We determine the quantity of gas Q in the combustion-chamber 

volume Vk according to equation of state 

(«-s) 

Having differentiated equation (6.5), we obtain 

¿r* PuV* rf(ff,rK) (g 
dt R.Tt ä( (R'TJ at ' 

The flow rate of gas through the nozzle of the combustion 

chamber is determined by the dependence 

where At— 

0 = /4,-Ma. (6.7) 

K - the average index of the expansion of gas in the nozzle. 

Having substituted expressions (6.6) and (6.7) into equation 
(6.JO, we obtain the equation of dynamics of the combustion chamber 

dp* 
RtT* dt 

P*V* djRtTu) 
(R*TJ ar ' = 0.(/-^,) ï Ot (/ - t„,) - 

Vr,t% 
(6.8) 

The efficiency of the gas RhTh and the index of the process 

of expansion tc are complex functions which depend for this kind 

of fuel on the relationship of the propellant components k and 
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combustion-chamber pressure p : R T »R T (k, p ); p ), and 
H K K K K K K 

the determining effect is exerted by the fuel component ratio k- 

*G0/Gr. The derivative of the efficiency of gas necessary for 

equation (6.8) takes the form 

dt dpt dt dk dt ' 

The local derivative dk/dt characterizes a change in the 

relationship of the components with time at the inlet of the com¬ 

bustion chamber and is determined by the operating mode of the feed 

system [M]: 

In afterburners of the producer gas the equation of the 

dynamics of the combustion chamber retains the form of equation 

(6.8) with introduction into its right side of the new member 

y» . Jp± 
R.T, ' dt 

PtjV* rf (Rg T^) 
(Ä.r,)* dt 

Gç — At 

-= G0 (/ — tBp) + G, (t — tap) + 

PkFIlf 

where G^ is the flow rate of the producer gas which enters through 

the gas injectors into the combustion chamber at a given instant. 

The relationship of the propellant components in the combus¬ 

tion chamber in this case is determined by the expression 

do (t — 'npf + + j <?♦ 
j . 

d, (/ — '„p) + df 

where k' is the relationship of the propellant components in the 

gas generator. 
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Let us agree subsequently that all parameters of the gas 

generator will be noted by one prime. 

The equation of dynamics of the gas generator is derived in 

a way similar to the equation of the combustion chamber and takes 

the form of (6.8).- One should only keep in mind that the outflow 

of gas from the gas generator can be subcritical, and the flow 

rate of the gas through the turbine depending on flow conditions 

of the gas will be determined: 

- for the supercritical outflow 

• # 

0,=A' 
^ RT 

- for the subcritical outflow 

/ . f J_ »’+> 
o, = V 2g— *’ - f-pA •* r *r (,J J* 

where p2 is the pressure behind the turbine. 

In designs of the ZhRD with the afterburning of the producer 

gas, there is a number of gas main lines through which the gas is 

fed from the turbine to the combustion chamber and from the cooling 

Jacket (when using low-boiling components as the liquid coolant) 

to other engine components. 

In relation to dynamics the gas main lines are similar to the 

combustion chamber and gas generator, i.e., these are gas volumes 

with a changing inlet temperature. Therefore, their equations 

virtually coincide. Onlj in the term which gives the rate of dis¬ 

charge of the gas entering into the main line will naturally not 

be the delay which characterizes tne conversion time of the liquid 

into the gas. 

The equation of the gas main line takes the form 
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Jj*_ .^5_(î*. 
ff.r,, 4« ^rBy» rfr 

where p - the pressure in the gas main line; 
M 

V - volume of the gas main line; 
M 

R T - efficiency of gas in the gas line; 
M M 

R.T.-R-r 

where c - the adiabatic exhaust velocity of the gas from nozzles 
a,Q of the turbine; 

nT - efficiency of the turbine. 

The equations derived for the gas volumes are valid for the 

majority of the cases of computation of the dynamic characteristics 

of the ZhRD, since in the gas volumes of the ZhRD the Mach number 

usually does not exceed 0.2-0.3. Consequently, these equations 

are valid in the range of frequencies which are of interest for 

the dynamics of the entire engine (up to 30-50 Hz). 

The limiting parameter for u ■ng the derived formulas in this 

frequency range is the Mach number. When M>0.3-0.ii it is necessary 

to use the accurate solutions of equations for the volume as 

distributed parameters. 

§ 3. EQUATION OF DYNAMICS 
OF HYDRAULIC LINES 

Hydraulic lines Include a system of pipelines with the ele¬ 

ments of control (throttles, valves, regulators, etc.) arranged 

in them and serve for the feed of components from the tanks to 

the pumps of the turbopump unit and from pumps to the combustion 

chamber and gas generator. 
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The series arrangement of fuel tanks in large carrier rockets 

is conditioned by the need for the feed of one of the propellant 

components to the engine along a long tube [23]. A change in the 

momentum of the liquid in the main line, cuased by a break in the 

diaphragm by the opening or closing of the fuel valves, is expressed 

in the appearance of pressure peaks as with hydraulic impact. Such 

phenomena are observed with the starting and cutoff of the engines 

and during emergency situations. 

The switchings of the controls in hydruallc lines from pumps 

to the combustion chambers and the appearance of malfunctions of 

hydraulic lines cause transient processes in the pipelines con¬ 

nected with changes in pressure and rate of the fluid, which are 

accompanied by the appearances of peaks and troughs of pressures 

at inlets into the pumps. 

The Inertia properties of the fluid especially greatly appear 

In the trnaslent processes with small cross sections and long 

length of the pipelines. 

It cannot be considered that the changes in pressure and 

rate of the fluid occur simultaneously in all sections of the pipe¬ 

line. The disturbance of the initial state in any cross section 

of the pipeline causes the emergence and propagation of elastic 

waves over the entire pipeline. With long pipelines and for the 

duration of the transient process close to the duration of the 

phase of the hydraulic impact, the investigation of the transfer 

phenomena in the hydraulic lines is carried out on the basis of the 

wave theory [64]. 

For the compilation of the equation of dynamics of the pipe¬ 

line, let us make the following assumptions. 

1. The fluid is incompressible, and its motion is one¬ 

dimensional. The pipeline is absolutely rigid. In this case 
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the fluid flow rate along all cross sections of the pipeline Is 

constant (O-G(t)). 

2. Translational acceleration for all particles of the fluid 

in the pipeline is identical and equal to the acceleration of the 

center of gravity of the rocket J. The rotation of the rocket 

around its axis is disregarded. 

In this case the projection of the total particle acceleration 

of the fluid on the axis of the pipeline S, directed in the direc¬ 

tion of the steady motion of the fluid will be equal to (Fig. 6.4) 

y.=/WCOS«y. 

where J. Js the projection of the relative acceleration of the 
particle of the fluid; 

a. - the angle between the projection of the relative 
J acceleration and the direction of acceleration of the 

center of gravity of the rocket. 

The cross-sectional area of the pipeline on the section 

between cross sections i-i and i’-i’ is equal to F-const, so that 

the rate of the fluid relative to the walls of the pipeline is 

^ = -^- (6.9) 

and the relative acceleration on this section is equal for all 

particles of the fluid to 

j<~ 
dvi_1_ dG 

dt lF¡ dt 
(6.10) 

3. On the basic section of the pipeline with length be¬ 

tween cross sections i-i and i'-i', the forces of friction are 

absent, and all the hydraulic frictions are concentrated on the 

output section of the pipeline (1+1)-(1+1), i’-i' and ere con¬ 

sidered to be the reduced coefficient of hydraulic losses $. 
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equation of dy¬ 
namics of the 
hydraulic line. 

4. With unsteady flows to the fluid it 

is possible to use the Bernoulli equation, as 

is done in work [32]: 

„•.i*#* _ , , 
^+-^-^. +IT+ l "S’ (6.11) 

Strictly speaking, the Bernoulli equa¬ 

tion is correct for the steady flows. As the 

Justification of the assumption made serves 

the small length of the section, i.e., the 

small mass and rapid response of the fluid, 

included between the cross sections i'-i' 

and (1+1)-(1+1). 

The rate of the fluid in the cross section (ifl) is equal to 

a 
w. Í+I 

i+i 
(6.12) 

On the basis of the first three assumptions, it is possible 

to draw the conclusion that the fluid in the main section of the 

pipeline moves forward as a solid body. Therefore, the flow 

equation can be written on the basis of the second Newton law: 

/.-= Pft - P'fi + QíCosa, (6.13) 

where Qi is the gravity of the fuel equal to 

= (6.14) 

a - the angle between the directions of the relative accel- 
K eration and G force. 

Let us substitute expressions (6.9) and (6.12) into equation 

(6.11) 

/>; + 
TO* 

T’^2* 
^1+1 + 1(? + 5 

lG’ 

Hffll ’ 
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whence 

+ ?» f >+* 
7*'] 

(6.15) 

After substituting expressions (6.10) and (6.15) into equa¬ 

tion (6.13) and after dividing into , we obtain 

- 9' dG . _L f 1 +i 1 1 /-¡i 
g\F] “ ?t1 [ J Pl P‘+' r 

+ -¾ Or cos COS (6>16) 

After substituting expression (6.14) into equation (6.16), we 

obtain the equation of dynamics of the pipeline 

— — + íjG = />, - pui + Pult 

where a the coefficient of hydraulic friction; 

a — i 

Ig T 

^ i the pressure of the mass forces of the 
the cross-sectional area i’-i'; 

fluid column on 

P*< - 7¾ COS jf CoS ly). 

The ratio ¿/sF“b is called the coefficient of inertia losses. 

Taxing this into account the equation of dynamics of the pipeline 

can be written in the form 

b ~4t a^* ~ Pi~ Pi+\ ~r Put- (6.1?) 

In steady 

statics of the 

-sf»r.e conditions dQ/dt»0: there 

pipeline it, obtained from ( . 1? 
the equation 

the form 

aGl~P¡- P, Pf 
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By means of expression (6.13) according to pressure differ¬ 

ential and flow rate G In known steady-state conditions tne 

following parameter Is determined: 

n Pi —Pj+\ 
0* 

For the hydraulic line of invariable geometry the coefficient 

of hydraulic friction is a constant value (Q-const) not dependent 

on the operating mode. 

For the hydraulic line with the controls the equation of 

dynamics of the hydraulic line is written similar to the uncon¬ 

trolled elements; only in this case the coefficient of hydraulic 

Irietion of the main line is a variable value which depends on the 

movoment of the controlling element xpiQ (for example, the movement 

of t.ie needle of a piston of a regulator, movement of the disk of 

a valve, etc.) : 

P/+ P«/=- ^ >m) 01 + * -¿f • 

§ 4. EQUATION OF DYNAMICS OF 
A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP 

The basic assemblies of a liquid-propellant rocket engine 

which determine the configuration of the engine section of the 

rocket are the combustion chamber and turbopump unit: the design 

of the combustion chamber determines the requirements for the fuel, 

specific thrust and thrust of the rocket, and the turbopump unit, 

i.e., requirements for the^ power-supply system [23]. power- 

supply system includes pumps, elements of pressurization, hydraulic 

lines, elements of automation and tanks. 

One of the most important assemblies of the power-supply 

system with unloaded tanks which ensure the motion of the pro¬ 

pellant components along the hydraulic lines is the centrifugal 

pump. The pump is driven by a turbine and provides with nominal 
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revolutions the necessary pressure behind the pump and the required 

flow rate of the component. 

The equation of the centrifugal pump must determine the con¬ 

nection between the revolutions of the TNA and the fluid flow rate 

with the pressure and power input created by the pumps. 

Figure 6.5. Derivation of 
the equation of the dy¬ 
namics of a pump. 

Let us conduct the 

derivation of the equation 

in connection with a design 

diagram (Fig. 6.5). 

According to the prin¬ 

ciple of the conservation 

of energy, the power devel¬ 

oped by the impeller of the 

pump is consumed for an increase in the energy of the flowing 

fluid flow. The power of the blade wheel can be determined by the 

angular velocity and the magnitude of the moment of the force of 

interaction of the wheel with the fluid flow, ie , according to 

the torque of the wheel [39]. 

The determination of the resulting moment of the interaction 

of the blade wheel with the fluid flow is a problem of hydrody¬ 

namics which, generally speaking, can be solves only after an 

analysis of the phenomena within the region of the wheel, which is 

associated with a whole number of difficulties and requires con¬ 

siderable outlining of the real phenomenon. 

.iowever, a solution can be made on the basts of the equation 

of momentum, and the states of the flow within the wheel are not 
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•t M 

of momentum are changed. According tc the theorem about the 

moment of momentum, a per-second change in the mcr..ent of momentum 

equal to the moment of the external forces which act on this body, 

i.e., the time derivative of the moment of momentum of the fluid 

is equal to the torque applied to the shaft : 

«i 

Taking into account the fact that ds/dt-w, we obtain 

7 t,‘ • 

M = r(u — wcosfipFwI + f - *LCos?Wrfj. 
J \ at dt / 

cos yj?Fds. (6.19) 

After substituting equation (6.19) into (6.18), we obtain the 

expression for the power of the forces which act or. fluid in the 

impeller, taking into account that u-rw 

-f ^ « P Fds I N — u (u — w cos ¡3) p Fw ?]+ (6.20) 

+ PAw, - pAv>t 

On the other hand, the power is expressed as a change in the 

kinetic energy per unit time: 

2 2X 2 
= W 4-U Since c w +u ~2uw cos ß, then 

dv rfu W-+ «- 
dt dt 

(6.21) 

After equating expressions (6.20) and (6.21) and using the 

equation of continuity w^-w^-const, after some transformations 
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we will obtain the equation of theoretical pressure, developed 

with the impeller of the pump: 

<6-22> 

*i 

Here the index "1" denotes the parameters at the inlet into the 

wheel; index ”2" - at the outlet from the wheel. 

A pressure increase in the inlet branch pipe can be determined 

by equation (6.22), taking into account that in the branch pipe 

u*0, w=c; 

Since OyFc, 

it 
•B 

(6.23) 

The pressure increase in the branch device is determined simi¬ 

larly : 

(6.24) 

The obtained equations (6.22), (6.23) and (6.2^) make it 

possible to determine the full pressure increment in the pump: 

Pn~ Po = 

'SÍTT- 
#1 

T IK - ¢) + (“î - «1) -K-‘¿) - («ï - «i) 
I * 

. JÍÜ. C£)S \_\ dG r ds \ dG n ds 
M ' I g dt J F» g dí J Ft ' (6.25) 
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In deriving equation (6.25) losses of the ¿>ead in pump as a 

result of the fluid friction against the walls, the turning of the 

flow, losses to a finite number of blades, etc. were not considered. 

Hydraulic losses are proportional to the square of the flow rate; 

therefore, we will consider them by the introduction of the loss 

factor Ç . 
H 

Let us determine the integrals which enter into the expression 

of the full pressure increment in the pump (6.25), which consider 

the dynamic pressure components created by the pump taking into 

account 

0_ du __ T. D dn 

2 ' r T? sin y dl 60 dt ' 

_1_jrf(G 

2" f Pt *3* sin ? dt ' 

where b2 - the width of blades at the output from the wheel- 
H * 

<p - the coefficient of constraint equal to 1-6 l/2nr sin S- 

6^ - the thickness of impeller vane; 

i - the number of the blades. 

Let us replace the calculation of the integrals by the 

numerical integration for the sections of the center line of the 

blades : 

dG 

> d-,e 

\ dt 
du * , j i* d-f . tosj rfî = (, i --rfi- 
dt dt 

St 
I 

- V Ai, 

dl 2rr-fi’<A3« sin?< /-i 

d!L 
dt 

where i Is the number of the sections. 

(6.26) 

Determined similarly are the integrals 



(6.27) 
> rfo r rf* *g_ y 

" ^ ¿ ? ^ áf 

(6.28) 

After substituting expressions (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) into 

equation (6.25) and taking into account that 

c’= “ 2^-, cos p, + . 
p/".i 

(:, = _G_; a, =,_0_ U — -2-0— 
9 ?» 2 r» /■$„ ? sin ? ’ 00 * 

we obtain 

P.-P» = dln'-dinG-dfi>-Du^ + Ea-d±. (6.25a) 

The coefficient û± characterizes the effect on the pump head 
of dimensions of the rotor wheel, d2 - geometry of the flow part, 

d3 - hydraulic losses and the effect of inlet and exhaust pipes. 

The coefficients Dh and Eh determine the inertia components 

of pressure according to flow rate and the number of revolutions: 

2,75 • 1Q-3 

1 + nt 

£/.=. 1.C7- )0~? /_J_1_\ 

1+/I, íií|«g?J’ 

co#^ 

where n^ is the coefficient of the reduction in pressure due to 

the transition to the f'.nite number of blades. 
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With the lowering of the pressure at the inlet into the pump, 

the centrifugal pumps begin operating in the mode of partial 

cavitation. 

Cavitation is a disturbance of the continuity of fluid flow 

caused by the appearance in it of bubbles or cavities filled with 

vapor or gas, which appear in those places of the fluid flow where 

the static pressure falls below the pressure of steam generation 

[16, 19, ^9]. In the majority of the cases the gas liberation from 

the solution does not play a significant role. In this case the 

cavitation is frequently called steam. 

In the centrifugal pump the true cavitation appears on the 

blade of the rotor wheel usually near its inlet edge. The pressure 

here is considerably lower than the pressure in the suction pipe 

of the pump due to a local increase in the velocity with inleakage 

to the blade and due to hydrualic losses in the feed. 

In the operation on the gasified components it is necessary 

to deal with the flow of liquid to which the gas bubbles are 

'mixed". With the passage of the bubbles through the region of 

reduced pressure there occurs an intense increase in them and, 

therefore, an increase in the volume concentration of the gas. A 

sharp disturbance in the operating mode of the pump can occur as 

a result of the fact that in the center section of the wheel there 

is an accumulation of gas which was separated from the fluid under 

the action of centrifugal forces. This phenomenon is called gas 

cavitation. 

In centrifugal pumps the cavitation Is accompanied by a loss 

in pressure, power and efficiency. 

The very approximately cavitation operating mode of the pumps 

can be considered by the Introduction into the pump performance 

of the coefficient which characterizes the depth of cavitation: 
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where Hh - the pump head in the presence of cavitation; 

- the pressure created by the pump in the absence of 
cavitation in m, HJ-p^p^/y-p/y 

Function cm is dimensionless and can take any values within 

limits of 0 to 1. 

with the full separation e a0, and in the full absence of the 
N 

cavitation e *1. 
H 

Function eH depends on the pressure at the inlet into the 

pump pax, flow rate of the components, pressure of elasticity of 

vapc'-s of the component at the given temperature p and the 
ynp 

numbei of revolutions of the pump. 

The static characteristic of the cavitation function e is 
K 

obtained from the experimental cavitation characteristic of the 

pump. 

The cavitation characteristics are the dependence of pressure 

Hh, ‘low rate and nH of the pump on pressure at the inlet p with 

n=const (Fig. 6.6). 

Figure 6.r. Cavita¬ 
tion characteristic 
of .ae pump. 

sufficiently distinctly 

According to the cavitation charac¬ 

teristic two characteristic points are 

determined. The salient point I charac¬ 

terizes the appearance of partial cavita¬ 

tion during a decompression at the inlet 

into the pump up to a definite value. 

This value of pressure at the inlet into 

the pump with which the pump begins to 

cavitize will be called critical. ¡Jlnce 

the beginning of cavitation is not always 

outlined according to the characteristic, 
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there is usually established the conditional boundary of the 

beginning of cavitation by which a drop in pressure of 2-3¾ is 

understood. 

With a lowering in preeuure at the inlet Into pump down to m 

definite value, which corresponds to the stalling of the operation 

of the pump pc> on the cavitation characteristic of the pump the 

salient point II appears; in this case the pressure at the outlet 

begins to fall very sharply. 

The depth of the cavitation depends on the tangent of the 

slope angle of the descending branch of the cavitation character¬ 

istic (i.e., the straight line which connects the salient points 

I and II). 

Let us construct the pump characteristic in coordinates which 

determine the appearance of cavitation H /n2. G/n. o -o 
_ - . M * » *HD *BX 
(Fig. 6.7). 

The cavitation characteris¬ 

tic will be located in parallel 

to the axis PHp-PBX. To the 

right of point A the zone without 

cavitation will be located. 

Point A corresponds to a lowering 

of the pressure at the inlet into 

the pump up to the critical value 

when p =|, 

by the normally 

the absence of c 

Pump with cavitation H 

less than the pressure' 

The pressure 

normally operating 

Pressure created 

y »Plating pump i„ 

puvitation by 
Ü'IAArt * n 

created by the 

0n Hh win be 

magnitude of iouseo of 

fc'lth cavitation: 
pruaouro 
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//„ --- A/’ —l/f* (6.29) 

The locus of the points which correspond to losses of the 

head to cavitation with a decrease in the pressure at the inlet 

into tl~e pump is a parabola of the form 

//Hni.-O**- 
(6.29a) 

Let us determine coefficient according to the coordinates of 

point c, which corresponds to the complete stalling of the opera- 

tioi. of the pump: 

a = 
H'. 

(Pup—itT 

[’hen expression (6.29a) will take the form 

H, 
H. 

Kit 
(Pap-PcJ* 

iP*p ~~ Pm)** 

Let us substitute the expression for losses of the head to 

cavitation into equation (6.29) and obtain 

^ “ p,t) " H' V ip*-p* J * 

Hence we obtain the expression for determining the static 

depth of cavitation eHtCT: 

(P«p~ Pm)* 

f, CT "" 1 ~ (Psp-Pd* 

With complete stalling PBX“PC and eK“0, With pax"PKp 

cavitation is absent: eK*l. 

the 

If one assumes that a drop in pressure* and efficiency of the 

pumps follow dips in pressures not instantly but with a delay, 
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then the dynamics of the propagation of cavitation phenomena can 

be described in the following way: 

^ *« __ »«.{T ~~ *« 

dt 

where th is retention time of fluid in the pump: 

. GH)f *K 
t. -- " . 

The weight volume of the fluid in the pump Q -V , where V 

is the volume of the pump. H 

Factor V considers that the presence of bubbles decreases 

the volume of the pump. 

§ 5. EQUATION OF DYNAMICS 
OF THE TURBOPUMP UNIT 

It is accepted to call the equation of dynamics of the turbo¬ 

pump unit the equation of motion of its rotor, which is formed on 

the basis of d^lembert’s principle: 

i-I 

where Mt - the torque of tne turbine; 

M 
H i 

J 

0) - 

the moment of the ith pump required for its rotation; 

the moment of inertia of the rotor of the TNA, which 
is added from the moments of inertia of the turbine 
rotor JT, the rotor wheels of the pump the fluid 

which is located in the wheels and the fluid 

column J : 
CT 

./-/,-1- 2(/« + /*) -f- /CT; 

the angular rate of rotation of the rotor: 

2r n 

GO 
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power, the 'aking into account that M-N/w, where N is the 

equation of the TNA can be written thus: 

where a.**]—. 
900 

§ 6. EQUATIONS OF POWER OF 
THE TURBINE AND PUMPS 

■ne power of the turbine Nt is equal to the product of the 
•-OW rate of gas through the turbine GT by the efficiency of the 

turbine nT and by the adiabatic work of the expansion of gas in 

the nozzles of the turbine LT: 

2f 

The adiabatic exhaust gas velocity from nozzles of the turbine 

depends on the expansion ratio of the gas e«p2/pT, where p. is the 

gas pressure behind the turbine; pT is the gas pressure in front 

of the turbine. 

1 

With subcritical outflow when 2 \'~l- 

rhe crltical exhaust gas velocity from nozzles of the turbine 

is determined from the equation 

where RtTt is the efficiency of the gas at the inlet into the 

turbine. 



wmm * mm mmmmmmmmm ^ ' ™ 

If we do not consider the retention tine of the gas in the 

gas generator, then 

RJi-RT. 

The adiabatic velocity is connected with the critical by the 

relation whe**e the reduced velocity X is determined by 

the expansion ratio e and is connected with the Mach number by 

expression 

YW At 

M» 

The gas flow rate through tne turbine also depends on the 

expansion ratio of the gas in the nozzle of the turbine. 

When e>e the gas flow rate through the turbine is determined 
KP 

from the equation 

where Ft - the total area of the nozzles of the turbine; 

u - the coefficient of flow rate. 

With the critical outflow 

The overall efficiency of the turbine is a function of ratio 

n/c (Fig. 6.8). When necessary this dependence can be approxi- 
^ »A 

mated by a polynomial of the third power: 
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The power expended for rotation of the 

pump depends on the pressure created by the 

pump, flow rate and efficiency 

§ 7. EQUATIONS OP DYNAMICS OF 
ASSEMBLIES OF AUTOMATION OF THE ZhRD 

Figure 6.8. De¬ 
pendence of the 

The- efficiency of the ZhRD is deter- 

overall efficiency 
of the turbine on 
relation n/c 

rnlued by the correct function of its separ- M 

ate systems, subassemblies and assemblies, including the assemblies 

jf automation. 

i’he internal relationships between parameters of different 

elements of the ZhRD define its properties as the object of auto¬ 

matic control. Automatic devices impose on elements of the engine 

installation new relationships necessary for providing the required 

operating modes of the ZhRD. 

ihe engine installation in the process of the operation under¬ 

goes the effect of various kinds of external and internal perturba¬ 

ron xactors, which lead to a disturbance of modes of operation, 

and with the unsatisfactory final development of the engine - to 

failures [16]. 

0 ria-ntain the output parameters of the engine installation 

constant or changing according to the assigned law, independently 

of the perturbation factors, the control of the engine installa¬ 

tion is accomplished. Contemporary ZhRD are equipped with diverse 

(according to the form of the fulfilled operations) automation 

assemblies. 

There has been widespread use of assemblies of automation 

which operate by the "closed-opened" scheme. They affect the 

engine and change its mode upon a signal from without or from the 
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Object Itself. As an example It is possible to cite the work of 

dif.’erent valves, cutoff pyrotechnic valves and air-operatod 

valves (see Fig. 6.12), and bypass valves of the gas past the 

turbine [77]. 

Fuel valves are intended for a change in the propellant com¬ 

ponent flow: with their aid in full or in part the flow area of 

the corresponding main lines is opened or closed. 

The design of the valves must eliminate the possibility of 

the incidence of fuel and oxidizer into the combustion chamber and 

gas generator of the ZhRD prior to the beginning of the starting 

and after the cutoff of the engine, and also provide for the pos¬ 

sibility of the transition from one mode to the otner. 

The use for the engine control of pyro-, electro- or pneumatic 

automatics is determined, first of all, by the purpose of the 

engine and the type of flight vehicle onto which this engine, and 

it depends on the requirement for a one-time or repeated action of 

the valves. The use of pyrotechnical automatics on the engine 

provides high airtightness and allows prolonged storage of the 

flight vehicle in the fueled state, but it does not make it possible 

to control the operation of the assemblies after their installa¬ 

tion on the engine. Furthermore, the use of pyrotechnical auto¬ 

matics conditions the operating speed, the simplicity of design 

of the valve itself, uhe simplicity of the design of the engine 

which uses this automation, and tne minimum time spread of the 

function of the valve. 

The design of the ZhRD with the use of pneumatic automatics 

is more flexible in the final development, since it makes it 

possible to change the time characteristics of the processes of 

the feed of components into the combustion chamber, providing a 

smoother or more sharp growth in pressure, and makes it possible 

after the elimination of the defect to produce restart without the 

replacement of the assemblies. 
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xhe bypass valve of the gas is normally a closed valve. With 

the starting and under the conditions of the main stage it is 

closed. With the conversion of the engine into the mode of the 

final stage, the valve is opened on instruction from the rocket 

control system. The flow rate of the gases through the turbine 

decreases, and the thrust of the engine is decreased. 

Jie operation of such automatic devices occurs without an 

opposite effect of the object on the automatic device after its 

ope: i.tion 

Automatic devices called regulators have had widespread use 

In ohhD, and these maintain with a definite accuracy the assigned 

mcde cf its operation. 

: ne regulator measures the deviation of the controllable 

parameter from the rated value and acts on the controlled object 

until its deviation is eliminated (Pig. 6.9). Consequently, the 

control system is a closed system with negative feedback. 

The ZhRD as a controlled object can have 

several controllable parameters for the exe¬ 

cution of assigned task with maximum effi¬ 

ciency . 

Figure 6.9. Block 
^ „ diagram of the 

The basic parameters of the engine in- control system. 

stallation are the thrust and specific 

thrust, the magnitudes of which with the assigned geometries of 

the engine chamber and pressure in the nozzle section, are deter- 

nur.el only by the pressure in the chamber and the relationship of 

the propellant components: 

*); P¡ = Pi(pH,k). 

Consequently, the combustion-chamber pressure and the rela¬ 

tionship of the propellant components are the basic controllable 

—0—f Regulator 

*PA 
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Figure 6.10 Figure 6.11 

Figure 6.10. Schematic diagram of a pressure 
regulator. 

Figure 6.11. Schematic diagram of a regulator 
of the ratio of propellant components. 

parameters of the engine installation, and for maintaining these 

parameters constant pressure regulators (Fig. 6.10) and regulators 

of the ratio of propellant components (stabilizers) are used 

(Fig. 6.11). 

Besides these basic controllable parameters, in engine instal¬ 

lation there can be others. The selection of these parameters is 

dictated by the need of providing for heat resistance of the 

turbine (maintaining of the constancy of the relationship of pro¬ 

pellant components in the gas generator) or of the minimum guaran¬ 

teed fuel residues with the cutoff of the engine installation 

(provision for the minimum error in levels in the fuel tanks). 

Widespread use has been obtained also of automatic devices 

which discotnect the engine installation with the appearance of a 

danger of its breaking down: systems of emergency engine cutoff 

and systems of emergency protection system of the engine. For 

example, on the central ZhRD F-l of the first stage of the space 

vehicle Saturn-5 there is the system of the cutoff of oxygen into 

the engine with the appearance of excessive vibration [18, 79, 99]. 

The equation of motion of the controlling element of the 

automatic device is called the differential equation which 
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determines the interconnection between the movement of the con¬ 

trolling element with time x(t) and the parameters of the hydraulic 

line and appropriate automatic device which ensures this movement. 

Th'.s equation is simply called the equation of the appropriate 

automatic device. 

The equation of motion of any mechanical system is written on 

the basis of d'Alembert’s principle: 

m (6.30) 

where m - the reduced mass of the moving parts (taking into 
account the mass of elastic elements and the hydro- 
dynamic drag of the medium); 

vp, - the sum of the forces which act on the mobile system; 

X - movement of the controlling element. 

The sum of the forces which act on the system in equation 

(6.30) is determined by the design of the appropriate controlling 

device. The equation of motion of the controlling element and 

pressure regulator (see Fig. 6.10) is written in the following way: 

m + A —- + P co — ex — p% — Fmi) — PiFt% 

where ph - the pressure of the adjustment of the regulator; 

p, and p2 - inlet and outlet pressures of the hydraulic line, 
1 respectively; 

F active area of the bellows; 
C. 30 

F - area of the rod of the controlling element; 
LUT 

F - current area of the needle of the controlling 
element; 

P n - total initial compression of the spring and 
c bellows at x*0; 

c - total rigidity of the spring and bellows. 
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Figure 6.12. Schematic 
diagram of an air operated 
valve. 

For the air-operated valve (Fig. 6.12) the equation of motion 

of the valve disk is written in the form of 

m “ PA ~ Pj (^. (Py - P*)fy- P<* " CX 

where p, and p^ - the pressures of the components at inlet and 
1 *■ outlet from the valve; 

F^ - area of the valve seat; 

F^ - area of the piston plunger; 

p - pressure of controlling gas on the piston; 

Ph - ambient pressure 

F - area of the piston; 
«/ 

p - spring f ce with a closed valve (initial com¬ 
pression of the spring); 

c - spring rigidity. 

§ 8. MODELS OF FAILURES OF ZhRD 
WITH THE APPEARANCE OF MALFUNCTIONS 

The appearance in the engine installation of malfunctions of 

any form causes a transient process [9, 9^]. 
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The method of the calculation of transient processes with the 

appearance of malfunctions (during emergency situations) must be 

distinguished by the peculiar flexibility, since it must make it 

possible to model both the normal and emergency operation of the 

engine and investigate the engine operation with malfunctions of 

different forms, which car. appear in different places of the 

hydraulic lines of the ZhRL of different designs. 

Each malfunction introduces its own features into the course 

of tae transient process and requires a definite account in the 

general model of the engine. In connection with this, the method 

of the calculation of emergency situations must include the general 

system of nonlinear differential equations, which describe the 

dynamics of the engine, and for an examination of the emergency 

situations it is necessary to consider the specific nature of the 

physical processes in each concrete situation, which in a mathe¬ 

matical description can lead to definite changes in this system 

of equations: 

- to changes in separate coefficients of the equations whicn 

describe the dynamics of separate engine components; 

- to the modification of some equations which describe the 

dynamics of separate elements; 

- to the introauction of new additional equations. 

We will form the models of failures of the ZhRD on the basis 

of the defined concepts about the physical picture and quantitative 

changes which occur in each separate engine component with the 

appearance of a malfunction. 

The full or partial overlap of the hydraulic line is modeled 

by an increase in the coefficient of hydraulic friction of the 

defined section of the main line, which corresponds to an increase 

in the pressure differential on this section as a result of a 
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decrease in its flow area. With a gradual overlap of the main 

line the law of the increase with time of the coefficient of 

hydraulic friction of the defined section of the main line is 

assigned. 

With the emergence of the unsealing of gas lines as a result 

of the destruction or burnout through the formed opening, the gas 

begins to escape into the ambient medium. Modeling of the failure 

of this type provides for the modification of the equation of the 

gas line, which is expressed in the appearance of a new term which 

reflects the gas escape. The ambient pressure during bench and 

flight tests p±l kgf/cm^, and therefore the supercritical outflow 

of gas from the opening formed in the tank will always be realized: 

Or 

« » I 

V RT Httt) V (6.31) 

where P - the area of the opening which was formed; 
OTB 

y - coefficient of the flow rate of gas with the outflow 
from the opening. 

In connection with this, with the gas escape the equation of 

the gas generator, for example, is written in the form of 

RT 

dp', d(RT) 

dt ’ (#T? dt 
*= £,. (t ~ "f) (* "f) 

+1 

r rr \% + 1' 

(6.32) 

The equations of other gas lines with the emergence of 

leakage are similarly written. 

With the emergencies caused by a change in the quality of 

carburetion, the real specific impulse of the combustion— chamber 

pressure is decreased as a result of a decrease in <frK-ß/ß* - the 

coefficient of the chamber, where ß* is the theoretical specific 



impulse of pressure. In this case it is necessary to recalculate 

the dependence ß=f(k) or RT-f(k), taking into account the under¬ 

stating of the value of the coefficient of the chamber. 

It is possible to carry out the theoretical studies connected 

with the cavitation stalling of the operation of the pump in such 

a case when in the general system of equations of dynamics of the 

engine the feed lines from the tank to the inlet into the pump 

and tlao the dynamics of the cavitation phenomena are taken into 

accounc. The approximate account of cavitation in this case gives 

only a qualitative picture. In order to obtain a quantitative 

agreement with the experiment, it is necessary to consider the 

dimensions of the cavitation pockets and the dependence of the 

volumes of the cavitation pockets on the number of cavitation 

(pressure at the inlet into the pump). 

If cavitation stalling is preceded by any other malfunction, 

tne overlap of the feed line or leakage and, as a result, the 

lowering of pressure at the inlet into the pump and the pressure 

created by the pump, then in the system of equations of dynamics 

oi the engine these initial causes must be reflected: it is 

necessary either to increase the value of the coefficient of 

hydraulic friction of the feed line or introduce an additional 

equation of the hydraulic line of leakage, which appeared as a 

result of the destruction of the main line. 

Breakages of bearings of the pumps and the rubbing of the 

floating rings lead to an increase in the moment of resistance of 

the pump, which can be obtained because of a reduction in the 

efficiency of the pump. This form of malfunctions will be simu¬ 

lated by the lowering of the efficiency of the pumps, assigning 

nH=°.8 nj (where nj is the nominal value of efficiency of this 

pump). 

Malfunctions connected with defects of the pump itself - 

breakages in the impellers and worm conveyors, lead to a change in 
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the geometry of the flow part and, consequently, to a change in 

the head characteristic of the pump. 

Malfunctions of the turbine (fusing of the turbine blades, 

burnout of the rotor of the turbine) produce a change in the 

geometric dimensions of channels of the nozzles, change the con¬ 

ditions of the gas-dynami: flow in the nozzles of the turbine, 

which leads to a change in the exhaust gas velocity from the 

nozzles of the turbine and as a final result causes a lowering of 

the efficiency of the turbine and decrease in the available power 

of the turbine. With the mathematical description of a similar 

type of malfunctions, it is possible to assign a change in the 

total area of the nozzles of the turbine (wFt) and a decrease in 

the efficiency of the turbine. 

The destruction of the shroud of the turbine rotor causes an 

abrupt deceleration of the rotor of the TNA due to an increase in 

the moment of friction on the shaft of the turbine and reduction 

of n due to the appearance of additional tip losses and an in¬ 

crease in losses to the overflowing through the increased (due to 

separation of the shroud) clearance. This form of malfunctions 

can be considered by the lowering of the efficiency of the turbine 

or oy the introduction of an additional term into the equation of 

the TNA: 

Atn^~ = Nt - N0~ Nt — (6.33) 

With breakage in the spring the operation of the TNA can be 

described by two equations: 

Aß, = Aff - iV* 
at 

A n Nr 
’ at 

At the initial moment n1»n2, which corresponds to the value 

of the number of revolutions of the TNA shaft up to the emergence 

of a malfunction. 
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With the breaking of the hydraulic line or with the appearance 

of leakage at any place appears new flow rate (leakage), which is 

a time varying value and determined by the dimension of the opening 

through which there occurs leakage of the component and by the 

pressure differential which ensures the outflow. With the breaking 

of t.i. hyiraulic line the outflow occurs into the ambient medium 

with pressure pa> which is in general the value of the variable 

dependent on the lift of the article p *f(H), 
â 

'ne p0bltion cf the breaking will be considered as a new 

arsernc ly in the hydraulic system of the engine. 

To determine the value of the flow escaping from the main 

Line Gy-f(t), to equations of the main lines of a normally oper- 

‘-ir- engine it is necessary to add one additional equation, which 

reflects the seeming appearance of a new hydraulic line (tank is 

the position of the break). 

xn the formulation of this equation, besides the hydraulic 

friction of the circuit of the engine to the position of breaking, 

t Is necessary to consider the fluid resistance with outflow from 

the opening. The coefficient of hydraulic friction In this case 
will be defined as 

Cu Fat)1 2g T ’ (6.34) 

where F 
ora the area of the opening which was formed in the 

breaking; 

u - the flow coefficient 
the opening. 

Wxth the outflow of fluid from 

In the equation of the hydraulic line in which the breaking 

occurred, the losses on the section from the tank up to the place 

0f breaklng must be determined by taking into account the flow 

escaping f-om the main line, since up to the place of the breaking 

there occurs the total flow G-O^, which includes the flow 
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escaping from the main line and the flow through the main line of 

the engine after the place of the creak. Since the hydraulic lines 

of the engine can be a multi-assembly branched system of pipelines, 

the flow escaping from the main line must be considered also in 

the equations of those main lines of the engine which have a 

common section of the pipelines with the main line in which there 

occurred the break, which corresponds to added losses of pressure 

on these sections, and also in equations of power and pre°sure 

created by the pump. 
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CHAPTER VU 

STUDY OF EMERGENCY SITUATIONS OF 
LIQUID-PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 

? 1. EXPLANATION OF CAUSES FOR THE 
EMERGENCY OUTCOMES OF TESTS OF 
LIQUID-PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 

We will understand as an emergency situation of the ZhRD 

[WP;; - liquid-propellant rocket engines] the appearance of any 

malfunction which causes a transient process and the establishing 

of a new mode distinct from the preceding one. 

An experiment of the final development and operation of the 

ZhRD shows that the establishment of reasons for emergency outcomes 

of tests in each concrete case requires the conducting of special 

investigations of results of measurements, the material part etc., 

and sometimes also special experiments whose purpose is the repro¬ 

duction of the nature of the emergency for determining the causes 

which induced it [6, 9, 12, 9^]. 

The establishment of the reason for the emergency outcome of 

the flight test of the ZhRD is a more complex problem than the 

bench test in connection with the less volume of information, the 

difficulties in the detection of the material part of the engine, 

and also due to deformations and destructions with the impact of 

the rocket. 
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For the establishment of the reason for the emergency outcome 

of testing, at present a whole number of the works is being carried 

out, and these include an analysis of results of measurements, an 

inspection and flaw detection check of the material part, a check 

of the industrial processes of the manufacture of assemblies and 

subassemblies, experimental works, an analysis of bench and flight 

tests which precede that given, calculated works, and a simulation 

of the malfunctions assumed to be on the test stand. 

In an explanation of the reason for the emergency outcome, 

data of the results of measurements are the basic source of infor¬ 

mation about the engine which underwent tests. On the basis of an 

analysis of results of these measurements, assumptions about the 

reason for the emergency are made [6, 9i 18, 19]. 

The presence of the material part facilitates the search. As 

a result of an inspection of the material part some assumptions 

about the causes of the emergency made on the basis of an analysis 

of the measurements can be immediately rejected. 

An inspection of the material part of the engines of stage I 

of the rockets makes it possible to draw the conclusion about the 

presence of high-frequency pulsations in the combustion chamber, 

burnouts of the fire wall of the combustion chamber, gas generator 

and other engine components, the fusion and erosion of metal at the 

intake pipes of the pumps, the Incorrect expansion of the dia¬ 

phragms, the destruction of separate assemblies of the engine which 

occurred prior to the impact of the article. 

If at the end of the engine operation of stage II failure 

occurred,then almost eliminated is the possibility of the estab¬ 

lishment of the reason for the state of the material part and even 

the detection of the residues of the material part is extremely 

difficult [19, 79]. 
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Thus in flight tests the data of telemetering measurements 

are the starting point in the establishment of the reason for tho 

emergency outcome. 

In the course of the explanation of the reason for the emer¬ 

gency outcome of the flight test, there are carried out experi¬ 

mental works which incluae the flaw detection of the assemblies 

delivered from the point of impact of the rocket, Investigations 

in i.aboratories and autonomous tests of subassemblies and assem- 

bj'-s, nydro- and pneumatic tests before the destruction of the 

univ assemblies of the engine of the same period of manufacture as 

tne unit assembly of the engine which underwent flight tests, the 

possibility of the destruction of separate subassemblies with the 

static feed of the pressure and with the simulation of the dynamics 

cf filling of the pipelines is determined, and the strength of the 

bellows, pumps, quality of the subassemblies of seals and coatings 

is checked [84]. 

In the explanation of the reason for abnormal flight test, 

one analyzes the data of static firing tests, which makes it 

possible sometimes to establish the reasons for the emergency 

outcome in flight. For this we select and analyze those bench 

tests in which the same pattern of the course of the processes as 

during the flight test was recorded [6, 9, 94]. 

An important link in the explanation of the reason for the 

emergency outcome of the test is the calculations whose role 

increases in the analysis of reasons for the emergency operation 

cf the engine during flight tests. They assume to be the linking 

of the basic parameters of the ZhRD for the purpose of the con¬ 

firmation of the correctness of results of measurements and the 

analy'-ical studies of the transient processes and parameters of 

the steady-state engine operating mode under the assumption of a 

defined malfunction. 

The systematically correctly conducted analytical investiga¬ 

tion facilitates the operation on the explanation of the reason 
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for the emergency outcome of the testing. It makes it possible to 

■narrow the sphere of the searcn for the possible reasons for emer¬ 

gencies, reject the invalid versions and retain the most probable, 

and sometimes (with a sufilclent quantity of measurements) unambig¬ 

uously establish the reason for the emergency outcome [7, 36, 39]. 

If the nature of the transient process and parameters of the 

new steady-state mode, recorded with emergency testing, correspond 

to the parameters and nature of the transient process, obtained by 

calculation under the assumption of a definite malfunction, the 

conclusion that this malfunction with a full-scale test was the 

reason for its emergency outcome is made. 

In certain cases during bench tests on the state of material 

part and results of the measurements, it is also impossible to 

reveal the reason for the emergency outcome. Then it is necessary 

to conduct analytical Investigations, which make it possible to 

make a more detailed analysis of the test results. Specifically, 

the conducting of similar calculated investigations can prove to 

be useful in the explanation of the initial cause which caused the 

secondary defects of the material part, which, in turn, led to the 

emergency outcome of the testing. 

If it is necessary to simulate the emergency situation, the 

results of the calculated works make it possible to conduct a 

special adjustment of the expei'imental engine. 

The reproduction under the bench-test conditions of the nature 

of the transient process, which arose in the engine operation 

during flight tests (simulation), is the concluding stage of the 

establishment of the reason for the emergency outcome of the 

testing. If the nature of a change in the system of the experi¬ 

mental engine with the simulation of the defined malfunction and 

the parameters of its steady-state mode correspond to the nature 

and parameters recorded during the flight test, then on the basis 

of the conducted experimental works the conclusion that this 
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malfunction during the flight t*Bt was the reason for its emergency 

outcome is made [6, 9» 9^]* 

Simulation under the bench conditions of different types of 

malfunctions requires test conducting according to specific pro¬ 

grams and sometimes serious modifications of the experimental 

engine, which would make it possible to reproduce a malfunction. 

The leakage of the main line can be simulated by installation 

on the pipeline, where leakage is assumed, of additional pyro¬ 

technic valves. By the operation of these pyrotechnic valves for 

a specified second of engine operation leakage of the main line is 

cieated. On the test stand an overflow line for the removal of 

the component is connected to these pipelines. For the measurement 

Cf> ^he flow which escapes the main line through the pyrotechnic 

valves in discharge line, flow meters are installed. 

The shutting off of the main line can be simulated by the in¬ 

stallation of a throttle or a supplementary discharging nozzle 

into the main line in which the malfunction is assumed. The simu¬ 

lation of complete shutoff can be insured with the operation of the 

pyrotechnic valve of the cutoff of the component. 

The reproduction of malfunctions of pumps, assemblies of auto¬ 

mation and turbines is more complex. It requires design modifica¬ 

tions of these assemblies and their fulfillment with the necessary 

defects for the present case. 

in certain cases the simulation under bench-test conditions 

is the only method of the establishment of the reason for the 

emergency outcome of the flight test of the ZhRD. 

In conclusion let us give several examples from practice with 

respect to the malfunctions of the engine installation, an explana 

tion of their reasons and the methods of elimination. Thus 

according to results of the measurements it was established that 
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during aircraft design tests of englr.5 installations of the lunar 

expeditionary module (LEM-3) of the space vehicle Apollo-9* from 

the very beginning of the first starting of the engine installa¬ 

tion of the landing stage there is no fuel-tank pressurization as 

a result of the clogging of the helium main line (Fig. 7.1). This 

led to the disturbance of the feed system (pressure in system was 

lowered). The clogging of the helium line was eliminated only 

after 5 seconds of operation under conditions of full thrust, 

whereupon the pressures in the engine installation were raised to 

their normal levels [9, 84, 94], 

The temperature sensors of the helium system showed that at 

approximately the 35th second the temperature at the inlet into 

the regulator and also the temperature at the inlet and exit of the 

internal (helium-helium) heat exchanger were sharply lowered. This 

sudden inflow of cold helium indicated the elimination of the 

clogging of the helium line. Then the temperature returned to the 

normal level. 

Figure 7.*. Pressures in 
the engine installation of 
tne landing stage of LEM-3 
(beginning of operation): 
1 - neilum in small tank; 
2 - helium at output from 
unit of regulators; 3 - fuel 
at engine inlet; 4 - com¬ 
bustion chamber. 

Subsequent research of the causes 

engine plant, conducted at the Kennedy 

of the malfunction of an 

Space Center, in particular. 
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the testing of the technology of the servicing of the small tank 

with helium, showed that the pressure in the helium line can be 

lowered in certain cases down to zero, and this can lead to in¬ 

leakage into the main line of air from the ambient medium. 

Reproduction of a malfunction in the experimental model of 

the lunar expeditionary .r.odule during bench tests showed that the 

presence of vacuum in tne helium line ior approximately 20 minutes 

is .ufficient in order to freeze and clog the heat exchanger. 

FI -..re 7.2.gives the comparison of flight test data of the LEM-3 

and bench tests of the experimental 

model [9» 8^4]. 

During the second starting of 

the engine installation of the 

landing stage of the lunar expedi¬ 

tionary module the crew of the 

space vehicle Apollo-9 noted un¬ 

stable engine operation at the level 

of 27# of thrust, which lasted for 

several seconds. During the ex¬ 

planation of the reason for the 

malfunction, the simulation in the 

bench-test conditions of the nature 

of the operation during flight tests 

was carried out. Bench tests of the experimental model were 

carried out with the intentional feed of helium into the engine. 

A comparison of the transient processes which occurred in the 

flight of the space vehicle Apollo-9 and bench tests with the 

helium feea confirms the correctness of the established reason of 

the malfunction (Fig. 7.3). A growth in the pressure in the main 

lines was caused by the operation of the stabilizers of flow in 

the cavitation mode. As a result of the large liberated volume in 

the fuel tanks (60Í) and also the transverse and angular acceler¬ 

ations of the space vehicle, the helium, apparently, entered into 

the intake devices and then the engine. However, bench tests 

showed tha^ the incidence of the helium into tne engine does not 
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Figure 7.2. Results of 
simulation of the freezing 
oi the heat exchange with 
the inleakage of air: 0 - 
LEM-3; • - the experimental 
model of LEM; - - modes 
of the experiment. 



cause any additional breakdowns [9, 9¿*]. 

At present works devoted to the study of the emergency states 

of the separate systems of the rocket and to the development of 

systems of the automatic recognition of forms of emergencies during 

bench and flight tests were conducted [81, 97, 98]. 

Figure 7.3. Instability 
of engine operation of 
the landing stage: a) 
pressure of oxidizer at 
inlet into injector head; 
b) pressure of fuel at 
inlet into injector head; 
c) pressure in the 
chamber;-LEr/!-3; 
- - ground tests with 
helium feed. 

In reports [8l, 97] it is indicated that one of the basic 

problems ol rocket engineering connected with the further develop¬ 

ment of space flights is the creation of systems of automatic 

recognition and warding off of different forms of emergencies in 

flight. Several experimental complexes, which consist of mathe¬ 

matical models of separate systems and are located in the stage of 

experimental final development are developed. 

The system "Mark 7A" acting at present is intended for the 

forecasting and modeling of different flight states and character¬ 

istics of the engine installation of I stage of booster Saturn-5. 

The system also makes it possible to simulate failures. 

In essence the mathematical model "Mark 7A" describes the 

steady-state mode of operation of the engine installation with the 

normalized values for the transient processes. Utilized in the 
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modei are influence coefficients (engine characteristics in partial 

derivatives). With the aid of these the engine characteristics in 

off-design conditions are calculated. Included in the model are 

the corresponding models of all the systems which affect the 

intake parameters. According to the program the thrust, the per- 

second propellant component flow rate, pressure, levels of compo¬ 

nents in the tanks, the time of cutoff of the engine, and so on 

are calculated ¡.7» Sí83* 

The use of systems of automatic recogni ion of forms of emer- 

genoies is promising, since in the conducting of flight tests this 

system will make it possible to estimate rapidly the nature of the 

emergency and make a decision on the advisability of continuation 

or stopping of the flight, and also to get rid of the need for the 

''earch and transportation of remainders of material part of the 

emergency engine and reproduction in bench-test conditions of the 

nature of emergency. 

§ 2. METHOD OF CALCULATION OF PARAMETERS 
OF THE STEADY-STATE MODE OF THE ZhRD 
IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 

Let us conduct the modeling of the operation of the ZhRD [7, 

35J on the basis of an analysis of its structure, taking into 

account the physical processes in the engine and also the basic 

forms of malfunctions and damages which can occur during the oper¬ 

ation. 

1. System of Equations Which 
Describes the Engine Operation in 
Steady-State Conditions 

Let us examine the fairly complicated design of a 4-chamber 

engine (Fig. 7.4) such that the majority of the designs of existing 

ZhRD, which operate by an open circuit, would represent special 

cases of that examined. 
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This eliminates the need for the solution and creation of 

programs for each specific design with a less number of chambers, 

since in such case they are obtained by simplification of the main 

program. 

Let us write the system of nonlinear equations which describe 

the engine operation in steady-state conditions. Let us provide 

for the possibility of the appearance of leakage on the main lines 

The equations of statics are easily obtained from the equa¬ 

tions of the dynamics of main assemblies of the ZhRD if we equate 

the time derivatives in them to zero (see Chapter VI). 
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For example, the head of the pumps, on the basis of equation 

(6.25a), can be written in the form 

Pt~dn' d.nO%~d,G\. 

The power equation after elementary transformations will take 

the form 

iV0- : dtn' + 

The equation of the turbine 

jV, = G, (û,rï-- d.n% Gf = g0 + ^ 

where go and are flow rates oi components through the gas gen¬ 

erator. 

In the steady-state condition dn/dt-0 and the TNA [THA - turbo- 

pump unit] equation will be written as follows: 

N^N0+Nt. 

Equation of the combustion chamber 

/»«^/(Go + Gr), 

where £»ß/F (3 - tne specific impulse of the combustion-chamber 
HP 

pressure). For this kind of fuel and constant quality of the 

operating conditions, 0 depends on k and pH. However, since 0 

depends on pressure in the chamber considerably more weakly than 

on the fuel component ratio, then the effect of pH is disregarded. 

The equation of the gas generator is 

<'=-7-- 

The equations of the hydraulic lines of the gas generator are 



wtwmi—»n 

/>.-r/».,.« =-- P, + «, g\,i -r i, í;. P, + /V., - p\ -4- g\t • 

= £o -T- J?>. g,J = ifr 4- fry. 

where Ç1, Çlr are coefficients of hydraulic friction of sections 
of the main lines of the oxidizer and fuel up to 
the place of the break; 

^2* ^2r ~ the confidents of hydraulic friction of sec¬ 
tions of the main lines from the place of the 
break up to the gas generator; 

pax.o “ Pressure at the inlet into the oxidizer pump; 

PBx.r " pressure at the inlet into the fuel pump. 

The hydraulic line from the outlet of the pump to the combus¬ 

tion chambers, which is a multi-assembly branched system, is 

divided into sections of simple pipelines. Section 1-1 is from 

the outlet of the pump to the valve, with flow aQl, coefficients 

of hydraulic friction a1 and leakage 0^. Sections 21 and 211 are 

from the valve up to the cross section II and Ha. The flow, 

coefficients of hydraulic friction and leakage on section 21 are 

designated a2 and Gy2* anci* respectively, on section 211 

nII 
o2 

o11 o«,* ni* ä ~ and G ^• 
2 y 2 The main lines of the combustion chambers are 

divided into four sections: 3, 4, 5, ana 6. The flow, coeffi¬ 

cients of hydraulic friction and leakage of components on these 

sections will be designated by the indices "I, II, III, and IV", 

which correspond to the numbers of the combustion chambers. For 

example, the flow, coefficient of hydraulic friction and leakage 

cn section 3 of combustion chamber I will be designated G1 a1 
t . .. . . -IV TV TV 03 3, 

y3 
of combustion chamber IV - G^, atv and G1!. 

°3 3 y3 

Pressures in combustion chambers I-IV will be designated 

pI pJ1. p"\ piv. 

Then the equations of the steady-state motion of the pro¬ 

pellant components along main lines in connection with the engine, 
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the design scheme of main lines of which is represented in Fig. J.k, 

are written in the following way: 

+ oi'(ü'y-hai‘(G^+a^G>'f, 

The hydraulic lines of the fuel represent the same multi- 

■ir,sembly branched system and are divided into the same sections as 

is the main oxidizer line. Equations of main lines of the fuel of 

the combustion chamber will be written similar to equations of the 

main xine of the oxidizer, but we designate the coefficient of 

hydraulic friction of the fuel main line by ar. 

Besides these equations one should write still the equations 

of the balance of flows at the branch points: 

Thus the system of equations describing the engine operation 

in steady-state conditions takes the following form: 

Po^dy-d.nG'-dft, (7.1) 

N9^dtn? + d.fl’Oo, (7.3) 
iVT = Gt (den — tf,/:*), (7.5) 

-t-Oi). (7.7) 

Pt — d^fi1 d^nGr d^G*, (7.2) 

Nt = dtln' + dtrn,Gt, (7.4) 

+ (7.6) 

p" == Z" ( 0[l + OJ1), (7.8) 

pjv ==*/lv( G¿v + GJV), (7.10) 



A, +1.14 = />¡, + aßh + ûj ( Co:)' + ( Coî)* + 

Po + Pon, = P" + + a} ( G¿^ + a» ( G” )’ + 
+ a»'(Gül)*+úi'(G»)»:+a¿,(0¿«)*. 

P. + P..,. = P¿» + a, + «i* ( G» )* + a>" ( G»')» + 
+ «i» ( G»')* + a”' ( G'")' + ai" ( G'")\ 

P. + Pon, = Piv + a,G¿, + ay ( O» )* + aiv ( GJJ )* + 

+ «ív ( Oiï )1 + üiv ( 0¾ )* + a¿v ( G¿V)Í 
Pr + P.„ = Pi + airG;\ + aj, ( GJ!,)* + ( Gf,)* + 

+ air(G«<)* + flir(Gíl)»+air(0«)*. 

Pr + P.„ - P» + airG?, + ( GJj)* + aÿ ( Gí*)* + 
+ «ií(OÜ)*+ai«(G»)*+a¡>(G»)*t 

Pr + P.14=Pi» + auGJ, + G;')* + aü* ( G|í')* + 

= «!»( g;í')2 f a«;'(G;y)*+ai;*(G;")». 
Pr + P»i.r - Piv + a.rO;, + a'J (GJJ)1 + a'v (C/.VJ: + 

+ «* ( Gl* )* + «£( 0^ )* + ( Giv)*, 

P, = ï (go Vg'\ 

Po + Por, ^ Pi + g\. 

Pr + P.r.r = PÍ + V g't + 5,r g;. ' 

oí,. ois+o;4 
g» + g» = g» 
oü+oy -Gü. 

Gi" + 0^' = Gü>. 
Ci» + G'y” ~ G“’. 

W f o;v = G^. 
01-1 + G¿v + G» = oy, 

• «'oí ~ ST» + 
g;+ 0^--¾. 

o;4 + o^ - g;,. 
oí! f ou, = g;;. 

oí,+ 0^+0^=.¾. 
0-1- +oy¿=cíi'. 
g;v+g;v^gív. 

Oh + G^r = Gßf. 
OJ,' + OJj + Gyir =» Gr„ 

On + At Or 

(7.22) 

(7.24) 
(7.26 j 
(7.28) 
(7.30) 
(7.32) 
(7.34) 
(7.36) 
(7.38) 
(7.40) 
(7.42) 
(7.44) 
(7.46) 
(7.48) 
(7.50) 
(7.52) 
(7.54) 

01 + 01,= 01,. 
01,+ 0-3=0-3. 
OÜ+O-i-G» 

0¿, + 0-; i- GJ, 
o-y 

o;, 
0^ = 01--. 

gív + g;v = giv, 
.oü + g;v = gív. 

01, + OH + Ojr,=* G0l 
Oo, + ^oi“ O,. 

Oí. o;„ G- r,’ 
01'+ 0--,= 01- 
011+01-3,= 0¾. 

GÍ" + Gl» = Gli'. 
g;í- G11' y3r : G"' wr, • 
o;ï+ 0^=0^. 

0¾1 + o;; 0¾... o;;. 

^rl ~ gr + if.r> 
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(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 
(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7.23) 
(7.25) 
(7.27) 
(7.29) 
(7.3D 
(7.33) 
(7.35) 
(7.37) 
(7.39) 
(7.41) 

(7.43) 
(7.45) 
(7.47) 
(7.49) 
(7.51) 
(7.53) 
(7.55) 



2. Solution of the System 

The given system of equations is written for a maximum quan¬ 

tity of the possible places of leakage. 

As a rule, at a definite point in time only one malfunction 

can arise; and therefore the system of equations in each concrete 

case will be considerably simplified. 

First let us give the solution for the general case, i.e., 

with a simultaneous account of the following forms of malfunctions: 

1) the leakage of the main line; 2) the closing (clogging) of the 

main line; 3) the malfunction of the turbine. Then from the 

general solution it will be possible to obtain the quotients which 

correspond to one or two of the enumerated malfunctions. 

The initial data for the solution are: 1) the pressure and 

power characteristics of the pumps; 2) the coefficients of hydrau¬ 

lic friction of all sections of the main lines; 3) the flows of 

components Go, Gr, gQ and gr, which correspond to the steady-state 

condition of the engine, which preceded the appearance of the mal¬ 

functions; 4) the values of the fuel component ratios in combustion 

chambers and gas generator k1, k11, k111, kIV, k'; 5) the coeffi¬ 

cients which show in which relationship there occurs the distribu¬ 

tion of flows of components along the main lines of the combustion 

chambers : 

= (7.57) 

Prior to the appearance of malfunctions along main lines of 

the combustion chambers, the distribution of the flows is propor¬ 

tional, i.e., A=B=1. 
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Furthermore, the form of the malfunction must be assigned} 

namely: the flow of leakage with unsealing, the values of coeffi¬ 

cients of hydraulic friction, which corresponds to the closing of 

the main lines, and so on. 

According to these values which determine the malfunction, 

the connecting of the basic pa-ameters of the engine by the method 

of iterations will be accomplished. 

By solving equations (7.3), (7.^), (7.5) and (7.6) together, 

let us determine the values of numbers of revolutions of the TNA: 

_ — (rf G0 + rf rGr ^ i 

-B r il,Oc ^ J rGr v I; + difr V i 

rV i 2(Jt + rf4r) ] ^ + 
(7.58) 

From equations (7.1) and (7.2) we find 

P» -dfl' djtCi'-dfir^ 

p,^dltn' - d^nGt-dvCP'. 

(7.59) 

(7.60) 

Let us substitute the expression for p' from (7.19) into A 
equation (7.20), and, taking into account that goi;“g0+gy, and gr* 

«g /k', we obtain 
o 

go 
/•() • 

îUti-W*' 

f/ (l - *•» - 2í,ív^' ]’ ( ./»0 + P.I..-Ï1ÎÎ 

r [ 2*'(i. -5,» J * », T 6, 
(7.61) 

Let us substitute (7.19) and (7.5^) into equation (7.21), 

and, taking into account that gDS!k,gr, we obtain 

/’(I — k") + 2ltt tf.r . 
g rr,-f 
^ 2(iir +u 

1.1/" f2'(l + »l + ií,,/?,,]’ J Zr +f»«.r —tug; r 

. í-r+í«* 
(7.62) 
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The pressure at inlets into the pumps p and p in the 
BX«0 BX.r 

calculations are taken as being constant. 

In terms of the obtained values gQ and gr> we determine the 

new values 

k 3^ Ms. S* r r> 
*' ß,i=gt+gT* 

Utilizing expressions of balance of the flows at the branch 

ooints of (7.36)-(7.38), let us determine the sum of the flews 

'•hioh go to the combustion chambers: 

a'oi+Göt^Gt-Gfi-g'-gr (7.63) 

Ir general the distribution of the flows along the combustion 

chambers will be nonuniform (gJ2*Gq2^ Utilizing the coefficient 

which shows in which relationship there occurs the distribution of 

the flow of the component along two chambers (7.56), the flow 

0^2 in terms of G^2 is expressed: 

Gh-AG". 

After substituting the obtained expression for G^2 into equa¬ 

tion (7.63), we obtain 

AG'0J + 01!, ~G0 — Gy, - go-gr 

Let us solve this equation relative to G"„: 
02 

— fly, -gp-gy 

A + l~. (7.64) 

Taking equation (7.64) into account, the expression for O'- 
o 2 

will take the form 
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Gl, 
JMO’o O'v, - A'o- iv) 

~Ar\ (7.65) 

Now it is possible to turn to a determination of the flows 

which enter into the combustion chambers. Let us substitute into 

equation (7.11) the expression for p^ (7.7) and qJ2 from equation 

(7.65) and the equations of the balance of flows (7.22)-(7.24) and 

obtain, taking into account the following: 

*' (“jk*1") C“+ W + a*+ i7‘ f ( Gi )14 fl Gi - -o. ( 7.66 ) 

where ( GU + c'yi + G}.,) -r 2a\ ( G\.s + G'Jt) 4- 2a¡ G'y¿ 
*' =* />• + P,i.o - a, (G0 — Gri — g0 ~ gry — 

— at 
A + \ 

“i (+ c;. + cjji1 - «1 ( o;,+ - „J ( oit). 

The solution to equation (7.66) makes it possible to determine 

the oxidizer flow, which enters into combustion chamber I: 

G[ _/' (1 + »‘ ) + y1»1 
2*1 ( a' + «i + «s + o¿) 

+ 

•f -,/[ i* 7 

y p'W+-« + «! + -•)] «Í+-Í+1Í + -7 * 

By using equation (7.12), the expression for p*^ (7.8) and 
I M 

^□2 equation (7.65/ and the eq.;aticns of the balance of flows 

(7.25-7.27), taking into account kII»G^I/G^1 we will obtain 

/M + 'a>3' + + + a") ( G")* + ï" Gy- «"=0. (7.67 ) 

where 

?'« = 2üi' ( GJ'j 4- G" + G" ) 4- 2a” ( G” -f G” ) + 2a” ( G” ); 

a" = Po 4- p.t.* - a, (G„ - Gyi ~ - Àry)>aj X 

(fîe Gyi~-go -gy) — 
~ JV I 

- «I1 ( Gji 4- G” 4- G” )» ~ a” ( G” + G” )* - a” ( G” )». 

X 
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t" = 2< ( OJÏ + OJS + 0¾ -I 2a7 ( 0;, + o;;) + a$ 
*,V — pt -{• P,,.0 Û, (Ga Gy, - g0-gyY - 

^-g^ -gy) 1a .a>'[ (Ou — Qyi — g 
'[ A + \ 

- ajv ( G;v + g;v + GJV)’ - ajv ( Gjv + G^j1 - a? ( G")’. 

Fuel flow along the main lines of combustion chambers Is de¬ 

termined In a similar manner. By utilizing equations of the 

balance of flow for the main fuel lines (7.53)-(7.55), let us 

determine 

GJj + GJ‘= Gr -Gyir-£r-£,.,. (7.68) 

According to expression (7.57) the distribution of fuel flow 

along sections of main lines of the two combustion chambers will 

be determined by the coefficient B: 

GJa ~ 0}$ Ä 

Let us substitute the obtained expression into equation (7.68; 

and solve the latter relative to 

G" - Gr r/’ r ",r 
¿Ti (7.69) 

Then G‘ rj 
S(Of Gy |f — gr — gf.t) 

8 + 1 (7.70) 

In order to determine the flow of the fuel which enters into 

combustion chamber I, equations (7.7) and (7.70) must be substi¬ 

tuted into equation (7.15). Taking into account (7.39)-(7.41) 

G] —- 
/' (i + 4,1 

( fljr t -t új, + fljf) 

-l/ [ l'(\ + k') + >' 

y [ 2( + "ir + “Sf + «6r) 
+ 3' 

a3r + a\r + aj, + a«. 
(7.71) 
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where ^ = 24(05,, + 0(, + 0),) + 
+24(05,+05,)+2..(,05,: 

f* ~ Pr Pti.t ^ir (^r Gyit it £y.t)* — 

. «J, [îiî^riizü j’ - «J, ( 0;, + 0;. + 0;,)* - 

- 4 ( CU + 0!«)’ - 4 ( °;,)’ 

By solving together equations (7.16), (7.8), (7.70) and 

(7.^/-(7.^4), let us determine the flow which enters into combus- 

tlo . chamber II: 

wnere 

mi — + + 

2 ( a3r t «{{ + «sí + «*í) 

/r + ?" /"0 -i a11)*»11 

2(-ií + -!íf«ií + «íí) ' -ÍÍ + -ÍÍ -«^ + «íí ’ 

'i'" =- 2ûiî ( + W + 0^) + 2a‘l ( Gji + G>1) + 2< 

?" = A + /’»i.r - a,, (Or - Gt„ — gr — gyj)1 - 

— Û1 I™'- Cy‘r~ fr~ty.r) ]* _ 
*"1 B + \ J 

- aii ( 0% + G"' + G%f - < ( G|'r + o;^)2 - ai* ( G;',)*. 

We determine the fuel flow which enters into combustion 

chamber III by utilizing equations (7.17), (7.9), (7.46)-(7.48), 

and (7.69) and 'a combustion chamber IV, on the basis of equations 

(7.IS), (7.10), (7.49-7.51), and (7.69): 

Lili qui =_í!üii±*!íU±£-— 4. 
r 2K,+-íí,+«íí;+«¿í') 

+ f /'"(I+ ^)+^1 i r 1 pni 
[ 2(.j|'+.¡¡'+.¡5'+.¡;‘) j 1 -íí'+.ií'h«lí'H-«ü' 

(7.72) 

where 

+111 = 2<' ( Gi'¿ + GJ1;, + g;» ) + 2a\" ( + G;vr ) + 

+ 2<' 0;”; 
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P = Pr + Pttj - a,r (Or ~Qv,-g,~ gr.,Y — * 
_all Í ^r—fiyir —gr—_ 

"l 8+1 J 
- <' ( 0¾+Oÿi + o;i - «y ( o;ii + c;ï )> - )*. 

The expression for the fuel flow of combustion chamber IV has 

the form of (7*72), and only the Index "III" with the coefficients 

of this equation must be replaced by "IV". 

By knowing the values of the oxidizer flows along the main 

lines of each combustion chamber, it is possible to determine by 

(7.28) and (7.35) new total flows by two combustion chambers 

GU + Gü. + =- GU GiV + G!S + = G» 

and the new value of the coefficient, which shows in which relation¬ 

ship the component distribution along the main lines of the combus¬ 

tion chambers occurs (7.36). 

We will note the new values of the parameters necessary for 

the following approximation by index "(h)": 

G 

G 

1 
02 

il 
oï 

Similarly, for the main fuel lines: 

0' rJ G'_ y-T G\r 
O'" 4- G,v 4- G" -- G" wr3 ' uri ‘ uy2T ur2' 

^(•) ~ fill 
°ri 

Let us determine the new values of the oxidizer and fuel 

flows by utilizing equations (7.36), (7.38), (7.53) and (7.55): 

G0 = GJ,. -r G‘‘; -}- Gy. G’, = G), + Gj*. 4- Gy , 

Go(») ~ Go ~ 8 r G, (,( — GfI T 
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Let us accept the average values of the established and ob¬ 

tained quantities as the initial data for the following approxi¬ 

mation: 

a*+ t > r. G' + G,rt __ n 

JlZ f’*»«1 _ „ + gt C| __ 
2 fco* 2 i** 

B — B, 
(*) = B. 

To obtain the solution with the necessary accuracy e, it is 

.eccssary to repeat the approximations until the difference between 

th established and obtained values in this approximation becomes 

¿ess than the assigned magnitude e. 

3. Methods of the Assignment of 
Factors of Emergency Situations 

With the emergence of unsealing of the main flow lines, the 

value of the leakage is assigned in a definite ratio of the total 

flew of this component. 

All the remaining values of leakages along the main lines of 

this combustion chamber, other combustion chambers and the gas 

generator in this case are equated to zero. 

The partial closing (obstruction) of the hydraulic line is 

assigned by the increased (in comparison with the nominal) value 

of the coefficient of hydraulic friction of its corresponding 

section. 

With the full closing (unsealing) of the main hydraulic fuel 

Line of combustion chamber I, the pressure in this combustion 

chamber must be equated to the pressure of the saturated vapors of 

the oxidizer pJ-Pg. With the full closing (unsealing) of the 

hydraulic line of the oxidizer of combustion chamber I, the pres¬ 

sure in it is determined as 





figure 7.5. Dependence of the 
bas^-C par'anieters on the degree 
of unsealing of the main line: 
a) combustion-chamber pressure; 
b) fxows of components through 
the pumps; — - computed 
values; o«g- experimental 
points. 
Abbreviation: kp/c * kg/s. 

However, sometimes with the 

emergence of malfunctions of 

different forms in the engine, 

identical values of the param¬ 

eters which characterize the 

operating mode are established. 

In such cases the establishment 

of the cause of the emergency 

situation on the basis of the 

conducted static computations is 

not possible. Then it is exped¬ 

ient to conduct calculations of 

the transient processes for an 

explanation of the reason for 

the emergency, comparing not only 

the parameters of the steady- 

state system but also the nature 

of the transient process. 

In the various forms of mal¬ 

functions the transient processes 

in a quantitative respect signif¬ 

icantly differ from one another. Figure 7.6 gives vombined graphs 

of transient processes according to the basic parameters of the 

engine for the cases of closing, leakage of the hydraulic line of 

the oxidizer and lowering of the efficiency of the oxidizer pump. 

It is evident that from the parameters Gq - the flow into the 

chamber, md G v - fuel flow through the pump, the transient 

processes considerably differ from one another, whereas the param¬ 

eters of che steady-state mode with these malfunctions are virtually 

not different. 

§ 3. METHOD OF CALCULATION OF 
TRANSIENT PROCESSES IN THE ZhRD 
IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 

The method of the calculation of emergency situations is 

based on the solution of the system of nonlinear differential 
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Figure 7.6. Caparison of transient 
processes of the ZhRD which appear 
with the different malfunctions: a) 
oxidizer flow; b) fuel flow through 
the pump; c) the head of fuel pump; 
1 - closing of the hydraulic line; 
2 - leakage of the hydraulic line; 
3 - decrease in efficiency of the 
pump. 

equations, which describe the dynamics of the engine by taking 

into account the models of failures with the appearance of mal¬ 

functions. It is obvious that it is difficult to solve this 

problem without the aid of a digital computer. 
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From the experiment of bench and flight tests of the -hRD it 

is known that the simultaneous emergence of two independent fail¬ 

ures of the engine is highly improbable. However, the system of 

equations and program on the computer is expediently formulated 

for the simultaneous implementation of all forms of malfunctions 

in order to avoid the alterations of the program in each concrete 

case. With this setting the concrete variant is obtained from the 

total system automatically by the assignment of definite initial 

and bounaary conditions. 

Tnj solution to the system of nonlinear differential equations 

car. be carried out by the numerical integration for the method of 

Euler or Runge-Kutta. 

"'he Initial conditions in the calculation of the transient 

processes which appear in the engine during emergency situations 

are deterrnined by the parameters of the steady-state mode which 

preceded the emergency situation of the engine and by the concrete 

conditions of the emergency situation: the value of the reduction 

in efficiency, the dinension of the formed opening uFqtb with the 

leakage of the hydraulic and gas lines, and so on. 

The closing of the main line, which occurs according to the 

stepped law, is assigned as being increased in comparison with the 

nominal coefficient of the hydraulic friction of the defined sec¬ 

tion of the hydraulic line. With the gradual closing of the main 

line the law of the time build-up of the coefficient of hydraulic 

friction of the defined section of the main line is assigned. 

In the case of the burnout of gas channels the area of the 

formed opening uFctü is assigned. If the burnouts of the gas lines 

are absent, this product is equal to zero. In this case automatic 

transition to the normal operation of the engine will be accom¬ 

plished, since with 3y=0 the equation of the gas tank is equivalent 

to the equation of the normally operating gas generator. 
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Since the hydraulic linea of the en.,'ne are a multi-assembly 

branched system of pipelines, a relocation of the destruction oí 

the hydraulic line oí' the engine, connected with the transíerence 

through the subassembly (point of the selection of any ilow to a 

definite engine assembly), will compulsorily require the *" iuc“ 

uicn of changes into the program. In order to avoid this, j.n the 

program it is necessary to provide for places of the break alter 

each junction of the hydraulic line. This leads to the iact that 

the design scheme is more branched than the real hydraulic scheme 

uf the engine, since new branches at places of possible breaks are 

added. 

To st ibli Izer 
__abiïtzer 

7 
e 
iFroia main fuel 

line lO 
5 

Figure 7.7. Design diagram of 
hydraulic oxidizer lines of the 
engine with afterburning of the 
producer gas: 1 - oxidizer tank; 
2 - pump; 3 - Venturi tube; 4 - 
cut-off valve; 5 - combustion 
chamber; 6 - gas main; 7 - pres¬ 
sure stabilizer; 8 - turbine; 9 - 
gas generator; 10 - cut-off 
valve; 11 - discharging nozzle; 
12 - gas generator of the pres¬ 
surization of the fuel tank; 13 - 
gas generator of the pressuriza¬ 
tion of the oxidizer tank. 

Special difficulties with hydraulic lines appear because the 

iystem of equations for them must be solved together in order to 

f! d in an explicit form the values of derivatives in terms of the 

flew. For example, the equations of hydraulic lines of the oxi¬ 

dizer, the design scheme of which is shown on Fig. 7.7, will be 

written in the following way: 

1. Pt.«- "ó üit~ K ¿t' ~ M <1't~ °j")' 
/■'dor 

’V •«' 
\ .,. r . . * / dr,>z rfOyi \ _ _ -¿L) -I- /7, - a, ( 0ot ~ 0,) - a, ^ -iU - —- - j - 

— (a. -Í- u, -r !* ''») (00 \-Ort -j OyJ ; Si)1— i r '> 
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where 

3. 

4. 

*(ir ^+^+^)-.(0.+0,.+0,/- 

-^+^+^)-(0.+0,/- 
/ rfO, rfí7,, \ n . ¿O, 

+ '« ) —.0; - /V 

0^-0, + 0,, + 0,, + OptO„ + f|H- rr, 

• i?/* ^>tr.r ¿'o • + g,.r. 

- < O’. - î— «, ( 0^ - 0,,)’ - ». 

_- '-^)+». - + ( 0. - o„)> - ». (^f - ^) - 

- (û3 + a»-rÛ4+ 04) (Go + Gy, + Gy, + ^)* - (6, + ^ -t- + ¿,s) > 

X + + ^ + 4? ) - «• (0. + 0,/ - ». (^ + 

+ ^-) - s‘ O'* - S* —-»•-*• (^' + + -¾1) - 
-a. (0. +0,.+ 0,/-a 

Oi - »; ^- - «. ( ort - o„)’ - ». X 

x(^-^)+».-+(0--o„)’-»,(^i- 

rf<7y, \ 
~ “7rj “ (a* + a' + a» + û») (°0 + Gy, + Gy, + ft)’ - 

-,». + ». + ». + »., (£ + ^ + + J£) _ a.^ _ 

».. <*.+« r,)' - »„ +. ^-) - 

a„íí-»,.-^--í;=4 

»•>-a;0;,-»/-?f+ a.( 0^- 0,, )■ - ». ^ 

-,», + ». + ». + ».)(^+^i+^+«.)_ 

- (a. + a, + a. + a.) (0. + 0,, + 0,. + g,f - «„£ - »„ -ÍÍ! . 
dt 

- « K, -M„) te, + ^y)» -1 (é„ + bti) ^ + - 

- .A (iifi) - S,,*; -s;, -^-^,+/..- 
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.....----- —w — - 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

-MC--Gr,)’-‘.(^-^)=ft • 

«. (0« - o,.)'- ». - ^r)+ 

+ A - (». + ». + ». + ».) ( ^- + + + ^ - 

— (a, -f a» + fl, + a,) {09 Gyt 4- Gyi + gf)7 — S,G*, — 

-s;^-a-0,(o..-o„),-».(j51--^)- 

Pt.» ~ ao Gl> ~ ba — ao ( ^0i ~ Gy,)*,— 

dti ■ 
A.. - a; O’., - »; -f -a. (0.,-- Gn)’ - 

->• <?-- °«)!- ». (-¾1 - 

-^) + A-a,(0.,-Gn).:».(^-^)_ 

- A (U.+i.j' - r; ( ^ -i- -ÍÍ«)4* - P,.,- a 

A.o — o9 0(, — »0— a. ( 0,, — 0,,)- — ft, (~ã^ — 

-^)+—.(«..-o,,)’-»,(^-^)- 

- r, (Î... + «,.,)* - r; (4;i + _ r,Äi - 

_• «í?o.o 
dt 

■ Pr.i — O, 

where Gy i ’ the i'low 0I' leaicage at different places of 
the hydraulic lines of the combustion chamber; 

g - flow of leakage along the main line of the 
y gas generator; 

P0 - pressure created by the oxidizer pump; 
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a., b. - coefficients of hydraulic friction and inertia 
1 1 losses of different sections of the hydraulic 

lines; 

Ap - pressure differential on the controlling ele- 
cp ment of the stabilize.1 of pressure along the 

main line of the gas generator; 

r,, r?, r. - coefficients of hydraulic friction of main 
1 ¿ ^ lines of gas generators of tank pressurization; 

r', r', ri - coefficients of the Inertia losses of hydraulic 
1 ¿ 1 lines of gas generators of tank pressurization; 

S, - coefficient of hydraulic friction of the out- 
J flow of the component Q , from the formed 

opening; 

S' - coefficient of inertia losses ■ ith the outflow 
J of the component Qy from the formed opening; 

g , g - flow of the oxidizer drawn off to the gas 
0,0 0,r generators of pressurization; 

•••P » Pit “ pressure of ambient medium where the outflow 
1 4 of the component with the appearance of 

leakage occurs; 

p , p - pressures in the gas generators of the tank 
r,° r,r pressurization of the oxidizer and fuel; 

g» - flow of oxidizer into the gas generator in 
the nominal mode; 

e - the conditional coefficient which makes it 
possible to provide for the appearance of only 
one leakage along the main line of the gas 
generator (instead of two) and decrease the 
quantity of equations. In this case, if the 
leakage appears before the stabilizer, we 
assume that e»0, and if on the section after 
the stabilizer (after point B), we assume 
that e*l. 

Let us introduce the notations: 

/, » *.0 - GÎ, - M a* - ^ “ a' ( °o. - Gr,r - 
*“ (<*» + <*» + <*♦ + <*,)(00 + Ori-\- Gp-f £,)* — ö,(G0-(-Gy, -f Gy,)’ — 

-0,(0, 
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Then 

ft “ /U'** ^»i ““ Ö0 (ÎÎ. ~ 'i' Z7« ~ ai ( öol — ^jri)* — 
-(«. + <*.+ «,+ «J (0.+ 0,.+ 0,,+ g,)* - a.(00 + 0,.+ 0,^ - 

- «h (0, + Gy J’ - S.GJ. - /».. 

/. - #m - GJ, - a„ (0, - 0,,)» + * - a, ( 0* - 0,, )» - 
-(«, + «, + <i. + aj(0. + 0,. + 0,, + g,)* - a„ (g. + g,)'- 

- <«,. + a,J(,. + . ,,)• -4/,,, (il^y _ jr; _ /,;, 

/. - 0¾ - a, (C - 0,,)-+ p, - a, ( 0„ - 0,,)> - 
— («* + «» + + aj (0, + 0,, + 0,, + g,)* — (g* + g/)* — 

- (a,. + a„) •. (g. + g,)* - A /,.t 5,, - p„. 

/• ■■ /Vj <*„ OJ, — <iu.(0, — 0,,)’ + /,.“-<*,( G0l — 0,,)* — 
“ (a» +!«* + fl* + 0,)(0, 1-0,, + 0^ + g,)* — 

- fl.(0. + 0,, + 0,,)1 - 5,0*3 - p„ 

/• “ <*0 V* ~~ ^01( O'oi 0,, )* +Jg, a, ( Ort — 0,, )* — 

ft ^ P%.% ** <*1 *“ a# ( 0OI — 0,,)* + — a, ( Ort — 0,, J* — 

- rx (g,., + g,.,)* - rtf * - p 
/, =* /¾.. — a0 0¿j — fl0 ( Gol — 0,,)2 + p„ — a, ( G0l — 0,,)* — 

~ rx (g0.0 + g o.r)* - rjg;, - gr 

/• ^ Pfi.O û0 0‘, gl* 

(è, + ét + ft, + ft, + ft, + 6, 4 ft, i- ft, + ft, + fttt) + (ft, + ft, + 

ilCjvA 
+ ft, + ft. + ft, + ft, + ft, + ft,, + ft,,) — + (ft, + ft, + ft, + ft, + ft,+ 

+ ft. + ft.) ^ + i*« + ft, + ft. + ft, + ftj + ft| + ft, + 

, 4-V ä(Jy> \ I k II, 1 A* Z' . ® , ^« rX , 
+*.)— + (*•+»"+*.')(—+—+~ J+ 

(tOy (5J + ftT + ft, 4- ft, + ft, + ftj + ft, + ft, + ftu + ftÿ) + (ft, + ft, + 

+ ft, + ft, + ft, I ft, + ft, + ft,, + ft,,) + (ft, + ft4.}- ft, + ft, + ftt+ 

+ + *0) ^“¿7" + + ^ + + + bt 4- ft| + ft, + 

(7.73) 
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WM up i 

L h'\ d('7* i /4 i L L k'\ f i , t \ , +M —+(*■+». + ».) + — + — j + 

+*. 
. dGy^ 

dt ■/, 

(^14 + ¿I» + + ^11 + ¿I + ¿4 + |- f* é| f-^0 4' K) ~~j7~ ■f' 

+ (* ^i» +1 ¿’ij _L ¿h 4* ¿i -f- ¿4 *1* ¿4 4 b, -f- b, 4* b„ 4- bv) 4- 

(t(]m% 
+ (¿. + ¿4 4 ¿,4-^4* bt f- ¿0 4- ¿u)-- 4- (¿, -h ¿tf 4- ¿0) X 

x(—£ -, ä*a* I rff* rVl b' rfQyi V dt dt . dt )+0' dt Jv 

(S» 4* • ¿h 4 ¿i» 4- ¿n 4 ¿» 4 ¿4 4 ¿4 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿a -h ¿g) 4 
' dt 

4 (bj, 4 ¿i» 4 ¿,i 4 ¿i 4 ¿4 4* ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿t 4 ¿o 4 ¿J 4 

4 (¿i 4 ¿4 4 ¿» 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿. 4 ¿0) 4—dt~ j 

4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿o) 4 (¿i 4 ¿. 4 *¿) 4 4 

i . V dar — f 
+ « J + Ä° « 

(Sj 4 ¿« 4 ¿» 4 ¿4 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿o V ¿§) ■ 4 (¿t 4 ¿» 4 ¿» 4 ¿»'4 

4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿« 4 ¿¿) 4 -¿¡-J 4 (¿» 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 ¿i 4 

+*+»;>(-£+^)+(*.+*.+‘.)(^+^+ 

+^r)+>; 

(5¡ + ¢,+4. + 4.)^ + (¢, +4. + 4.)(-^-+^-+ Ä(+ 

4. I étl 4. ^ J \ i* d°v f 
+^r+-7r+—dr+—yvb'—~i« 

■ ( r; 4 r¡ 4 ¿, 4 ¿. 4 ¿0) f ( r¡ 4 ¿, 4 ¿. 4 ¿0) 4 

+(*.+*.+*i)(^+-^+^+-^+-^+ 

K + r¡ + -I- ¿;) -¾1 -I-( r¡ 4 ¿, 4 ¿. 4 ¿;,) 4 

+i*;+*.+m(^+-^ 1-^+^-+^+ 

(7.71* ) 

(7.75) 

(7.76) 

(7.77) 

(7.78) 

(7.79) 

(7.80) 
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(7.bi) 

itt at ' " ¿r 

Since the system of equations of the hydraulic lines is linear 

relative to the derivatives, its solution is found by means of 

matrices. The matrix is composed of the totality of the coeffi¬ 

cients of inertia losses of individual sections of the hydraulic 

lines (7.73)-(7.81). The column vector is composed of right sides 

of differential equations of the hydraulic lines where these sides 

are designated by coefficients f^, f2, .,., f. 

The progx^am is composed for the maximum quantity of branches 

of the hydraulic line corresponding to the matrix of the 12th 

order. The logic subprogram, which automatically prevents the 

unnecessary equations and makes up the matrices of the necessary 

order is provided for. It is as though the operations of this 

subprogram "feel'' the order of the matrices by means of special 

coefficients. Each coefficient corresponds to a definite hydrau¬ 

lic line and can take only two values: 1 or 0 with the presence 

or absence of the main line, respectively. 

If all coefficients are equal to unity, then in the program 

no cnanges occur. 

The logic program analyzes the system of equations of the 

hydraulic lines by operating with the coefficients and produces 

changes in the very program cf the solution to the matrix, leading 

it in conformity wich the initial matrix of the necessary order. 

The program of the calculation of transient processes during 

emergency situations is composed for the computer and consists of 

two autonomous programs: the engine proper and the regulating 

unit. Therefore, in the case of a change in the operating principle 

of the controlling elements the main program remains without 
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changes, since In It only output para»eters of the regulators - 

pressure differentials on the controlling elements, participate.

§ TRANSIENT PROCESSES WITH THE 
CLOSING OF THE HYDPJVULIC CIRCUIT

Any malfunctlfn leads to disruption of the operating mode 

(emergency slcuatlon) of the ZhRD and causes transient process In 

It.

f r eacn class of engines Its course of the transient process 

w_th the emergence of the malfunction Is characteristic, although 

it Is possible to distinguish some general laws characteristic to 

iugtr-s of different designs.

One nature of the course of transient processes In the emer

gency situation can be determined by carrying out the calculations 

under the assumption of a defined malfunction according to the 

procedure given In $ 3*

An analysis of these processes will be carried out according 

to the parameters measured during bench and flight tests (p^» P^»

n. Pjj, p^, Gjjj.. G^j, Gq, g, etc.) and not measured but making It 

possible to understand deeply the reason for a change In the 

parameters in the emergency situation and facilitating the analysis

(I
o*

k, k', the movement of the controlling elements x the 

expansion ratio of the gas on the turbine

In many respects the engine operation Is determined by the 

specificity of the controlling elements. An analysis of results 

of the calculations shows that the controlling elements affect the 

quantitative and qualitative sides of the transient process during 

emergency situations. Therefore, It Is expedient to carry out an 

analysis of the emergency situations both without taking Into 

account the controlling elements and taking Into account the con

crete control system. This will make It possible to explain the



effect of the operation of the concrete control system on the 

nature of the transient processes and parameters of the new steady- 

state system in typical emergency situations. Therefore, the 

initial problem of the Investigation is to explain the nature of 

the transient process which appears during the emergency situation, 

the determination of the effect of the degree of malfunction and 

the place of the emergent malfunction on the nature of the transient 

process, and the operating mode of the uncontrolled engine with a 

reducing gas generator. 

The emergence of the same form of malfunctions at different 

places of the hydraulic lines can cause a completely different 

qualitative course of the transient process. 

With the overlap of the hydraulic lines, the determining 

factor is the place of its emergence: prior to the branch point, 

along the main line of the combustion chamber of gas generator. 

The quantitative and qualitative effect of closing will be com¬ 

pletely determined by the place in which blockage of main line 

occurred. 

Lot us examine the transient processes which appear with the 

closing of the main line of the oxidizer in the uncontrolled 

engine (see Fig. 7.7). (The stabilizers in this case were con- 

sidered as permanent resistances). 

The nature of the transient process, which appears as a result 

of the closing of the section of the hydraulic line of the oxi¬ 

dizer up to the branch point to the gas generator (by scheme A), 

for this engine is shown on graphs (Fig. 7.8). Plotted along the 

axis of the abscissas on these graphic representations was the 

time, and along the axis of the ordinates - the relative values 

which are the ratio of the instantaneous to the nominal value of 

the corresponding parameter: 
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Figure 7.8. Closing of the section of 
the hydraulic line of the oxidizer from 
the pump to the branch point up to the 
gas generator of the uncontrolled ZhRD. 
Abbreviation: c ■ s. 

ai/ is evident that in the considered case a sharp decrease in 

the oxidizer flow in the engine and, consequently, in the flows 

through the combustion chamber and gas generator is observed. This 

leaas to a decrease in the values of the fuel component ratios in 

the combustion chamber and gas generator (k and k'). 

Since the gas generator operates in the section of the sharp 

dependence of the efficiency of the gas on the relationship of the 

components, and the combustion chamber - in its sloping part, then 

dR'T'/dk»>dRT/dk. Consequently, the initial lowering of pressure 

in the gas generator will be more. 
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A decrease in the value ttt with a simultaneous reduction in 

the flow of gas through the turbine leads to a decrease in the 

available power of the turbine Nt. In engines without the after¬ 

burning of the producer gas a decrease in NT is connected only 

with a decrease in the flow of the components which enter into che 

gas generator, since the combustion-chamber pressure in this cate 

is not a counterpressure for the turbine. 

A decrease in the oxidizer consumption unloads the pump which 

operates on this component and leads to a lowering of the power 

consumed by it. 

The effect of Nt is more considerable. A sharp decrease in 

the revolution number of the turbopump unit occurs. As a result 

of this the pump heads, propellant component flow, and so on are 

decreased. 

Due to an increase in the pressure differential along the 

main line (as a result of a sudden drop in pressure in the gas 

generator), initially the fuel flow increases, but a reduction in 

the pump head subsequently leads to a decrease in the fuel flow. 

As a resume the reduced mode in comparison with the initial mode 

is established. 

With the overlap of the main line of the oxidizer the pressure 

at the inlet into the pump of the orldizer is sharply increased. 

At this moment at the inlet into the fuel pump there occurs a 

short-term lowering of the pressure with further sharp increase up 

to the values which exceed the nominal. 

The rate of descent in the parameters and also the duration 

and magnitude of "peaks" and "troughs" of pressures at inlets- 

into the pumps are determined by the closing of the main line. 

Now let us turn to the examination of the steady-state 

operating mode of the engine. The greater the degree of closing, 
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the lower the values of parameters which characterise the new 

operating mode, whereupon the values of the parameters of the new 

steady-state system to a considerable degree will be to determined 

by a decrease In the efficiency of the gas In the gas generator, 

i.e., by the dependence of RT*f(k). 

The nature of the transient process, which appears In the 

engine with the closing of the main line of the oxidizer after the 

point of selection (A) to the 

gas generator, is completely 

different than that with the 

closing of this main line up to 

the point of selection to the 

gas generator. In this case the 

design of engine operation, with 

afterburning or without after¬ 

burning of the producer gas, is 

Important. 

tion of the hydraulic line of 
the oxidizer of the combustion 
chamber. 
Abbreviation: c * s. 

It is possible to note the 

following course of the transient 

process in the closing of sec¬ 

tions 6-8 of the main line of 

the oxidizer of the combustion 

chamber (after point A) of the 

engine with afterburning of the 

producer gas (Fig. 7.9). 

As a result of the closing 

of the hydraulic line of the 

oxidizer of the chamber the flow 

into the combustion chamber is sharply decreased, and the flow 

through the gas generator is increased. This leads to a reduction 

in pressure in the combustion chamber and a pressure increase in 

the gas generator due to an initial increase in flow rate and an 
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increase in the fuel component ratio k*, which leads to an increase 

in the efficiency of the gas R'T'. 

Since the combustion-chamber pressure is a counterpressure 

for the turbine, the lowering of it causes an increase in the 

expansion ratio of the gas on the turbine ttt and, connected with 

it, the available power of the turbine Nt. 

An increase in Nt and also a reduction in the power input of 

the pump of the oxidizer, due to a decrease in the oxidizer flow, 

lead to an increase in the number of revolutions of the TNA. A 

consequence of this is the increase in all the basic parameters of 

the engine: the pump heads of the oxidizer and fuel, pressure in 

the gas generator, and fuel flow. After the initial rapid decrease, 

the oxidizer flow through the pump begins to increase, and this 

leads to an increase in the flow rate through the chamber and gas 

generator. 

The engine emerges into the new steady-state conditions forced 

with respect to the Initial conditions. 

According to results of calculations of transient processes 

at different values of the closing of the main line of the oxi¬ 

dizer of the combustion chamber, let us construct the dependences 

of basic parameters of the steady-state mode of the ZhRD on the 

closing of main line - the ratio of the additional drop on the 

defined section to the combustion-chamber pressure fl±p = 

(Fig. 7.10). P' 

An analysis of these dependences shows that with an increase 

in the closing of the main line of the combustion chamber, the 

parameters of the steady-state mode of the ZhRD behave dissimilarly. 

The parameters of the turbopump unit, the number of revolu¬ 

tions, pressures, and also pressure in the gas generator and the 
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fuel flow monotonically increase with an increase in the closing. 

The rate of increase of these parameters decreases with an increase 

in the closing, which is connected 

with a decrease in the value of the 

correlation coefficient of the com¬ 

ponents and efficiency of the gas in 

the gas generator. 

Despite a continuous increase 

in the number of revolutions and 

pressures, the oxidizer flow through 

the pump and combustion chamber first 

increases up to a definite value of 

the closing and then begins to de¬ 

crease. A decrease in the oxidizer 

flow in this case is connected with 

the operation of the pump of the 

oxidizer in the mode of partial cav¬ 

itation in steady-state conditions. 

An increase in revolutions of the 

TNA leads to an increase in the 

critical pressure pKp at which the 

pump head according to the cavitation 

chsi-acteristic begins to drop. With an increase in the closing of 

the section of the hydraulic line of the oxidizer and an increase 

in the number of revolutions of the TNA, the depth of cavitation 

(e ) is increased. A sharp reduction in the power input of the 

pump of the oxidizer in this case is not observed due to a drop in 

the efficiency of the pump with a decrease in the ratio G/n. Thus, 

the boosting of the engine with an afterburner of the producer gas 

can be obtained with a definite closing. With a further Increase 

in the closing, despite an increase in parameters of the TNA a 

lowering of the pressure in the combustion chamber is observed. 

But if on the engine large cavitation reserves of the pumps 

will be provided for, then with an increase in the closing of the 

ó iäp, 

Figure 7.10. Dependence of 
the basic parameters of the 
ZhRD on the closing of the 
mam oxidizer line of the 
combustion chamber. 
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hydraulic line of the oxidizer in front of the combustion chamber 

boosting from all parameters of the engine will be observed. 

With the closing of the main line of the fuel of the gas 

generator (the design scheme of the main line is shown on Kig. 7.11)» 

it is possible to note the following features of the transient 

process (Pig. 7.12). A decrease in the fuel flow in the main line 

of the gas generator with closing causes *1 increase in the corre¬ 

lation coefficient of components k’ and an increase in the effi¬ 

ciency of the gas in the gas generator (R'T’). However, a reduc¬ 

tion in the total flow rate in this case exerts a greater effect 

than does an increase in the efficiency of the gas and causes a 

lowering of the pressure in the gas generator (in the considered 

range of the dependence (R'T’)*f(k*)). A relative change in the 

total flow of the components into combustion chamber in this case 

is much less than the flow into the gas generator, owing to which 

the combustion-chamber pressure falls less than that in the gas 

generator. 

Figure 7.11. Design diagram of 
hydraulic lines of the fuel of 
the engine with afterburning of 
the producer gas: 5 - combustion 
chamber; 6 - gas line; 8 - tur¬ 
bine; 9 - gas generator; 12 - gas 
generator of pressurization of 
the fuel tank; 13 - gas generator 
of pressurization of the oxidizer 
tank; 14 - cut-off valve; 15 - 
fuel tank; 16 - pump; 17 - valve; 
18 - Venturi tube; i'J - rt*»rvu 
tnrottle; 20 - grid of nervo- 
throttle. 
Key: (a) From points A and B. 

As has already been stated, a decrease in the expansion ratio 

of the gas on the turbine ir^, topether with a reduction in the 

flow of the gas through the turtlne, causes a rapid decay in the 

available power of tne turbine N,. But in this case the power 

input of the fuel pump Nr decreases due to a decrease in the flow. 
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Figure 7.12. Transient processes with the 
closing of the main fuel line of the gas gener¬ 
ator. 
Abbreviation: c ■ s. 

In connection with this, the number of revolutions of the TNA 

[THA - turbopump unit] begins to decrease, but the rate of this 

decrease is weakened by a reduction in the power input of the fuel 

punp. 

A decrease in the revolution number of the TNA entails a re¬ 

duction in pressures and flows of the pump and, consequently, 

pressures in the combustion chamber and gas generator. There is a 

decrease in the flow of the oxidizer into the gas generator, which 

in the beginning of the transient process sharply increases as a 

result of an increase in the drop alont its main line from the 

pump to the gas generator. 

Thus, as a result of the closing of the main fuel line of the 

ZhRD with the afterburning of the reducing producer gas, the engine 

operating mode is reduced. Occurring similarly is the transient 

process with the closing of the hydraulic line of fuel of the gas 

generator in the ZhRD, which operates by the scheme with the 

ejection of the producer gas. Parameters of the new steady-state 
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operating mode of the engine are realized with increased values of 

the fuel component ratios in the gas generator and combustion 

chamber. 

The study of transient processes with different closings makes 

it possible to draw the conclusion that the nature of the transient 

process in practice does not depend on the closing. With an in¬ 

crease in the closing of the hydraulic fuel line of the engine with 

the reducing gas generator, the engine operating mode is reduced. 

The behavior of the oxidizer flow along the main line of the gas 

generator and pressures at inlets into the pumps are the exceptions. 

Lee us examine the steady-state 

modes of the engine. 

Figure 7.13 gives the dependences 

of the basic parameters of the steady- 

state operating mode of the engine on 

the degree of closing of the main fuel 

line (ÖÄp^). It is evident that the 

rate of the change in the parameters 

with an increase in the closing is 

variable: it is maximum at small values 

of closing and decreases with an increase 

in ft. This is connected with an in¬ 

crease in the operation of the gas in 

the gas generator R’T* due to an increase 

in the relationship of components k', 

which parries a decrease in the total 

flow through the gas generator. This fact explains the compara¬ 

tively high operating mode of the ZhRD at large values of the 

closing of the hydraulic fuel line. But with an increase in the 

closing the danger of burnouts of the gas lines increases due to 

an increase in the temperature of the producer gas. 

Figure 7.13* Effect 
of the degree of 
closing of the main 
fuel line on ZhRD 
parameters. 
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§ i). TRANSIENT PROCESSES WITH 
LEAKAGE OP THE HYDRAULIC LINES 

The leakage of the main line can lead to a considerable change 

in the engine operating mode and sometimes to the complete cessa¬ 

tion of the operation. 

The 1( ige is characterized by the appearance of a new flow, 

i.e., leakage. The rate of an increase in this flow is very great 

due to the la î gradients operable on the formed openings. In 

the initial p ’iod of leakage (approximately after 0.01 s) the 

flow through the formed opening reaches the maximum value. A 

.'urther decrease in the engine operating mode causes a decrease in 

the value of leakage. Thus, the appearance of leakage occurs with 

the initial .lump, and the larger this value, the more formed the 

Gpr ..log. 

The appearance of the flow of leakage leads to the fact that 

the coefficient of weight ratio of the propellant components in 

the engine considerably differs from the relationship of components 

in the combustion chamber. It is logical that the total flow of 

the components in the engine is greater than the sum of the flows 

^n the combustion chamber and gas generator. 

The nature of the transient process rfhich appears during the 

appearance of leakage of the hydraulic main fuel line of the gas 

generator Is shown in Pig. 7.1k. A decrease In the flow rate in 

the main line of the gas generator Gr causes a rapid decrease in 

pressure in the gas generator despite an increase in the efficiency 

of the producer gas. 

A relative change in the total flow rate in the combustion 

chamber is less than that in the gas generator, and in connection 

with this a lowering of the pressure in the combustion chamber is 

less considerable. The process is accompanied by a decrease in 

the expansion ratio in nozzles of the turbine ïït. The Joint effect 
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Figure 7.14. Transient process with leakage of 
the hydraulic fuel line. 
Abbreviation: c ■ s. 

of a decrease in the flow of gas through the turbine and ?T causes 

a rapid decrease in the available power of the turbine ÑT. 

The appearance of leakage leads to an increase in the flow of 

fuel Gr£ through the pump and, consequently, to an increase in the 

power input of the pump Ñ.. 

Thus, if with the closing of the main line a decrease in the 

available power of the turbine ¿as somewhat compensated for by a 

be.’"ease in the power input of one of the pumps, then with leakage 

a change in one and another parameter is directed to the side of a 

crease in the number of revolutions of the TNA. In connection 

with this, the rate of the change in the number of revolutions ñ 

with leakage is more than that with the closing of the main line 

(see Fig. 7.12). The engine emerges into the new steady-state 

conditions, which is characterized by the reduced values of the 

parameters in comparison with the nominal. 

The destruction of the hydraulic line is accompanied by a 

sharp decrease in the pressure at the input into the pump of this 
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component with the subsequent increase and ".lump" higher than the 

nominal. By the decrease in the value of pressure at the inlet 

into che pump up to the critical the short-term operation of the 

pump in the mode of partial cavitation is determined. At the inlet 

into the pump of the second component at this moment, a pressure 

increase with a subsequent smooth drop is observed. 

On tne basis of results of calculations of transient processes 

at di.fi.erei t values of leaKage, let us construct the dependences of 

parameters of the st ady-state operating 

mode of the ZhRD on the degree of leakage, 

which we will characterize by the dimension 

of the formed opening (Pig. 7.15). An 

analysis of these dependences shows that 

with an increase in the leakage of the 

main fuel line of the gas generator the 

engine operating mode is reduced. The 

value of leakage is determined by the di¬ 

mension of the formed opening uF . The 
O T 3 

flow of leakage on the graphs was deter¬ 

mined by the ratio of that leakage flowing 

to the maximum value in the given transient 

process : 

o. 

Figure 7.15. De¬ 
pendence of the 
basic parameters of 
the ZhRD on the de¬ 
gree of leakage of 
the hydraulic fuel 
line . 

s. 
J1 mu 

However, the dependence Q 
f(“F0TB) 

ore 
has a maximum. A further increase in yF 

causes an initial increase in the flow of 

leakage, but as a result of a considerable 

reduction in the engine operating mode the 

flow of leakage is decreased. 

An increase in temperature in the gas generator due to an 

increase in k’ Mth considerable leakage is dangerous for material 

part of the engine due to the possibility of burnouts of gas lines 
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With the emergence of leakage of cne hydraulic the oxidizer 

line. Just as with overlap, the nature of the transient process is 

determined by the place of the emergence of the malfunction. 

Figure 7.16. Transient process with leakage of 
the section of the hydraulic line of the oxidizer 
up to the exhaust point to the gas generator. 
Abcreviation: c * s, 

Tne transient process with leakage of the section of the main 

j-ine up to the exhaust point to the gas generator is shown in 

Fig. 7.16. It is characterized by a reduction in the basic param¬ 

eters of the operating mode of the ZhRD. 

figure 7.16 shows that there occurs simultaneously a decrease 

in the oxidizer flow to the combustion chamber and gas generator, 

but due to the appearance of leakage the total flow through the 

pump increases, and the power input of the oxidizer pump is in¬ 

creased. A reduction in the oxidizer flow along the main line of 

the gas geierator leads to a sharp decrease In the correlation 

coefficient of the components and the efficiency of the gas in the 

gas generator, which causes a rapid decrease In the pressure in the 
gas generator. 
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As a result of an increase in the pressure differential along 

the main fuel line, due to pressure decrease in the gas generator, 

the beginning of the transient process is accompanied by an in¬ 

crease in the fuel flow of the gas generator. 

A decrease in the correlation coefficient of the components 

in the combustion chambex does not cause a considerable decrease 

in efficienty RT. Therefore, in the chamber a smooth pressure 

decrease is observed. The engine emerges into the new steady-state 

conuAtiens, decreased in comparison with the initial. 

A distinctive feature of the transient process with leakage 

of the main oxidizer line of the gas generator is a decrease in 

the total flow through this pump as a result of the relatively low 

values of leakage and nominal oxidizer flow to the gas generator 

G ). The appearance of leakage along the main line of the 

gas generator is completely compensated for by an insignificant 

decrease in the flow in the combustion chamber. The flow through 

the pump in this case is initially also decreased, and the power 

input of the oxidizer pump is decreased. 

Tnus, if with the leakage o. the section of the main line up 

to the exhaust point to the gas generator the flow through the 

pump of the oxidizer increased, and this led to a sharp pressure 

decrease at its inlet, then with leakage of the gas-producing 

hydraulic line itself these parameters are changed in an opposite 

manner. 

An analysis of parameters of the steady-state operating mode 

of the ZhRD at different values of leakage shows that with an 

Increase in leakage the engine operating mode is reduced. 

A reduction in the engine operating mode is accompanied by an 

Increase in the rate of decrease in the parameters, an increase in 

i,he depth ana duration of "peaks" and "troughs" of the inlet 
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pressures, and an increase in the initial Jump in the flow of 

leakage. 

With the emergence of the leakage of the hydraulic line of 

the oxidizer before the combustion chamber after point A» the 

nature of the transient process qualitatively differs from the 

transient process with leakage of the main oxidizer line up to it 

or the nain line of the gas generator (11-14). These distinctions 

are connected with the design of the engine installation and with 

the direct effect of the combustion chamber on the operation of 

the turbine in engines with afterburning of the producer gas. 

This leakage causes a sharp decrease in the flow and correlation 

coefficient of components in the combustion chamber, which is 

accompanied by a pressure drop in the chamber (Fig. 7.17). It 

somewhat also decreases the oxidizer flow in the main line of the 

gas generator and leads to a decrease in the pressure in it. But 

this decrease is substantially less than that in the combustion 

chamber. The expansion ratio of the gas in nozzles of the turbine 

increases, and its available power Increases. This causes an in¬ 

crease in the number of revolutions of the TNA and heads of the 

oxidizer and fuel pumps. The flows of the components through the 

pumps are increased. 

Because of this the pressure in the gas generator and combus¬ 

tion cnamber increases. But if pressure in the gas generator, in 

increasing, exceeds the initial value (oxidizer and fuel flows 

along the main line of the gas generator exceed the nominal), then 

tro combustion-chamber pressure does not reach the initial value, 

since the oxidizer flow into the combustion chamber remains below 

the value which preceded the appearance of the malfunction. 

Consequently, with leakage of tne hydraulic line of the oxi¬ 

dizer in front of the combustion chamber in engines with after¬ 

burning of the reducing producer gas, the boosting of the engine 

operating mode from parameters of the turbopump unit occurs: p , 

Pr» n, p*, No, j\’r, Nt, and also Gq£ and Grj.. At the same time 
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Figure 7.17. Transient process with leakage 
of the section of the hydraulic oxidizer 
line of the combustion chaunber. 
Abbreviation: c * s. 

the oxidizer flow Gq and combustion-chamber pressure are decreased. 

This course of the transient process is characteristic only to 

engines with afterburning of the producer gas. In engines with 

the ejection of the producer gas the throttling of the operating 

mode occurs. 

Let us examine the steady-state operating mode. By utilizing 

results of calculations of transient processes at different values 

of uF .,. . let us construct the dependences of parameters of the 

steady-state operating mode of the ZhRD on the degree of leakage 

(Fig. 7.18). An analysis of these dependences shows that with an 

increase in the leakage of the main oxidizer line of the combustion 

chamber, the pressure in it is reduced. The parameters of the 

turbopump unit (ñ, pr> p^) depend on the dimension of the 

formed opening: up to a definite value of yF they are increased 

and then decreased. This is explained by the sharp decrease in 

value of R'T' due to the appropriate reduction in the fuel compo¬ 

nent ratio in the gas generator k' and also by the operation of 

the oxidizer pump in the system of partial cavitation. 
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S 6. TRANSIENT PROCESSES WITH 
LEAKAGE OF THE GAS VOLUMES 
DR MAIN LINES 

It is necessary to distinguish two 

oases with respect to the location of 

this gas volume: 1) up to the turbine, 

for example, the defect of the gas gen¬ 

erator; 2) after the turbine (burnout of 

the gas conductor). 

Leakage of the gas generator can 

tegin due to the breakaway of branch 

pipes of the measurement of pressure in 

the gas generator and burnouts of the 

walls of the uncooled gas generator. 

The gas escape leads to a lowering in 

the pressure in the volume, a decrease 

in the flow rate of the gas, expansion ratio of it on the turbine 

.and its available power. As a result a reduced (throttled) engine 

operating mode begins. Since from the gas generator there occurs 

leakage of the reducing gas, the correlation coefficient of the 

components In the combustion chamber somewhat increases with a 

constant correlation coefficient of tne components in the engine. 

Leakage of gas conductors after the turbine decreases the 

pressure in them. Since this pressure is counterpressure for the 

turbine, the flow rate through which was not changed, the expansion 

ratio of the gas in the turbine and Its available power will be 

increased. In summé.tion, the engine is boosted relative to the 

mode which preceded the appearance of the considered malfunction. 

§ 7. TRANSIENT PROCESSES WITH THE 
MALFUNCTION OF PUMPS 

Let us examine the emergency situations caused by the abnormal 

operation of the pumps. The initial cause of this abnormality can 

Figure 7.18. Depend¬ 
ence of basic param¬ 
eters of the ZhRD on 
the degree of leakage 
of the hydraulic oxi¬ 
dizer line of the 
combustion chamber. 
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be the external and internal factors «hioh act nagatlvaly on the 

operating mode of the pump. The number of environmental factors 

Includes malfunctions In delivery pipe (Its closing or the disturb¬ 

ance of airtightness), an Increase In the number of revolutions of 

the turbopump unit, and the gas concentration of the components. 

These factors cause cavitation stalling of the operation of the 

pumps. The Internal factors Include defects In the pump Itself: 

breakage of Impellers and viorm conveyors, the rubbing of floating 

rings, and breakage of bearings. They can be accompanied by explo¬ 

sion . ana the conflagration of the separate subassemblies of the 

pump. 

This form of malfunctions presents the greatest difficulties 

In the explanation of reasons for the emergency outcomes of the 

tests. Even when by calculation It is possible to obtain the 

nature of the transient process similar to that which occurred 

during a full-scale test, there remains unexplained the question 

of whether or not this malfunction will lead to an explosion. With 

an explanation of such malfunctions, usually required is the simu¬ 

lation under bench-test conditions of the emergency situation, 

which occurred in a full-scale test. 

The nature of the transient process with cavitation stalling 

of the operation of the pump due to the partial closing of the 

feed flow main line before the inlet into the oxidizer pump is 

shown in Fig. 7.19. 

When the inlet pressure becomes lower than the critical, at 

which the pump begins to cavitate, the pressure created by it drops. 

A distinctive feature of the transient process in this case 

is the initial increase in the number of revolutions of the TNA, 

the pressure of the noncavitating fuel pump and fuel flow through 

it due to a reduction in the load on the TNA as a result of a 

sharp decrease in the power consumed by the oxidizer pump. 
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Figure 7.19. Transient process with the closing 
of the main oxidizer feed line. 
Abbreviation: c - s. 

A decrease in the oxidizer flow into the gas generator leads 

to a decrease in the correlation coefficient of the components 

and, therefore, the efficiency of the gas R'T*. Therefore, despite 

the initial increase in the fuel flow, the pressure in the gas 

generator p' falls. This, in turn, causes a lowerin in pressure 

inthe combustion cnamber, however, less intense than that in the 

gas generator, since the dependence RT-f(k) on the section of the 

combustion chamber operation is very flat, and the efficiency of 

the gas is changed weakly. There is a decrease in the number of 

revolutions of the TNA and fuel pump heaa, ana a further decrease 

in the pressure created by the oxidizer pump occurs. Established 

in the engine is a mode decreased in comparison with the initial 

node. 

The characteristic parameters, with respect to a change in 

which it is possible to Judge the presence of the cavitation 

stalling of the operation of the pump as a result of the closing 

of feed line, are pQ, pr> ñ, Gq , Gf, pK, P8Xi0, and PBXtr. The 

transient procès- in this case is accompanied by a reduction in 

the flow of the cavitating pump. Tf with the closing of main line 

behind the pump such behavior of the flow caused the initial "peak" 

in pressure and a pressure Increase at the inlet into pump in 

steady-state conditions, then with the closing of the main feed 



line the pressure at the inlet into pump is sharply decreased and 

remains below the initial in steady-state conditions. The tran¬ 

sient process with respect to the inlet pressures is accompanied 

by fluctuations in pressure of small amplitude. 

This behavior of pressure at the inlet into the pump will be 

recorded during the engine tests if the closing of the main line 

occurs before the site of installation of the sensor of the pres¬ 

sure measurement. But if the closing of the main feed line occurs 

after che place of placing of the sensor, then the pressure sensor 

will re.ord the initial pressure increase. Recordings of the 

pressure sensor in this case will not reflect a real change in the 

pressure at the inlet into the pump. 

Figure 7.20. Transient process with leak¬ 
age of the main feed line. 
Abbreviation: c • s. 

The nature of the transient process with cavitation ■tailing 

of the pump, caused by the leakage of the main feed oxidizer line, 

is shown in Fig. 7.20. Here a reduction in the mode occurs both 

as a result of a decrease in pressure due to cavitation with a 

reduction in the inlet pressure below the critical and as a result 

of a decrease in the flow through the oxidizer pump due to the 

appearing leakage of the component before the pump. 
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A sharp decrease In the pressure ana flow through the oxidizer 

pump leads to a reduction In the power Input of the pump. Because 

of this In the beginning of the transient process the number of 

revolutions of the TNA, the pressure created by the fuel pump, 

and fuel flow along main lines of the engine are increased. 

A decrease in the relationship of components in the gas gen¬ 

erator and in the to<-al flow through the gas generator causes a 

pressure decay in it and a reduction in the number of revolutions 

of the TNA, the pump heads and combustion-chamber pressure. 

A decrease In the pressure at the inlet into the o/idizer pump 

due to the appearing leakage causes an increase in the pressure 

differential in main feed line from the tank to the inlet into the 

pump. This leads to an increase in the flow from the tank. 

But if with leakage of the main line after the pump the 

beginning of the transient process was accompanied by a sharp 

increase in th flow of the leakage, and subsequently this expendi¬ 

ture was decreased, then with the appearance of leakage from the 

main feed line an increase in this flew up to a definite value 

throughout the transient process occurs. The total flow from the 

tank is similarly changed. 

A decrease in the flow after the pump leads to a pressure 

increase at the inlet into the oxidizer pump. This causes an in¬ 

crease in pressure, since the pump transfers over to the section 

o. the cavitation characteristic during wnich the very weak depend¬ 

ence of pressure on tne pressure at tn® Is 

An increase in the pressure and flow through the oxidizer 

pump leads to an increase in the flow rate and pressure of the 

combustion chamber and fxow rate and pressure of the gas generator. 

As a result the numbers of revolutions of the TNA and heads of the 

oxidizer and fuel pumps are increased. 
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With the small hydraulic friction of the section of the main 

line in which the destruction occurred, the new steady-state con¬ 

ditions do not differ from the initial, since with an increase in 

the total flow rate from the tank the hydraulic losses in the sec¬ 

tion up to the location of destruction remain comparatively small. 

Malfunctions of an internal nature caused by breakdowns of 

the worm conveyors and ■'mpellers of the pumps lead to a change in 

the geometry of the flow part of the pump and, consequently, to a 

ch_.‘¿ in the head characteristic of the pump. It is possible to 

note the distinctive feature of these kinds of malfunctions: the 

pressure and flow rate through the pump do not correspond to the 

nuraoer of revolutions of the TNA. Therefore, If the nonconformity 

of pressure and flow rate through the pump to the number of revo¬ 

lutions of the TNA is noted (the pump operates not according to 

the design characteristics), then it is possible to assume tnat in 

the flow part of the pump the breakages occurred. 

Malfunctions connected with breakages in the bearings of the 

pumps and the rubbing of the floating rings lead to an increase in 

the moment of resistance of the pump. These forms of malfunctions 

car be simulated by a decrease in the efficiency of the pumps. 

The approximate nature of the transient process in the case of a 

decrease in the efficiency of the fuel pump is shown on Fig. 7.21. 

A sharp increase in the power input of the pump due to a reduction 

the efficiency of the pump leads to a reduction in the revolution 

number of the TNA. This, In turn, causes a decrease in pressures 

of the propellant components created by the pumps. 

A reduction in the oxidizer and fuel flows leads to a decrease 

in the pressure In the gas generator and combustion chamber. It 

should be noted that there subsequently occurs a disproportionate 

decrease in the oxidizer and fuel flows, and the fuel flow drops 

more intensely; and therefore the ratio of components in the com¬ 

bustion chamber is Increased. 



Figure 7.21. Transient process with a decrease 
in efficiency of the pump. 
Abbreviation: c = s. 

The steady-state mode, which corresponds to the considered 

form of malfunction, is decreased in comparison with that which 

preceded its appearance. 

The characteristic feature of the transient process in the 

reduction of the efficiency of the pumps is the fact that in the 

beginning of the transient process the rate of decrease in the 

number of revolutions of the TNA exceeds the rate of descent in 

pressure in the gas generator. A reduction in heads of the oxi¬ 

dizer and fuel pumps is synchronous. These parameters are most 

sensitive to these forms of malfunctions. 

The passage of tne transient process with a decrease in the 

efficiency of the oxidizer pump is similar to that examined above. 

With a considerable reduction in the efficiency of the oxi¬ 

dizer or fuel pumps, the transient process occurs with an increase 

in the coefficient of the weight ratio of the propellant components 

in the gas generator. This leads to an increase in temperature in 
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the gas generator and can be the reason for the burnouts of the 

gas main lines of the engine. 

§ 8. EFFECT OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM 
OF THE ZhRI' ON THE NATURE OF 
TRANSIENT PROCESSES DURING 
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 

The operation of the engine installation, its mode parameters 

anu the nature of the transient process depend substantially on 

the operation of the control system used on the engine. 

For an explanation of the effect of the control system on the 

nv. vure of the transient process and the mode parameters of the 

ZhRD, in emergency situations calculations of the transient proc- 

( .:s s ca. by different malfunctions in the engine with after¬ 

burning of the reducing producer gas with a specific control system 

were carried out. The calculations were conducted over a wide 

range of changes in the parameters characterizing the malfunction: 

uF , ôÃp, n, and others, which lead to a considerable change in 

the engine operating mode (up to 80JO. A comparison of results of 

these calculations with results of calculations of emergency situ¬ 

ations in an uncontrolled engine of similar design (see £ 4-7) 
made it possible to conduct an analysis of the operation of the 

control system with different emergency situations and explain its 

effect on the nature of the transient processes and parameters of 

the new steady-state mode. 

Since with the emergence of emergency situations, as a rule, 

there occurs a considerable change in the ZhRD mode, in the study 

of the operation of controllable engines a sufficient differential 

on the controlling elements for the final development of the dis¬ 

turbance acquires special Importance. This requires a necessary 

account of limitations on the movement of the control element, 

which reflect the real operation of the control system of the 

engine. 
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An investigation of the effect of the control elements on the 

operation of the engine installation during emergency situations 

is conducted in an example of the operation of the system of the 

internal engine stabilization of the relationships of the propel¬ 

lant components. 

The stabilization of the relationship of components on the 

considered design of the engine (see Pigs. 7.7 and 7.11) is pro¬ 

vided for by the operation of two stabilizers. The stabilizer of 

the flow includes flow-meter devices: Venturi tube 3 and 16, 

servothrottle 19 and valve 17. It provides on the main fuel line 

of the engine Installation a flow proportional to oxidizer flow 

through the Venturi tube 3, maintaining a constant coefficient of 

the weight ratio of components in the engine k »const. 
AB 

The pressure stabilizer 7 maintains pressure pH cT at point 

B of the bleed of feedback behind itself on the main oxidizer line 

Cl -he gas generator (see Fig. 7«7) equal to the control pressure 

on the main fuel line (pyHPiCT) (at point f in Fig. 7.11). With 

the equality of pressures (PH.CT*PyHp,CT) and the equality of 

differentials on sections of the oxidizer and fuel main lines from 

.he exhaust points 3 and r up to the gas generator (the necessary 

differentials are provided for by the selection of the discha.ging 

nozzle 11 with adjustment of the engine), tne pressure stabilizer 

will maintain the constant relationship of the propellant compo¬ 

nents in the gas generator. 

An analysis of the operation of the stabilization system will 

oe carried out with the enlistment of the following parameters: 

movements of the controlling elements of stabilizers of flow rate 

and pressure and x^), differentials on the controlling elements 

of the stabilizer of flow rate (Ap„) and pressure stabilizer (Ap ). 

An increase in differentials Ap and Ap correspond to an increase 

xc and xH. 
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The conducted investigations show that the nature of the 

transient process and parameters of the new steady-state system 

with the emergency situations of the engine with the stabilization 

system of the relationship of the propellant componente depend on 

the place of origin of the malfunction - up to or after the exhaust 

points to the controlling elements. Thus with the appearance of 

leakage after the Venturi tube on the main line of the combustion 

chamber and gas-generator oxidizer, the flow through the Venturi 

tube is Increased, in connection with which the differential on 

tube ^ increases (see Fig. 7.7), the diaphragms of the slide valve 

is moved toward the nozzle, increasing the differential on the 

nozzle-valve (Fig. 7.22); the pressure above the piston of the 

servothrottle is reduced (Fig. 7.23). The piston begins to be 

moved toward the opening (x is decreased), decreasing the differ- 

~ntlal on the controlling element of the flow stabilizer - grid of 

the servothrottle. The fuel flow along the main line also increases. 

Piston 
with 

needle 

Figure 7.23. Slide valve. 

To inlet J . 
Into pump'—i^. 

Figure 7.23. Servothrottle. 

The controlling pressure (PyMp<CT) tor the stabilizer lh*K*lla< 

on the main line of the oxidizer of the gas generator is the 

pressure bled on the main fuel line of the gas generator. An in¬ 

crease in this pressure leads to the mvsmnt of th<e diaphragm of 

.s.«*:!«., wwa tte aczzl* u* in in cw 
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on nozzle-valve (Fig. 7.24). 

the piston in cavity E 

gas generator, in the considered 

The piston begins to be moved 

toward the detent of minimum 

friction of the main oxidizer 

line. The differential on the 

needle of the pressure stabi¬ 

lizer is decreased. 

Because of the work of 

the controlling elements, which 

decrease the differentials 

along the main lines of the 

emergency situation the boosting 

w* operating mode from all the basic parameters (in the 

range of the control). 

Because of this the pressure above 

is decreased. 

If the closing or leakage appear behind exhaust point B to the 

pressure stabilizer, the ratio of the propellant components on the 

gas generator is immediately disturbed. In this case the emergence 

Oj. the malfunction on the main oxidizer line leads to a sharp re¬ 

duction in the engine operating mode, and the operation of the 

pressure stabilizer in this case aggravates the exhaust point r of 

the control pressure on the pressure stabilizer (in the range con- 

k-i'o ¡j , tne boosting of the engine operating mode as a result of 

tne opening of -he pressure stabilizer due to the relatively 

nlgr. pressure p^^^ (at point f), an increase in the oxidizer 

- .low and an increase in the efficiency of gas in the gas generator 
£ f* * r» W w w uiX • 

With the closing of the hydraulic fuel line up to the exhaust 

point T of tne control pressure on the pressure stabilizer the 

beginning of the transient process is accompanied by a decrease in 

the basic parameters (excluding k and k'). If the emergent mal¬ 

function is found in the range of the control of the engine, after 

the initial reduction in parameters of the ZhRD their increase up 

to values which preceded the emergency situation is provided. This 
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course of the transient process is connected with the movement of 

the piston of the flow stabilizer toward the detent of the minimum 

friction and a decrease in the differential on the grid of the 

servothrottle of the stabilizer. As a result of the closing of 
the main line as soon as the available differential on the con¬ 

trolling element is exceeded the piston of the flow stabilizer will 

reach the detent of minimum friction (xc-0). The parameters of 

the steady-state engine operating mode pH, p¿, P0, Pr, n, G^, 

and G , vioegin i,o Je decreesed (Fig. 7.25). 
r L. 

In certain cases (with the mal¬ 

functions of the pumps, the closing 

of the hydraulic line of the oxidizer 

up to the point A (see Fig. 7.7), the 

closing of the main fuel line up to 

point T (see Fig. 7.11) of the bleed 

of the control pressure to the stabi¬ 

lizer, the leakage of the main fuel 

and oxidizer line to the Venturi 

tubes) this control system does not 

affect the nature of the transient 

process. But because of the operation 

of the flow ana pressure stabilizers 

(in the range of control) the oper¬ 

ating mode of the ZhRD, which is 

established with these malfunctions, 

is substantially Increased. Thus, 

for instance, with the identical 

closing of the section of the hydraulic oxidizer line to the 

Venturi tube (6Ãp=0.4), the operating mode of the uncontrolled 

engine is p *0.2p», p' =0.13(p! )*, the operating mode of the adjust- 

able engine is PH=0*9p¡» Ph“°‘9P¡¡* 

With the appearance of malfunctions of the type of closing 

and leakage of the section of the hydraulic line of the combustion 

chamber and òhe leakage of the section of the main line of the gas 

main fuel line on param¬ 
eters of the control¬ 
lable ZhRD. 
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generator up to the stabilizer of pressure, the operation of the 

stabilization system of the ratio of the components leads to a 

qualitatively new course of transient processes. 

Thus, with the closing of the 

hydraulic oxidizer line of the com¬ 

bustion chamber, the nature of the 

transient process which appears in 

the controllable engine (Fig. 7.26) 

is completely different than that in 

the uncontrollable. Tne beginning 

of the transient process occurs simi¬ 

larly. But the flow .• ahilizer 

follows the oxidizer I4.VW through the 

Venturi tube, which is decreased as 

as result of the closing, increases 

the differential on the grid of the 

servothrottle, and decreases the 

fuel flow. In accordance with a 

decrease in control pressure (p ) ^ ^ywp.r 
at point f, the piston of the stabi¬ 

lizer 7 (see Fig. 7.7) is also moved 

toward the detent of maximum friction, increasing the differential 

on the controlling element. The oxidizer flow along the main line 

of the gas generator is decreased. This leads to a lowering of 

the pressure in the gas generator, the number of revolutions of 

the TNA and so on. Consequently, after the initial boosting the 

parameters of the ZhRD are decreased. 

The appearance of leakage of the hydraulic oxidizer of the 

combustion chamber (in the range of control, leads to the boosting 

of the engine operating mode from all the basic parameters. This 

occurs because of the operation of the flow and presnure stabi¬ 

lizers, which ensure in this emergency situation an increase in 

the oxidizer and fuel flow in main lines of the gas generator 

(Fig. 7.27). 

Figure 7.26. Transient 
process with the overlap 
of the section of the 
hydraulic oxidizer line 
of the combustion chamber 
of the controllable ZhRD. 



Figure 7.27. Depend¬ 
ence of basic param¬ 
eters of the control¬ 
lable ZhRD on the 
degree of leakage of 
the hydraulic oxidizer 
line of the combustion 
chamber. 

Figure 7.28. Depend¬ 
ence of the basic 
parameters of the 
controllable ZhRD on 
the closing of the 
main oxidizer line of 
the combustion 
chamber. 

The effect of the degree of malfunction of those emergency 

situations in which the operation of the controlling elements 

causes a qualitatively new course of the transient process leads 

to the ambiguity of the behavior of the basic parameters of the 

steady-state system of the controllable engine. For example, the 

parameters of the new steady-state system up to a definite closing 

of the section of the hydraulic oxidizer line of the combustion 

chamber are decreased, and with its further increase they begin 

to increase (Fig. 7.28). This ambiguity is connected with achieve¬ 

ment by the control element of the stabilizer of the flow of the 

position of the "detent", which corresponds to the maximum friction 

(x “const). In this case the ratio of the propellant components 

onCthe engine is disturbed, and the expansion ratio of the gas on 

the turbine and the available power of the turbine are increased. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

MODELING OF PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN THE 
FINAL DEVELOPMENT OF ELEMENTS AND 
SYSTEMS OF THE ENGINE INSTALLATION 

Tne theory of similarity finds wide practical application in 

the physical modeling of different processes. In this case the 

essence of the latter entails the fact that the investigated 

process is studied not on the full-scale object but on its 

physical model. The obtained results can be transferred to the 

real process by means of the corresponding conversion when the 

model is similar to the natural one. 

5 1. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF 
SIMILARITY TO THE EXPERIMENT 

Any physical experiment is limited to the empirical study of 

the specific article according to the definite previously con¬ 

firmed program. However, the purposes which in this case are posed 

cover a wider circle of problems than the determination of parameters 

or properties of the investigated unit article. As a rule, one 

strives to extend the test results to the totality of the articles 

measured by the entire volume of the commodity production or to 

the investigated process as a whole. Together with mathematical 

statistics, the theory of similarity serves as this purpose. 

The theory of similarity determines that region or section of 

the surface of response to which it is possible to extend the 
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results of the unit experiment. Moreover, the possibility to 

compose the system of integral equations in criterial form which 

describe the simulatable process is created. 

The most important, in a practical respect, field of 

application of the theory of similarity consists in the development 

on its bas1^ of methods of physical modeling. Ensuing directly 

from the th*rd theorem are the conditions and prerequisites which 

determine the similarity of the model to fuxl-scale. The initial 

stage of the modeling is the establishment of conditions of 

/niqueness, i.e., the determining parameters and similarity criteria. 

Ir the study of the process on the reduced model on the basis of 

the equality by the similarity criterion, its geometric dimensions 

'-re determined, and the working drawings, on which the model is 

prepared,ere compiled. The parameters which enter into the condition 

of uniqueness for the model and full-scale must be proportional. 

According to the third theorem, the model is similar to nature 

if the following three conditions are observed: 

1) the geometric similarity of the model and full-scale is 

provided; 

2) the physical constants of the model are proportional to the 

appropriate constants of the natural process, including the boundary 

conditions ; 

3) the corresponding similarity criteria for the full-scale 

and the model are equal to each other. 

It is completely natural that a precise observance of all 

conditions of similarity is possible only in very rare events, and, 

therefore, in practice all the more frequently one resorts to 

methods of the approximate similarity with the modeling of complex 

physical processes [3, 29]. 
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Models with transparent walls play an important role In 

the study of aero-, gas- ard hydrodynamic processes. In this case 

It Is possbile to observe the physical pattern of the course of 

the processes and, If necessary, record It with the aid of a camera 

or movie camera. This method finds wide practical use in different 

fields of technology. 

In the region of the experimental final development of the 

assemblies of the ZhRD [WPß - liquid-propellant rocket engine], for 

example, at the Lewis Research Center (NASA) aerodynamic investiga¬ 

tions of turbines of the oxygen-hydrogen engine M-l on scale models 

were carried out [102]. Experiments were carried out on physical 

models made in scales of 0.450 and 0.646 with respect to full-scale. 

Used as the working medium was air. For visual observations of the 

flow, a transparent model of the collector of the turbine was made. 

Investigations were conducted by the method of photographing of 

smoke flow, which makes it possible to estimate the uniformity of 

the flow of the working body along the channels of the collector, 

the absence of circulation and similar phenomena», which are very 

difficult to be determined by any other method. As a result was 

selected the optimum shape of the turbine blades, the values of 

efficiency were determined, and the interconnection between losses 

in total pressure and rates of flow in the inlet branch pipe was 

established. 

At present, with the aid of the physical models, it is possible 

to study the hydrodynamics of the gas flow and the convection heat 

transfer virtually of any thermal apparatus and engine, including 

the ZhRD. However, the latter is the totality of complex systems 

of a different class, and the methods of final development used for 

the combustion chambers and ZhGG [WfT — liquid-gas generators] 

must be different for fuel pumps or feed systems. For this reason 

cannot be developed are single methods of modeling of all systems 

of the ZhRD. In each concrete case, in connection with each class 

of systems and assemblies, they will be different. 
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P®*“ HWMMI 

Let us examine now the problem of providing the similarity of 

centrifugal pumps by utilizing fundamental thercrems of similarity. 

The design and final development of high-speec't pumps for high-flow 

rates and pressures can require the creation of scale models just 

as for turbines [102]. Simultaneously with this, the problem of 

the selection of dimensions of the model under the condition 

of similarity to its full-scale will arise. As was already mentioned 

above, full similarity assumes to be, first of all, the geometric 

similarity, i.e., the ratio of the corresponding dimensions in 

accordance with the established scale. At the same time for 

centrifugal pumps the kinematic and dynamic similarity, i.e., 

the geometric similarity of the velocity triangles, pressures, 

flow rates, powers, etc., must be provided. 

If we introduce the notations for the geometric dimensions 

of the mode-L and full-scale (index "n" refers to the model, 

Index "h" - to full-scale). 

dm bm • • * • d» • t» 

then the constant of geometric similarity will be equal to the 

relations 

(8.1) 

Introducing the notations for power N, volumetric efficiency 

Q, pressure H, the number of revolutions of the pumps n, and the 

circular u, relative w and absolute c velocities, we obtain the 

constants of the kinematic and dynamic similarity: 

• «■ 

C* 
Nu 

Nú 

(8.2) 
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Under the condition of equality for the model and full-scale 

of the hydraulic and overall efficiency n, we obtain 

= Oa. 
(8.3) 

since in the general 

/V = HQ T. 

where y is the specific mass of the liquid. 

Further, by introducing the notation for angular velocity 

w and radius of the wheel r, we will obtain, taking into account 

the relation u-wr, the following expression for the constant of 

kinematic similarity: 

C = ' “w 
r, • «i (8.4) 

Since the volumetric efficiency is expressed by dependence 

Q*2irrbc , then 

9jl 
0. (8.5) 

ihe g*ver formulas establish the relationships between 

volumetric efficiencies, velocities, numbers of revolutions and 

geometric dimensions of the model and full-scale. 

ö.milarly dependences for pressures and powers can be 

established: 

(8.6) 
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Finally, on the basis of equations (8.5) and (8.6) there can be 

obtained the expression for tne power-speed coefficient, which is 

the universal characteristic of similarity of the designed 

centrifugal pumps of a certain standard model, which has an 

efficiency ide. tical to full-scale. These questions are examined 

in detail in work [16]. 

Relations (3.1)-(8.6) allow in the Initial stages the conduct¬ 

ing of ar. autonomous final development of the pumps of unique 

Z''R: virtually on small-size models. If we are speaking about 

t°sts of a centrifugal pump with a productivity of more than 

. nr/s then its final development, from all points of view, is 

expendiently begun with a design and test of the physical models 

made in the considerably reduced dimensions. As a result of 

... >d- xing the optimum dimensions and shapes of the basic elements can 

be determined : rotor wheel, collector, blades, etc. and also the 

basic parameters of the pump, including its efficiency. 

Thus, fulfilleu in the process of modeling is the whole complex 

of investigations, which complete, basically, the range of problems 

solvatle with designing and autonomous final development. Further 

experiments have already been carried out on the full-scale object. 

Their purpose consists, mainly, in the testing of the results of 

modeling, which all the same one should consider to be approximate. 

§ 2. PHYSICAL MODELING WITH THE FINAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF ELEMENTS AND SYSTEMS OF 
THE ENGINE .INSTALLATION 

independently of the complexity of the experimental programs, 

the quantity of expensive tests must be reduced to a minimum, and the 

total effectiveness of the works must be as complete as possible. 

Therefore, experimenter searches for the possibility of the replace¬ 

ment of the complex program of a simpler one. The reasons for this 

replacement there can be several, and the main one lies in the fact 

that in order to Insure a reduction in the cost of the finishing 

works and eliminate the need for the creation of ar expensive 

experimenta' baoe. 
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One of the known means of the solution to the problem entails 

the use of methods of physical modeling by which the real process 

is investigated with the aid of physical models. This method allows 

the possibility of the appearance of errors similar to errors of 

the approximation, which estimate the degree of conformity of 

theoretical and experimental data with methods of mathematical 

modeling. 

The replacement of full-scale by a model does not eliminate 

the possibility of the fact that the simulatable process will 

virtually always differ from the full-scale process. Nevertheless, 

the criterial similarity of full-scale and the model must be 

provided. 

Physical modeling is based on an experiment, and only an 

experiment most fully makes it possible to carry out an inspection 

of the criterial similarity of the model and full-scale. By 

accepting the physical model, it is not possible to use its results 

without an estimate of the degree of conformity of the simulatable 

and full-scale processes. In practice this conformity can be 

realized by means of the theory of similitude. 

by examining the concrete problem, it is necessary to determine 

the purpose and up tc the possible limits narrow the representation 

of the physical process, which would correspond to conditions of the 

problem of program of study. More precisely, it is necessary to 

proceed along the path of the creation of a model which reflects 

not the entire complex of the physical phenomena which occur in 

full-scale, but only the one main side. 

Let us give the simplest example. It Is necessary to carry 

out a hydraulic flow test of the assemblies for determining the 

adjustment precision ZhRD on the basic parameters. The propellant 

components are aggressive; therefore, the flow test of assemblies 

on full-scale components requires tne creation of special protective 
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means and test stands, and it is also undesirable according to 

technological and other considerations. It is proposed to carry 

out hydraulic tests on a neutral, model fluid, for example, water. 

Then there arises the question as to what measure this will affect 

the accuracy of adjustment of the engine. The answer depends on 

the accuracy of the provision for criterial similarity. 

Let us examine the second example. Let us assume that we are 

interested in the atomization and carburetion of the propellant 

components of a newly designed injection head of the combustion 

chamber of a ZhRD of high thrust. It is obvious that this statement 

of the problem in the early stages of the investigation does not 

completely require experimentation in full-scale dimensions. It 

is " re expedient in this stage to be limited to the conducting 

of model experiments. In order to do this, it is necessary quite 

substantially to select the physical models and, for example, 

injectors, groups of injectors, honeycomb cells, precombustion 

chambers, model fluids, and so on. After the completion of the 

experimental program, results of the investigation are transferred 

-o the full-scale object. 

It is quite obvious that hydrotests of the full-scale 

injector assemblies of combustion chambers of the ZhRD of high 

thrust will require the creation of a powerful hydraulic test-stand 

with the productivity of the order of several tons of fluid per 

second at high operating pressures and large expenditures of time 

and resources for the manufacture of different design variants of 

heads and so on. 

An experimental study of the atomization of components by 

means of physical models does not represent a peculiar complexity 

and can be realized under laboratory conditions. In this case an 

investigation can be carried out with the a more complete account 

of the effect of various kinds of factors, such as counttrpressure, 



the rarefaction of the medium, etc., which in tests of full-scale 

objects under bench-test conditions is sufficiently difficult to 

carry out. 

More important, from an economic point of view, are examples of 

the use of separate models in complex tests of systems of the ZhRD 

and DU [AY - engine installation]. Here the total effect appears 

more noticeable, the more complex system itself is and the more 

expensive its final development. 

The method of system testing with the enlistment of physical 

models of separate elements allows in a number of cases to transfer 

the complex experiment from fire test-stands into laboratory 

conditions. In this case by means of modeling the degree of the 

effect of extreme values of parameters of separate elements and 

input factors on output system performances is determined. This 

makes it possible to complete the search for extreme test conditions, 

eotimate the possibility of the appearance of emergency situations 

and soundly determine the extreme values of the parameters for the 

completion elements. 

It was noted above that the ZhR£ Is a very dynamic system with 

a developed degree of correlation relations between the elements, 

as a result of which their autonomous final development in a 

number of cases with respect to effectiveness can be reduced to 

zero. An increase in the effectiveness of the final development 

of greatly correlated elements requires the conducting of complex 

tests of these elements in the composition of the entire system, and 

this means an increase in the quantity of expensive test of such 

systems as the ZhRD and DU. For this reason for units and assemblies 

subjected to interaction and which have strong correlation relations, 

it is expedient to carry out tests with physical models of contig¬ 

uous elements of the systems. With the satisfactory similarity 

of the physical models to their prototypes in tne process of 

functioning, the degree of the interaction and correlation of the 
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elements is retained, and, therefore, the conditions of autonomous 

final development prove to be approximate to conditions of complex 

tests of this element in the composition of the entire system. 

Ir connection with this, in the practice of the final develop¬ 

ment. of „he ZhRD problem« of the modeling of a somewhat different 

plan are encountered. For example, introduced into system is the 

model of :he element not for the study of the full-scale processes 

but for the retention of the degree of its correlation with adjacent 

elements of the system. Let us assume that the system consists of 

two elements 1 and 2 correlated with each other. 

By virtue of this, as was shown above, the autonomous final 

development of element 1 can prove to be barely effective. To 

conduct its final development in the composition of the entire 

system is irrational. Then there arises the question, is it not 

possible to replace element 2 with its physical model. The only 

condition of this replacement must be the observance of test 

conditions of element 1 in a complex with model 2. Thus for the 

correxated system the problem of the modeling of test conditions 

in no way Includes the provision for the similarity of physical 

processes between full-scale elements and their models. Subse¬ 

quently, we will consider the purpose of this modeling to be the 

provision for the correlation similarity between the developed and 

model elements. 

As an example let us examine the tests of the feed system of 

an engine of open circuit with the physical model of the combustion 

chamber, xn this case at the output of the pressure main lines 

along the fuel and oxidizer lines there are throttle disks, which 

ensure the total pressure differentials and per-second propellant 

component flows equivalent to the full-scale. In this example 

used as the physical model of combustiun chamber are throttle disks. 

As a whole the considered model provides the dynamic functioning 

of ail assemblies of the ZhRD (excluding the chamber) virtually 
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without the combustion of the propellant, if we do not consider the 

relatively low flow for the provision of operation of the ZhGG. 

This testing can be carried out under laboratory conditions. It 

does not require the automation of the complex firing tests of the 

engine for the final development of the feed system of a complex 

with the generator. In this case it is possible to study in the 

dynamics the transient and steady-state processes, the questions 

of the flow-rate control, the change in thrust, and so on. 

With the provision of the parametric similarity of hydraulic 

channels of this type, tests on the informativeness are not inferior 

to full-scale tests, excluding the intrachamber processes and prob¬ 

lems of the interference of the chamber and feed system. In the con¬ 

sidered case for the test work, powerful fire test-stands are not 

required. Consequently, the model tests can be conducted independ¬ 

ently of the other more complex programs. The advantage of the con¬ 

sidered tests is also the fact that they made it possible to carry 

cut the autonomous final development of the basic assemblies (for 

example, the TNA [THA - turbopump assembly]) as if in a complex with 

the whole "engine." 

Thus the correlations between the testable assemblies are 

retained, and at the same time the final development of some 

elements (units) does not depend on the degree of readiness of 

others for tests. 

Together with tests of the engine without a comoustion chamber 

(model - throttle flanges), also others are used. For example, 

there are tests of a full-scale combustion chamber with the pressure 

feed system of the propellant compcnerts. In this case the physical 

model is the feed system criterially and in a correlation manner 

similar to the full-scale feed system of the engine Jointly with 

the TNA and automation. Tests of the DU with the simulation of 

pressurized systems, autonomous tests of pumps, autonomous tests 

af the TNA and so on are similar. 
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Together with the models examined above in the practice of 

the final development combined Models, which are the synthesis 

of the physical and mathematical modeling can be used. Their 

sense includes the fact that the physical model, which has a real 

physical "inlef1, feeds the* output signal to the converting device, 

which imparts an '..nalyti^al form to it in the usual digital code. 

Further the transformed signal enters into the calculating program, 

which describes the mathematical model of the investigated process. 

Thj combined modeling is an effective means for the final 

development of elements of the complex dynamic systems, if the 

insufficiently studied or new physical processes are investigated 

when it is not possible to recreate a reliable mathematical model 

of this element (unit), since the composition of the significant 

factors is unknown, and the necessary information is absent. 

Statistical studies showed that the more extensive the 

experimental studies with the bench-test final development of the 

elements (units) and systems are conducted, the higher the quality 

and reliability of the articles. Modeling does not eliminate the 

need for the conducting of complex full-scale tests of the system as 

a whole. But in this case they are carried out in a considerably 

less volume than that which the autonomous final development 

requires . 

The purpose of the complex tests, besides the checking of the 

accomplishing of the requirements of the technical assignment for 

the development of the system, consists in an efficiency test with 

the interaction of the elements and an estimate of the correctness 

of the selection of the basic similarity criteria wjth the modeling 

of the physical processes. 

The physical modeling closely adjoins the design modeling whose 

che purpose is for an explanation of the reason for the emergency 

(failure) to recreate the design model of the occurred event. 
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Design modeling requires a precise repoduction of all the conditions 

and aspects of the tests (design, technology of manufacture, process 

of preparation and experimentation). The design model requires the 

retention and recording of not only external and internal relation¬ 

ships, but also the surrounding situation. The less the information 

about the reason for the event, the more precisely it must be 

reproduced. It is natural that this is required, first of all, for 

an explanation of precise reasons for emergency or failure. Design 

modeling is a peculiar demonstration of the event of interest to 

us and this means the irrefutable proof of its initial cause. 

The design modeling is based on the experiment and is used 

in exceptional cases when as a result of an emergency (failure) 

the material part was not retained entirely, or its state is such 

that ^he reason for unfavorable outcome remained unknown. The 

reconstruction of design models, which correspond to the onset 

of an emergency situation in the operation of the ZhRD, and 

especially test conditions is an extremely laborious problem. 

In this case the main difficulty is explained by the fact that the 

volume of information in this situation, as a rule, is very limited. 

In such cai.es one usually proceeds along the path of the realiza¬ 

tion of a certain quantity of design models, which correspond to 

severa^, most probable hypotheses. Such measures partially speed 

up the realization of the total program, but this approach makes 

lo possible to investigate a certain complex of the possible 

emergency outcomes of the ZhRD under conditions of tests similar 

co the boundary tests. 

ror additional information the inspection of remainders of the 

material part is very Important: the state of the injector head 

assembly of the chamber, gas generator, turbine rotor, housings of 

the assemblies. Impellers of the pumps, end position of the 

actuating elements and assemblies of automation, cables, instruction 

instruments, and so on. If an emergency arose in flight, then the 

destruction of the remainders of the material part when falling 
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back to the earth is an obstruction for the execution of this 

operation. In such case all efforts of the group of an analysis 

must be directed toward the investigation of the telemetering data, 

which correspond to the moment of the onset of the emergency 

state. A great advantage of this investigation should be considered 

the comparative r-.’.alysis cf telemetering recordings of emergency 

starting with successfux tests carried out under approximately the 

san. concitions. A comparison must be carried out virtually accord- 

Ir.H, io all the controllable parameters, and all the distinctions 

in the behavior of the parameters must be recorded. 

The generalized data on the investigation of the reason for 

a failure lie as the basis of the test program of the design model 

whi n reproduces the emergency situation. If in this case it will 

be es ablished that there are several reasons, then the effect 

of each of them for the purpose of determining the resulting con¬ 

ditions and unfavorable combinations of the basic factors is 

investigated. In such cases the quantity of tests of the design 

models cannot be restricted to one experiment, but several of them 

ara carried out in accordance with the factor plans given above. 

Together with the generalized data, the factor plans make it 

possible to create a rational program of experimental researches. 

5 3. PROVISION FOR THE SIMILARITY 
OF DYNAMIC PROCESSES 

The final development of the complex technical systems 

requires the modeling of not only static (establish) processes 

bet mainly their dynamics. The dynamic processes are characterized 

by a variable number of revolutions of the TNA, the unsteady 

motion of the working medium, liquid or gas, and also the unstable 

e.aporution and burning of propellant components [40]. The 

dynamic processes are described by the equations of dynamics 

or are represented by dynamic characteristics (see Chapter VI). 

These equations establish the interconnection between the basic 
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parameters of the engine under transient conditions of operation 

when all the parameters are changed in time. 

The dynamic modeling muet Include the atudy of the transient 

processes: starting, shutlng off, modes of control, and different 

pulsating modes which appear In the feed system, the gas generator 

and combustion chamber. In addition to this, with the final 

development of the engine plants It Is necessary to Insure the 

dynamic similarity of bench-test conditions to flight conditions 

and so on. Dynamic modeling can be conducted only on the basis 

oí the provision for similarity of the model to actual flight. 

The dynamic processes of the ZhRD are complex and studied 

the least of all. But the processes which take place In the period 

of the starting of the ZhRD are especially complex and little 

investigated. This period Is accompanied by the complex Interactlo 

o different transient processes (mechanical, hydraulic, gas- 

dynamic, physicochemical, thermal, etc.). It Is Impossible to 

present many of them In a quantitative or parametrical form. 

Consequently, It Is Impossible to describe qualitatively enough 

this process by the appropriate equations of dynamics. The study 

of the Intrachamber processes of the ZhRD by means of analytical 

methods In a whole number of cases does not lead to success, 

especially If we are speaking about the combustion stability, the 

selection of optimum characteristics of the chamber, and so on. 

For example. In the equation of dynamics of the chamber not all 

tne physical features of dynamics of the Intrachamter processes 

(taws of the entrance of propellant components Into the chanter, the 

propagation of the burning front, the acoustic characteristics of 

e Chamber, the motion of shock waves, etc.) are considered. The 

design characteristics, combustion chamber configuration, the 

-irr ;?aln beltS- and ^ - also not considered, 

eons^d a «"sidération, the examined equation ahould be 

7 r,r aPPr0Xlmate> and ns use for the derivation 
OÍ Similarity conditions must be limited. 
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However, if we assume that the equation of dynamics of the 

chamber completely reflects the investigated real process, then 

its recording in criteria! form changes little. An attempt at 

the dimensional analysis of all the known variables leads to many 

different solutions and to the intuitive evaluation of the 

significance of separate factors. In this case the screening of 

"trivial" variables also leads to additional errors. 

Therefore, new ways of provision and inspection of the 

similarity of systems with dynamic modeling are necessary. One of 

hem, obviously, is the refusal to determine of the similarity 

criteria in the study of dynamic processes of complex systems. 

For this reason in the final development of the intrachamber 

nro•’eases oí tne ZhRD, the basic and most reliable remains as yet 

the empirical search, which is based on the experiment and modeling. 

If the simulatable processes from a physical point of view are 

uniform and conditioned by the effect of the same composition of 

the significant factors, then the inspection of the provision for 

dynamic similarity can be produced by means of a comparison of 

characteristics which determine the output quality of the process. 

For example, let us assume that it is necessary to estimate 

the flight and engineering characteristics of the ZhRD according 

to results of bench tests, in this case the flying engine is 

"full-scale", and Its bench-test version - the "model". It is 

natuc.il that the primary problem should be considered as the 

provision on the test-stand of the simulation of conditions of 

flight tests. 

In tnis case for the designer and experimenter, from the 

viewpoint of the perfection of the model (test-stand) and the 

provision for its similarity to full-scale, there is a wide sphere 

of action. It includes the matching of the bench-test dynamic 

characteristics to flight. In such a case when we are Interested 

in the characteristic of the output of the engine to the nominal 
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(sustainer) system, then prior to the beginning of the flight tests 

accepted as full-scale tests can be the characteristic obtained from 

results of bench tests of the DU in the composition of a stage. 

Virtually this means that 

full-scale tests are carried out 

on a limited quantity of articles 

at the extreme values of the 

factors. As a result the 

telemetering recording of 

the investigated parameters 

(Fig. 8.1) can be obtained. 

In this case characteristic 

1 is obtained according to 

results of full-scale tests, 

and characteristic 2 under the same conditions corresponds to bench 

tests. 

Figure 8.1. Dynamic characteris¬ 
tics of the output of the engine 
on the nominal (sustainer) 
operating mode: 1 - under flight 
conditions; 2 - under bench-tesc 
conditions . 

Subsequently, both characteristics are compared. If in this 

case their scales correspond to one another, then a checking of 

the convergence of the "model" with "full-scale" can be provided 

for by means of a matching of the oscillograms. 

By means of a comparison and analysis of characteristics 1 

ard 2, it is possible to establish that the emergence of the engine 

into actual conditions is more stressed and rigid than it is on 

the test stand. This is indicated by the higher rate of pressure 

buildup p^ in accordance with characteristic 1 and the Jump in 

pressure higher than the nominal level. Under bench-test conditions 

the emergence into the mode is smoother, without a Jump in pressure 

and, therefore, less stressed. This means that with bench tests 

the starting of the engine must be characterized by a comparatively 

less failure rate. From the viewpoint of the quality of the final 

development the latter is inadmissible. As a whole this will 

require the modification of the bench-test feed systems. 
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It is possible to speak about the similarity of systems or 

conditions of tests if in both cases for the "model” and "full- 

scale" the failure rates will be equal to (X1-XH). For the examined 

distributions this means the equality of the probabilities of 

the failure-free operation and their frequencies is: 

P(xU-P(x).. (8.7) 

¿Since in this case only transient processes are examined, then 

accepted as the distribution law of failures cam be, with a 

sufficient degree of reliability, the Weibull law. The possibility 

of this assumption was substantiated in Chapter V. Taking this into 

account, equality (8.7) must provide the convergence of results 

of the processing of statistical data for test conditions of the 

"model” and "full-scale." In this case for an evaluation of the 

convergence, the grapho-analytic method, based on the logarithmic 

operation of the distribution function examined in Chapter V, can 

be proposed. The convergence of results of the processing of 

statistical data for the "model" and "full-scale" in effect denotes 

the equality of the corresponding distribution parameters x^ and 

3. The latter in this case for the "model" and "full-scale" must 

be equal or similar to each other: 

JfO* S -Koiw ßid — ßn- 

The absence of full equality with the observance of similarity 

conditions of processes can be explained only by the limitedness 

of the volume of the tests. In accordance with the method of 

processing, the test results of both combinations of articles can 

be represented in a similar way, as is shown in Fig. 8.2. It is 

evident that when a similarity of the "model" and "full-scale" is 

present, their statistical data lie on one straight line. In the 

absence of the similarity of dynamic processes of the "model" and 

"full-scale", the parameters of the Weibull distribution Xq and 

ß must differ from each other, namely: 
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Correspondingly, final test results of the "model" and "full- 

scale" cannot be similar; therefore, separate points are placed 

on different lines (Fig. 8.3)* 

t(jc) ■> ln<„. 

Figure 8.2. Grapho-analytic method of the evaluation of the con¬ 
vergence of the dynamic characteristics of the "model" and "full- 
scale" (case of the presence of similarity): * - "model"; A - 
"full-scale". 

Figure 8.3. Grapho-analytic method of the evaluation of the con¬ 
vergence of the dynamic characteristics of the "model" and "full- 
scale" (case of the absence of similarity): x - "model"; A - 
"full-scale". 

The account given above should be considered as the method of 

the checking of the similarity of dynamic processes, which is based 

on the processing of statistical data. The method establishes the 

statistical similarity of the dynamic transient processes. In 

this case it is possible to speak about the similarity conditionally 

it is more correct to speak about the conformity of the processes 

or their identity. A shortcoming of this method, Just as of other 

statistical methods, should be considered to be their sensitivity 

to the volume of information. 

The statistical "criteria" of the identity of dynamic processes 

should be applied when reliable physical methods of the recording 

of dynamic characteristics, in particular, the telemetering 
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recordings of the output parameters of the system, are absent. 

In the presence of such parameters a check of the dynamic similarity 

of the investigated processes, as was noted above, can be carried 

out by the matching or imposition of oscillograms of the ''model" 

and "full-scale". This method can be considered sufficiently 

objective even in the presence of single experiments. In this case, 

of course, there must actually be provided the reproducibility of 

the dynamic characteristics of the investigated processes with 

repeated tests. This is virtually possible even for random 

processes with the known composition and fixed levels of the 

significant factors which affect the "inlet" of the system. 

The indispensable condition of the checking of the similarity 

of the dynamic processes should be considered as their full 

conformity from the viewpoint of the provision of the equalit-jy 0f 

levels of input factors for the "model" and "full-scale." 

As a quantitative measure of the convergence 'jf the dynamic 

characteristics of the "model" and "full-scale" the known Pearson 

chi-square compatibility test can be proposed. Kolmogorov's 

criterion in existing form [76], unfortunately, cannot be used, 

since for determining the empirical distribution function it 

provides for a finite number of realizations of the "random 

variable." In our case this number will always be very large, close 

to infinity, since the recording of the dynamic characteristic under 

bench conditions is conducted by monitoring sensors continuously, 

while under flight conditions - with a sufficiently high frequency 

of interrogation. 

Kolmogorov's criterion can be applicable if as the realization 

of the dynamic characteristic we take not the compatible points of 

curves of the "model" and "full-scale", but, for example, their 

separate compatible sections. In connection with the dynamic 

characteristics of the starting, depicted on Fig. 8.1, such 

sections can be the intervals: (0-tO and (0-tpj (t1-t2) and 
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(t2‘t3) and (t2_tpi (t3-V and (t4-t5) and 

respectively, for the "full-scale" and "model" (with 
pi*ime). 

¿ *hen the factor which determines the convergence of the two 

dynamic characteristics is the maximum difference in the control 

Parameters of the "model" and "full-scale" for each of the sections. 

Ip the considered case this is the maximum difference in pressures 

in the combustion chambers: 

— ( A* — P*n)m* 1 

The evaluation of the agreement of characteristics of the 
4 V 

investij^t6^ processes is determined from the probability P: 

P-fep (D„u/p), (8.8) 

* 

where R is the numbe. ^ of realizations equal ror the considered 

example to the number of intervals (R*5). 

, As follows from expression (8.8), the considered probability 

depends on two parameter.^ : Dmax and R. If the first, when 

evaluating the agreement , is determined unambiguously, then the 

parareter R to any degree should be considered as conditional. 

A similar condition ex.V’ts for the Pearson's criterion-x2. 

I.t is connected with the arbA trary selection of the number of 

inter als into which the investigated characteristic of the dynamic 

process is divided. For the purpose of the achievement of 

uniqueness, when using criterion x it is proposed to divide each 

of the sections into 3-^ intervals, which are determined by taking 

into account the physics of the phenomena. 

r The considered evaluation of the Identity of the dynamic 

processes is of practical importance. With its aid the functional 
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similarity of the systems is determined. In the examined specific 

co.se it is possible to estimate how fully the bench-test conditions 

correspond to the flight conditions. 

If conditions of identity are not provided for, modification 

of the model, taking into account the physical features of the real 

process must be conducted. In this case the level of knowledge 

of the physics of the phenomena and the experimenter’s experience 

and intuition are important. As regards the intuitive approach 

to the solution of those or other questions, in the most responsible 

and complex cases it is expedient to apply the method oi expert 

evaluations. With a sufficient volume of statistical data, the 

solutions on the modification of the model can be accepted on the 

basis of the optimization oi particular mathematical models in a 

linear variant. 

One additional condition, which has in a number of cases 

decisive importance for practice, is the presence of physical 

limitations imposed on the investigated process. The fact is that, 

having achieved the functional similarity of the two dynamic 

processes, it is not possible to eliminate the natural scattering 

of the parameters due to errors in the adjustment, technological 

factors of the first ana second kind, random phenomena, measuring 

errors, and so on. 

If the experiment is conducted under the boundary conditions 

or in the extreme zone, there is the possibility of a qualitative 

change in any of the parameters determining the conditions of 

"inlet" and emergence beyond the limits by which the physical 

state of the working medium or design elements is changed. The 

dynamic characteristic which determines a change in the pressure 

of one of the propellant components at the inlet into the pump of 

the engine can serve as an example. For a certain conditional 

ZhRD it ta tes the form shown on Fig. 8.4. The moment of time 0 

determines the instruction for the starting of the DU and the 
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beginning of tank pressurization. The moment of time t^ is the 

opening of the main valve and the beginning of filling of the 

free cavities of the engine. This process is characterized by a 

sharp pressure decay. In 

proportion to the filling of 

the cavities, the process is 

restored. It is characterized 

by the turbulent flow of fluid 

under the action of increasing 

pressure. However, the combus¬ 

tion of the propellant components 

in the combustion chamber creates 

a sharp resistance to the flow 

and a sho^*. wave, which is 

characterized by the appearance 

of a "peak" of pressure at the 

moment of time ty After the "peak" there follows drop t^. In 

summation, the emergent oscillating process attenuates by the moment 

of time tc* Further fluctuations in pressure are observed; and 

from the moment of time the process can be considered as being 

established. 

Figure 8.4. Dynamic pressure 
characteristic of the fluid 
at the inlet into the pump. 

The physical limitations imposed on the considered dynamic 

characteristic include the fact that in the pressence of troughs 

of pressure at moments of time t2 and t^ the level can be lower 

than the elasticity of the vapors of the components. Then 

the corresponding points of time, especially t2, will be character¬ 

ized by the effervescence of the component. As a result into the 

TNA and combustion chamber there will begin to enter a vapor-liquid 

amulsion capable of causing unsteady combustion, fluctuations, and 

so on. If this is possible in limitating cases with full-scale 

tests, then the indicated phenomena can not always be inherent in 

the model. In summation, the functional similarity of the dynamic 

processes from a mathematical point of view can be provided, and 
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boundary conditions for the model are not observed. Therefore, it 

is necessary, together with the mathematical evaluation of the 

identity of the processes, to produce a physical inspection of the 

boundary conditions and as required to impose the appropriate 

limitations on the model and full-scale. 

The question of the Identity of the complex dynamic processes 

also in many respects is determined by the possibilities of the 

measuring system and by sensors and their feeders. In a number of 

cases the latter can be dampers which "extinguish” the fluctuations 

and "peaks" of pressure in the oscillograms and thus distort the 

real process. 

Finally, one should indicate one more condition on the providing 

of a functional similarity of the dynamic systems. It entails the 

use for the recording of the characteristic of similar processes 

of single metering equipment, one type of sensors and identical 

form and length of the feeders. 

If examined is the complex dynamic process of which the 

analytical relationships between the parameters of the system are 

always clear, then it is most convenient to present it by the model 

of the "black box." In accordance with this, in the solution to 

the problem of providing for the dynamic similarity, we will have 

two models: one for the full-scale and the second for model 

processes (Fig. 8.5). 

I Figure 8.5. Diagrams of the 
"black box" for full-scale 
and model processes. 

It is known that both processes have an identical physical 

full-scale, and the inlet and outlet characteristics are identical. 

The presence of the known "inlet" and of "outlet" allows, in 

accordance with the methods given in Chapter V, determining the 
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mathematical model of each of the processes, i.e., the establishment 

of the missing functional relationships between the parameters of 

the systems. 

The form of these relationships can be expressed by the 

polynomials : 

- for the full-scale 

- for the model 

y* ~ ü by Xi Xj ... , 
i<J 

where with the prime there are the parameters of "full-scale", 

without the prime - the "model." 

If now we accept conditions for the "outlet" and "inlet": 

4, =* a, Xj =* x„ jfj =» ... ym =■ ym 

then correspondingly the regression coefficients will be equal 

à't == b# b\ = ¢,, bt^*bt etc. 

As a result we can obtain conditions for the functional 

similarity of the dynamic process : 

y =i¡ b¡x, + ¿ ¿V,JC,X, -f... = Idem. 
<-o «/ 

On the basis of this it is possible to draw the conclusion: 

if the phenomena have an identical physical full-scale, then the 

investigated dynamic processes will be functionally similar. 
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Thl. position at present Is quite fully cheeked experimentally 

It found wide application In practice In test procedures of the 

ZhRD. 
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